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Abstract
The aim of this study is to solve the handling qualities problems of a long range blended
wing body, at the conceptual design phase. That concept, also named flying wing in this
report, is an aircraft which integrates the four aircraft functions (lift, control, propulsion,
passengers transportation) in one single body. That configuration presents a benefit in
cruise lift-over-drag ratio, as well as in noise emissions, due to the shielding effect provided by the inner wing to mask the engine noise.
That configuration choice leads also to challenges. One of them is the handling
qualities. The baseline studied flying wing presents initially longitudinal and lateral instabilities, as well as lack of roll manoeuvrability and difficulty to do the rotation at
takeoff.
In this report are proposed solutions, combining innovative control surfaces and original drivers, which are adapted to the configuration advantages. The handling qualities
are solved in a resolution process with as few loops as possible, and the impact on the
performances is minimized. The output of that process is the best control surfaces architecture and airfoils design which minimizes the impact of the handling qualities resolution
on the cost of the mission.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Blended wing body vs flying wing

If the subject of this PhD is “The handling qualities resolution of a flying wing configuration” the object of this study is more a blended wing body configuration. In french,
flying wing and blended wing body are indeed gathered in the vocable “aile volante”,
even if there are differences between them[42].
Blended wing bodies and flying wings are both tailless aircraft : there is no horizontal
tail plane. The presence of a vertical fin is however “authorized”, installed on the fuselage
or on the wing.
Among the tailless aircraft, a blended wing body is an aircraft where the fuselage
and the wing are blended with each other. The thick central part is still discernible from
the outer wing. However, it is streamlined and its contribution to the lift production is
not negligible. On a pure flying wing, there is no division between the central and the
outer wing. Figure 1 represents example of tailless aircraft.

Figure 1: Tailless aircraft : categories.[42]
The aircraft studied in this report is a double swept blended wing body.

1.2

The blended wing body : opportunities & challenges

The blended wing body concept has been studied for a long time. Even if not present
in the civil transportation today, it is a concept which is as old as the aviation history
[41]. That concept presents opportunities and challenges, that are detailed in this section.
A first opportunity is linked to the aerodynamic efficiency. From the beginning,
the purpose of the blended wing body was simple : the reduction of the weight of the
aircraft, by eliminating all the devices (fuselage and tail planes) that were not necessary
to the lift production. The whole aerodynamic shape is used to create lift, which can
tend to the elliptic distribution.
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The lack of fuselage and tail planes leads also to the aircraft wetted surface decrement. As an example, we can cite the work performed at McDonnel-Douglas at the end
of the eighties[1]. They performed a calculation of the successive gains in wetted surface
obtained from the integration of the four aircraft functions (passengers transportation,
lift, propulsion, control) in a blended wing body. The result is a potential of 33% of
wetted area reduction, from the conventional configuration to the blended wing body.
Because of the direct relation between the cruise lift-over-drag ratio and the wetted surface, the blended wing body imply a substantial improvement in aerodynamic efficiency.
A second advantage is linked to the engine installation. By installing them at the
central body trailing edge, to balance the center of gravity position as well as to decrease
the requirement in yaw moment for engine failure cases, additional benefits are obtained:
• A reduction of the noise emissions, thanks to the shielding effect provided by the
body to the engine exhaust noise.
• A reduction of the danger of bursting blade impact on the cabin, if an engine failure
occurs, the cabin being situated in the forward part of the central body.
• In case of semi-buried engines, an increment of the propulsion efficiency, due to
ram drag reduction and assuming that the flow can correctly be directed in the air
inlet1 . A lower fuel burnt is expected.
A third advantage is linked to the loads repartition along the span. The blended
wing body having no brutal transition between the central body and the outer wing, the
shear efforts are reduced. A gain in structural mass is observed in that zone.
Several challenges must however be faced :
• cabin pressurization : if the shear efforts at the wing body junction are reduced,
the flat shape of the cabin is not appropriated to carry the pressurization loads.
Several structural concepts have however been developed, based on the junction of
longitudinal classical cylindrical fuselages, coupled with external skin, able to carry
the pressurization efforts, as well as the bending moments[44].
• volume management : passengers, cargo, and systems must be packaged within
the wing itself. Due to the unusual shape of the inner volume, judicious arrangements must be imagined to reduce as much as possible the unused volumes. Several
recent studies in cabin volume management [33], as well as structural design [44]
have improved the knowledge on that subject.
• manufacturing : If the concept is quite “simple”, an integrated wing & fuselage,
the large span of the central body will lead to deep changes in the elementary
components and ways of assembling, which are at the moment adapted to the
classical configurations.
1

Vortex generators in front of the air inlet could potentially improve the quality of the flow at the air
inlet [1].
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• family : conventional configurations have developed the concept of families : with
same wing, and control surfaces, the fuselage is stretched to carry more passengers
and enlarge the number of missions that can be covered by the aircraft. That
stretching is at first glance impossible for flying wings, implying a complete redesign
of the configuration. However, some studies[1] have suggested to stretch the aircraft
laterally, adding some elementary fuselage to increase the passengers capacity.
• passenger acceptance : at first, there is no window for most of the passengers,
apart potentially from the ones present in the doors and in the leading edge of the
wing. Individual screens, simulating a window, could be a solution.
Secondly, ride comfort is potentially an issue, due to the larger span of the cabin
and the potential larger local load factor excursions.
• multidisciplinary design : due to the integration of the four main functions
inside the blended wing body, connections between the different disciplines are
stronger than on classical aircraft. The design processes must be adapted to that
constraint.
• handling qualities : the compact shape of the plan form, the absence of tail plane
(at the potential exception of vertical fin) and the mixing of the control surfaces
make it challenging to ensure good manoeuvrability and stability.
That last point is the object of this PhD, and has been performed following several
steps, detailed in next section.

1.3

Overview of the report

In this report is at first presented the concept, in section 2.1 page 27. The different aircraft components are detailed, and the mathematical model used to solve the handling
qualities is presented (please refer to section 3, page 37).
Then is presented where this study takes place inside the future projects design processes, in section 4.2 page 56. The weight&cg diagram, which defines the range of center
of gravity positions that must respect the handling qualities, is calculated in section 5
page 61.
Afterwards, the different handling qualities criteria are presented, in sections 6.1 page
90 for pitch control, section 6.2 page 129 for yaw control, and section 6.3 page 150 for
roll control. The main handling qualities problems are highlighted.
In section 8 page 171 (changeable aircraft parameters) are presented the main drivers
of the problems. They are the aircraft parameters that can be modified to improve the
handling qualities, with no modification on the masses and high speed performances. In
sections 9 page 187 (yaw control surfaces), 10 page 215 (roll control surfaces) and 11
page 218 (multicontrol allocation) are presented unconventional ways of increasing the
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control authority of the configuration, in the three directions.
The resolution process is then built, in section 12 page 232, using all the drivers
and unconventional solutions to solve the handling qualities. That process is applied on
the blended wing body baseline. The outputs are several combinations of drivers and
control surfaces which can solve the handling qualities. They are presented in section 13
page 237. A selection criterion is finally proposed in section 14 page 247 (Optimization
criterion : simplified D OC ), in order to choose the solution which impacts the less the
cost of the mission.
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Part I

The Reference Blended Wing Body
Configuration.
In this part is presented the studied aircraft : a long range blended wing body. The
aircraft initial configuration is at first presented in section 2. The specifications of the
airplane, as well as its geometry are described.
Then, the mathematical model used to solve the handling qualities is explained,
starting from the elaboration of the nine equations of the flight mechanics, until the
detail of all the aerodynamic coefficients.

2

Initial configuration

The goal of this section is to present the case study : a new long range blended wing
body (BWB) configuration. That configuration has initially been designed to compare
the BWB concept with a conventional aircraft of same specifications [32]. The criteria
of comparison were the performances, in terms of maximum takeoff weight (M T OW ), as
well as fuel consumption.
Figure 2 represents an overview of the structural concept.

Figure 2: Overview of the studied blended wing body.
The numerical datas, defining the geometry, mass and aerodynamics are present in
annexe 15.2.
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2.1

Specifications

The key requirements are the following :
• Pax capacity : 470 pax, for a Mix Class (MC) cabin arrangement.
• Design Range :

R = 7200 N M

(2.1)

• Cruise Mach Number : MCruise = 0.85
• Maximum Operating Speed : V M O = 340kt
• ICAO Annex 14 code F : the ICAO norm imposes the span and the track length
of the main landing gear to define the required size of the parking for the aircraft.
Code F is the maximum available size for any aircraft. The span limitation affect
the high speed performance, and the track limitation affect the cargo and main
landing gear arrangement.

S pan ≤ 80m
(2.2)
T rackM LG ≤ 14m
• Cruise altitude :

35000f t ≤ h ≤ 43000f t

(2.3)

• Takeoff Field Length : T OF L ≤ 3000m, at ISA + 15 and sea level.
• Approach speed : Vapp ≤ 150kt, for any flying mass smaller than maximum landing
weight M LW .
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General arrangement

Figure : Plan 3 vues.
This section deals with the description of the different elements of the blended wing
body initial configuration. It is important to well define it, the resolution of the handling
qualities being likely to bring modifications. In this section are detailed :
• The commercial arrangement : cabin arrangements, cargo holds, . . .
• The general geometry : planform, engines, control surfaces, landing gears, . . .
2.2.1

Cabin arrangements

The shape of the cabin on a blended wing body is very different from the one of a classical
aircraft. It is wider but shorter, and is not cylindric anymore. Instead of classical large
capacity aircraft, the blended wing body cabin is a single deck one, to keep reasonable
the ratio of the thickness over the chord t/c, and get good aerodynamic behaviour.
Initially [32] targeted for 470 passengers in two classes, several studies have designed
different cabin arrangements. The two cabin arrangements studied in this report are a
two classes 464 pax (404 economic class + 60 business class) and a full economic class
632 pax. Figure 3 and Figure 4 represent the two cabin arrangements.

Figure 3: Mixed class cabin layout : scheme and requirements
More recent studies have developped a catalogue of cabin arrangements that demonstrate the possibility to increase the number of pax of more than 11 percents, thanks to
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Figure 4: Full economic class : scheme and requirements
internal volumes matching more the external skin, and judicious arrangement of passengers and monuments [33]. That increment of capacity has however not been taken into
account in this study.
The cabin limits define the transition between the inner and the outer wing. If the
whole wing is dedicated to lift production, the inner wing contains cabin, fuel tanks,
gears and cargo hold, while the outer wing contains only fuel tanks.
The same rules as the conventional aircraft of ten passengers abreast for economic
class and six passengers abreast for business class have been followed. Four conventional
fuselages are joined together to constitute the blended wing body cabin.
The crew rest compartment is put at the same deck as the cargo hold and the landing
gears bay. deck. Figure 6 page 31 shows its chosen position.
In order to guaranty the passengers evacuation, six doors are installed on each side
of the symmetric axis. Several crash situations at landing have been tested[34], in order
to garanty a sufficiently efficient2 evacuation with any half of the emergency exist not
available.
With three entry doors in the leading edge of the inner wing, and three emergency
exits (one over the wing, two in the trailing edge of the wing), the chosen configuration
has proven to be sufficient to comply with the rules.
However, several potential issues have been raised.
• The absence of windows. The initial configuration do not have any windows, even
2

In less than 90 seconds.
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in the leading edge of the aircraft, in order to minimize the mass penalty due to
the structure reinforcement required. And to minimize the drag due to the flow
perturbation the windows would create.
Moreover, the potential problems of bird strike, which are not present on classical
cylindric fuselage, have also prevented from installing windows until now. Studies
are currently performed to examine at first how to design the doors to make them
resist to such phenomena. If successful, the installation of windows at the leading
edge of the inner wing could potentially be examined. But, even in that case, there
will still be a problem of passengers acceptance, due to the lack of windows in the
central part of the wing.

Figure 5: Normal evacuation of the Mix Class arrangement : only one door available for
the evacuation of the economic class.
• Time to turn around, during normal operations. The boarding/deboarding of passengers in normal operations is likely to raise problems, for the mix class arrangement. Business and economic passengers normally do not use the same exit doors.
In that case, the evacuation of the 400 passengers of the economic class is possible
only on one door on each side of the wing (see Figure 5).
2.2.2

Lower deck

The lower deck has to accommodate the cargo hold, the landing gear bay, and the crew
rest compartment, as well as fuel tanks (see section 2.2.5, page 34). Figure 6 represents
the chosen layout.
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Figure 6: Overview of lower deck structural concept : cargo hold, main landing gear bay
and crew rest compartment.

The cargo hold is located between the two bays of the main landing gear in the lower
deck. The rear limit of the cargo hold is the straight wall linking the two parts of the
main landing gear bay. The front part of the cargo is limited by the shape of the blended
wing body. The door is at the front part of the cargo hold, to do the loading.
Let’s point out that the blended wing body does not contain any buck, and the
current cargo hold length is sufficient to contain all the passengers luggage in the High
Density layout (19 LD3 containers required). As a consequence, it is also sufficiently
large to contain all the luggages in the Mix Class layout.
The main landing gear concept retracts longitudinally. Each leg is composed of three
pairs of wheels. The spanwise location is limited by maximum authorized track given
by ICAO. The longitudinal position and the length of the leg have been chosen with a
preliminary assumption of nose wheel load criterion (see section 6.1.6, page 121) and to
get a minimum distance between the intrados of the inner wing and the tyres. However,
these two parameters are not fixed, and are likely to be modified by the study of the
handling qualities.
The crew rest compartment has been put in the available space behind the cargo hold.
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Planform design

Once the main internal volume location has been defined, the 3D shape and, as a result,
the plan form of the blended wing body has been designed. The initial plan form has
been designed intending to produce a blended planform, and to allow the integration of
control surfaces along the span. The inner wing sweep follows the cabin leading edge
sweep, while the outer wing sweep angle is decreased to move the center of gravity forward, but without introducing shocks at the given cruise Mach number.
The span has been chosen to be maximum, in order to maximize the lift over drag
ratio LoD.3

2.2.4

Propulsion Integration

A twin engine installation has been selected. After a quick assessment of the one engine
failure case, it has been chosen to not install them at the classical position under the
outer wing. Indeed, the large span of the inner wing would have increased the y lever
arm of the engines, and the yaw moment to counter. Consequently oversized vertical surfaces would have been required. This was not acceptable for the researched high speed
performances benefit.
Consequently, the two engines are integrated over the central body. A minimum distance between them has been chosen to avoid potential impact of bursting engines cases,
as well as reducing the apparition of shocks between the engines in high speed. If the
initial purpose was the expected gain in vertical surfaces size, there is also a benefit in
noise, thanks to the shielding effect provided by the central body.
The longitudinal backwards position of the engines have been chosen to avoid too
high local Mach numbers, and keep an acceptable quality of the flow at the air inlet.
The vertical distance between the air inlet and the top of the fuselage has been adjusted
to avoid boundary layer ingestion. Finally, the engines are oriented with a positive pitch
angle τie , to correctly ingest the flow. No toe angle is implemented on the initial configuration, even if the analysis of the flow shows that a toe-out angle would be interesting
to better ingest the flow [35], [30]. A redesign of the pylons and the nacelles is envisaged
to modify the local direction of the flow [35], [30].
3

For an incompressible fluid :
LoD =

SC z
S(C xi + C x0 )

=
|{z}

(Cx0 ≈Cxi )

SC z
2
S Aπe
C z2

∝
|{z}

S pan2
A=
S



SC z
S pan2
S pan2
∝
2 ∝
SC z
m
SCz

(2.4)

Span

where S is the reference surface, the surface of the wing, C z the lift coefficient, C xi the induced drag
of the wing, C x0 the form drag of the wing, A the aspect ratio of the wing, e the Oswald factor, and m
the mass of the aircraft.
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Figure 7: High speed optimization of the airfoils adjacent to the engines : disappearance
of the shock between the two engines.
Specific design of the airfoils adjacent to the engines have been performed in parallel
to this study, and has demonstrated the possibility to minimize the impact of engine
installation on the lift over drag ratio, in low speed as well as in high speed [35]. Figure
7 illustrates the strong reduction of the shock, in high speed.

Figure 8: Comparison of the initial engines installation, over the central body, and a
future concept, boundary layer ingestion with semi-buried engines.
A future study, not implemented during this PhD, is the installation of semi-buried
engines, ingesting the boundary layer. This is expected to improve the performances,
as well as reducing the pitch down moment of the engines, which is critical for takeoff
rotation criterion (see section 6.1.8, page 124). Figure 8 compares the two types of installation.
The size of the engines has been preliminarily chosen equal to the one of the conventional aircraft through a size coefficient kF N = 1.32 (see propulsion model, section
3.2). A study of the high speed performances has then demonstrated the possibility to
decrease kF N by 5%, without being limited by the propulsion ceiling or the cruise ceiling
: the altitude of optimum specific range is still reachable. The kF N value on the initial
blended wing body configuration is consequently kF N = 1.25.
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Fuel Tanks

As Figure 9 shows, the fuel tanks have been positioned in the inner wing, as well as in the
outer wing. The inner wing tanks (B1 , B2 , B3 ) are put at the lower deck, like the cargo
holds, the landing gears and the crew rest, while the outer wing tanks (W1 , W2 , W3 ) are
put higher. The volume available for fuel has been chosen deliberately larger than what
is needed for the mission, in order to get a degree of freedom in the positioning of the
center of gravity, during the whole mission, and even at maximum takeoff weight.

Figure 9: Fuel Tanks architecture. B1 , B2 and B3 are inner wing fuel tanks, and are put
forward and on the lower deck. W1 , W2 and W3 are the outer wing fuel tanks, and are
more backwards.
For this study, it is considered that the position of the center of gravity is the unique
criterion taken into account for fuel transfer policy. Of course, that hypothesis is optimistic, because of the other criteria or fuel transfer classically used, like wing load
alleviation [36].
This repartition alongside the x axis gives a large area of reachable positions for the
center of gravity, if it is assumed that the filling strategy of the fuel tanks during all the
phases of the flight is not constrained. Table 1 gathers the informations about those fuel
tanks.

2.2.6

Control Surfaces

If the control of a conventional aircraft is normally ensured by control surfaces installed
on the tail planes, this is not the case on the blended wing body. There is no tail plane,
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Fuel tanks data
W1
W2
W3
B1
B2
B3

Max mass full fuel (kg)
35449
37032
12951
23094
25282
26766

X cg (% ℓ)
51.6%
61.3%
79.2%
9.6%
32.1%
54.0%

Table 1: Fuels tanks information
and the control must be ensured by other means.

Figure 10: Flying wing initial chosen control surface architecture : five flaps on the
trailing edge of the wing. pitch control ensured by flaps 1 to 4 with an elevator function,
roll control ensured by flap 5, with an aileron function, high lift function ensured by outer
wing slats, airbrake function ensured by all the trailing edge control surfaces. No yaw
moment devices.
The whole trailing edge of the wing is consequently equipped with control surfaces.
On either side of the symmetric plan, there are five flaps. As an initial assumption, a
simple control allocation has been chosen : the four inner flaps have an elevator function
and are dedicated to pitch control, while the fifth one has an aileron function and is
dedicated to roll control. That segregation has been chosen in order to keep the same
pitch control authority as the conventional aircraft.
Each of the control surfaces can be deflected from a minimum (negative) value δmmin ,
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δlmin to a maximum (positive) value δmmax , δlmax .
For the yaw control, a crocodile function is installed on the aileron. A crocodile is
composed of two movable flaps, the “jaws” of the crocodile, that can be deflected independently to create drag and lift. By taking profit of the span of the flying wing, roll
and yaw moment generation are possible. That device and its impact on the handling
qualities is detailed in section 9.2, page 198.
The airbrake function, at landing, on the ground, or for rapid descent emergency
purpose is ensured by all the trailing edge control surfaces and particularly by crocodile
ailerons.
From wind tunnel tests results and numeric simulations, it has been assessed that
the outer wing was stalling before the inner wing, at an incidence higher than 16o , in
a non trimmed configuration. That stall effect is annoying, because of the loss of roll
capability, as well as the potential destabilizing effect of the stall of the outer wing : a
positive pitching moment appears. To avoid such phenomena, it has been decided to
install slats at the whole leading edge of the outer wing, as droop nose devices. On the
other hand, the flaps on the trailing edge have only a control function, not a high-lift
function. Due to the sufficient lift provided by the wing, and due to the additional pitch
down moment they would produce. A pitch down moment is indeed something that must
be avoided at takeoff rotation, as demonstrated in section 6.1.8, page 124.
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3

Flight Mechanics Model

All the developments exposed in this section are based on [18] and [24]. The construction
of a reliable mathematical model is essential to the modelling and the understanding of
all the physical phenomena exposed in this report.

3.1

Coordinate systems

Before starting to define the flight mechanics equations, it is necessary to define rigorously
the different coordinate systems in which the equations are written. In flight mechanics,
there are different coordinate systems :
3.1.1

Terrestrial coordinate system Ro (O, xo , yo , zo )

The axis origin is a point O situated on the surface of the Earth. The xo axis is oriented
randomly, even if it is generally oriented towards either the geographic North, or the
north Pole. The zo axis is oriented along the local gravity force of the aircraft, towards
the center of Earth. The coordinate system is written Ro (O, xo , yo , zo ).
3.1.2

Airplane coordinate system Rb (G, xb , yb , zb )

The airplane coordinate system Rb is bound to the airplane. The axis origin is the centre
of gravity of the aircraft G, even if G varies during the mission, due to the fuel consumption, or the deformations of the aircraft. The xb axis is in the symmetric plan of
the aircraft. It is oriented towards the nose of the aircraft, and is generally linked to
the definition of the fuselage. For example, for a cylindrical fuselage, xb is parallel to
the cylinder axis. For this aircraft, it is parallel to the cabin floor. The zb axis is also
in the symmetric plan of the aircraft, but oriented towards the “belly” of the airplane.
Consequently, the yb axis is oriented towards the right wing.
The orientation of that coordinate system with respect to the terrestrial coordinate
system is defined thanks to several angles. The course ψ is the angle between the symmetric plan(G, xb , zb ) of the aircraft and xo . The attitude θ defines the direction of xb
with respect to the horizontal plane (O, xo , yo ). And the bank angle φ defines the direction of the right wing (or yb ), with respect to the horizontal plane.

3.1.3

Aerodynamic coordinate system Ro (G, xa , ya , za )

The aerodynamic coordinate system is also centred on the center of gravity of the air→
−
plane. It is defined by the aerodynamic speed of the aircraft V , the xa axis being along
→
−
V . za is in the symmetric plan of the airplane, and is equal to zb . Consequently, Ro and
Rb are linked by two rotations : −αyb and βza .
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The change of reference coordinate system, from equations written in Ro to Rb , uses
a change of reference matrix Tba .
−→
−
→
Xb = Tba Xa
(3.1)
with
Tba




cos α cos β − cos α sin β − sin α

=
sin β
cos β
0
sin α cos β − sin α sin β cos α

(3.2)

The incidence (or angle of attack) α and the sideslip β are fundamental parameters,
because of their influence on all the aerodynamic coefficients of the aircraft. Figure 11,
coming from [18], represents the link between the aerodynamic coordinate system and
the airplane coordinate system.

Figure 11: Aerodynamic and airplane coordinate systems.
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3.2

Flight mechanics equations

In this part are established the flight mechanics equations, in order to model precisely
the dynamic of the aircraft.
In flight, three kind of external efforts are applied to the aircraft : the weight, the
aerodynamic efforts, and the propulsion forces. On the ground, a forth effort is applied
: the ground reaction. The flight mechanics equations describe the behaviour of the
aircraft, under the application of all the external efforts.
On their most general form, the two fundamental equations of mechanics are used :
X −−−−−−−−−−−→
d2 →
−
x
=
External Efforts
dt2
X −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
d →
(−
σ G) =
External Efforts Moments
dt
m

(3.3)
(3.4)

−
where →
σ G is the kinetic momentum of the aircraft.

That system is expressed in Ro (O, xo , yo , zo ). It is possible [18] to express the kinetic
momentum as a function of the inertial matrix IG and the rotation vector Ω of the
aircraft. With the expression of the external efforts and moments :
.

→
−
mV
d →
(−
σ G)
dt

.

=
Ro

→
−
= IG ( Ω )
Ro

→
−
→
−
−
g
F aero + F propu + m→

−
→
−
→
= M aero,G + M propu,G

(3.5)
(3.6)

Ro

The inertial matrix of the aircraft

A 0
IG =  0 B
−E 0

IG is the following :



−E
Rxx
0 −Rxz
0  = m 0
Ryy
0 
C
−Rxz 0
Rzz

(3.7)

if the aircraft has a symmetric plan (D = F = 0). The rotation vector from Ro to Rb
is the following :
 
p

Ω|Rb = Ω =
q 
(3.8)
r

with p the roll rate, q the pitch rate, and r the yaw rate. The six second order
equations are then splitted into six kinematic equations and six mechanical equations.
The six kinematic equations tell simply :
•

Position= Speed

(3.9)

and the six mechanical equation are of the form :
•

m Speed= External Efforts
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3.2

Flight mechanics equations

Under the hypothesis of horizontal isotropy of the terrestrial environment, the three
equations of the geographic position (xG , yG ) and of the course ψ are decoupled from the
nine other. These nine equations are indeed sufficient to describe the behaviour of the
airplane. That behaviour is independent of the given position (xG , yG ), and the course
ψ. These nine equations can be divided in two categories : the five longitudinal and the
four lateral equations.
Last task before writing the equations is the establishing of the external efforts expressions.
• The aerodynamic efforts are modelled following the general form here below :
(
−−−→
−→
Force = 12 ρV 2 S C F
(3.11)
−−−−−→
−−→
MomentG = 12 ρV 2 SℓC M
→
−
where V 2 is the square of the modulus of the aerodynamic speed V , ρ the local air
density, S the reference surface of the aircraft, which is the surface of the plan form,
ℓ the reference length of the aircraft, equal to the length of the mean aerodynamic
−−→
−→
chord, and C F and C M the dimensionless coefficients of aerodynamic forces and
moments. Inside the aerodynamic coordinate system Ro , their expression is the
following :




C l|Ro
−C x
−−→
−→
CF
=  Cy  , CM
=  Cm 
(3.12)
Ro
Ro
−C z
C n|Ro
whereas inside the airplane coordinate system Rb :




−C A
Cl
−→
−−→
CF
=  CY  , CM
=  Cm 
Rb
Rb
−C N
Cn

(3.13)

Generally, the most used coefficient are C x, C z, C m, C Y , C l and C n : the longitudinal equations are written inside the aerodynamic coordinate system, while the
lateral equations are written in the airplane coordinate system.
• The propulsion efforts are mainly functions of the speed V and the air density ρ.
For a turbofan engine, the maximum of the thrust is obtained at low speed, and the
thrust decreases with the speed. The thrust T is also proportional to the quantity
of air ingested, which decreases with the altitude h. A simple modelling of the
thrust expression is the following :
T

= kF N δx ρ(h)V λf

(3.14)

= kF N δx T 0(h, V )

(3.15)
(3.16)
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with λf < 0. For a detailed analytic expression of h and V influences, please refer
to [18]. kF N is a constant which is representative of the size of the engines. It has
been fixed to comply with high speed performances.
If generally, the thrust is oriented in the symmetric plan (G,xb ,zb ) of the aircraft,
it can theoretically have components in the three axis.


T 0 cos(τie ) cos τoe
→
−
= kF N δx  (T 0l − T 0r ) sin τoe 
(3.17)
T
Rb
T 0 sin(τie ) cos τoe

where τie is the angle between the axis xb and the projection of the thrust vector in the symmetric axis, and τoe is the angle between the thrust vector and the
symmetric plan. The convention taken is τie positive for thrust vector oriented
upwards, and τoe positive for thrust vectors oriented inward. On the blended wing
body initial configuration, there is no τoe , but a positive τie = 6.5o , to better ingest
the flow at the air inlet.

The ingestion of the flow by the engines do not produce only thrust, but also drag.
That drag is called the ram drag, and must also be taken into account. Its intensity
depends on the diameter of the air inlet and it is directed towards the direction of
the flow.
The engines are situated at positions (xe ,ye ,ze ) for the right engine, and (xe ,−ye ,ze )
for the left engines from the center of gravity position.
• The weight efforts are directed along zo :
−
m→
g |Ro




0
= m 0 
g

(3.18)

• And finally, when the aircraft is on the ground, a forth external effort appears :
the ground reactions. In this model [28], aircraft contact points are modelled with
only three points. Landing gear system is then modelled by
– one nose wheel gear with one contact point.
– one main landing gear composed of two legs with one contact point by leg.
Positions of these contact points are defined thanks to the height of the fuselage
with respect to the ground hf us , the distance along xb of the landing gears with
respect to the center of gravity dM LG and dN LG , and the main landing gear track
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dtrack .
The landing gear is modelled with a shock absorber which provides the aircraft a
force proportional to the compression of the absorber. The relation between the
compression and the force is non-linear . For example, for the main landing gear :
RzM LG = −kM LG (hM LG − hf us )

(3.19)

and knowing kM LG and RzM LG thanks to the flight dynamics equation, it is
possible to calculate hM LG .
The ground reactions along the other axes are modelled through given friction coefficients µM LG and µN LG , function of the vertical reaction. For a pure longitudinal
trajectory :

RxM LG = µM LG RzM LG
(3.20)
RxN LG = µN LG RzN LG
where µM LG ≈ µN LG .
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3.3

Longitudinal flight

In this section is described the approximated model, when the flight is purely longitudinal.
3.3.1

Longitudinal equations

The longitudinal equations defines the behaviour of the aircraft in its symmetric plan.
It is possible to get a pure longitudinal flight if :
• the bank angle φ is cancelled : the wings are horizontal.
• the aerodynamic forces are in the symmetric plan : the sideslip β is cancelled.
• the propulsion efforts are parallel to the symmetric plan.
• the aerodynamic moments are perpendicular to the symmetric plan : the roll rate
p (around xb ) and the yaw rate r (around zb ) are equal to zero.
• the propulsion moments are also perpendicular to the symmetric plan.

The longitudinal flight is defined by five parameters : the speed V of the flight,
the slope γ, which is the angle between xo and xa , the incidence α, the pitch rate q
(around ya ) and the flight altitude h. The pilot can modify the propulsion efforts and
the aerodynamic efforts and moments by changing the value of two commands : the
throttle δx which defines the thrust level, and the pitch handle δm which goal is to
modify the pitching moment by modification of the local lift.
The five equations are the following :
3.3.1.1

Propulsion equation : along xa
.

mV

1
= − ρSV 2 C x + δxkF N T 0 cos(α + τie ) − m g sin γ
2
(−(RxM LG + RxN LG ) cos α)

(3.21)

Ground reactions RxM LG and RxN LG are different from 0 if the aircraft is on the ground.
3.3.1.2

Lift equation :

along za

.

mV γ =

1
ρSV 2 C z + δxkF N T 0 sin(α + τie ) −m g cos γ
| {z }
|
{z
}
2
≈0

+RzM LG + RzN LG
. V
1
m g (γ
+ 1) ≈
ρSV 2 C z + RzM LG + Rz N LG
g
2
| {z }

≈1

(3.22)
(3.23)

=nz

1
ρSV 2 C z
2
where nz is the load factor along za .
m g nz ≈

(if the aircraft is airborne)
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(3.24)
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Pitching moment equation at xcg : along ya
.

Bq =

1
ρSℓV 2 C m − δxkF N T 0∆le
2
+RzN LG dN LG − Rz M LG dM LG − RxN LG hN LG − RxM LG hM LG
|
{z
} |
{z
}
≪Rz NLG dNLG

≈
=

(3.25)

≪Rz M LG dM LG

1
ρSℓV 2 C m − δxkF N T 0∆le + RzN LG dN LG − Rz M LG dM LG
2
1
ρSℓV 2 C m − δxkF N T 0∆le (if the aircraft is airborne)
2

(3.26)
(3.27)

where ∆le is the modulus of the lever arm of the thrust with respect to the center of
gravity :
∆le = (ze − z cg) cos τie + (xcg − xe ) sin τie
(3.28)
For the blended wing body, the engines produce a pitch down moment.
3.3.1.4

along ya

Pitch rate kinematic equation :
.

.

.

θ = q =α + γ

3.3.1.5

Altitude kinematic equation :

along zo

.

h= V sin γ
3.3.2

(3.29)

(3.30)

Longitudinal equilibrium

Now that the general equations have been defined, the equilibrium case must be examined. Some of the examined handling qualities criteria are simple equilibrium.
The equilibrium assumption
leads to the cancellation of all the variations of the state
.
.
. .
.
variables : V =γ =q =α=h= 0.
The only problem of that operation is in the fifth longitudinal equation, dealing with
the variation of the altitude :
.

h= V sin γ = 0

(3.31)

That equation tells that the plane can be equilibrated only if its slope is equal to
zero. Even if it is physically correct, this information is restrictive, because there are
flight points during the mission where the slope is not equal to zero. For example, during
the takeoff and the approach phases.
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However, the dynamic of the altitude variation is very small, and it is common not to
consider that equation in the equilibrium. The four other longitudinal equations are only
taken into account. h is not considered as a state variable any more. The aircraft isn’t in
a perfect state of equilibrium, but near it, in a state called pseudo-equilibrium4 . That’s
why it is possible to neglect the variation of h. The calculation is made at a constant
and imposed altitude.

3.3.2.1

Propulsion equilibrium : along xa

δxkF N T 0 cos(α + τie ) − m g sin γ =
δxkF N T 0 − m g γ ≈
⇒ δxkF N

T0
−γ ≈
mg
=

1
ρSV 2 C x + (RxM LG + RxN LG ) cos α(3.32)
2
1
ρSV 2 C x + (RxM LG + RxN LG )
(3.33)
2
C x RxM LG + RxN LG
+
(3.34)
Cz
mg
1
RxM LG + RxN LG
+
(3.35)
LoD
mg

where LoD is the lift over drag ratio of the aircraft.
3.3.2.2

Lift equilibrium : along za

1
ρSV 2 C z + Rz M LG + RzN LG
2
For the lift equilibrium, the load factor nz = 1.
mg

3.3.2.3

3.3.2.4

≈

Pitching moment equilibrium at xcg : along ya
1
ρSℓV 2 C m − δxkF N T 0∆le = −(RzN LG dN LG − RzM LG dM LG )
2
Cm
T0
1
ℓ − δxkF N
∆le = −
(Rz N LG dN LG − RzM LG dM LG )
Cz
mg
mg
Pitch rate equilibrium :

(3.36)

(3.37)

along ya
q = 0

(3.38)

The longitudinal system is constituted of four equations, and function of six parameters : the state variable α, q, γ and V and the two commands : the throttle δx and the
pitch control surfaces deflection δm. Consequently, it is necessary to add two equations
to define the flight case. These two equations will be defined for each handling qualities
criterion.
4

In the rest of this report, we will assimilate a pseudo-equilibrium to an equilibrium to simplify the
explanations.
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3.4

Lateral flight

Lateral flight

For the longitudinal flight, it was possible to cancel the lateral parameters, by supposing
that the airplane was flying only in its symmetric plan. The longitudinal equations do
not contain a lateral parameter in that case, and can be studied independently easily.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to study the lateral equations independently : they are
always function of longitudinal parameters. However, it is possible to study the lateral
flight if the longitudinal parameters are supposed constant : the speed V = Vi , the
incidence α = αi , the attitude θ = θi , and the pitch rate q = qi . The pitch rate q can
even be supposed equal to zero.
3.4.1

Lateral equations

The lateral equations are studied in the airplane coordinate system Rb .
3.4.1.1

Roll moment equation :

along xb

.

.

A p −(B − C)qi r − E(r +pqi ) =
.

.

A p −E r =

1
ρSℓV 2 C l
2
1
ρSℓV 2 C l
2

(3.39)
(3.40)

Generally, E is small and can be neglected in front of the other inertia momentum.
1
ρSℓV 2 C l
2

.

Ap ≈
3.4.1.2

Yaw moment equation :

.

along zb

.

C r −(A − B)qi p − E(p +rqi ) =
.

(3.41)

.

C r −E p =
.

Cr ≈

1
ρSℓV 2 (C n + C nTl + C nTr )
2
1
ρSℓV 2 (C n + C nTl + C nTr )
2
1
ρSℓV 2 (C n + C nTl + C nTr )
2

(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)

where C nTl = δxkF N yℓe mT 0g C z and C nTr = −δxkF N yℓe mT 0g C z are the yaw moment coefficients due to the left and the right engines. In case of a left engine failure, equation
(3.44) becomes :
1
.
C r= ρSℓV 2 (C n + C nTr )
(3.45)
2
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3.4.1.3

Side force equation : along yb
.
1
mV (β +r cos αi − p sin αi ) = m g cos θ sin φ + ρSV 2 C Y
2

(3.46)

If the incidence αi and the attitude θi are small, it is possible to simplify equation (3.46)
:

3.4.1.4

.
1
mV (β +r) = m g sin φ + ρSV 2 C Y
2

Roll rate kinematic equation :

(3.47)

along yb

.

φ = p + tan θi (r cos φ + qi sin φ)

(3.48)

φ = p + r tan θi cos φ

(3.49)

.

In the same way, the hypothesis of small attitude θi leads to a simplification of equation
(3.49) :
.

φ= p
3.4.2

(3.50)

Lateral equilibrium

In the same way of longitudinal flight, it is possible to define lateral
equilibrium, by the
.
. . .
cancellation of all the variations of the state variables : p=r=φ=β= 0.
3.4.2.1

Roll moment equilibrium :

along xb

Cl = 0

(3.51)
(3.52)

3.4.2.2

Yaw moment equilibrium : along zb
C n = C nTr − C nTl

3.4.2.3

(3.53)
(3.54)

Side force equilibrium : along yb
1
mV r = m g sin φ + ρSV 2 C Y
2
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(3.55)

3.5

3.4.2.4

Roll rate kinematic equation :

Aerodynamic coefficients

along yb
(3.56)

p=0

In the same way as the longitudinal equilibrium, the system of four equations depends
on six variables : the four state variables p, r, φ and β, and the two commands : the
yaw control surface deflection δn, and the roll control surface deflection δl. These two
equations depend also on the flight case, and will be defined in each case.

3.5

Aerodynamic coefficients

In previous sections, the aerodynamic coefficients have been introduced in a very synthetic expression : C x, C Y , C z and C l, C m, C n. In this section, their dependency with
all the aerodynamic parameters is expressed.
All of them depend on the Mach number M, on the Reynolds number ℜ, as well as
the aerodynamic incidence α, the sideslip β, the roll rate p, the pitch rate q, the yaw rate
r, and on the different control surfaces deflections δl, δm and δn.
For the study of the handling qualities criteria, the flight case is generally fixed, which
imposes the value of the Mach number. The Reynolds number is fixed by the altitude.
The influence of these dynamic coefficients is simply transformed into variations of the
other aerodynamic gradient coefficients. Equation (3.57) illustrates that modification :
C z = C z∗α (α − α0 ) +

4
X

C z∗δmi δmi + C z∗q

i=1

= C zα (M, Re)(α − α0 ) +
= C zα (α − α0 ) +

4
X

4
X

qℓ
+ C zM M + C zRe Re
V

C zδmi (M, Re)δmi + C zq (M, Re)

i=1

C zδmi δmi + C zq

i=1

qℓ
V

qℓ
V
(3.57)

To simplify the future developments, the dependencies of the aerodynamic coefficients
on the Mach and the Reynolds numbers are considered as implicit for the rest of this
report.
3.5.1

Lift coefficient C z

A simple expression of the lift coefficient has been established in the previous paragraph.
Generally, the influence of the pitch rate q on the lift coefficient is very small, and can
be neglected :
C z = C zα (α − α0 ) +
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4
X
i=1

C zδmi δmi

(3.58)
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where C zα and C zδmi are not constant with α and δmi . Indeed, over a certain value of
the incidence, the lift coefficient drops suddenly.
The associated physic phenomenon is the separation of the boundary layer occurring
on the extrados. To delay the flow separation to upper values of α, high lift systems
installed at the leading edge are used. On the blended wing body, there is a droop nose
all along the outer wing leading edge. On classical aircraft, some high lift systems are
also installed at the trailing edge of the wing, to increase the camber and increase the
lift coefficient for a given incidence : the flaps.

Figure 12: Stall incidence : flap and slat effects.
On this aircraft, the elevators put all along the wing have more a control function δm
than a high lift function. Each of them has its own lift efficiency C zδmi with i = 1, . . . , 4.
To model the flow separation and the non-linearities on the lift coefficients C zα and
C zδm , non-linearities function of α or δm are introduced. The lift equation (3.58) becomes
:
C z = C zα (α − α0 ) + ∆C z

NL

(α) +

4
X

NL
kδmi
(α, δm)C z δmi δmi

(3.59)

i=1

N L (α, δm) models
where ∆C zN L (α) models the apparition of the flow separation, and kδmi
the reduction of elevator efficiency C zδmi as a function of the incidence α and the control
surface deflection δmi .
Last contribution on the lift coefficient comes from ground effects ∆C zGRD (α, h).
When an aircraft is near the ground, the flow is modified, especially at the intrados. The
effect can be positive or negative, depending on the incidence of the aircraft.
The final expression of the lift coefficient is the following :

C z = C z α (α − α0 ) + ∆C zN L (α) +

4
X

NL
kδmi
(α, δm)C z δmi δmi + ∆C zGRD (α, h)

i=1
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Figure 13: Ground effects : the aircraft being on the ground or at h = 5m, comparison
of ∆C zGRD (α, h) and C z of the blended wing body, as a function of α. The proximity
of the ground provide an additional contribution to the lift if α > 5o , and a negative
contribution if α < 5o . For incidences higher than 10o , the ground effects provides until
25% of additional lift.
For representations and numerical values of wing C z and flaps lift coefficient, please
refer to annexe 15.2 page 263, figures 114 and 116.
3.5.2

Drag coefficient C x

In the literature [7], the drag coefficient is divided in lots of different contributions,
highly depending on the nature of the flow, on the Mach number. It is possible to get
very complex and detailed models of the drag coefficient. However, for the handling
qualities model, such complex models of drag coefficient are generally not required due
to the need of control more than the need of performance. In this study, because of
the examination of low speed performances during takeoff and landing phases, and the
drag generation potential for rapid descent emergency in high speed, there is a need for
a correct model of the drag.
A synthetic model of the drag coefficient is the following, for the plan form :
C x = C xF0 W +

1
C z2
πAe
2

(3.61)

where C z is given by equation (3.59), A = Span
is the aspect ratio of the whole
S
body, e ∈ {0.8, 1.0} is the Oswald factor, and C xF0 W is the form drag coefficient of the
aircraft. That form drag coefficient is modified by the deflection of the elevators [13]. A
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more complete expression of C xF0 W is the following :
C xF0 W = C xF0 W (β, δm1 , . . . , δm4 , δl, δn)

(3.62)

In the same way as the lift coefficient, the drag coefficient is influenced by the ground
effects. The final expression of C x is the following :
C x = C xF0 W (β, δm1 , . . . , δm5 ) +

1
C z2 + ∆C xGRD (α, h)
πλe

(3.63)

Lets point out that the elevators deflections δmi modify the form drag C xF0 W of the
aircraft, as well as the induced drag through C z, which depends on δmi (see equation
(3.60)).
3.5.3

Pitching moment coefficient C m

The pitching moment is calculated at the center of gravity. Here below is a synthetic
form of the coefficient :
C mG = C m = C m0 +

xF − xcg
Cz
ℓ

(3.64)

where xF is the aerodynamic center of the whole aircraft : the position of xcg where
the pitching moment is independent of the incidence. However, the position of xF is very
dependent on the Mach number, as well as the nature of the flow through the Reynolds
number Re. The compressibility effects occurring in high speed move xF backwards.
C m0 is also function of the speed.
Generally, the position of the aerodynamic center and of the center of gravity are
calculated in a coordinate system centred on the nose of the aircraft, with the longitudinal
axis X = −x positive backwards. Moreover, it has been decided in this report to graduate
the X axis in percentage of the mean aerodynamic chord. Consequently, the pitching
moment expression becomes :
C mG = C m = C m0 + (X cg − X F )C z

(3.65)

xcg
with X F = − xF
ℓ , and X cg = − ℓ . For representation of C m (at 25% of the mean
aerodynamic chord) as a function of C z, please refer to annexe 15.2 page 263, figure 115.

In the same way as the lift coefficient, the pitching moment is non-linear with α, and
that non-linearity must be taken into account.
For the effects of the control surfaces, instead of calculating the aerodynamic center
of the whole aircraft, an usual method is to use the aerodynamic center of the plan
form without the control surfaces, and aerodynamic center of the control surfaces X F H
i ,
i =(1,. . . ,5).
The ground effects modifying the lift, the proximity of the ground have also an
influence on the pitching moment.
The final expression of the pitching moment is the following :
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C m = C m0 + (X cg − X F )(C z α (α − α0 ) + ∆C zN L (α))
4
X
NL
+
kδmi
(α, δm)C z δmi δmi (X cg − X F H
i )
i=1

+C mq

qℓ
+ ∆C mN L (α) + ∆C mGRD (α, h)
V

(3.66)

Figure 117 page 265 the pitching moment of the different elevators (and aileron), as a
function of their efficiency C z(dm). The definition of the pitching moment is very useful
to define particular positions of the center of gravity.
3.5.3.1

Aerodynamic center X F

The aerodynamic center X F is the position of X cg where the pitching moment is
independent of the incidence. Indeed, in expression (3.66), if X cg = X F , and without
considering the non-linearities, C m = C m0 . Consequently, it is the point where are localised the (longitudinal) aerodynamic forces.
The aerodynamic center position is often linked to the notion of stability.
On one hand, for a center of gravity position more forward than X F , an increment
of the incidence α increases the lift C z, which creates a pitch down moment which tends
to decrease α. The increment of α is damped, the aircraft is stable.
On the other hand, for a center of gravity more backward than X F , an increment of
the incidence α increases the lift C z, which creates a pitch up moment which tends to
increase furthermore α : the aircraft is unstable. All these notions are reminded also in
the study of the longitudinal stability of the aircraft, section 6.1.5, page 109.
3.5.3.2

Center of pressure X cp

The center of pressure X cp is the position of X cg where the pitching moment is
cancelled : the pitching moment is equilibrated, without action on the control surfaces.
If the aircraft is airborne, a simple expression of X cp is the following :
T0
Cm
ℓ − δxkF N
∆le = 0
Cz
mg
C m0
ℓ + X cp − X F = ki = constant(h i , Vi , )
Cz
C m0
⇒ X cp = X F −
ℓ + ki
Cz
if the thrust level is constant and imposed at a given flight point δxi T 0(h i , Vi ).
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The position of the center of pressure is critical, especially for the high speed performances. In high speed, the position of the center of gravity is put as close as possible to
the center of pressure, in order to minimize the trim drag, drag created by the control
surfaces in order to equilibrate the aircraft.
3.5.3.3

Manoeuvre point X F q

The manoeuvre point X F q is also linked to the notion of stability. But this time,
to the notion of dynamic stability. A specific handling quality criterion is based on its
position : please refer to it (section 6.1.5, page 109) for further explanations.
3.5.4

Roll moment coefficient C l

The roll moment coefficient is the following :
C l = C lFβ W β + C lFr W

rℓ
pℓ
+ C lFp W
+ C lδl δl
V
V

(3.68)

where the superscript F W represent the contribution of the whole body, meaning the
planform and the engine nacelles. The sign of C lβ cannot be determined at first glance.
Generally, a positive dihedral angle and a positive sweep angle are the main causes of
a negative C lFβ W : with a positive sideslip (flow coming from the right of the aircraft),
the flow tends to lift the right wing if the dihedral angle is positive, and a negative roll
moment appears.
In the same way, with a positive sideslip on a backward swept wing, the flow direction tends to be more perpendicular to the leading edge of the right wing, and more
transversal to the leading edge of the left wing. Consequently, the lift of the right wing is
higher, and a negative roll moment appears. On this blended wing body, with a double
backward swept wing and a small positive dihedral, C lβ is consequently negative.
The sign of C lr is positive : with a positive yaw rate r, the left wing goes faster than
the right wing, and consequently creates more lift. A positive roll moment appears.
The sign of C lp is negative : with a positive roll rate p, the right wing goes down
while the left wing rises. The local incidence of the right wing is higher, and consequently
the lift force. The disequilibrium in lift forces tends to damp the roll rate p : C lp acts as
a roll damper.
The sign of C lδl is negative : with a positive δl, the right aileron is deflected downwards, while the left aileron is deflected upwards : the lift on the right wing is higher,
and a negative roll moment appears.
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Side force coefficient C Y

The side force coefficient is calculated in the body axis. On the blended wing body
baseline, the magnitude of that sideforce coefficient is low, due to the flat shape of the
aircraft, and the absence of vertical surfaces. Engines and nacelles, mounted over the
inner wing, have also an impact on it.
pℓ
rℓ
+ C Y Fr W
(3.69)
V
V
Generally, the influence of the roll rate p and of the yaw rate r are quite low, when
compared to β contribution to the sideforce coefficient. A common approximation is to
use :
C Y = C Y Fβ W β
(3.70)
C Y = C Y Fβ W β + C Y Fp W

The sign of C Y Fβ W is negative : a positive sideslip (the flow comes to the right of the
aircraft) creates a negative side force (towards the left wing).
3.5.6

Yaw moment coefficient C n

The yaw moment coefficient C n expression is the following :
C n = C nFβ W β + C nFp W

pℓ
rℓ
+ C nFr W
V
V

(3.71)

This time, C np and C nr are not negligible when compared to C nβ . The sign of C nFβ W
cannot be determined at first glance : it depends on the application point5 of the sideforce C Y Fβ W , which can be in front, or behind the the center of gravity.
The sign of C np is hard to determine at first glance, generally a roll rate p has a very
small influence on the yaw moment, and C np is next to zero. A positive roll moment
increases the lift force on the right wing, and decreases the lift force on the left wing. The
induced drag increases consequently on the right wing, and decreases on the left wing.
However, in the body axis, the projection of C z and C x are of opposite sign, and it is
difficult to determine the sign of C A. Generally, C np is neglected, in front of the other
coefficients.
The sign of C nr is negative : it is a sort of yaw damping : a positive yaw rate means
that the left wing goes faster, and creates consequently more drag, which tends to decrease the positive r.

5

That point is like a lateral aerodynamic center, and its position is different from X F .
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Part II

Problem definition
4

Context of the study

The goal of this section is to define the problem solved during this PhD. What are the
handling qualities ? How is their resolution coupled with the definition of the configuration ? What are the fixed aircraft parameters and what are the drivers and degrees of
freedom of the study ? Answers to these questions are presented in this section.

4.1

Handling qualities : definitions

At first, the handling qualities notion is not a fixed one, and can cover many different
aspects. This PhD does not pretend to cover all of them, but it is important to clarify
what is meant by solving the handling qualities of the flying wing.
In the literature, the handling qualities purpose is the study of the aircraft stability.
The goal is to control the dynamic behaviour of the aircraft, by positioning the modes.
The position of the modes leads to the respect of the regulations to ensure the aircraft
pilotability. The pilot or the command system is then able to control the aircraft during
its whole mission. We choose to call that discipline the classical handling qualities. They
are solved on a fixed aircraft, with already sized control surfaces, by implementing the
command laws to ensure the pilotability.
In Airbus, the handling qualities definition gather more notions than the control of
the aircraft stability. The handling qualities contain the classical handling qualities, as
well as every criterion that has to be considered for the sizing of the control surfaces :
meaning the Vertical Tail Plane (vtp), the Horizontal Tail Plane (htp) and the roll control
surfaces : ailerons and spoilers. We choose to call that problem the extended handling
qualities.
In future projects, the handling qualities integrate all the criteria that influence the
sizing of the control surfaces of the aircraft. They are solved during the conceptual design
phase of the aircraft, after the preliminary design phase where the wing and the engines
are sized to respect the specifications. Some assumptions are taken on the command
system robustness and on the pilot ability to size control surfaces that will be sufficient
to ensure the pilotability, that is to say to position the modes.
This PhD deals with the resolution of extended handling qualities criteria, at the future project step. The problem covers all the criteria that must be taken into account
for the sizing of the control surfaces, with assumptions on the command system and the
pilot ability. Some of these are imposed by the rules, other are generally good practice
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Airbus rules. For the rest of this report, all the criteria are called the handling qualities,
but keep in mind that this is a different definition from the one presented in the literature.

4.2
4.2.1

Context of the handling qualities analysis
On a classical aircraft

In the future projects department, the control surface sizing is generally done after the
first design loop, where the masses and the high speed performances are assessed.
The mass and performances loop is executed several times, due to the interdependence
of the characteristic masses, which are the following :
: Maximum TakeOff Weight, the maximum mass at takeoff 6 .

•

M T OW

•

M LW

•

M ZF W

•

O W E : Overall Weight Empty, the mass of the empty aircraft equipped for the
mission, without passengers, cargo and fuel.

•

MW E

: Maximum Landing Weight, the maximum mass at landing.
: Maximum Zero Fuel Weight, the maximum mass without fuel.

: Manufacturer Weight Empty, the structural mass, without the cabin arrangement. Constant and common to all the airplanes of same configuration.

• mf : Fuel Weight, the fuel mass used for the mission.
fuel mass.

MF W

is the maximum usable

• Payload mass mpl : it gathers the mass of the passengers, as well as their luggages
and the fret put in the cargo hold.
• Light mass mlight : this mass is generally used as the minimum flight mass, beyond
which the aircraft speed is limited by minimum control speed limitation.
The following relations link the different masses with each other :
+ mnom
+ mnom
pl
f

M T OW

=

OW E

M LW

=

M ZF W

=

max
OW E + mpl

M ZF W

mlight =

OW E

+ fuel reserve ≈ 1.06M ZF W

+

M ZF W

6

− OW E
4

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)

The characteristic masses are often named as “weights” . The gravity acceleration being assumed
constant and equal to 9.8066 m/s2 , the mass and the weight of the aircraft are proportional to each
other, which explains that language abuse.
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where mnom
is the fuel mass needed for the nominal mission, mnom
is the payload of
f
pl
the nominal mission, and mmax
the
maximum
payload.
pl
To calculate the different masses, an assessment of the mission is necessary. For a
given M T OW , OW E is obtained through equation (4.1), as a result of the mission simulation (given range, given payload). In parallel, for a given M T OW , OW E is a result of
the structural sizing of the aircraft, to be able to carry the fret and the fuel.
The converged aircraft is obtained when the two OW E obtained from mission and
structural sizing are equal. Figure 14 illustrates the process.

Figure 14: Representation of the mass & perfo loop convergence.
The accuracy of the solution depends on the precision of the model. But it is possible
to obtain good approximation with very simple models.
For example, the nominal mission, calculated by the Breguet formula (4.5) to carry
the nominal payload mnom
gives the design range distance R, as a function of M T OW
pl
and the landing weight LW :


LoDV
LW
R=
log
(4.5)
C sR g
M T OW
with C sR the specific fuel consumption, assumed constant with the mass in that very simplified formula, and V defined by the cruise Mach number at the chosen cruise altitude.
With a first order approximation, M T OW is calculated :
nom
LoDV mf
M T OW ≈
(4.6)
C sR g R
Then, from the

M T OW

obtained from the nominal mission, OW E is obtained thanks to
OW E 1

= M T OW − mnom
− mnom
f
pl
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In parallel, it is possible to evaluate the mass of the different structural elements as
semi-empirical function of M T OW , M LW , and M ZF W [6]. Consequently, the structural
overall weight empty OW E 2 is a direct function of the other characteristic masses :
OW E 2

(4.8)

= fstruct (M T OW, M LW, M ZF W )

From comparison of OW E 1 and OW E 2 , new values of
calculated.

M T OW , M ZF W

and

M LW

are

The engine size is defined to comply with the different requirements of the mission.
• The altitude of optimum specific range must be reachable.
• The time to climb requirement must be respected.
• The takeoff field length must not be exceeded.
From the knowledge of the masses, the plan form and the engines size, the handling
qualities study can be performed.
An assessment of the control surfaces size is at first evaluated. In the future projects
department, a classical way to preliminarily size the control surfaces[14] is the utilization
of volume coefficients. For the horizontal tail plane :
Vhtp =

Shtp lhtp
S refℓ

(4.9)

with Shtp the surface of the horizontal tail plane and lhtp its lever arm with respect to
the center of gravity. For the vertical tail plane :
Vvtp = max(

S V lvtp S V lvtp
,
)
S refS pan ye T

(4.10)

with S V the surface of the vertical tail plane, and lvtp its lever arm with respect to the
center of gravity.
The purpose of these two control surfaces is to ensure the pitch and the yaw control.
The volume coefficients are well known for existing aircraft, and statistical laws expressing the volume coefficients are generally used to preliminarily size the control surfaces for
the future aircraft. The roll control surfaces are put along the wing, which is generally
wide enough to install them.
If the lever arms depend on the x position of the control surfaces, it depends also on
the x position of the wing, which have an influence on the center of gravity position and
consequently the lever arm of the control surface. The impact of the preliminarily sized
control surfaces on the masses and the performances is then evaluated, to obtain a new
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converged aircraft.
Secondly, a proper evaluation of the handling qualities criteria is performed, to refine
the design of the control surfaces.
4.2.2

On the blended wing body

If the first loop of masses and performances optimization classically applied on a conventional airplane is applicable, the process followed to preliminarily size the control surfaces
is unfortunately not adapted to the blended wing body. Some of the classical degrees of
freedom are not present, and the remaining drivers are far less efficient than on a classical
aircraft.
• At first, the blended wing body shape, which is fixed in the sizing loop, do not
allow the installation of a horizontal tail plane. The size and the lever arm of the
horizontal tail plane are consequently not degrees of freedom.
• Moreover, the position of the wing is not a degree of freedom any more. It could
potentially be replaced by sweep angles of the inner and the outer wing, but their
modifications would impact all the inner volumes (cabin, cargo, fuel tanks,. . . )
arrangement, as well as the aerodynamic. For example, a reduction of sweep angles
potentially leads to large increment of compressibility drag, in cruise, due to the
Mach number imposed in the specifications [37]. The modification of the sweep
angles is consequently possible, but should be examined in the overall design of the
aircraft, not only for handling qualities purpose.
• The only potential degree of freedom remaining is linked to the vertical surface size
and lever arm. There is potentially some places, where the vertical surfaces can be
installed. However, as explained in section 6.2, page 129, the vertical surfaces solution is neither very efficient nor adapted to the blended wing body configuration.
It is consequently mandatory to analyse all the handling qualities criteria considered
for the sizing of the control surfaces. At first, to highlight the main problems of the
configuration. Then, to identify the possible drivers to solve the handling qualities. And
finally, to develop a process that allows to solve the handling qualities problems, by fixing
the values of the identified drivers.
Before examining the handling qualities criteria, the baseline configuration used as
input of the study is described, in the following section.

4.3

Baseline for the handling qualities study

In this section is expressed the configuration used as input of the handling qualities study,
which is slightly different from the initial configuration described in section 2, page 26.
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Nearly all the aircraft parameters are the same as the ones of the initial configuration.
Main differences are potentially in the size of the engines, and in the choice of the control
surface architecture.
If the baseline engine size is the same as the one of the initial configuration, kF N =
1.25, that size has to be confirmed by the examination of the low speed performances.
That size has to be sufficient to respect the T OF L requirement.
For the control surfaces architecture, the roll control is ensured by ailerons, and the
pitch control is ensured by the four inner pair of elevators, like the initial configuration.
However, the yaw control is not ensured by crocodile ailerons any more, and no yaw
control device is installed on this baseline. That choice has been done in this report only
for a pedagogical purpose. Due to the difficulty to assess the best way to produce yaw
moment, it has been decided to compare the efficiency of exotic yaw moment devices (see
sections 9.1, page 187, 9.2, page 198, and 9.3, page 208) to the classical vertical surfaces
solution (see section 6.2, page 129). To start from the same configuration, without hypothesis on the best way to produce yaw moment, no yaw moment device is consequently
considered on this baseline configuration.
The landing gear size is the same as the one of the initial configuration : whereas its
longitudinal position has been fixed to be behind the most backward center of gravity
position, at OW E . That position has been obtained through a preliminary assessment of
the center of gravity position for the mix class arrangement.
The stall incidence (see section 6.1.1, page 91) has been estimated through numerical
Navier-Stokes tools :
αstall = 16o
(4.11)
without the utilization of the droop nose devices. The utilization of droop nose provides
an additional four degrees of incidence margin before stall occurs :
αstall = 20o

(4.12)

As explained in section 6.1.3, page 101, one goal of this study is to examine if the droop
nose devices are necessary, or if the stall occurs at a sufficiently high incidence to not be
dangerous for the aircraft operations.
Now that the baseline of the study has been defined, it is possible to assess the handling qualities of the configuration. That analysis is performed in the following section.
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Center of gravity determination.

Generally, the goal of a handling qualities criterion is to ensure a sufficient control moment in one of the three axis of the aircraft : roll moment for the x axis, pitching moment
for the y axis, and yawing moment for the z axis. The corresponding handling qualities
criteria are described in section 6.1 page 90, 6.2 page 129 and 6.3 page 150.
The center of gravity of the aircraft evolves during the flight. It depends on
• the cabin arrangement chosen by the company,
• the length of the mission which defines the quantity of on-board fuel,
• the way to consume the fuel during the mission, i.e. the sequence of the fuel tanks
utilization,
• the number and type of passengers and their distribution in the cabin,
• the quantity and positions of cargo and luggages present in the cargo hold as well
as in the cabin,
• inaccuracies on centring and mass appearing during the production.
Handling qualities criteria must be respected for any potential position of the center
of gravity, that is to say for any combination of the above parameters. That’s why, before
analysing the handling qualities, it is necessary to define precisely what is the possible
domain of positions of the center of gravity. This is the object of this section.

5.1

Weight &cg diagram definition

The expected domain of X cg positions during the flight is represented in a diagram,
called the weight&cg diagram. The aircraft mass is represented as a function of X cg
position. For a fixed design, an envelope is defined, to encircle all the range of expected
X cg positions, covering all the possible loading cases. Payload (passengers & cargo) is
variable, as well as fuel quantity needed for the mission. In this section is detailed the
strategy to establish that diagram.
The range of masses studied goes from OW E (Overall Weight Empty : the aircraft
is empty, i.e. without fuel, fret, and passengers) to M T OW (Maximum TakeOff Weight).
The X cg position vary as a function of the quantity of fuel and fret carried for the mission.
At OW E , the X cg position is not fixed, because of its dependency with the cabin arrangement chosen by the company. In section 2.2.1 page 28, the two cabin arrangements
already existing on this configuration have been presented. The weight&cg diagram must
cover the two arrangements, but also all the potential other arrangements that could potentially be chosen by airlines. The calculation of X cg domain at OW E is described in
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section 5.2.1 page 63 and 5.2.2 page 63.
Then, to take into account all the possible combinations of passengers distribution,
cargo loading and fuel tanks utilization, several representative loading cases are examined. This is the object of sections 5.2.3, 5.2.4, 5.2.5 and 5.2.6.
Finally, the weight&cg diagram is established, from OW E to M T OW , taking some
margin into account to prevent from inaccuracies on the aerodynamic coefficients used
for handling qualities, as well as the uncertainties on the X cg position that are classically
observed between what is targeted in the design office, and what is obtained after the
production. This is the object of section 5.3.
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5.2

Loading strategy and steps of the resolution

In this section, the process followed to obtain the weight&cg diagram is detailed step
by step. Given the geometric definition, an analysis is performed to define the range of
expected X cg positions during the flight.
M W E }. It is common to all
The starting point of the weight&cg diagram is {M W E ,Xcg
airplanes using the same configuration (with potential different cabin arrangements). It
depends on plan form shape, which is fixed for this study.

The following values are assumed as given data :


M W E = 161.7 kg
M W E = 51.9% ℓ
Xcg

(5.1)

In parallel to this study, some plan form trades have been performed, to assess
the influence of sweep angles, thickness, span, and chords variations on the position
M W E [37]. These trades are however not considered in this study, to keep a single
of Xcg
baseline for the handling qualities study.

5.2.1

Calculation of OW E

To calculate the Operational Weight Empty, the contribution of all the aircraft elements
that are not part of the structure, at the exception of fuel and fret, is added to M W E .
These elements are the seats, the galleys, the crew, the water, the unusable fuel and
the emergency equipment. To evaluate the mass and center of gravity positions of these
elements, same internal rules as conventional aircraft have been applied. Two values of
O W E are obtained, depending on the cabin arrangement :
OW E

=



(Mix Class arrangement)
(High Density arrangement)

192.6 t
191.7 t

(5.2)

The calculation of the different centres of gravity at OW E requires more explanations.
5.2.2

OW E dispersion
Calculation of Xcg

OW E is
5.2.2.1 Longitudinal dispersion of the cabin layout. At first, the Xcg
calculated classically, using the centre of gravity of all the elements added to M W E :

OW E
Xcg

=

P

j mj X cgj
P
j mj



=
=

46.6% ℓ
47.2% ℓ

(mixed class)
(high density)

(5.3)

Calculation of X cg position, at OW E , with j representing the elements added to
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But, to take into account the inevitable dispersion of the different future layouts (not
defined at this stage of the conception) of the equipments in the aircraft, it is necessary
to add some dispersion to those values. To calculate that dispersion, some assumptions
are needed.
First assumption :
OW E .
The longer the plane, the bigger the dispersion on the Xcg
OW E due to different
Indeed, if the length of the cabin increases, the variability of Xcg
layouts is greater. Second assumption :
OW E .
The wider the plane, the smaller the dispersion on the Xcg

Again, a larger aircraft will potentially have more lateral dispersion in the cabin layout, which leads to a reduction of the longitudinal dispersion.
It is assumed that the center of gravity dispersion follows a normal law type. For
classical Airbus airplanes, the weight&cg diagram must cover 95% of the possible X cg
positions around the mean of that normal law. The sought dispersion is so equal to twice
the standard error σ.
OW E of all the Airbus aircraft, an empirical
With the knowledge of the dispersion of Xcg
OW E dispersion has been established. It is function of the length of
link between the Xcg
the cabin Lcab and of the diameter of the fuselage Df us .

2σ = 0.0456

Lcab
− 0.2131
Df us

[m]

(5.4)

For the flying wing, the standard error obtained is the following :
σ = −0.080 m

(5.5)

where Df us is here the equivalent diameter, obtained by dividing the surface of the cabin
by its length Lcab .
The standard error is negative, which is not acceptable. The empirical law of σ calculation is consequently not applicable to the flying wing cabin : it is necessary to find
a way to adapt it to the particular shape of the flying wing.
To transform the cabin of the flying wing into a more standard rectangular cabin, a
solution is to cut the flying wing cabin in several rectangular sections. A juxtaposition of
classical rectangular cabins is obtained. Figure 15 shows the result for the High Density
layout.
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Figure 15: Equivalence between the flying wing cabin layout and a joining of classical
cylindric cabin layouts.
Each of the created cabin is rectangular, and has consequently a length and a diameter. It is assumed that the formula 5.4 is applicable for each fuselage. It is possible to
determine the dispersion of each fuselage around its center of gravity. Table 2 lists the
results.
Fuselage
1
2
3
4
5
6

Lcab [m]
23.9
23.9
20.9
17.6
15.1
11.4

Df us [m]
4.0
5.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
3.0

2σ [m]
0.49
0.43
0.45
0.41
0.35
0.39

Table 2: Geometry and dispersion of the chosen fuselages, from the center to the external
part of the cabin. Lets point out that the mix class layout and the economic class layout
have the same dispersions, due to formula (5.4) : 2σ is only function of the geometry,
not of the content of the cabin layout. The only difference (visible on figure 16), is in the
respective positions of the center of gravity.
In order to obtain the dispersion of the total cabin, all the dispersions have to be
mixed. To do that, it is necessary to establish the center of gravity distribution law, for
each fuselage.
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Figure 16: Distribution laws of the different cut fuselages of the flying wing, for both
layouts.

The theory says that the sum of independent normally distributed random variables
follows also a normal law. If it is assumed that the center of gravity position of each
rectangular cabin follows a normal law, it is possible to determine the dispersion of the
flying wing cabin. The functions of distribution are the following :
i

f (X cg

i

i )2
Licab Dfi us − (X−X cg
2
i
2σ
√
,σ ) =
e
tot
σ i 2πScab

i

(i = 1, . . . , 6)

(5.6)

where each function has been weighted by the surface Sfi us = Licab Dfi us of the cortot . It means that the
responding fuselage, divided by the total surface of the cabin Scab
surface delimited by each curve is equal to the ratio of the surface of the linked fuselage
divided by the surface of the total cabin. X cgi is a center of gravity of each cut fuselage,
but its evaluation is difficult and not necessary for this study. Only the standard error
2σ is still unknown.
If the independence of the center of gravity position of each fuselage is assumed, the
calculation of the total distribution is immediate :
f

T

mean tot tot
(Xcg
,σ )

=

P6

mean tot )2
i
i
(X−Xcg
i=1 Lcab Df us −
2
2σ tot
√
e
tot
tot
2σ
2πScab

with
mean tot
Xcg

=

OW E
Xcg
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HD

OW E
+ Xcg
2

(5.7)

MC

(5.8)
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and
σ

tot

v
u 6
uX
=t

Licab Dfi us
tot
Scab

i=1

!2

σi

which is the classical formula of the sum of normal laws.

0.19 m
2σ tot =



OW E HD +X O W E M C
 mean tot
Xcg
cg
=
ℓ
Xcg
2
up
tot
mean
tot )ℓ

X
=
(X
+
2σ

cg
cg


down =
mean tot − 2σ tot )ℓ
Xcg
(Xcg

2

(5.9)

The results are the following :

= 25.7 m
= 25.9 m
= 25.6 m

(5.10)

up
down are respectively the upper limit and the lower limit of 95% of the
where Xcg
and Xcg
OW E :
expected X cg positions. Finally, there are four remarkable values for the Xcg

46.2% ℓ
Lower limit



46.6%
ℓ
(MC)
OW E
Xcg
=
(5.11)
47.2% ℓ
(HD)



47.6% ℓ
Upper limit

And the total domain of X cg is equal to 1.45% ℓ for the four X cg at OW E .
However, this is not totally representative of the way the center gravity will vary, in
function of the cabin layouts. With the longitudinal cutting of the cabin, only the variation of the X cg for each fuselage taken separately is accounted. The lateral dispersion,
inside and between the different fuselages, is ignored.
It is then necessary to extend the study of the center of gravity dispersion to the
lateral dispersion, in order to take all the potential cabin layouts into account.

5.2.2.2 Lateral dispersion of half of the cabin layout. To calculate the lateral
dispersion, instead of modifying the philosophy applied to the longitudinal dispersion (by
supposing the dependency of the distribution laws of the longitudinally cut fuselages for
example), the formula (5.4) is applied to fuselages obtained by cutting again the cabin,
but laterally this time. Figure 17 represents the different fuselages.
Same assumptions are used :
• independence between the different fuselage distribution laws,
• each distribution weighted by the surface of their respective cabin.
And the total distribution is calculated alongside the y axis this time. The formula is
the same than the x axis one, but applied to y axis. Lcab is linked to the half of the
cabin. The cabin layouts are assumed laterally symmetric (which is questionable7 ). Df us
is the x dimension of each cut fuselage. The geometry of those fuselages is listed in table 3.
7

But deviation from symmetry are overall limited.
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Figure 17: Lateral cutting of half of the cabin, in order to calculate the lateral dispersion.
The cutting is applied only to half of the cabin, because of the hypothesis of symmetry of
the cabin arrangement : no dispersion is expected through the symmetric axis.
Fuselage
A
B
C
D

Lcab [m]
12.9
11.7
9.5
5.9

Df us [m]
6.4
5.7
5.8
4.6

2σ[m]
0.26
0.26
0.25
0.24

Table 3: Geometry and dispersion of the chosen lateral fuselages. Lcab is equal to the
semi-length of the cut fuselages, assuming that the cabin layouts will be laterally symmetric.



mean y = 0 m
Xcg
2σ y = 0.5% ℓ

(5.12)

5.2.2.3 Total domain of dispersion of the cabin layout The lateral and longitudinal dispersions determined in previous sections delimit an area of possible positions
for the X cg. Figure 18 represents it as a red dashed diamond, together with a green
mean tot . That rectangle excludes the extreme
rectangle of same surface, centred on Xcg
values of the diamond, keeping two constant dispersions 2σ x and 2σ y : it is assumed
that the dispersion will probably never be purely longitudinal or lateral, and the green
OW E .
rectangle is more likely to contain the different cabin layouts Xcg
OW E domain (the green one) is defined by the following parameters :
The final Xcg
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OW E , with longitudinal and lateral dispersion. The red diaFigure 18: Domain of Xcg
mond includes the extreme values of pure longitudinal and lateral dispersion. The green
mean tot .
rectangle includes a domain of equal surface, centred on Xcg

 mean tot
Xcg



up

Xcg

down
Xcg


2σ x



2σ y

=
=
=
=
=

46.9% ℓ
47.4% ℓ
46.4% ℓ
1.0% ℓ
0.4% ℓ

(5.13)

Compared to the previous dispersion 2σ x = 1.5%, which was taking only the x disOW E has been reduced of 0.4%ℓ.
persion into account, the longitudinal dispersion of Xcg
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Passenger vector

Starting from OW E , this section deals with the calculation of the passenger vector. All
the assumptions follows the ones developed in [22]. The aircraft will not always be completely booked, so it is necessary to establish a strategy for the filling of the plane. In
other terms, it is necessary to predict how the passengers will spread themselves in the
cabin to know the variation of the center of gravity position.
Statistically, a passenger’s behaviour follows three trends :
• He takes a seat near the door. Indeed, the passengers generally choose a seat not
far from an entrance, if a seat is free.
• He prefers to be alone in his row.
• He prefers to be near a window, then near an aisle, and finally in the middle.
The flying wing has three doors on both sides of the wing. The passengers will start
filling the plane from those three doors, if all the three doors are used for boarding.
The particular shape of the flying wing could change those habits, for example passengers avoiding to be too far from the center of the plane to avoid airsickness due to
vertical acceleration (see also section 6.3.4, page 160). On the other hand, they will
perhaps gather near the doors, instead of being alone in a row. But at the moment, it is
assumed that they board as usual.
Figure 19, represents the first seats probably taken by passengers : from the doors to
the rear, one passenger by row, near the doors.
The problem of such a configuration is the large diameter of the fuselage, combined
with a boarding on one side of the aircraft only : it will lead to a load disequilibrium
along the span. Airlines and Airbus will probably have to establish rules to force the
passengers to seat on each side of the symmetric axis. It is represented at figure 20.
Afterwards, if the passengers keep on seating symmetrically and from front to rear,
the complete boarding looks like figure 21.
Of course, these are first assumptions, and lots of cases are not taken into account,
like families or groups of people wanting to seat next to each other. Boarding symmetrically seems however essential to avoid disequilibrium in roll. (See also annexe 15.3, page
269).
In table 4 are listed the informations about mass and X cg of the passengers.
For cabins entirely filled, the X cg of the HD configuration is naturally in front of the
MC configuration’s one. Because of the boarding at the front part of the aircraft, the
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Figure 19: First seats taken by passengers in case of boarding by the three doors of the
leading edge of left side.

Figure 20: Symmetric placement of the passengers.
half passengers situations increase that phenomenon : the passengers use in priority the
seats near the doors. However, for the mixed class half boarding, the center of gravity
is more rear than all the other situations. It is supposed that half of the business and
half of the economic seats would be occupied in that case. That leads to the smallest
loading of the front part, dedicated to the business, and the center of gravity is more rear.
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Figure 21: Full boarding of the passengers, following the expected order of placement.
Layout
HD full
MC full
HD half
MC half

Mass
54.893 t
40.301 t
27.447 t
20.151 t

X cgℓ
18.680 m
20.262 m
17.911 m
21.823 m

Table 4: Passengers mass and center of gravity.

5.2.4

Cargo Hold vector

The cargo hold vector is quite simple. For full passengers scenario, the cargo hold is of
course used uniformly. For cases where the plane is only half booked, the cargo hold is
as usual filled at 55% and all the possible repartitions of the luggage are between two
extreme cases :
• one case where

2
3

of the cargo is in the front part of the hold.

• one case where

2
3

of the cargo is in the back part of the hold.

The dimensions of the two cargo holds are :


Lcargo = 17.8 m
Xcargo = 8.4 m
where Xcargo is the X position of the front side of the cargo hold.
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5.2.5

Loading scenarii

This section deals with the detail of the scenario taken into account to calculate the
weight&cg diagram. Those scenario have been chosen among others, because they are
the most representative of “extreme” load cases.
Table 5 gathers the main informations for each scenario.
Scenario
V1
V2
V3
V5
V6
V7

OW E %ℓ
Xcg
47.2
46.6
47.4
46.4
46.6
47.2

Pax
316 (HD)
232 (MC)
632 (HD)
464 (MC)
464 (MC)
632 (HD)

Cargo (kg)
6307
4630
11850
8732
8732
11850

Table 5: Summary of the different scenarios taken into account to establish the weight&cg
diagram.

5.2.5.1 Four full pax loading cases. At section 5.2.1, it has been explained that
there were two values of OW E , depending on the cabin layout, and four possible values
OW E , spread along the x axis in 1.02 %ℓ. Starting from those four points, four full
of Xcg
passengers vectors have been added, represented at figure 22.

Figure 22: Four full passengers loading cases. Visualisation of M ZF W . The quantity
used to represent X cg is M (X cg) = mm0 (X cg (%ℓ) − X cgref) + X cgref, with in this case
X cgref = 40%ℓ, and m0 = OW E = 192t. On the y axis is represented the mass of the
aircraft, from OW E to M T OW .
OW E , those loading cases are gathered on
No matter the cabin layout, OW E or the Xcg
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1 %ℓ maximum. The loading cases representing the HD layout have of course a greater
mass at the end of the cargo vector.

5.2.5.2 Two half pax loading cases. Following the rules explained in section 5.2.3,
two half passengers scenario, one for each cabin layout, have been added to the four full
passengers loading cases. No lateral asymmetry has been considered, but only a longitudinal asymmetry, the passengers preferring to be near the doors. Figure 23 represents
the situation.

Figure 23: Considered half passengers loading cases : symmetric boarding of the passengers, following the expected order of placement : MC & HD layouts.
The cargo hold loading is the one explained in paragraph 5.2.4, meaning 23 of the
total cargo is in one hold, and the rest in the other. The total cargo filling is equal to
55% of the maximum cargo capacity, in terms of mass. The two standard values (without
OW E . Knowing that, at figure
dispersion) of the two cabin layouts have been chosen as Xcg
24 are represented the passenger and cargo vector of these two loading cases.
These two loading cases are more scattered than the two nominal full passengers ones.
This is consistent with the centres of gravity mentioned in 5.2.3 and in 5.2.4.

5.2.6

Fuel vector

In order to complete all the scenarios explained in the last paragraphs, the last piece to
add to the puzzle is the fuel vector.
If the outboard tanks are first used during the flight, and afterwards the inboard
tanks, the center of gravity will go forward then backward (see fig. 25). If the inboard
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Figure 24: Two half passengers loading cases. Visualisation of

M ZF W .

tanks are first used during the flight, and afterwards the outboard tanks, the center of
gravity will go backward then forward.

Figure 25: Fuel tanks positioning. The inboard tanks are put forward, the outboard tanks
are more backward. With the outboard fuel already partially consumed, the center of
gravity goes forward.
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The most forward filling strategy and the most backward strategy define all possible
X cg positions achievable by fuel transfer. This corresponds to a range of X cg of more
than 10% ℓ for the center of gravity positions. Given the length of ℓ, this gives potentially
an efficient degree of freedom for the longitudinal handling qualities resolution.
Starting now from the end of all the passengers and cargo vectors, the two lobes
corresponding to the utilization of the rear or front tanks in priority (Figure are added.
Figure 26 represents the results.

Figure 26: All loading cases considered to establish the weight&cg diagram. Each of the
loading cases represents the X cg evolution between from OW E to M T OW . If the passengers
and cargo vectors are simple lines, the fuel lobes define an area of X cg reachables by fuel
transfer.
Most of the loading scenario goes beyond M T OW . That does not mean that masses
larger than M T OW are allowed, but only that the fuel tank capacity of the flying wing
is greater than the ones required to fulfil its mission.
Now that all the scenarios have been chosen, it is possible to mix all of them in one
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single weight&cg diagram, which will be equal to the domain of X cg where the handling
qualities criteria must be respected.
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Establishing the weight&cg diagram : strategy followed.

First of all, the weight&cg diagram must be representative of all the scenarios selected
in section 5.2, page 63. All those loading cases must be taken into account. Our strategy
can be summarized in one sentence :
For each mass between OW E and M T OW , the weight&cg diagram must contain at least
one reachable position of X cg for each loading case taken into account.
Lets detail the consequence of this sentence step by step.
5.3.1

From OW E to

M ZF W

In this mass domain, the loading cases are in majority composed of passengers and cargo
vectors. For each scenario, it has been chosen to only take into account the point at
OW E , and the end of the cargo vector. In previous section, the loading cases have been
established by adding first the passenger vector, then the cargo vector. In “real life” , the
loading of the cargo and the passengers is done simultaneously. Consequently, it is not
necessary to take into account the potential X cg excursions of passenger vector. The pax
and cargo vector is now simply a line from OW E to ZF W . Figure 27 represents the result.
Increasing the mass from OW E , the weight & cgdiagram is at first delimited by the
passenger vectors of scenarios no 3 and no 5, Figure 28. Afterwards, the passengers vector
of scenario no 2 and no 5 become the extreme ones. The weight&cg diagram is so limited
by scenarios no 2 and no 5, Figure 28.
Then, the extreme scenario are scenario no 2 and no 7. Lets point out that from a
certain mass the scenario no 7 has fuel lobes outside the encircle zone of center of gravity
positions. But, as represented on Figure 29, those lines have not to be taken into account.
Indeed, they give the backward and forward limits reachable by the fuel strategy in this
loading case, but not a mandatory {X cg , m} couple. All the positions of center of gravity
inside the lobes of each scenarios are reachable, so only one position for each mass must
be inside the weight&cg diagram, whatever the loading case. In consequence, the extreme
backwards position of the center of gravity is put on the forward lobe of the scenario no 2.
The remaining parts of the diagram until
ure 30 represents the results.
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Figure 27: Only OW E and end of cargo vectors points are taken into account, to get a
compromise between the “cargo first” and “passengers first” loading cases.
5.3.2

From

M ZF W

to

M T OW

: fuel vectors

From now, the only remaining vectors are fuel vectors. In order to get one reachable X cg
position of each loading case for every mass, the strategy is the following :
The weight&cg diagram is limited by the most backward of the forward lobes, and by the
most forward of the backward lobes.
If several X cg positions are still available, the mean of all those X cg is taken, and the
weight&cg diagram is a line in that zone.
The sixth zone is represented at figure 31. The sixth one is a line in the middle of the
zone between the forward lobe of the scenario no 2 and the backward lobe of the scenario
no 7.
Finally, in order to delete the rapid variations of the diagram limit when the mass
changes, the diagram has been smoothed. Figure 32 represents the result.
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Figure 28: Zone 1 & 2, limited respectively by scenarios no 3 and no 5, and scenarios no 2
and no 5.
However, in order to get a diagram valuable for the handling qualities analysis, a
margin policy must be added to cover the uncertainties.

5.3.3

Determination of the margin policy on the weight&cg diagram.

To complete the weight&cg diagram, it is necessary to add a margin policy on the center of gravity position. First one is linked to unavoidable uncertainties on aerodynamic
coefficients obtained from numerical tools or wind tunnel tests when compared to real
aircraft values. Second one is due to the unavoidable dispersion of center of gravity position after the production, when compared to what was calculated in the design office.
To take into account the aerodynamic uncertainty, the pitching moment equilibrium
is calculated at a reference point X cg∗ inside the weight&cg diagram :
1
m g (X cg − X cg∗ )ℓ + ρV 2 S refℓCmXcg∗ = 0
2
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Figure 29: Zone 3, limited by scenario no 2 and no 7. Zone inside the fuel lobes of scenario
no 2 has not to be taken into account, only one point of each scenario having to be inside
the weight&cg diagram.
where CmXcg∗ is the aerodynamic pitching moment calculated on X cg∗ . In cruise,
the contribution of the engines thrust is neglected (0.3% of the whole pitch moment
equilibrium). If expression (5.15) is differentiated :
∆X cg
X cg − X cg∗

= −

∆CmXcg∗
CmXcg∗

⇒ ∆X cgaero = −(X cg − X cg∗ )

(5.16)
∆CmXcg∗
CmXcg∗

(5.17)

The uncertainty on X cg position is directly linked to the uncertainty on the pitching
∆C
∗
moment C mX cg∗ , and to the wideness of the weight&cg diagram X cg − X cg∗ .
mX cg

To evaluate that uncertainty, the dimensions of the flying wing have been compared
to the data of existing aircraft. To calculate the uncertainty on the aerodynamic pitching
∆C
∗
moment ∆CmF , the C mX cg∗ of existing aircraft are well known : 10%.
mX cg
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Figure 30: Different zones of the diagram, till

M ZF W .

Figure 31: Sixth zone, limited by scenario no 2 and no 7.
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Figure 32: Final weight&cg diagram, with smoothed borders.
The wideness of the diagram
is equal to :

Xcg−Xcg ∗
ℓ

being of 10% ℓ, the aerodynamic uncertainty

∆X cgaero = 1.0%ℓ

(5.18)

The uncertainty ∆X cgm , which represents the dispersion of X cg position appearing
during the production, is added. For classical aircraft, that uncertainty is equal to 1.0%
of ℓ. Knowing the large dimensions of the reference length of the flying wing, that margin
has been reduced to obtain approximatively the same absolute distance.
The total uncertainty for the flying wing is so equal to ±1.5% of ℓ. This is represented on figure 33. The domain of X cg is not so large, around 4.0% of ℓ at OW E , around
4.0% of ℓ at M ZF W and 3.0% of ℓ at M T OW . The main problem is however the variation
of X cg with the mass : the diagram is pretty curved. Three zones are particularly critical :
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Figure 33: Critical zones of the weight&cg diagram, for the respect of the handling qualities.
• The most backward X cg limit at OW E . That position is critical for the handling
qualities criteria on ground. Even if the uncertainty ∆X cgaero
max = 1% is not taken
into account (ground backward criteria are geometrical criteria, see sections 6.1.6,
page 121 and 6.1.7) page 123, that leads to move the main landing gear x position
of 1% ℓ (48% instead of 47% previously).
• The area around M ZF W is also critical, because of the difference between the most
forward point at M ZF W , and the most backward point at OW E : 11% of ℓ ! This is
the domain of X cg that must be inside most critical forward and backward criteria.
In comparison, the Concorde, with a similar ℓ, needed only 5%.
• The backward X cg at M T OW is embarrassing for the respect of the longitudinal
stability. Because of the lack of HT P , a robust direct law will be needed to control
that instability (see section 6.1.5, page 109).
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5.3.4

Potential improvement of the diagram

As a comparison, Figure 34 represents the Weight&cg diagram of the Concorde.

Figure 34: Concorde Weight&cg diagram.

Without considering supersonic parts, the diagram is straight, which is a big advantage for the handling qualities resolution. That is the kind of diagram to which the flying
wing should try to go.
The wideness of the flying wing diagram is the same (1%ℓ). However, unlike the
Concorde, there are important variations of positions of X cg between OW E and M ZF W
on one hand, and between M ZF W and M T OW on the other hand. The goal of this section
is to propose solutions to decrease these two variations.
First movement ∆X cg1 of X cg occurs between OW E and M ZF W . It is due to the
difference between the center of gravity at OW E X cgOW E , and the center of gravity of
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the payload X cgmpl :
∆X cg1 = X cgOW E − X cgM ZF W
X cgOW E OW E + X cgmpl mpl
= X cgOW E −
O W E + mpl
mpl
OW E
=
(X cg
− X cgmpl )
OW E + mpl

(5.19)

As a consequence, the modification of X cgOW E has the same influence on ∆X cg as the
movement of X cgmpl .
In the same way, the movement of the center of gravity ∆X cg2 between
is the following :

M ZF W

and

M T OW

∆X cg2 = X cgM T OW − X cgM ZF W
mf
X cgOW E OW E + X cgmpl mpl
=
(X cgf −
)
mf + mpl + OW E
OW E + mpl


mf
mpl
OW E
=
(X cgf − X cgOW E ) +
(X cgf − X cgmpl ) (5.20)
M T OW
M ZF W
M ZF W

mf 
(5.21)
=
X cgf − X cgOW E + ∆X cg1
M T OW

From the large domain of X cg reachable with fuel tanks, the cancellation of ∆X cg2 is
expected to be possible, at the condition of the minimization of ∆X cg1 .
To decrease ∆X cg1 , it is necessary to move the center of gravity of the payload backwards, and/or to move the center of gravity of the structure forward.
To move X cgmpl backwards, several solutions are possible :
• A cargo hold situated backwards. If the position of the cargo is translated to
be put backwards, with a cargo hold door situated in the trailing edge of the
wing, between the two engines, and a crew rest compartment situated forward, the
diagram would be more straight. The cargo vector would move the center of gravity
position at M ZF W backwards. At figure 35 is represented the obtained weight&cg
diagram, with the cargo hold translated 15m backwards. Of course, the installation
problems must be examined, because of the presence of the trailing edge elevators.
The pressurization zone should also be extended backwards, which has a penalty
on structure mass. But the expected benefit on the weight&cg diagram seems very
interesting.
• A reduction of the inner wing sweep angle. With an increment of the sweep angle,
due to the interdependency of the cabin shape with the plan form, the cabin will be
longer, which consequence is to move the center of gravity X cgmpl backwards. However, that modification moves also the center of gravity of the structure backwards
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Figure 35: Flying wing weight&cg diagram, with a cargo hold translated 15m backwards,
with the doors in the trailing edge of the wing. Benefit in light masses, where ∆X cg1 is
reduced of 25% (2.7% ℓ), when compared to previous diagram.
X cgOW E . As calculated in [37], the effect on X cgOW E is more important, and it is
preferable to decrease the sweep angle of the inner wing. The effect seems however
quite small, with a 0.05% ℓ benefit in ∆X cg1 per degree of inner wing sweep angle
reduction.
• A reduction of the inner wing chords. Keeping constant the cabin shape, the
reduction of the inner wing chords helps to move X cgOW E , while keeping constant
X cgmpl . For a 5% chord decrease, mainly on the rear (unpressurised) part of the
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wing, ∆X cg1 is decreased by 0.2% ℓ.
An additional solution is to modify the fuel tanks architecture, to help the cancellation
of ∆X cg2 , by increasing the domain of X cg positions reachable by X cgf . It is based on the
fuel tank architecture, where fuel was transferred from extreme forward and backward
fuel tanks (tanks no 9 and no 11 on Figure 36 to control the X cg position during the flight.

Figure 36: Concorde Fuel tanks architecture. Fuel was transferred from no 9 and no 11 to
control the X cg position during the whole flight.

5.4

Conclusion of weight&cg diagram

In this section, the strategy to obtain a reliable weight&cg diagram of the FW-NLR
configuration has been detailed.
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Two cabin layouts have been taken into account, one High Density layout, and one
Mix Class layout.
The different vectors of the diagram have been established : fuel, pax and cargo vectors, detailing all the different possibilities of passengers occupation and distribution of
fuel in the different tanks. The uncertainties on X cg position have been defined, depending on the cabin layouts. Different loading cases have then been selected, in order to get
a reliable diagram.
Then, the strategy to delimit the final weight&cg diagram has been explained, with
the identification of the sizing loading cases, and the addition of mass and aero margins.
The final weight&cg diagram spreads itself over 4.0% ℓ8 , for a given mass, which is quite
a good result. However, the diagram is pretty curved, which is a hard constraint on the
handing qualities resolution.
The main problem is the large forward and backward excursion of the X cg positions. Starting from a very backward X cgOW E around 49% of ℓ, the X cg domain goes
to a most forward position X cgM ZF W = 38%, to finally go back to a backward position
X cgM T OW = 46.2%, margins taken into account. This is very critical for handling qualities, especially for ground criteria which are very constrained by X cg at M ZF W and OW E .
Several propositions have been raised to decrease the X cg excursion.
• Modification of the fuel tanks architecture, by adding tanks as far forward and
backward as possible, in order to increase X cgf degree of freedom.
• The modification of the cargo hold position. A backward cargo hold, with doors
situated at the trailing edge of the wing, could highly help to straighten the diagram.
It seems to be the less impacting modification proposed, with a great benefit for
the handling qualities.
• The modification of the plan form : decrement of the inner wing chord, and of the
inner wing sweep angle have a positive effect on the weight&cg diagram.

The plan form and the inner volumes being fixed for the baseline of the handling
qualities study, these propositions are not taken into account for the next of this report.
Nevertheless, they will be very useful for future design of flying wings.

8

around 1 m.
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Now that the center of gravity domain has been well defined, it is possible to evaluate
the control authority of the baseline, in the three axis (see sections 6.1 page 90, 6.2 page
129, and 6.3 page 150). The handling qualities criteria calculated are the ones requested
by certifications, and considered by Airbus as mandatory. The objective is to highlight
the most sizing ones.

6.1

Pitch Control

The pitch control criteria, or the longitudinal criteria, help usually to size the horizontal
tail plane. For a classical aircraft, they set a minimum size of tailplane, together with a
longitudinal position of the wing (to solve the stability problems), an optimal position
of the landing gear, and a maximal deflection of the control surfaces.

Figure 37: Handling qualities drivers. For a classical aircraft, the position of the wing
(for longitudinal stability resolution), the position and the size of the tail planes allow
to solve the handling qualities. For the blended wing body baseline, these drivers are not
available.
For this configuration, the plan form is given and fixed for the resolution of the
handling qualities. There is no horizontal tail plane. All the pitch control is ensured
by the four inner elevators installed at the trailing edge of the wing (see figure 10 page
35). For all the criteria examined in this section, it is supposed that all the trailing edge
control surfaces are equally deflected :
δmi = δm

∀i = 1, . . . , 4
90

(6.1)
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For each criterion, the flight case is at first well defined, and the requirements given
by the norm are exposed. Then, the adaptation of the rules by Airbus is exposed, and
translated, if necessary, to the specific blended wing body configuration. The results are
finally presented.

6.1.1

Stall Demonstration

A flyable aircraft must be controllable near the stall incidence. The stall incidence of
an aircraft is the incidence where a flow separation occurs, which leads to a loss of lift
coefficient. Furthermore, it must be able to recover from stall, if it occurs.
Generally, an airplane is equipped with high lift systems, such as slats (on the leading
edge of the wing) and flaps (on the trailing edge of the wing). The slats allow to increase
the stall incidence, and the flaps allow increase the lift produced at a given incidence (see
Figure 12 page 49). On this aircraft, there is only slats installed on the outer wing (see
also section 2.2.6 page 34).

6.1.1.1

Rules

Here below are reminded the requirements of the standard CS25, concerning the stall
demonstration.

a - Stalls must be shown in straight ﬂight and in 30 degree banked turns with
(a) Power oﬀ;
(b) The power necessary to maintain level ﬂight at 1.5 V SR1.
b - In each condition required by paragraph (a) of this section, it must be possible
to meet the applicable requirements of §25.203 with
(a) Flaps, landing gear, and deceleration devices in any likely combination of
positions approved for operation;
(b) Representative weights within the range for which certiﬁcation is requested;
(c) The most adverse center of gravity for recovery;
(d) The airplane trimmed for straight ﬂight at the speed prescribed in
§25.103(b)(f).

CS 25.201 - Stall Demonstration
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a - The reference stall speed, V SR1, is a calibrated airspeed deﬁned by the applicant.
V SR1 may not be less than a 1-g stall speed. V SR1 is expressed as:
VCz
V SR1 ≥ √ max
nzw
where VCzmax is
airspeed obtained when the load factor-corrected

 the calibrated
nzw W
is ﬁrst a maximum during the manoeuvre prescribed in
lift coeﬃcient
qS
paragraph (c) of this section. (. . . )

• nzw : load factor normal to the ﬂight path at VCzmax .

• W : Airplane gross weight

• S : Aerodynamic reference wing area; and
• q : Dynamic pressure.
b - VCzmax is determined with
(a) Engines idling, or, if that resultant thrust causes an appreciable decrease
in stall speed, not more than zero thrust at the stall speed;
(b) Propeller pitch controls (if applicable) in takeoﬀ position;
(c) The airplane in other respects (such as ﬂaps and landing gear) in the condition existing in the test or performance standard in which V SR1 is being
used;
(d) The weight used when V SR1 is being used as a factor to determine compliance with a required performance standard;
(e) The center of gravity position that results in the highest value of reference
stall speed; and
(f) The airplane trimmed for straight ﬂight at a speed selected by the applicant,
but not less than 1.13V SR1, and not greater than 1.3V SR1.

CS 25.103 - Stall Speed
The pitch control authority must be sufficient to control the aircraft at the stall incidence αstall , for the whole domain of center of gravity positions, in any phase of the
flight. The stall incidence is a function of the high-lift configuration.
On a classical aircraft, the pitch moment is provided by the horizontal tail plane
trimmed at ihmin .
On this blended wing body, the pitch control is ensured by the trailing edge control
surfaces. Because of the lack of horizontal tail plane, there is no trim command ih, but
only a deflection δm available. The elevators are deflected to ensure the pitch equilibrium.
The purpose of that criterion is the determination of the C zmax value. The C z max
will be measured at the most critical position of the center of gravity. This is the most
forward one, where the elevators have to produce the largest decrement of the lift to
ensure pitch equilibrium.
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Figure 38: Stall incidence and true C zmax value : negative effect of equilibrium by elevators, the C zmax value is smaller. That effect is particularly important on the blended
wing body, due to the large size of the elevators, and their small lever arm. An important
negative lift production is necessary to ensure a sufficient pitching up moment for forward
positions of the center of gravity.

The reference stall speed V SR1 is deduced from C zmax . For this criterion, only
straight flights, without bank angle excursions, are considered. V SR1 is consequently
equal to the one-g-stall speed V s1g, nzw being equal to 1.

6.1.1.2

System of equations

The stall demonstration is a pure longitudinal criterion. A pure longitudinal flight is
assumed, consequently, the lateral parameters are assumed equal to zero :

φ = 0
(no bank angle, horizontal wings)

β = 0
(no sideslip)
(6.2)

p=r = 0
(no roll & yaw speed)

The propulsion forces and moments are assumed to be respectively parallel and perpendicular to the aircraft symmetry plan. These assumptions are the classical hypothesis
taken for a pure longitudinal flight and are well verified in “real life”[18].

The equilibrium assumption
leads to the cancellation of all the variations of the state
.
.
. .
.
γ
q
variables : V = = =α=h= 0.
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As already explained in section 3.3.1 page 43, the approximation of pseudo-equilibrium
is used, with a constant and imposed altitude h.
Knowing that, flight mechanics (see [18]) teach that to define completely the equilibrium, a number of additional relations equal to the number of commands is requested.
Classically, there are four of them : the throttle δx, the roll command δl, the pitch command δm, and the yaw command δn. For a pure longitudinal equilibrium, the lateral
commands are not used : δl = δn = 0.
With two commands, two additional relations between the longitudinal parameters
are requested.
• For this equilibrium, the engines are at idle : δx ≈ 0.
• The angle of attack is imposed to the stall incidence αstall .
The system of equations is the following :
Cx
Cz
V
With C zmax

T0
− γ ≈ −γ
mg
2m g
= V s1g =
ρSC zmax
4
X
≈ C zα (αstall − α0 ) +
C zδmi δm
= δxkF N

(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)

i=1

Cm = 0

(6.6)

q = 0

(6.7)

α = αstall

(6.8)
(6.9)

δx ≈ 0

where the non-linearities present in equations (3.66 page 52) and (3.60 page 49) are
implicitly taken into account inside C zα and C zδmi . The value of δm is consequently
function of the position of X cg, and vice versa. It is limited by the maximum authorized
deflection of the elevators : δmmin ≤ δm ≤ δmmax .
Two informations are researched from the examination of this criterion :
• What is the value of C z max , as a function of droop nose deflection ? The droop
nose indeed modify the value of αstall :
 o
16
(droop noses not deflected)
αstall =
(6.10)
o
20
(droop noses deflected max.)
To answer to this question, the equilibrium is calculated at the most forward position of X cg, and δm is deduced from pitching moment equilibrium. It has to be
greater than δmmin . The criterion is solved in direct mode.
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• Is the pitch control authority sufficient to reach αstall for the whole domain of
X cg, whatever the mass ? To answer to this question, δm is imposed equal to the
maximum authorized deflections δmmin and δmmax , and the extreme positions of
X cg are deduced from pitching moment equation (6.6) : the criterion is solved in
reverse mode.
6.1.1.3

Direct mode

In direct mode, the minimum value of C zmax is obtained at M ZF W : it is the most
forward X cg position of all the domain of masses. The pitch up moment of the elevators
is maximum, and consequently the decrement of the lift created. Here are the values
obtained :

0.993
(droop noses not deflected)
C zmax =
(6.11)
1.211
(droop noses deflected max.)
6.1.1.4

Reverse mode

Figure 39: Longitudinal Stall Demonstration : reverse mode.
The reverse mode shows the extreme X cg reachable with the elevators at their maximum authorized deflection δmmin and δmmax . The area situated between the two criteria
is much larger than the weight&cg diagram, but is quite badly centred : the backwards
limitation is situated in front of some positions of the center of gravity. It means that it
is impossible to fly at αstall for all the positions of X cg situated backwards, due to δmmax
limitation.
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However, it does not mean that the aircraft is not flyable. The αstall is simply
not reachable for backwards position of the center of gravity. The minimum C zmax is
reachable, thanks to positive contribution of elevators to lift at these X cg positions.
6.1.1.5

Conclusion of Longitudinal Stall Demonstration

The longitudinal stall demonstration criteria allows to calculate a minimum C z max
value. If some backwards positions of the center of gravity do not permit to reach αstall
due to δmmax limitations, this is not challenging, because of the positive contribution of
the elevators to the lift equilibrium : C zmax is higher than for forward positions of the
center of gravity.
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6.1.2

Kiss and hard landings

The landing phase can be divided in three distinct parts :
• the descent, where the approach speed is imposed : V = Vapp at a given altitude
h = 50f t. The approach angle is constant and imposed. A standard value is
γ = −3o .
• the rotation (or the flare), when the pilot pull the stick to pitch up, and land on
the main landing gear. The corresponding variation of load factor is imposed, as
well as the speed, when the aircraft touches the ground, which is function of Vapp .
• the deceleration, where the aircraft is on the ground and slow down until its
stop.
Before examining the handling qualities criteria, the constraint of target Vapp (please
refer to specifications, section 2.1) must be checked. For all the possible aircraft landing
masses, the levels (with and without droop nose deflection) of C zmax obtained from stall
demonstration criteria must respect the following relation :
kVapp
s1g V s1g ≤ Vapp
⇒ C zmax ≥ kVapp
s1g

2 2M LW g
2
ρSVapp

= 0.896

(6.12)

where kVapp
s1g is a factor which defines a speed margin with respect to V s1g . The critical
mass is the maximum landing weight M LW .
If relation (6.12) is not respected, the classical solution is to increase the lifting surface. The constraint is then relaxed. Physically, the aircraft produces more lift for a
given incidence, and is more likely to respect the approach speed constraint. On this
aircraft, the lifting surface is very large, and relation (6.12) is respected (see equation
(6.11), page 95).
The handling qualities criteria examined here use the C zmax obtained from stall
demonstration criterion as inputs (6.11). They take place during the rotation phase.
The aircraft must be able to land on its main landing gear without any contact between
the ground and another part of the aircraft (tail, wing-tip, engines,. . . ).
Under constraints of imposed climb angle and speed kVapp
s1g V s1g , the incidence α is
calculated as a function of the load factor nz. The attitude angle obtained is compared
to the tailstrike angle θ ls of the aircraft, and drives a minimum required main landing
gear height hM LG , or a maximum forward position of the main landing gear dM LG . On
this blended wing body, the critical point is situated on the symmetric axis and on the
trailing edge of the wing, with the central elevator deflected to equilibrate the aircraft
during landing.
Two ways of landing are considered :
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Figure 40: Tailstrike angle : function of main landing gear size and position. Critical at
trailing edge, with central elevator deflected.

• In case of a kiss landing, the aircraft lands smoothly on the ground. The main
landing gear is considered as extended, meaning that no compression of the main
landing gear occurs. The speed is equal to 0.95kVapp
s1g V s1g , and the load factor is
o
nz = 1.05. The approach angle is equal to γ = 0 . A margin of ∆α = 1.5o is taken
with respect to θ ls.

• In case of a hard landing, the aircraft lands more hardly on the ground. The
main landing gear is compressed, the speed is higher : V = kVapp
s1g V s1g , as well as
the load factor nz = 1.20. The approach angle of the landing is equal to −3o , and
the same margin of ∆α = 1.5o is taken with respect to θ ls.

6.1.2.1

System of equations

Kiss and hard landings are pure longitudinal criteria, but they are not equilibriums
: nz 6= 1. As usual, additional relations need to be added to define the system. First
relation is the value of the approach angle during the descent γ = γi . Second relation is
the value of the load factor nz = nzi . Because of nz expression :
.

V γ
nz = 1 +
= nz i
g

(6.13)

it is possible to impose the speed value : V = kV s1g V s1g(m). The system of equations is
consequently the following :
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(6.14)

The sizing case position of the center of gravity can not be assessed at first glance.
For a forward position of the center of gravity, the control surface δm are deflected more
upwards, to create pitch up moment and equilibrate the pitch down moment. The consequence is a more negative contribution of the elevators to the lift, which leads to a higher
angle of attack. Consequently, for an imposed approach angle γ = γi , the attitude angle
θ = α + γi is higher and the danger of tailstrike is increased.
However, in case of a backwards position of the center of gravity, the control surface
δm are deflected more downwards, to counter the pitch up moment. The consequence
is a positive contribution of the elevators to the lift, which reduces the requirement in
angle of attack. Consequently, the attitude angle is smaller. But, the positive deflection
of the elevators is likely to decrease the value of θ ls, and authorized values of θ are smaller.
Consequently, both positions of the center of gravity must be examined, for kiss and
hard landing.

6.1.2.2

Results

Figure 41 represents the results. In blue is represented the value of attitude θ, in
percentage of corresponding θ ls, for the four studied cases : kiss and hard landing, most
forward and most backward X cg position.
In red is represented the margin with respect to corresponding θ ls limit : θ ls corresponds to 100% on Figure 41.
The kiss landings θ ls are higher than hard landings ones, due to the compression of
the main landing gear. All the values are represented in a percentage of tail strike angle
θ ls.
The critical case is the kiss landing criteria, with a forward position of center of gravity. In any cases, the margin with respect to θ ls is important, more than 40% of margin.
This is coherent with the configuration : the blended wing body is a large but short
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Figure 41: Kiss and hard landing : visualisation of maximum attitude and margin with
respect to tail strike attitude, for kiss and hard landing, at extreme X cg positions.
aircraft, which is an advantage for tail strike limitations.
There is consequently a large margin for the height of the main landing gear, and the
tail strike limitation is not the sizing case for the landing gear sizing.
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6.1.3

Trim Turn

This handling quality criterion ensures that the aircraft is controllable during a turn
at a target value of bank angle φ, at a speed with a margin to the stall speed V s1g :
V = kV s1g V s1g.
6.1.3.1

Rules

The rules are CS 25.201 - Stall Demonstration and CS 25.103 - Stall Speed. The
transposition of the rules by Airbus gives two trim turn criteria :
• During approach phase, at φ = 40o and V = kVapp
s1g V s1g .
TO
• During takeoff phase, at φ = 30o and V = kVT O
s1g V s1g , where kV s1g is a speed
margin factor with respect to V s1g, at takeoff.

In both cases, α must not exceed a given incidence value αmax . That value is obtained
from incidence protection law, which impose a margin ∆αstall between the stall incidence
αstall and the maximum authorized incidence αmax that the aircraft can take during any
manoeuvre.
In direct mode, X cg is imposed at its extreme forward value and α and δm are
computed to respect the equilibrium. The obtained value of α is compared to αstall :
α < αstall − ∆αstall = αmax

(6.15)

If α exceeds αstall − ∆αstall , the protection law is not respected and a new calculation
must be performed.
Two solutions are possible :
• An increment of the speed of the manoeuvre, by an increment of V s1g, to decrease
the α required to ensure the lift equilibrium. That increment of V s1g is obtained
by using a smaller C zmax value than the one(s) obtained from stall demonstration
criterion (equation (6.11), page 95). Minimum authorized C zmax value is still the
one obtained from the landing performances (equation (6.12) page 97). With the
imposed bank angle value, the calculation of αmax is possible :


1
1
αV + α0 1 −
+ ∆αf loor
(6.16)
αmax =
cos φ LS
cos φ
where αVLS is the incidence obtained from the chosen value of C zmax , function
of the position of X cg, and ∆αf loor is another margin taken, which depends on
the aircraft (0o to 2o on classical aircraft). For the blended wing body, due to the
large lifting surface and the large corresponding C zα , it has been decided to impose
∆αf loor = 0o (see also figure 43).
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Figure 42: Incidence protection law illustration : trim turn in direct mode. α deduced
from cosCzφkmax , and compared to αstall . If α ≥ αmax , C zmax must be reduced while
V s1g
respecting the landing performances, or additional high lift devices must be installed.
• An increment of αstall , by the installation of additional high lift systems (slats).
On this aircraft, the deflection of droop noses increases the stall incidence of 4o ,
from 16o to 20o (Figure 44).
In inverse mode, α is imposed equal to αstall − ∆αstall . X cg and δm are computed
to respect the equilibrium.
6.1.3.2

System of equations

Here, the flight is not purely longitudinal any more. The target bank angle excursion
φ creates through the aircraft weight a side force that has to be countered. Consequently,
the lateral parameters are not cancelled any more. The four lateral equations must be
taken into account, and because of the two additional commands δl and δn, four additional relations must be added to the state equations : two between the longitudinal
parameters, and two between the lateral parameters.
For the longitudinal parameters, the two additional relations define the speed and
the throttle, like the stall demonstration equilibrium. The engines are at idle, δx ≈ 0,
and V = VLS = kV s1g V s1g. The C z max chosen here is the one obtained from stall
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Figure 43: Incidence protection law illustration : trim turn in direct mode. α, obtained
from target landing performances, is smaller than αmax .
demonstration, without droop nose deflection :
C zmax = 0.993

For the lateral parameters, φ is fixed to its target value. That means that only one
additional relation must be established. For this criterion, the last equation of the system
chosen is β = 0, which defines the way the aircraft turns.
The equilibrium is the following :
 Cx

T

Cl
Cz = m g − γ ≈ −γ




2m g




C
z
=
Cn
2 cos φ


ρSVLS


 Vr

T
∆le
Cm = − m g Cz ℓ ≈ 0 ,
g

 p
q
≈
φr








φ


V
=
k
V
s1g
V
s1g



β
δx ≈ 0

6.1.3.3

Direct mode
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Figure 44: Incidence protection law illustration : trim turn in direct mode. Deflection of
droop nose device increase the stall incidence value, and αmax .
For the direct mode, X cg is put at the extreme forward position of the weight&cg
diagram. δm and α are calculated to respect pitching moment equilibrium and to obtain
Cz
Cz max
.
targeted C z = cosVLS
φ = k2
cos φ
V s1g

The margins with respect to stall ∆α = αstall − α are gathered here below. For the
approach phase :

7.5o
at OW E



3.5o
at M ZF W
∆α =
(6.18)
o
4.4
at M LW



7.5o
at M T OW
For the takeoff phase :


6.8o



2.7o
∆α =
3.6o



6.8o

at OW E
at M ZF W
at M LW
at M T OW

(6.19)

Maximum elevator measured is equal to 43% δmmax . The values of α respect ∆αstall
for most of cases. Only the case with maximum forward X cg position leads to α > αmax .
To solve that problem, the droop noses deflection is necessary.
6.1.3.4

Reverse mode
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Figure 45: Trim turn criteria : reverse mode : the case at φ = 30o impacts the weight&cg
diagram, due to maximum authorized value of αmax = αstall − ∆αstall .
The reverse mode shows the margins with respect to weight&cg diagram. As expected, the most sizing trim turn criterion occurs again for the {φ, V } = {30o , kVT O
s1g V s1g }
case. That is coherent with direct mode, where the maximum authorized value of αmax
was exceeded at extreme forward X cg at same mass and same case.

6.1.3.5

Conclusion on trim turn equilibrium

The trim turn equilibrium has demonstrated that the elevators had a sufficient authority to equilibrate the aircraft during a steady turn. Only problem is the value of
incidence obtained, which do not respect the required margin with respect to αstall for
the forward position of the center of gravity, around M ZF W . To solve that problem, two
solutions are possible :
• Using the available droop nose devices to increase αstall .
• Decreasing C zmax , in order to increase the margin between α and αmax . The
minimum authorized value of C zmax is still the one obtained thanks to landing
performances (see section 6.1.2 page 97).
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Longitudinal Trim

For a classical aircraft, it must be possible to trim (i.e. to equilibrate) the aircraft during
every phase of the flight. The trim is a device which allows to maintain the aircraft
in equilibrium. For the pitch control, that device is usually put on the horizontal tail
plane. Depending on the phase of the flight and the position of the center of gravity,
the horizontal tail is deflected of an angle ih. The range of variation is limited, from
a minimum angle ihmin (pitch up moment) to a maximum angle ihmax (pitch down
moment).
6.1.4.1

Rules

Here below are reminded the exigencies of the norm, concerning the trim.
a - General. Each airplane must meet the trim requirements of this section after
being trimmed, and without further pressure upon, or movement of, either the
primary controls or their corresponding trim controls by the pilot or the automatic pilot.
c - Longitudinal trim. The airplane must maintain longitudinal trim during
(a) A climb with maximum continuous power at a speed not more than 1.3
V SR1 (V SR1 corresponds to the reference stall speed at maximum landing
weight with ﬂaps in the approach position and the landing gear retracted.),
with the landing gear retracted, and the ﬂaps (i) retracted and (ii) in the
takeoﬀ position ;
(b) Either a glide with power oﬀ at a speed not more than 1.3 V SR1, or an
approach within the normal range of approach speeds appropriate to the
weight and conﬁguration with power settings corresponding to a 3o glidepath, whichever is the most severe, with the landing gear extended, the
wing-ﬂaps retracted and extended, and with the most unfavourable combination of centre of gravity position and weight approved for landing; and
(c) Level ﬂight at any speed from 1.3 V SR1, to V MO /M MO, with the landing
gear and ﬂaps retracted, and from 1.3 V SR1 to VLE with the landing gear
extended.
d - Longitudinal, directional, and lateral trim. The airplane must maintain longitudinal, directional, and lateral trim (and for the lateral trim, the angle of bank
may not exceed ﬁve degrees) at 1.3 V SR1 during climbing ﬂight with
(a) The critical engine inoperative ;
(b) The remaining engines at maximum continuous power ;
(c) The landing gear and ﬂaps retracted.

CS 25.161 - Trim
In Airbus, several modifications are done. The flight domain is not defined by V SR1,
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but by the one-g stall speed V s1g :
V s1g =

r

2m g
ρSC zmax

(6.20)

Instead of V SR1, which is fixed, V s1g is function of the high-lift devices configuration,
and consequently depends on the phase of the flight. The operational domain of speed
is assumed to extent from VLS to Vmax = V M O. With :

max(kVapp
(approach phase)
s1g V s1g , V M C l , Vapp )
(6.21)
VLS =
T
O
(takeoff phase)
V 2min = max(kV s1g V s1g, kV M C a V M C a )
where V M C l is the minimum control speed at landing (see section 6.2.2 page 136),
Vapp is the targeted approach speed defined by the specifications, V M C a is the minimum
control speed at takeoff (see section 6.2.2 page 136), and the second segment limitation
is the minimum speed to respect the climb angle constraint at the second segment of the
takeoff maneuver (see section 7 page 163).
One interesting point is the absence of requirement on the deflection of the control surface (FAR 25.161(a)): δm is not necessarily equal to zero. The plane must only
follow its trajectory without any action on the stick or on the trim value : δm is constant.
On this blended wing body, no trim device is currently installed. The pitch function is
totally dedicated to the elevators, at the trailing edge of the wing. Only a δm function is
envisaged, not a ih function. The longitudinal trim criteria is transformed into evaluations
of the capacity of pitch control of the aircraft.
6.1.4.2

System of equations

The flight point is imposed, which means that the speed V = kV s1g V s1g is fixed, as
well as the level of thrust through the throttle δx = δxi .
 Cx
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Cz = kF N δx m g − γ
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(propulsion equation)
(lift equation)
(pitch moment equation)
(pitch speed equation)
(imposed speed)

= kV s1g V s1g

(imposed throttle command)

δx = δxi
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In direct mode, for a given position of the center of gravity, α and δm are obtained
from the lift and pitching moment equation. The elevators deflection is again limited by
their maximum authorized deflection : δmmin ≤ δm ≤ δmmax . The incidence is limited by αmax value. Near the ground, the tailstrike angle must also be taken into account.
In reverse mode, δm or9 α is imposed, and the extreme X cg position where the
aircraft can be equilibrated are calculated.
In this section are only represented the results in reverse mode.
• For the approach phase the maximum forward X cg is the one for which the
elevators pitch up moment is countered by the pitch down moment of the lift.
It is reached once one of the two following constraints is reached : δm > δmmin ,
α < αmax . The maximum backward X cg is the one for which the elevators pitch
down moment is countered by the pitch up moment of the lift. The constraints are
: δm < δmmax , and α < αmax .
• For the takeoff phase, limitations are the same, with an additional difference on the
thrust. For maximum forward X cg, the elevators must also counter maximum
pitch down moment of the thrust, all engines operating. For the maximum
backward X cg, one engine is inoperative, to not help the elevators in producing
pitch down moment.
Figure 46 shows the margins with respect to weight&cg diagram. The forward criteria allow all the positions of X cg situated backwards, and the backward criteria allow
all the positions of X cg situated forward. The area situated between the most sizing
forward criterion (trim takeoff forward), and the most sizing backward criterion (trim
glide backward)is much larger than the weight&cg diagram. There is plenty of margins
between the weight&cg diagram limits and the handling qualities criteria.

6.1.4.3

Conclusion of Longitudinal Trim

The Longitudinal Trim criteria do not challenge a lot the configuration : the pitch
control authority needed and the angle of attack excursions are far from the maximum authorized values. As a consequence, the area defined by the two sizing limits encompasses
the weight&cg diagram.

9

Function of the sizing limitation : αmax or δmmin for forward criteria, δmmax or αmax for backward
criteria.
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Figure 46: Longitudinal Trim criteria : reverse mode.
6.1.5

Longitudinal Stability

This criterion ensures that the aircraft is stable during the whole flight.
An airplane is statically unstable if its center of gravity is more backward than the
aerodynamic center.
At a given flight point, if the center of gravity X cg is more backward than the aerodynamic center X F , an increment of the angle of attack creates a pitch up moment.
The nose of the aircraft pitches up, and the angle of attack increases : a snowball effect
appears and the aircraft is said statically unstable.
Actually, the static stability is not the criterion that ensures a stable aircraft. The
important notion is the dynamic stability. The evaluation of the dynamic stability is not
based on the aerodynamic center, but on the manoeuvre point.
An airplane is dynamically unstable if its center of gravity is more backward than the
manoeuvre point.
That assumption is linked to the short period mode. That mode is a pitch oscillation,
where the incidence and the pitch rate q vary rapidly. That mode can be studied independently of the other longitudinal modes, whose frequencies are lower (simplification).
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The expression of the mode is defined by the state matrix A, associated to the state
variables α and q :


.
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q






 

−zα 1 − zq
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mq
mδm
q
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}
|

(6.23)

=A

where coefficients of the matrices are deduced from expressions of the pitching moment
equation (3.27) and the lift equation (3.24). The two eigenvalues s1 and s2 of matrix A
define the mode. If their real part is negative, the oscillation mode is stable, if one is
positive, the mode is dynamically unstable.
They are function of the position of X cg. The particular position of X cg for which
the real part of one eigenvalue cancels is the manoeuvre point : the aircraft is at the
limit of dynamic stability.
The manoeuvre point X F q takes into account the q effects, which tends to relax the
stability criterion : the dynamic effects tend to damp the pitching moment.
It is possible[25] to demonstrate that the position of the manoeuvre point is approximately given by :
ρSℓ
C mq
2m
g ℓ C mq
≈ XF − 2
V Cz

XF q ≈ XF −

(6.24)
(6.25)

where C mq < 0, which means that the manoeuvre point is situated after the aerodynamic
center.
Two elements have a contribution to the damping :
• The wing : an increment of the incidence increases the lift C z and the wing rises.
This movement modifies the airflow relative position : the angle of attack decreases
again as well as the lift : the wing acts as a pitch damper.
• The horizontal tail plane : an increment of the pitch rate q leads to a decrement
of the local angle of attack10 .
The positive q modifies the incidence seen by the horizontal tail plane. The modification of that incidence creates a variation of the lift , which tends to damp that
increment : the horizontal tail plane acts as a pitch damper.
10

The variations of q and α are a lot faster than the ones of the other longitudinal parameters, through
the. oscillation of incidence mode. In this case, the variation of the climb angle is considered as negligible
: γ = 0.
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These physical phenomenon can also be found in the expression of the damping ξωn of
the short period mode[18] :


1 1
C zα
ℓ
2
ξωn =
ρSV
− C mq +
(6.26)
2V 2
B
m
An increment of |C mq |, linked to the size and the lever arm of the horizontal tail plane,
increases the damping. An increment of the lift gradient coefficient C zα , linked to the
size of the wing, increases also the damping.

6.1.5.1

Rules
• Any short period oscillation, not including combined lateral-directional oscillations, occurring between kVT O
s1g V s1g and maximum allowable speed appropriate
to the conﬁguration of the aeroplane must be heavily damped with the primary
controls
– Free; and
– In a ﬁxed position.

CS 25.181 Dynamic stability
The requirements of CS 25.181 are applicable at all speeds between the stalling speed
and VFE, VLE or VFC/MFC, as appropriate.

AMC 25.181 Dynamic Stability
Since A380, a natural small instability is permitted. The natural instability amplitude must however not be doubled in less than six seconds. That criterion is called the
time of double speed divergence criterion[15]. What does that mean ?
For an unstable mode, the parameter δk will vary:
δk = δk0 est

(6.27)

with s = − τ1q , where τq it the time constant of the oscillation of incidence mode, and s
one of the two eigenvalues of the mode. The time t∗ of double divergence is given by :
2δk0 = δk0 est
ln 2
⇒ t∗ =
≥6
s
ln 2
⇒s ≤
= 0.116
6
∗

and s is allowed to be slightly positive, relaxing a little bit the limit of stability.
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To evaluate the longitudinal stability, it is consequently necessary to calculate the
eigenvalues of the mode s1 and s2 , and compare them to equation (6.28).
[26] gives the following eigenvalues :
s1 =

V ̟q
ℓ 2

s2 =

V ̟q
ℓ 2

1+

s

4 C zα X F q − X cg
1− 2
̟q η
ℓ

!

(6.29)

1−

s

4 C zα X F q − X cg
1− 2
̟q η
ℓ

!

(6.30)
Cm

q
Cz α
2B
2m
where η = ρSℓ
3 is the reduced inertia, µ = ρSℓ the reduced mass, and ̟q =
µ − η
the reduced pulsation of the mode on the manoeuvre point. If the center of gravity X cg
is precisely on the position of the manoeuvre point X F q , s2 is equal to zero, and the
aircraft is at the limit of stability.

Traditionally, the most forward position of X F q appears in cruise, at high speed and
high altitude. This is due the decrement of ρ with the altitude. That decrement is the
sizing phenomenon, despite the increment of |C mq | with the speed. And despite the
aerodynamic center X F , which moves backwards when the speed increases, due to compressibility effects.
For the blended wing body, this is completely different ! The sizing phenomenon is
this time the small value of |C mq |, due to the lack of horizontal tail plane. The manoeuvre point is very close to the aerodynamic center, and follows the aerodynamic center
movement with the speed : the manoeuvre point in high speed is situated backwards its
position in low speed. As a comparison, figure 118 in annexe 15.2 page 265 represents
the blended wing body C mq , with a conventional C mq .
To evaluate the most forward position of the manoeuvre point, and ensure the stability, it is normally necessary to evaluate expressions (6.24), (6.29) and (6.30) at different
altitudes, masses and speeds. Because of the small value of C mq , in first approximation,
the second term of the second member of expression (6.24) can be neglected. And the
most sizing position of the manoeuvre point is then linked to the most forward position
of X F .
The most forward value of X F is obtained for the minimum flight speed :
V = kVT O
s1g V s1g

(6.31)

with the altitude fixed at sea level. The whole domain of masses is examined.
The approximated X F q value is consequently the following :
X F q ≈ X F = 37.7% ℓ @M= 0.15
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Figure 47: Stability criterion : difference between classical aircraft and blended wing body
behaviour. On a classical aircraft, the critical point (that is to say the most forward
position of the manoeuvre point X F q ) is in high speed : even if the aerodynamic center
moves backwards, the main effect is the decrement of ρ with the flight altitude, which
tends to decrease second term ρSℓ
2m of expression (6.24), page 110. On a blended wing
body, main effect is the movement of the aerodynamic center, which goes backwards in
high speed due to compressibility effects. The value of C mq is indeed very small, and the
second term is this time nearly negligible compared to X F .
6.1.5.2

Results

Figure 48 represents the results, in reverse mode. Results in high speed are also
represented, as an illustration.
There is a small difference between values of X F calculated above, and values of X F q .
If relation (6.24) is used, in low speed :

ρSℓ
39.15% ℓ
@m = mlight
XF q = XF −
(6.33)
C mq =
38.75%
ℓ
@m = M T OW
2m

where mlight is the minimum flight mass (see section 4.2.1 page 56). The second term
− ρSℓ
2m C mq moves the manoeuvre point backwards of 1.05 − 1.35% ℓ, when compared to
aerodynamic center position.
For the blended wing body, the manoeuvre point and the center of gravity are distant
from maximum 7.5% ℓ, at mlight and low speed. In that case, the eigenvalues are the
following :
s1 ≈ −2.3s−1
s2 ≈ 1s

−1

and s2 do not respect the time of double divergence criterion (6.28).
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Figure 48: Manoeuvre Point criteria : reverse mode. The blended wing body is naturally
highly unstable, especially in low speed, as expected. The manoeuvre point in low speed is
more forward, due to the small value of C mq . Consequently, the position of the manoeuvre
point X F q follows X F . The aerodynamic centre X F is more backwards in high speed, due
to compressibility effects.
6.1.5.3

Improvement of the stability

To improve the stability, there are three possibilities :
• Moving the position of the aerodynamic center X F . As explained before, the
manoeuvre point position is highly dependent on X F . Moving X F backwards
would consequently improve the stability. There are several possibilities to move
X F backwards :
– To play on the x position of the wing, or the horizontal tail plane. Here, these
two degrees of freedom are not available.
– To increase the sweep angles of the inner and the outer wing. That would lead
to a complete redesign of the plan form, moving also the center of pressure
position. Studies performed on this concept have demonstrated a substantial
benefit, the movement of the aerodynamic center ∆X F being ten percent
greater that the movement of the center of pressure ∆X cp, in case of an
increment of the sweep angles. However, the change of sweep angle leads to a
complete rearrangement of the inner volumes, which is a tough task. That’s
why, that modification is not considered as a first option.
– To take profit of the requirements in yaw moment to install winglets on wing
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tips. In addition to the increased yaw moment authority, the winglets effect
is to move the aerodynamic center backwards. As explained in section 6.2
page 129, that solution is envisaged as an extra benefit to the installation of
vertical surfaces, if needed for yaw control.
– To modify the airfoils, and particularly the twist angle along the span. Redesign of the airfoils has proved [29] to have an influence on the position of
the aerodynamic center. It is possible to move slightly (2-3% of the mean
aerodynamic chord) X F by changing the load repartition along the span. A
more loaded inner wing moves the aerodynamic center forward, while a more
loaded outer wing moves the aerodynamic center backwards. That degree of
freedom is more present on the blended wing body than on classical aircraft,
thanks to the presence of the long chords in the inner wing. Under constraint
of internal volumes, it is possible to modify the airfoils and the twist angle to
get different values of X F .
That modification can however not be done without taking into account the
high speed equilibrium. The position of the center of pressure X cp is imposed
to minimize the trim drag penalty.
Under constraint of X cp value, the modification of the aerodynamic center
position X F must be compensated by natural pitch up moment C m0 . This is
linked to the center of pressure X cp expression :
X cp = X F −

C m0
ℓ
Cz

(6.36)

A more backwards X F is generally associated to a more positive C m0 , to keep
constant the center of pressure position.
• Increasing the value of C mq . As explained in [25] or [26], the C mq value represents
the natural pitch damper of the aircraft, when submitted to pitch rate q. For a
classical aircraft, the expression of C mq is the following :
C mq =

Shtp lhtp
lhtp
C zαhtp
Sℓ
ℓ

(6.37)

C mq increases with the size Shtp and the lever arm lhtp of the horizontal tail plane.
The blended wing body has no tail plane, but the lifting surface is longer than a
classical wing, and some part of it are sufficiently far from X cg to create a small
C mq . The only way to increase the blended wing body C mq is to increase the
chords of the lifting surface, in order to increase the quantity of S far from the
center of gravity. Again, that modification imply a lot of modifications and a
complete rearrangement of the inner volumes, which a too tough task for the only
handling qualities purpose. Moreover, the increment of the wetted surface due to
longer chords prevents from using that solution in priority.
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• Without modifying the configuration, the only way to increase the stability is to
implement robust control laws. A typical control law receives inputs values of
aerodynamic parameters like q, nz, α and transform them into δm orders to the
elevators : the instability is controlled automatically by the pitch control surfaces.
The flight control law can have different levels of complexity :
– A normal law, present during a standard flight, uses the measurements of
several parameters, like q, nz, α, . . . to modify the order on δm. The gains
are function of the flight point (mass of the airplane, position of the center of
gravity, altitude, speed, etc). The more parameters are measured, the easy is
the control of the instability. That type of command law allows generally to
control a large natural instability, but can be subject to failures.
– A direct law, which uses only the q value to pilot the control surfaces. That
kind of law is generally used as a backup, in case of failure of the normal law
devices.
Figure 49 illustrates by an example a typical architecture of a control loop.

Figure 49: Typical pitch control loop.
The value of q is measured, and amplified by a gain k1 . This is a simple pitch
damper. In parallel, it is also sent inside an integrator of time constant τ , and
amplified by a gain k2 . That device is a pitch filter. The sum of the two outputs
are sent on the elevators deflection δm.
The expression of the mode (6.23) is modified by the control loop :


.

α
.
q



=




 


k2
−zα 1 − zq
α
−zδm
+
δm + k1 q +
q
(6.38)
mα
mq
q
mδm
1 + pτ
|
{z
}
=A

and, if δm1 = k1 q and δm2 =

k2
1+pτ q,

a new state variable appears, which defines
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the variation rate of the control surfaces
 .  
α
−zα 1 − zq − k1 zδm
 q.  
mα
mq + k1 mδm
 . =
k2
0
δm2
τ
{z
|
=A

.

δm2 :

 

−zδm
α
−zδm
mδm   q  +  mδm  (δm)
δm2
0
− τ1
}

(6.39)
The oscillation of incidence is now composed of three modes, and the manoeuvre
point position is modified.
Figure 50 illustrates the modification of the position of the manoeuvre point, with
classical values of k1 , k2 and τ , the ones of A380 aircraft, applied on all the four
elevators.

Figure 50: Manoeuvre Point criteria : reverse mode : manoeuvre point in close loop, with
the utilisation of a pitch damper of standard gain k1 and a pitch filter of time constant τ
and of gain k2 .
The utilisation of a pitch damper and pitch filter of usual gains helps to control the
instability. It means that the pitch control authority of the blended wing body is
sufficient to control the longitudinal stability. However, no information is available
at the moment about the sizing of actuators and the energy needed to command
the control surfaces. The number and size of control surfaces results from an optimization where the number, type, and size of actuators are taken into account
in order to minimize mass and energy penalties. That optimization is outside the
scope of this study, and will have to be examined in future studies.
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The installation of a pitch damper based on q measurement modifies the value of
C mq , in closed loop. As an exercise, here is an evaluation of a new C mq , due to
gain k1 on measurements of q (simple pitch damper)[26]. The δmi orders become :
δmi = δm + k1 q

(i = 1, . . . , 4)

(6.40)

The aerodynamic pitch moment, modified by the damper, is the following :
C m = C m0 + C zα α(X cg − X F ) + C mq
+

4
X
i=1

C z δmi (X cg − X F H
i )(δm + k1 q)

= C m0 + (X cg − X F )C zα α +
+

4
X
i=1

qℓ
V

C mq

(6.41)

!
4
qℓ
V X
+ k1
C zδmi (X cg − X F H
i )
ℓ
V
i=1

C z δmi (X cg − X F H
i )δm

(6.42)

N L (α, δm), ∆C mN L (α) are implicitly taken
where the non-linearities ∆C zN L (α), kδmi
into account inside C zα and C zδm coefficients, to simplify the expression.

From that expression, we can obtained the new value of the C m∗q in closed loop :
C m∗q = C mq + k1

4
V X
C mδmi
ℓ

(6.43)

i=1

In the same way, a gain based on the measurement of the load factor nz modifies
the value of the aerodynamic center, in closed loop :
C zα α
(i = 1, . . . , 4)
Cz
and the aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient becomes :

(6.44)

δmi = δm + knz nz = δm + knz

qℓ
C m = C m0 + C zα α(X cg − X F ) + C mq
V


4
X
C zα α
H
C zδmi (X cg − X F i ) δm + knz
+
Cz
i=1
!
P4
4
knz i=1 C mδmi
qℓ X
) C zα α + C mq +
C mδmi δm
= C m0 + X cg − (X F −
Cz
V
i=1

The aerodynamic center in closed loop is finally the following :
P
knz 4i=1 C mδmi
∗
XF = XF −
Cz
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Figure 51: Manoeuvre point, in closed loop. Pitch control law based on load factor measurement : knz = 0.5. That type of control law seems very efficient in controlling the
instability, providing a 20%ℓ margin with respect to most backward X cg position.
On a classical aircraft, as well as on this blended wing body, the measurement of
the load factor is very efficient in moving the aerodynamic center backwards (see
Figure 51).
However, because of the absence of X F in the expression of the damping of the
short period mode (see equation (6.26) page 111), the control loop based on load
factor measurement is not sufficient.
The manoeuvre point in closed loop is now function of C m∗q and X F ∗ :
X F ∗q = X F ∗ −
6.1.5.4

ρSℓ
C m∗q
2m

(6.46)

Conclusion on longitudinal stability

The longitudinal stability of the blended wing body is critical, especially at low speed
: 7.5%ℓ must be countered. The natural stability, through the criterion of minimum time
for double divergence is very difficult to respect, because it would lead to a large movement of the aerodynamic center, which leads to a complete redesign of the configuration
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(more sweep angle, winglets, more loading of the outer wing thanks to twist angle).
If those modifications are theoretically possible, the impact on the cabin arrangement,
the performances, and the loads is expected to be important, and cannot be done for the
only handling qualities purpose.
That’s why, it is preferable to implement robust control laws, which are promising :
control laws with gains already implemented on flying airplanes are sufficient to manage
the required stability.
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6.1.6

Nose Wheel Load

At low speed, when the aircraft is on the ground, the nose landing gear load must be
greater than 1% of maximum takeoff weight. This criterion ensures the manoeuvring of
the aircraft on the ground : at low speed, the nose wheel is efficient only if it is sufficiently
loaded.
For a classical aircraft, with engines under the wing, the engines thrust, which is
maximum at takeoff, has a negative impact on this criterion. The sizing case is with
engines at full maximum thrust.
For the blended wing body, the backwards and high position of the engines is favourable.
The thrust creates a pitch down moment, which tends to maintain the aircraft on the
ground. That’s why the sizing case is with engines at idle, the throttle δx being close to
zero. The minimum chosen mass is equal to mlight.

6.1.6.1

System of equations

At low speed, the aerodynamic forces and moments are assumed negligible when
compared with weight and ground reactions. Consequently, this criterion does not use
the state equations, but only the forces equilibrium along z, and the moment equilibrium
along y.
1
RM LG = m g − RN LG − ρV 2 SC z
(6.47)
2
ℓ
dM LG
1
RN LG = m g
− ρV 2 SC m
≥ 0.01M T OW g(6.48)
dM LG + dN LG 2
dM LG + dN LG
⇒ dM LG ≥

dN LG
m
0.01M T OW

(6.49)

−1

This criterion is a backward geometric criterion, and drives the position of the main
landing gear dM LG 11 . It has to be respected for all the masses larger than mlight. Only
small masses, next to OW E, are authorized to not respect the criterion : the aircraft
manoeuvring on the ground always carries a minimum loading (fuel and/or fret).
The distance dM LG being the distance between the main landing gear position and
the position of the center of gravity, it must be examined for the most backward position
of X cg, as a function of the mass.
The most backward center of gravity position must be determined on the weight&cg
diagram, taking into account ∆X cgm = 0.5% ℓ, the dispersion of the center of gravity appearing during the production. The uncertainty on the aerodynamic coefficients
11

It is the only degree of freedom to respect the criterion !
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∆X cgaero = 1.0% ℓ is here not taken into account, the impact of the aerodynamic forces
and moments being negligible.
6.1.6.2

Results

The control surfaces not being used for this criterion, the reverse mode is the only
one examined here.

Figure 52: Nose Wheel Load criterion : reverse mode.
Figure 52 shows that the nose wheel load criterion is not respected with the baseline
position of the main landing gear. Several positions of the center of gravity are more
backwards. It is necessary to move the main landing gear backwards, to move the nose
wheel load limit out of the weight&cg diagram.
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6.1.7

Tip over

This criterion ensures that the aircraft does not pitch up when stopped on the ground.
It is related to the nose wheel load criterion, except that the nose landing gear load
is authorized to be equal to zero. The aircraft must respect that criterion even when
subject to a wind speed of fifty knots. And for all the masses from OW E (empty) to
M T O W . The critical case is with headwind, the aerodynamic forces tending to pitch up
the airplane. The backwards positions of the center of gravity X cg are the most critical.
The sizing case is the same than the nose wheel load criterion. The engines are
powered off, the speed is equal to maximum wind speed V = 50kt. The system of
equations is the same as the nose wheel load one.
6.1.7.1

System of equations

1
RM LG = m g − ρV 2 SC z
2
dM LG
1
ℓ
RN LG = m g
− ρV 2 SC m
≥0
dM LG + dN LG 2
dM LG + dN LG

(6.50)
(6.51)

If the aerodynamic contributions are neglected, the tip over criterion is very simple :
dM LG ≥ 0

(6.52)

Meaning that the main landing gear must be more than backward that any position of
the center of gravity. Again, the most backward center of gravity position takes into
account ∆X cgm = 0.5% ℓ, the dispersion of the center of gravity appearing during the
production, but not the uncertainty on the aerodynamic coefficients ∆X cgaero = 1.0% ℓ.
This criterion drives the position of the main landing gear dM LG . Again, dM LG is
the only degree of freedom of the criterion.
6.1.7.2

Results

Like the nose wheel load, this criterion is not respected for all the positions of the
center of gravity. It is so necessary to move the main landing gear backwards.
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Figure 53: Tip Over criterion : reverse mode.
6.1.8

Takeoff Rotation

As explained in the takeoff performances section 7 page 163, the takeoff phase is divided
in three phases, from the aircraft motionless on the ground to the moment when it reaches
h = 35f t.
• the acceleration on ground,
• the rotation,
• the climb
The handling quality criterion examined here is linked to the rotation phase. To ensure
the safety, that manoeuvre has several exigencies which can be translated into a handling
qualities criterion. It ensures that the aircraft is capable of rotating at the minimum possible rotation speed with a reasonable elevator deflection. The moment when the nose
wheel just leaves the ground is captured in a momentum equation and a certain angular
acceleration is expected.
For classical Airbus aircraft the required pitch up rate is of
.

q = 2.xo /s2

(6.53)

The position of the engines, installed under the wing, is favourable. The engines thrust,
which is maximum at takeoff, helps to produce the required pitch up moment. The sizing
case is with one engine inoperative, to decrease the pitch up moment of the engines.
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This criterion imposes that only a proportion of maximum control surfaces authority
are used to do the rotation :
x
(6.54)
δm ≥ δmmin
y
This is linked to classical aircraft green zone. Before the mission, the fuel, fret and passengers weight and repartition are recorded, in order to calculate the center of gravity
of the aircraft. That information is essential for the pilot. He modifies the longitudinal
trim of the aircraft to takeoff with the need of only the Airbus proportion of the total
δm authority, for that position of X cg. In case of a wrong calculated value of X cg, the
plane is said “out of trim”. The δm provision ((1 − xy )δmmin ) taken is then supposed to
allow the airplane to takeoff. In that case, the full control surface authority is allowed.
That criterion is also supposed to cover an elevator failure case. The ground effects are
taken into account.
For the blended wing body, the takeoff rotation is critical, because of the position of
the engines. The high pitch down moment produced by the engines installed over the
central wing and far from the center of gravity is very difficult to counter by the control
surfaces deflection. The most unfavourable case for this criterion is evidently the all
engines operating (AEO) case.
The out of trim condition does not exist any more, because of the absence of trim
device. The pilot can only take profit of the δm command to ensure a sufficient pitch rate.
To cover an elevator failure, it has been decided to adapt the δm command limitation.
The probability of breakdown of a single elevator is supposed the same for the eight
elevators dedicated to the pitch control. To limit the system architecture complexity, a
failure of two elevators is supposed possible. Consequently, the aircraft must be able to
rotate without those two elevators. If we compare the pitch moment of the eight elevators
C m(δm)tot to the pitch moment of six elevators C m(δm)tot−2 , with any combination of
two elevators among eight, the ratio is :
C m(δm)tot−2
≈ 0.75
C m(δm)tot

(6.55)

Through that result, it has been decided to authorize, for the blended wing body :
3
δm ≥ δmmin
4

(6.56)

However, the required pitch rate (6.53) is the same.
Like the nose wheel load and tip over criteria, the takeoff rotation criterion depends
on the position of the main landing gear dM LG . However, if the tip over and nose wheel
load criteria needed a backwards main landing gear, a forward main landing gear position
helps here to increase the pitch up moment. To respect the two backwards criteria, the
main landing gear x position has to be fixed before examining the takeoff rotation, and
dM LG is consequently not a degree of freedom anymore.
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Figure 54: New backwards position of the main landing gear dM LG = 48.5% ℓ, to avoid
impact of ground backwards criteria on the weight&cg diagram. The grey zone is the
weight&cg diagram, including the mass uncertainty ∆X cgm . The zone delimited by the
dashed line includes also the aerodynamic uncertainty ∆X cgaero . Tip over and nose wheel
load do not need to respect that uncertainty.
Figure 54 represents the impact of the new main landing gear position on the ground
backwards criteria (nose wheel load and tip over). Critical point is tip over, at OW E .
XM LG = 48.5% ℓ

(6.57)

Lets point out that the aerodynamic uncertainty is not taken into account here : nose
wheel load and tip over are pure geometric criteria, which do not depend on the aerodynamic coefficients.

6.1.8.1

System of equations

The takeoff rotation being a pure longitudinal12 criterion, only the equations of longitudinal flight are taken into account here. This criterion is not an equilibrium, because
.
of the non-zero value of pitch up rate. Similarly, the aircraft is accelerating, and V 6= 0.
12

The sizing case is indeed the all engines operating case, and no lateral disequilibrium occurs.
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To define

 α
V

δx

the flight case, several parameters are imposed13 :

= 1o
(aircraft on the ground)
= max(1.0xV s1g, 1.05V M C a ) (minimum possible speed)
= 1
(maximum thrust, all engines operating)
(6.58)
with α 6= 0 because of the higher main landing gear compression due to the aircraft
weight, and C zmax = 0.993 obtained without droop noses deflection by the stall demonstration criterion (equation (6.11)).
Under constraint of minimum pitch rate, the control surfaces must be able to provide
a sufficient pitch up moment :


.
mgℓ
T 0 ∆le
Rz M LG dM LG
q =
C m − δxkF N
Cz −
C z ≥ 2.5o /s2 (6.59)
BC z
mg ℓ
mg
ℓ
In direct mode, the maximum forward X cg position is selected. It is due to the
increment of the lever arm of the thrust ∆le , which maximises the pitch down of the
engines. The elevators deflection δm is calculated.
In reverse mode, δm = 34 δmmin and the most forward X cg position that respects
the criterion is evaluated. Figure 55 represents the results, for the reverse mode.
The most sizing case is around M ZF W . The weight&cg diagram is very impacted :
7.7% ℓ do not respect the static takeoff rotation criterion.

6.1.8.2 Conclusion on takeoff rotation criterion The pitch control authority is
not sufficient to ensure the takeoff rotation at 1.0xV s1g, for the most forward X cg position at M ZF W . This is due to the combination of the high pitch down moment of the
engines put over the inner wing, coupled with the reduced longitudinal lever arms of the
control surfaces.
The elevators create an important decrement of the lift which leads to a flat takeoff
rotation : the blended wing body has to spend more time on the ground in accelerating
than usual, to be able to finally takeoff.

13

The speed is equal to V R, which is deduced from V 2min , at the beginning of the second segment :
V 2min ≥ kVT O
s1g V s1g at h = 35f t and V 2min ≥ kV M C a V M C a at h = 35f t, see annexe 7.1 page 163.
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Figure 55: Ground criterion : reverse mode. Until 7.7%ℓ of the weight&cg diagram is
impacted by takeoff rotation limitation, at M ZF W .
6.1.9

Conclusion on pitch control

In this section, the longitudinal handling qualities criteria have been examined. Main
goal was to check if the pitch control authority provided by the four elevators was sufficient to respect all the handling qualities criteria.
Several critical cases have been raised :
• a problem of longitudinal instability. Because of the lack of horizontal tail
plane, its stabilizing effect of the longitudinal short period mode is missing. That
is especially critical in low speed, the manoeuvre point being very next to the
aerodynamic center. The less impacting modification seems to be the installation
of pitch damper and filter, able to control that instability.
• a problem at takeoff rotation. The combination of excessive forward X cg excursions at light masses, with the huge pitch down moment of the engines, and the
reduce longitudinal lever arm of the control surfaces creates a 7.7% ℓ area for which
the required pitch rate is not reachable.
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6.2

Yaw Control

The yaw control criteria help usually to size the vertical tail plane. For a classical aircraft, they set a minimum size of fin, and a maximal deflection of the control surfaces,
for a given x lever arm.
The vertical surfaces solution is the classical solution used to provide yaw moment.
A vertical surface, generally equipped with a rudder, is installed within the symmetrical
plane, far from the center of gravity, to take profit of the maximum x lever arm available.
On a classical aircraft, that solution is natural, because of the length of the fuselage.
Those lateral stabilizing surfaces are installed at the rear part of the fuselage, far from
the center of gravity.
For the blended wing body, the passengers spread themselves along the x axis, but
also along the y axis. The corresponding fuselage is wider but shorter than classical ones.
The longitudinal lever arms are reduced.

Figure 56: Comparison of dimensions of the studied blended wing body with a conventional
aircraft of same specifications : the longitudinal lever arms are reduced.
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Figure 56 compares the dimensions of the blended wing body with the ones of a
classical aircraft of same specifications. The longitudinal lever arms are very reduced
(approximately divided by two). To get the same efficiency, a potential vertical tail has
to be much larger than the classical aircraft one. However, the engines y lever arms are
also reduced. Which means that, in case of an engine failure, the yaw moment C nT to
counter is also reduced. The reduction of C nT is an advantage for V M C criteria (see
section 6.2.2 page 136), but has no influence on the Dutch Roll control (see section 6.2.3
page 140).
In principle, it is possible to install vertical surfaces all along the wing, with however
some installation constraints :
• Between the two engines, within the symmetrical plan, or next to them, the installation of vertical surfaces is subjected to constraints of engine burst.
• On the outer wing and near the wing tip, the chord available is smaller, which
limits the size of the vertical surfaces. Moreover, the wing loads repartition gets
worse, which drives a maximum size of vertical surfaces.
As a conclusion, the blended wing body baseline is not very adapted to the integration of vertical surfaces. If the installation of vertical surfaces is mandatory, the flying
wing plan form will probably have to be changed.
However, for the rest of this section, to evaluate the yaw moment criteria, it is considered that the blended wing body has two vertical surfaces of size S V each. The goal
of this section is consequently to calculate the size S V , and evaluate the most critical
criteria. The considered vertical surfaces are put on wing tips, as winglets, to make use of
the largest x lever arm available. The size S V is consequently a function of that lever arm
xV . An additional benefit is also expected : the aerodynamic center moves backwards,
due to an outer wing more loaded14 . That would increase the longitudinal stability (see
section 6.1.5 page 109).
6.2.1

Aerodynamic model

In this section, the impact of the installation of vertical surfaces on the aerodynamic
model (please refer to section 3.5 page 48) is expressed. It is necessary to add the
contribution of the vertical surface inside the six aerodynamic coefficients expression.
6.2.1.1

Lift coefficient

The installation of the vertical surfaces modifies the flow around them. It has also a
weight penalty that must be countered. However all those modifications are very reduced
14

The installation of winglets is equivalent to the increment of the span of the wing. The wing being
backward swept, the aerodynamic center moves backwards.
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:
∆C zVα = C zFα W +V − C zFα W ≈ −0.05

(For two winglets of 5m2 .)

(6.60)

The reduction of C zα was not expected, and is not coherent with the increment of the
aspect ratio of the blended wing body, which leads normally to an increment of C zα .
The increment of C zα due to winglets installation has already been observed on more
conventional aircraft [31]. Consequently, C zα is considered as constant for this study.
∆C zVα ≈ 0

(6.61)

6.2.1.2 Pitching moment coefficient
Due to the presence of the winglets, the outer wing is more loaded, and the aerodynamic center moves backwards. In [30], the movement of the aerodynamic center has
been assessed, as a function of S V .
S V [m2 ]
0
5
10
15
20
>20

∆X F V [% ℓ]
0
0.5
0.63
0.76
0.9
0.9

Table 6: Evolution of ∆X F V with the installation of two winglets of size S V each.
That evolution is taken into account inside the aerodynamic model :
∆C mV = −∆X F V C zα (α − α0 )
6.2.1.3

(6.62)

Side force coefficient

Until now, the blended wing body was producing a relatively small side force, when
compared to a classical aircraft. The flat shape of the aircraft is the main cause of
that phenomenon. The addition of vertical surfaces considerably increases the side force
coefficient C Y .
L
V
V
∆C Y V = 2(C Y Vβ β + kyN
β C Y δn δn − C Y β

xV − xcg rℓ
)
ℓ
V

(6.63)

L
where kyN
is a coefficient, function of β, which represents the non-linear reduction of
β
rudder efficiency C Y δn with β. C Y Vβ and C Y Vδn are function of the size of the vertical
surfaces S V . In this study, their value has been considered as proportional to S V , with
constant ratio of the chord of the rudder cδn versus the chord of the winglet cV : cδn /cV =
0.3. Consequently, the aspect ratio of the vertical surfaces is also kept constant, and
the vertical surfaces of different S V are homothetic. The aerodynamic data come from
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simulations with an Euler code of a reference winglet of size S0V [4]. The side force
gradients are consequently multiplied by the ratio

 C Y Vβ

=

 CY V =
δn

SV
S0V
SV
S0V

SV
S0V

:

C Y β V0
C Y δn V0

where C Y β V0 and C Y δn V0 are the side force gradients of the reference winglet.
As proposed in [43], it is possible to develop an
of C Y β V0 :


τ

V
V
C Y δn 0 = C Y β 0 τ η(δn), With
θf

 η(δn)

analytical model of C Y δn V0 , function
θ −sin θ

= 1− f π f
δn
= arccos(2 ccV − 1)
= a − b sin2 δn

(6.64)

with τ the theoretical efficiency coefficient of the rudder. It models the incidence of zerolift variation due to the control surface deflection. The correction factor η(δn) takes into
account the viscous effect. It is given by experimental data, function of the flap/control
surface type. For a plain flap, like a rudder, that curve is modelled for 0 ≤ δn ≤ 30o :
η(δn) = a − b sin2 δn = 0.831 − 1.362 sin2 δn
With model (6.64), equation (6.63) becomes :


SV
xV − xcg rℓ
L
∆C Y V = 2 V C Y β V0 β + ky N
τ
η(δn)δn
−
β
ℓ
V
S0

(6.65)

(6.66)

As a comparison, figure 121 page 267 in annexe 15.2 compares the efficiency of vertical
surface and the rudder, in producing yaw moment. C Y Vδn is approximately equal to half
of C Y Vβ , in absolute value.
The vertical surfaces contribution on C Y p is considered as negligible, as suggested in
[18].
6.2.1.4

Yaw moment coefficient

In the same way as the side force coefficient, the yaw moment coefficient was until
now very reduced, due to the flat shape of the blended wing body. The addition of
vertical surfaces leads to the following additional yaw moment :
∆C nV = ∆C Y V

xV − xcg
ℓ

(6.67)

and ∆C nV is positive for a positive sideslip, and a negative deflection of the rudders.
The yaw moment is simply the product of the side force created by the lever arm of the
vertical surfaces.
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6.2.1.5

Roll moment coefficient

The installation of winglets modifies the roll equilibrium.
∆C lV = −∆C Y V

z V − z cg
ℓ

(6.68)

and ∆C lV is negative for a positive sideslip, and a negative deflection of the rudders.
The roll moment is simply the product of the sideforce created by the vertical lever arm
of the vertical surfaces. Figure 119 page 266, in annexe 15.2 compares the blended wing
body C lβ without vertical surfaces with total C lβ , with vertical surfaces of 10m2 and
20m2 installed on wingtips.
Lets point out that C lVβ and C lVδn do not evolve linearly with the size of the vertical
 3
2
V
V
surfaces S . Their evolution is proportional to S V
. For a constant aspect ratio,
S0

when the size of the vertical surfaces increase, the height of the vertical surface becomes
:
s
 V  12
√
SV V
S
V
V
V
V
z = A S = A V S0 ∝
(6.69)
S0
S0V
1

and the aerodynamic center of the vertical surface moves upwards with S V 2 . Consequently, C lVβ being proportional to C Y Vβ and to the z lever arm of C Y Vβ , its evolution is
 3
2
V
proportional to S V
:
S0

C lVβ

∝z

V

C Y Vβ

∝



SV
S0V

 12

SV
∝
S0V



SV
S0V

 32

(6.70)

and C lVδn has the same evolution, because of the constant ratio of the chords cδn /cV .
6.2.1.6

Drag coefficient

The installation of vertical surfaces increases the drag coefficient. The problem of
the drag coefficients is the difficulty to generate accurate numerical data. The numerical
values available coming from an Euler code, it has been decided to model the drag
coefficients analytically, to avoid inaccurate values. The drag coefficient is modified of
the following quantity ∆C xV :
∆C xV = 2(C xV0 + ∆C xFi W + ∆C xVm + ∆C xVi (β, δn) + C xV0 (δn))
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sin (δn + ) cos(δn + γ V ) cos ΛV1/4 (Drag
due to full-span plain flap deflection, in low speed [13])
cδn
cV

2

γV

(6.72)
where k0 , k1 , and k2 are real constants, γ V is the camber of the rudder, AV the (constant) aspect ratio of one vertical surface, and ΛV1/4 the sweep angle at 25% of the vertical
surface mean aerodynamic chord.

Figure 57: Airfoil and rudder parameters, for C xV0 (δn) expression.
The total drag penalty ∆C xV can be divided in two : a permanent drag penalty
∆C xperm , and a temporary component ∆C xtemp which disappears when no yaw moment
generation is needed .
The permanent drag ∆C xperm exists with yaw moment generation and without, for
example during a standard cruise flight. It is due to installation of the vertical surfaces
of size S V , in order to be able to create yaw moment. It contains three terms, function
of S V : the form drag C xV0 , the weight penalty transformed in drag penalty ∆C xVm and
the effect of induced drag reduction ∆C xFi W .
∆C xperm = C xV0 + ∆C xFi W + ∆C xVm
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The non-permanent drag penalty ∆C xtemp appears when yaw moment must be generated, through (β, δn). It disappears when no yaw moment generation is required —
β = 0, δn = 0.
∆C xtemp = ∆C xVi (β, δn) + C xV0 (δn)
(6.74)
Consequently, if both drag terms ∆C xperm and ∆C xtemp are penalizing, they do not
have an effect during the same flight phases: ∆C xperm is permanent, and ∆C xtemp occurs
only in case of yaw moment generation.
These two notions are not important for handling qualities, where the yaw control is
important, but affect the performances of the aircraft :
• For takeoff phase, where takeoff with one engine inoperative must be considered,
an increment of the total drag ∆C xtemp + ∆C xperm generated to counter the engine
yaw moment is likely to increase the engine size to respect T OF L (if the engines are
sized by takeoff performances).
• For cruise phase, the permanent drag generated by the presence of vertical surfaces
increase the quantity of fuel needed, as well as the engine size to reach the different
ceilings (if the engines are sized by cruise or time to climb requirements).
For the vertical surfaces, the maximization of the performances is linked to the minimization of the vertical surfaces size. To avoid as much as possible the impact of ∆C xperm
during the cruise phase. But, in section 9 page 187, other yaw moment devices will complicate the choice of the best (combination of) yaw moment device(s).
Now that the impact of the vertical surfaces has been assessed, it is possible to analyse
the different handling qualities criteria, and evaluate the needs in vertical surfaces size
S V to respect them.
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Minimum control speed

In case of an engine failure, the minimum control speeds are the smallest speeds from
which the aircraft can maintain a straight trajectory with less than 5o of bank angle
excursion.
For a left engine failure, the rudders are deflected at maximum authorized negaxV −xcg
L
V
.
tive deflection angle, to create a positive moment 2C nδn δn = 2ky N
β C Y δn δn
ℓ
V
With a positive value of β, the vertical surfaces create also a positive moment 2C nβ β =
V

2C Y Vβ β x −xcg
. Those two moments, proportional to the size of the vertical surfaces S V ,
ℓ
must be sufficient to counter the yaw moment of the right engine and also the negative
moment C nFβ W β of the aircraft and the engines, without vertical surfaces. The aircraft
must maintain straight flight, meaning r = 0.

Figure 58: Yaw moment generation by vertical surfaces. Example of the counter of the
left engine failure by winglets with rudders and positive β. Positive φ to equilibrate
aerodynamic side forces.
Then, some bank angle φ equilibrates the side forces created by the control surfaces
deflection (C Y Vδn δn) and by sideslip effects ((C Y Fβ W + C Y Vβ )β). The variation of sideslip
creates also a roll moment due to C lβ , which has to be countered by deflection of the
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ailerons δl.
6.2.2.1 Rules In order to not overcharge this section, minimum control speed rules
are available in annexe 15.6.2. Please refer to them for additional information.
In CS 25.149, several minimum control speed values are mentioned : V M C , V M C g ,
V M C l . In Airbus, three values are considered :
• V M C a , the minimum control speed at takeoff. The link between V s1g and V M C a is
given through the V 2min limitations (please refer to takeoff performances section
7.1, page 163) :

V 2min ≥ kVT O
s1g V s1g
(6.75)
V 2min ≥ kV M C a V M C a
Theoretically, the V M C a value (as well as the other V M C ), is a decreasing function
of the mass. This can be easily showed through the combination of side force and
yaw moment equilibrium. In case of a left engine failure, the right engine produce
T ye
the yaw moment coefficient C nTr = 1 ρSV
2ℓ :
2

C nTr

= − C nFβ W β
| {z }
+

≈0
V
x −

ℓ

xcg

(C z sin φ + C Y Fβ W β)
| {z }

(6.76)

≈0

C nTr
At V = V M C :

T ye
1
2
2 ρSV M C ℓ
⇒ V MC

xV

− xcg
C z sin φ
ℓ
xV − xcg
C z sin φ
≈
ℓ
s
T ye
≈
1
V
2 ρS(x − xcg )C z sin φ
s
T ye
≈
m g sin φ(xV − xcg)
≈

(6.77)
(6.78)
(6.79)
(6.80)

where equation (6.77) illustrates well that the price of the counter of the engine
yaw moment is bank angle generation. The minimum control speed V M C decreases
with the mass and the lever arm of the vertical surfaces (xV − xcg).
But, following CS 25.149(c), the V M C value has to be smaller than kVT O
s1g V s1g for a
large range of masses. The V M C a value is then fixed to be smaller than kVT O
s1g V s1g
from a given minimum mass and all the upper masses :
V M C a = kVT O
s1g V s1g(mlight)
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Consequently, V M C a value is given by :
kVT O
s1g

kVT O
s1g

s

2(OW E + 14 (ZF W − OW E )) g
kV M C a
kV M C a
ρSC zmax
(6.82)
And the vertical surfaces are sized to counter the engine failure at V M C a while
maintaining straight flight.
V M C a (mlight) =

V s1g(mlight) =

• V M C g , the minimum control speed on ground. This is the minimum speed on
ground for which the pilot can maintain straight flight in case of engine failure
and takeoff, with an acceptable lateral deviation15 . This is a difficult dynamic
manoeuvre to model, because of the high dependency of the criterion with the
conditions of the runway. At a future project step, the V M C g value is generally
targeted to be several knots below the V M C a value :
(6.83)

V M C g = V M C a − 6kt

And it is assumed that the vertical surfaces sized by V M C a requirement (equation
(6.81)) are able to control the engine failure and respect the rules on ground at
V M Cg .
• V M C l , the minimum control speed at landing. V M C l value is targeted in the same
way as V M C a , with a different value of kV s1g :
s
2(OW E + 14 (ZF W − OW E )) g
app
V M C l = kVapp
V
s1g
(m
light
)
=
k
(6.84)
s1g
V s1g
ρSC zmax
6.2.2.2

System of equations

The eight equations of the flight mechanics are completed with four additional relations : V = V M C , δx = δxi = 1, r = 0, and δn = δnmax . This last relation is chosen to
size minimum S V which do not lead to φ ≥ 5o .
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z
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= δxkF N mT 0g − γ
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0
0
0
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δnmax
0

(6.85)

This criterion is sizing for the most backward X cg position at mlight. The lever arm
V
of the vertical surfaces x −xcg
is minimum.
ℓ
15

30f t.
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6.2.2.3

Results

The control of the engine failure at minimum control speed is sizing for V M C a , and
is ensured with rudders at maximum deflection δnmax with two winglets of 32 m2 each.
S V = 32m2

(Sized by V M C a constraint)

(6.86)

For the control of the engine failure at V M C l , only two winglets of 25 m2 each are
needed. This is due to the smaller value of kV s1g for V M C a criterion. The speed for which
the equilibrium is calculated is consequently smaller. And the yaw moment of the control
surfaces being proportional to V 2 δn, the required vertical surfaces size is consequently
larger.
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Dutch Roll control

The Dutch roll mode is a coupling between the roll and yaw oscillations, due to a rapid
perturbation of yaw rate or sideslip. The consequence is an oscillation of short period
between β, r and p. The roll rate p is a consequence of the variations of β and r, through
the roll coefficients C lβ and C lr . Sometimes, that mode can be divergent and must be
damped. The control of the Dutch Roll mode is one of the most important criteria for
the yaw control.
6.2.3.1

Rules

a - Any short period oscillation, not including combined lateral-directional oscillations, occurring between kVT O
s1g V s1g and maximum allowable speed appropriate
to the conﬁguration of the aeroplane must be heavily damped with the primary
controls
(a) Free; and
(b) In a ﬁxed position.
b - Any combined lateral-directional oscillations (“Dutch roll”) occurring between
kVT O
s1g V s1g and maximum allowable speed appropriate to the conﬁguration of the
aeroplane must be positively damped with controls free, and must be controllable
with normal use of the primary controls without requiring exceptional pilot skill.

CS 25.181 - Dynamic stability
For the aircraft without control loop, Airbus advocates a damping of ξ DR = −5%
for its most recent aircraft. The most simple yaw damper (BYDU or BCM device) is
then able to increase the damping of at least +10%, which is considered as sufficient to
control the aircraft, even in case of all the calculators failure.
A simplified expression of the damping is the following, if it is considered that the
roll rate p do not feed β and r variations [18] and [17] :
r
 2

CY β
ρSC 1
ℓ
p
ξ DR = −
C nr +
(6.87)
8ℓ
m
C nβ C
All the mass, altitude and speed possible values during the flight have to be examined.

For the blended wing body without vertical surfaces, the small value of C Y Fβ W and
the negative and small value of C nFβ W leads to a highly negative ξ DR. The sizing case is
at heavy mass m = M T OW , h = 15000f t and high speed V = V F E : ξ DR = −26.38%.
The main driver is the more negative value of C nFβ W at high speed.
Vertical surfaces are consequently mandatory to damp the instability, in order to get
positive C nβ , and bigger C Y β .
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6.2.3.2

System of equations

In order to assess the damping of the Dutch Roll mode, instead of using approximation (6.87), a numeric calculation of the eigenvalues of the state matrix is performed.
Please refer to [18] or [24] to obtain the expression of that matrix. The two complex
conjugate eigenvalues of the Dutch Roll mode are again calculated for a wide range of
speeds, masses, and altitude.
The most critical case is obtained at heavy mass m = M T OW , high altitude h =
15000f t and low speed V = kVapp
s1g V s1g . The sizing X cg position is the most backwards
one, because of the reduction of the vertical surfaces lever arm. That reduction has a
positive effect on C nβ , which is less positive, but a negative effect on C nr , which is less
negative. The dependency of those two coefficients with the lever arm being the following
(see equation (6.67)):

 C nV = C Y V xV −xcg
β
β
 ℓ
2
(6.88)
 C nV = C Y V xV −xcg
r
β
ℓ

the decrement of C nr is preponderant. Expression (6.87) becomes, for the vertical surfaces contribution only :
!
r
 V
2
2C Y Vβ
ℓ2
ρSC
1
x − xcg
V
q
+
ξ DR = −
2 CY β
V
8ℓ
C
ℓ
m
2C Y Vβ x −xcg
ℓ
s
q
"

ρS
= −
C Y Vβ (xV − xcg)2 + Rzz2
(6.89)
V
4(x − xcg)C
6.2.3.3

Results

The target damping of the natural airplane ξ DR = −5% is obtained for two winglets
of 13.5 m2 each. Main effect of the winglets is the increment of C nβ = C nFβ W + C nVβ ,
which is now positive and helps to reduce the lateral instability.

S V = 13.5m2

(M T OW ,15000ft,kVapp
s1g V s1g )

(6.90)

The case in high speed is now less sizing, because of the increment of C nβ with the
speed : starting from a positive value, the speed effect increases C nβ . For the case without vertical surfaces, the negative C nFβ W was becoming more negative with the speed.
Figure 120 page 266 in annexe 15.2 illustrates the variation of total C nβ with the installation of vertical surfaces.
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Crosswind at landing

The rudder of the vertical surfaces is sized to allow landings with a given crosswind Vwind ,
with some authorized misalignment βwind , and without excessive bank angle excursion.
Unlike the criteria exposed until now, this is a criterion which defines a maximum authorized vertical surface size.
When under crosswind, the aircraft sideslip becomes different from 0. A misalignment
is authorized, depending on the amplitude of Vwind (table 7 page 143).
β = arctan

Vwind
− βwind (Vwind )
V

(6.91)

That sideslip creates a yaw moment :
C n = C nFβ W β + (C Y Vβ β)(xV − xcg)

(6.92)

which must be cancelled by deflection of the control surfaces δn.
L
V
V
C nFβ W β + 2(C Y Vβ β + ky N
β C Y δn δn)(x − xcg) = 0

L
V
V
V
V
⇒ C nFβ W β + 2ky N
β C Y δn δn(x − xcg) = −2C Y β β(x − xcg )

(6.93)

That criterion defines a maximum authorized size of the vertical surfaces, C Y β increasing
a little bit more with S V than C Y δn .
Then, some bank angle φ equilibrates the side forces created by the control surfaces
deflection (2C Y Vδn δn) and by sideslip effects ((C Y Fβ W + 2C Y Vβ )β). That bank angle must
not exceed a given value, to avoid a wing tip strike. That value is function of the attitude
angle θ. During the landing, both bank angle φ and attitude θ must consequently be
examined simultaneously, to avoid tailstrike and wing tip strike16 .
For the blended wing body, only the wing tip and the rear central part of the fuselage
must be examined. Figure 59 represents the geometric limitations.

6.2.4.1

Rules

a - There may be no uncontrollable ground looping tendency in 90o cross winds, up
to a wind velocity of 37km/h (20kt) or 0.2V SR0, whichever is greater, except
that the wind velocity need not exceed 46km/h (25kt) at any speed at which
the aeroplane may be expected to be operated on the ground. This may be
shown while establishing the 90o cross component of wind velocity required by
CS 25.237.

CS 25.233 Directional stability and control
16

On classical aircraft, the engines installed under the wing are also taken into account, to avoid engine
nacelle strike.
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Figure 59: Ground Clearance diagram : geometric limitations on bank angle φ and attitude angle θ. Visualisation of the dependency with the way of landing : a kiss landing,
with landing gear extended authorized higher values of θ and φ, than a hard landing,
where the landing gear is compressed.
a - A 90o cross component of wind velocity, demonstrated to be safe for takeoﬀ and
landing, must be established for dry runways and must be at least 37km/h (20kt)
or 0.2V SR0, whichever is greater, except that it need not exceed 46km/h (25kt)

CS 25.237 Wind velocities
For its aircraft, Airbus advocates several combinations of crosswind Vwind with authorized misalignment βwind that must be respected.
Vwind [kt]
30
35
40

βwind [o ]
0
2
4

Table 7: Airbus crosswind velocities, combined with corresponding authorized misalignment
6.2.4.2

System of equations

As usual, four additional relations are needed to define the flight point. The longitudinal equations have been already exposed during the analysis of the kiss and hard
landing criteria (see section 6.1.2, page 97). The two lateral equations are the imposed
− βwind (Vwind ) and the equilibrium constraint : r = 0.
value of sideslip β = arctan Vwind
V
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Cl = 0
Cn = 0
φ + CY
= 0
Cz
p = 0
− βwind (Vwind )
β = arctan Vwind
V
r = 0

(6.94)

For the attitude angle θ, as found in section 6.1.2 page 97, the sizing case is for a
forward position of the center of gravity : the angle of attack is higher, and consequently
the attitude θ for an imposed slope value γ = γi . The bank angle is reduced, thanks to
the reduction of C Y β with α. For the bank angle φ, the sizing case is for a backward
position of the center of gravity : the angle of attack is smaller, and the consequences
are opposed to the ones explained here above.
Both kiss and hard landing criteria are evaluated.
6.2.4.3

Results

Figure 60 represents the results for the most forward and most backward positions
of the center of gravity, at m = mlight.
Concerning the equilibrium of the yaw moment, the critical case occurs at a landing
with 40kt of crosswind, with βwind = 4o . This was expected, a larger value of β increases
the yaw moment to be countered by the rudders. The maximum authorized value of
vertical surfaces is two winglets of 26m2 .
S V = 26m2

(Maximum authorized value : δnmax limitation.)

(6.95)

Lets point out that the value is smaller than the minimum one needed to counter the
engine failure (see section 6.2.2 page 136), at V M C a . This is essentially due to the reduction of the lever arms on the blended wing body. To create a sufficient yaw moment, the
vertical surfaces must be larger than on a classical aircraft. That size is a disadvantage
in case of crosswind, the rudders having to counter the yaw moment of larger vertical
surfaces. That phenomenon is also due to the flap shape of the aircraft : the contribution
of the fuselage C nFβ W β, which normally helps the rudders to counter the yaw moment of
the vertical surfaces C nVβ β, is very reduced.
The next criterion increases that problem. It will show that another yaw moment
device is mandatory to obtain a sufficient authority in yaw, while respecting crosswind
criteria at landing.
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Figure 60: Crosswind at landing : visualisation of margins of all the criteria, for forwards
and backwards positions of the center of gravity.
6.2.5

Maximum authorized sideslip during roll manoeuvre with one engine
failure.

During the demonstration of roll capability at V 2min with one engine failure, (see also
section 6.3.1 page 153), the sideslip taken must not exceed an imposed value of β = xxo .
This criterion is quite complex, because it can be sizing for both roll control surfaces and
yaw control surfaces. Moreover, the requirement in maximum authorized sideslip tends
to increase the size of the vertical surfaces. Large vertical surfaces tend to increase the
requirement in roll control authority, due to the negative contribution C lVβ β to the roll
moment.
Before examining the roll control requirement (at section 6.3.1 page 153), this section
examines the requirement in yaw control, and consequently the size of the vertical surfaces
needed to limit sideslip excursions during the manoeuvre.
6.2.5.1

Rules

In order to not overcharge this section, minimum control speed rules are available in
annexe 15.6.1. Please refer to them for additional information.
If the rules are expressed in time to bank, in Airbus, the objectives are generally
translated in roll rates [27]. This is linked to the value of the constant of time of the roll
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mode [18] and [16] :
τp = −

2mRxx2
ρSℓ2 V C lp

(6.96)

which is around 1s for classical Airbus aircraft.
For one engine inoperative
cases, the time constant value cannot be used directly to
.
estimate the roll rate p. The yaw control surfaces, deflected to ensure the equilibrium in
yaw, create also a roll moment, which has an impact on the roll equilibrium. Following
its experience, Airbus has estimated some corresponding roll rates, mentioned in table 8.
Flight case
takeoff conf.
V 2min
landing conf.
V M Cl

Exigency
AMC 25.147(d), Internal
Airbus exigency
CS 25.147(h)(b), Internal
Airbus exigency

∆φ
−30o /30o
in xx s
5o /25o
in x s

p
x.xo /s
x.xo /s

Table 8: Roll manoeuvring : One Engine Inoperative
For the blended wing body, because of the different inertia, the acceptance of each
criterion is based on the given ∆φ in ∆t : the behaviour in roll of the flying wing is not
necessarily comparable to the behaviour of a classical aircraft.

6.2.5.2

System of equations

Initial equilibrium :
As already explained in trim turn criterion section 6.1.3 page 101, it is necessary to
add four equations to the eight equations of the flight mechanics, defining the (pseudo)equilibrium.
The first imposed parameter is the speed, which defines the initial speed of the flight
case : V = V 2min , VLS , . . . The selection of the flight case defines generally the throttle
δx. At takeoff, δx is maximum and equal to 1. At landing, the engines are at idle, and
δx is small.
For the lateral parameters, the initial value of φ is imposed, to respect the manoeuvre exigencies. And the last imposed parameter is generally the initial value of sideslip :
β = 0.
That criterion must be examined at takeoff and landing, for the two manoeuvres
exposed in table 8.
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The takeoff and landing distinction is done in the value of φi , of δxi and the value of
kV s1g . The imposed value of β = 0 is ideal ; however, if the rudders cannot provide a
sufficient yaw moment, positive values of sideslip are authorized to counter the engine
failure.
Lets detail the lateral equations, for a left engine failure :
ℓ
+ C lδl δl + 2C lVδn δn = 0
V
 V
2 !
x
−
x
cg
ℓ
C nFr W + 2C Y Vβ
r + 2C nVδn δn = C nTr
ℓ
V

C l = C lr r

(6.98)

Cn =

(6.99)

V
C Y Vδn
r = φi +
δn
g
Cz
(p = β = 0)

(6.100)
(6.101)

The rudders are deflected to counter the left engine failure, which creates a negative
side force, oriented towards the left wing. Combined with the side force created φi , the
aircraft is in turn of a yaw rate r to equilibrate both side force and yaw moment equations. The aileron deflection δl creates a roll moment to counter roll moments due to δn
and r.
If δn reaches maximum authorized deflection, the remaining yaw moment is countered with sideslip β, which modifies also roll and yaw equilibriums.

Manoeuvre Demonstration
Once the initial values of the parameters are calculated, it is possible to launch the
manoeuvre. To do that, the four commands value are imposed, and the variation of the
state variables are numerically obtained using a 4th order Runge-Kutta integrator, with
a time step of 0.1s. The throttle value is not modified δx = δxi . The elevators are
enslaved to respect the pitch equilibrium at kV s1g V s1g. A target value of p is researched,
and the roll control surfaces are enslaved to reach that requirement. The rudders are
enslaved to minimize sideslip variations.
What is the critical combination of ∆φ and engine failure for δn deflection ?
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For a left engine failure, the positive yaw moment created by the rudders (and possibly by sideslip β) creates a negative roll moment through C lβ and C lδn . The critical
case is consequently a requirement in positive roll moment. The imposed variation of φ
must be positive ∆φ > 0. This is coherent with table 8.

6.2.5.3

Sizing case

As AMC 25.147(d) suggests, the dynamic manoeuvre at V 2min must be examined for
the most backward X cg position, and at M T OW .
For this blended wing body, it has been decided to examine the domain of masses
between M ZF W and M T OW due to the uncertainty on the sizing criteria. For example,
at M ZF W , V 2min = kV s1g V s1g(m) is smaller, and the efficiency of the control surfaces
is expected to be small, but the most backward position of the center of gravity is more
forward than the one at M T OW , where V 2min is on the other hand larger.
This criterion is sizing for the vertical surfaces as well as for the sizing of the roll
control surfaces. The roll control surfaces sizing is examined is section 6.3.1 page 153.
To simplify the sizing of the vertical surfaces, it is first assumed that the roll capacity
of the blended wing body is infinite. It is as if the roll moment penalty of the vertical
surfaces C lβ V β was equal to zero.

6.2.5.4

Results

Critical case is for the manoeuvre at takeoff, and mlight, for the most backwards X cg
position. Two winglets of 54m2 are needed, to respect the maximum authorized sideslip
constraint.
S V = 54m2

Takeoff, mlight and backwards X cg

(6.102)

That size is unacceptable to respect the requirements in crosswind. This blended
wing body is consequently unable to meet all the yaw control criteria if different sources
of yaw moment are not added.
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6.2.6

Conclusion on yaw control

From the examination of yaw control requirement, vertical surfaces have been sized. Due
to the lack of longitudinal lever arms, that solution is not acceptable. The maximum
authorized vertical surfaces size to minimize sideslip excursions during crosswind do not
provide enough yaw control authority to counter the engine failure cases, at minimum
control speed, and during a manoeuvre of bank angle variation.
It is consequently mandatory to find other sources of yaw moment generation, to
respect all the handling qualities criteria.
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The roll control criteria help to size the roll control surfaces. The roll control surfaces
are classically installed on the wing. They are of two types :
• Ailerons are situated at the trailing edge of the wing. They can be deflected
upwards or downwards, modifying the pressure repartition on the extrados and
the intrados. An aileron deflected downwards increases the lift whereas an aileron
deflected upwards decreases the lift.

Figure 61: Roll control by ailerons, on a classical aircraft.
The ailerons are generally installed on the outer wing, as far as possible from
the aircraft symmetrical plan. To get used of the maximum lever arm available.
On either sides of the symmetrical plan, the ailerons deflections are generally of
opposite signs, to create roll without global impact on the lift, and without yaw
moment generation. Figure 61 illustrates that deflection.
• Spoilers are control surfaces installed on the wing, on the extrados. They are
generally put on the inner side of the wing when compared to ailerons positions.
In order to not impact the ailerons efficiency. They can only be deflected upwards,
as figure 62 illustrates. When not deflected, they are pressed against the wing.
When deflected, spoilers create an important flow separation [19], [21] which has
two consequences:
a - a decrement of the lift.
b - an increment of the drag.
When creating roll moment, only spoilers on one side are deflected. A roll moment
appears, due to the disequilibrium of lift between the left and the right wing.
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Figure 62: Roll control by spoilers, on a classical aircraft.
The drag generated by the spoiler deflection is also responsible of yaw moment
generation.
Generally, the ailerons are used in priority, because of the larger lever arm and to avoid
as much as possible the loss of lift appearing with the spoiler deflection. However, the
spoilers are very useful and mandatory in certain cases.
• In low speed, the spoiler efficiency is very increased by the deflection of high lift
devices such as slats and flaps[20]. That’s why, even in low speed when the lift
conservation is critical, the spoilers are often used as roll control, taking profit of
the high lift configuration.
• In high speed, the ailerons are not always usable. Until the reversal effect, the
flexibility of the outer wing tends to decrease the aileron efficiency[16].
The roll control surfaces have multiple other roles during the mission[16], which are
not developed in this report :
• Airbrakes : the combination of ailerons and spoilers symmetric deflections allows
to degrade deeply the LoD, by reduction of the lift coupled with increment of the
drag. This is of deep interest to reach important descent rate, in case of rapid
descent emergency (due to loss of pressurisation for example).
• Lift damping : when the aircraft is landing, the spoilers are deflected symmetrically
upwards, to degrade lift and increase drag. The aircraft brakes because it is pressed
against the ground.
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• Droop : In high lift configuration, the ailerons can be used to increase the lift, like
the deflected flaps : C zmax is increased, as well as the LoD at takeoff.
• Yaw control : a non symmetric deflection of the roll control surfaces create yaw,
which can help to control the aircraft during a turning manoeuvre.
• Load alleviation : during a manoeuvre, or in case of a wind gust, the roll control
surfaces are often used to decrease the root bending moment, by decreasing the lift
at the outer wing.
For this blended wing body, the reference configuration owns only control surfaces
on the trailing edge of the wing. The four inner elevators are used for pitch control,
while the outer control surface is used as an aileron. This section examined if the roll
control provided by that aileron is sufficient to respect the handling qualities requirement.
For each criterion, like in the previous sections, first step is the review of the exigencies
given by the norm. Afterwards, the translation of the rules traditionally done by Airbus
is exposed. That translation is done for the blended wing body, and the differences
presented. The constraints and degrees of freedom are then highlighted. And finally, the
most sizing cases are exposed.
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6.3.1

Roll Maneuvering

The roll manoeuvring is a set of criteria which ensures that the roll control surfaces can
produce a sufficient roll moment in every phase of the flight. From a given flight point,
the rules impose generally a bank angle variation in a time interval.
6.3.1.1

Rules

Some rules are expressed in annexe 15.6.1 page 276, for one engine inoperative cases,
please refer to that section. Additional rules, concerning the roll manoeuvres with all
engines operating, are presented in annexe 15.6.3.
In table 9 are listed the different flight cases examined in Airbus [16], for all engines
operating.
Flight case
clean conf.
VFTO
clean conf.
V M O/M M O; VDF/MDF
takeoff conf.
V 2min
landing conf.
max(kVapp
s1g V s1g ,V M C l )

Exigency
FAR §25.147(f)
FAR §25.253(a)
Internal Airbus
exigency
FAR §25.147(f)

∆φ
−30o /30o
in 7s
−20o /20o
in 8s
−30o /30o
in x s
−30o /30o
in 7s

p
xo /s
xo /s
xo /s
xo /s

Table 9: Roll manoeuvring : All Engines Operating
As explained in [16], the final takeoff speed V F T O is the minimum value of the
scheduled all-engines operating climb speed (AMC §25.147(f)). This is the minimum
speed of clean configuration. That speed appears at the end of takeoff phase, when
the slats and flaps are put back at their neutral position. Operationally, that speed is
approximately equal to kVapp
s1g V s1g (M T OW ).
For the blended wing body, to preliminarily evaluate if the roll efficiency of the
ailerons is sufficient, it has been chosen to take the maximum size needed to cover the
roll manoeuvring with one engine inoperative case : S V = 54m2 .
6.3.1.2

System of equations

The system of equations uses the nine equations of the flight mechanics. The flight
cases are not equilibrium, but manoeuvres. Consequently, it is necessary to define the
initial equilibrium, and then to launch the manoeuvre.
Initial equilibrium
As already explained in section 6.2.5 page 145, the system of equations is the following :
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With the cancellation of β and p, the lateral equations are the following :
ℓ
+ C lδl δl + 2C lVδn δn = 0
(6.104)
V
!
 V
2
x − xcg
ℓ
FW
V
C nr + 2C Y β
r + 2C nVδn δn = C nTr − C nTl (6.105)
ℓ
V

C l = C lr r
Cn =

V
C Y Vδn
r = φi +
δn
g
Cz
(p = β = 0)

(6.106)
(6.107)

For the physical analysis of the equilibrium, please refer to section 6.2.5, page 145.
Manoeuvre Demonstration
Once the initial values of the parameters are calculated, it is possible to launch the
manoeuvre. To do that, the four commands value are imposed, and the variation of the
state variables are numerically obtained using a 4th order Runge-Kutta integrator, with
a time step of 0.1s. The throttle value is not modified δx = δxi . The elevators are
enslaved to respect the pitch equilibrium at kV s1g V s1g. A target value of p is researched,
and the roll control surfaces are enslaved to reach that requirement. The rudders are
enslaved to minimize sideslip variations.

6.3.1.3

Sizing criteria

The sensitivity of the roll manoeuvre with the position of the center of gravity is
small, influencing only the incidence of the equilibrium. A forward position of the center
of gravity is the most sizing case, due to the higher incidence of the equilibrium. The
efficiency of the ailerons decreases with a higher incidence.
6.3.1.4

Results

Table 10 summarizes the results :
The unrealistic values (δlmax = ±30o ) obtained for most of the cases shows that the
ailerons do not provide enough control on this blended wing body. Critical case occurs at
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Flight case
VFTO
V M O/M M O
V 2min
app
max(kV s1g V s1g,V M C l )

∆φ
+60o
+40o
+60o
+60o

∆t
in 7 s
in 8 s
in x s
in 7 s

p target
xo /s
xo /s
xo /s
xo /s

δl
−58.6o
−3.9o
−70.3o
−88.4o

Table 10: Roll Rate demonstration : All Engines Operating : δl required on ailerons to
cover target roll rates. Non-linearities neglected.
V M C l , where the required roll authority is nearly three times higher than the maximum
roll moment that can be provided by the ailerons.
Figure 63 represents the evolution of the parameters during the manoeuvre, for the
case at V 2min , with S V = 54m2 , and the roll authority multiplied by four.

Figure 63: Roll manoeuvring : All Engines Operating : visualisation of δl, β, p and φ
evolution during a roll manoeuvre at kVapp
s1g V s1g (M LW ). Roll efficiency multiplied by four.
The maximum deflection obtained for that aileron four times more efficient is δl ≈
−25o . Additional roll moment devices are consequently mandatory to provide enough
roll control. That phenomenon is also amplified by the presence of the vertical surfaces,
which creates a negative roll moment.
For one engine inoperative case, already developed in section 6.2.5 page 145, the
aileron authority needed is smaller, due to the smaller roll rate requirement. Table 11
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summarizes the results :
Flight case
V M Ca
V M Cl

∆φ
+60o
+20o

∆t
in x s
in x s

p target
xo /s
xo /s

δl
−49.2o
−33.4o

Table 11: Roll manoeuvring : One Engine Inoperative : maximum aileron deflection
during the manoeuvre.
The roll control authority provided by the ailerons is not sufficient to do the roll
manoeuvring in the given interval of time.
6.3.2

Roll equilibrium

The roll control surfaces must be able to equilibrate the airplane in case of any non
symmetric situation. Three situations are generally considered :
• Crosswind, during takeoff or landing, generates some roll moment through C lβ
which must be countered by ailerons. Bank angle excursions must not exceed a
given value.
• One engine inoperative. Due to the counter of the engine yaw moment, sideslip
and rudder deflection creates roll moment. That roll moment must be countered
by the roll control surfaces.
• Trim turn equilibrium.
The majority of these criteria have already been examined during the study of the
pitch control and yaw control authority. Table 12 represents the requirement, in terms
of roll control deflection :
Flight case
V M C a equilibrium, S V = 34m2
V M C l equilibrium, S V = 34m2
Kiss landing and crosswind(Vwind = 40kt, βwind = 4o )
Hard landing and crosswind(Vwind = 40kt, βwind = 4o )
Trim turn equilibrium at αmax

δl
−19o
0.5o
−29o
−27.5o
−4.5o

Table 12: Aileron deflection to cover already studied criteria. Roll authority is sufficient
to cover all cases, even if kiss landing with crosswind nearly needs maximum δl.

6.3.2.1

Rules

The rules are the same than the one exposed in sections 6.2.4 page 142 and 6.2.2 page
136.
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For the roll control, Airbus has however added another rule, which is potentially sizing for the blended wing body : during takeoff rotation with 35kt of crosswind, and light
mass, the bank angle must not exceed 3o , with full ailerons authority available. That
criterion has been sizing for the roll control laws of several long range aircrafts like A380
or A350.
Due to the already exposed difficulty to rotate at takeoff, the takeoff rotation criterion needs to be examined again, with this time a crosswind.
For the blended wing body, due to the difficulty to rotate at M ZF W , it has been
decided to examine the effect of crosswind at this mass, instead of a lighter mass (OW E +
20kt on A380).
6.3.2.2
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6.3.2.3 Result To respect the maximum authorized bank angle excursion φ = φi =
3o , only δl = −9.4o is needed. The roll control authority is consequently sufficient.
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Rapid descent emergency

This criterion ensures that the braking authority is sufficient to reach a targeted vertical
speed Vz , which depends on the altitude where the depressurisation occurs. Generally,
that criterion is associated to the sizing of spoilers, which have also a roll function. That’s
why it is examined in the roll control section.
On the blended wing body baseline, there are no spoilers, and the braking authority
must be dedicated to other control surfaces : here the ailerons are naturally chosen.
6.3.3.1

Rules

The rules are the following, for A350 :
Maximum cabin exposure time of :
• 1 minute above 40,000 ft and

• 3 minutes above 25,000 ft and

• 6 minutes above 10,000 ft (new compared to A380-800).

CS 25.841, final interim policy, Amendment 87.

Depending on the altitude where the depressurization occurs, the requirement in Vz
will vary. For each altitude, the maximum Vz must be considered.
Figure 64 represents the evolution of Vz with the altitude.

Figure 64: Rapid descent emergency : target Vz to reach, as a function of h.
For the blended wing body, the maximum level of flight is FL430 (corresponding to
h = 43000f t). The sizing case occurs at 43000 ft, for a targeted Vz of 6000f t/min.
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Lets point out that the relevance of this criterion on the blended wing body is questionable. At the moment, the blended wing body do not have any windows, which are
generally the main cause of depressurization on classical aircraft. With no windows,
the probability of depressurization accidents decreases, and could be considered as not
relevant for the sizing of the blended wing body control surfaces. However, it has been
decided to consider it, to evaluate its capacity to generate a sufficient drag level.
6.3.3.2

System of equations

For that criterion, only propulsion equation must be considered. From an initial
equilibrium at a given constant altitude and slope equal to zero :
Cx
Cz

=
init

T
mg

(6.109)
init

The targeted Vz is reached thanks to engines thrust reduction (idle rate) and drag generation. The slope is not cancelled any more, and is equal to VVz :
Cx
Cz

=
dep

∆C x
Cz

T
mg

idle

Vz
V
init
Vz
⇒ ∆C x = C x0 (δl) = − C x|init − C z
V
⇒

6.3.3.3

= −

T
mg

−γ ≈−
−

Vz
V

(6.110)
(6.111)
(6.112)

Result

The most critical situation, as already said, is at maximum flight altitude h =
43000f t. To reach the targeted Vz = 6000f t/min, with only the ailerons deflected,
the aileron deflection needed is equal to δl = 115o . This is clearly not acceptable, and
additional airbrake function is mandatory to comply with that criterion.
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Ride comfort

Ride comfort is not really linked to handling qualities, but it is a criterion that is expected
to be sizing for the blended wing body. It ensures the comfort of the passengers during
the whole flight, and particularly that the travel sickness is minimized. The particular
shape of the cabin, with some passengers far from the symmetric plane along the span,
is expected to be critical for the ride comfort.
Three sources of passengers discomfort have been identified in the previous studies
[38] :
• Too high vertical acceleration during roll manoeuvres.
• The excitation of aero-elastic modes, at a frequency higher than 1Hz.
• The kinotesis, or travel sickness, linked to vertical or lateral acceleration (turbulent
atmosphere, Dutch Roll), with a frequency near 0.16Hz, which is particularly badly
tolerated.
If those criteria are not critical on classical aircraft, this is not the case on flying
wings. This is due to the large increment of vertical acceleration along the span for
the three situations exposed above. From the center of gravity position, the gradient of
increment of the vertical accelerations is four times higher along the y axis than along
the x axis.
Lets deal with the three potential problems.
• For the roll rates, the nz value must be examined, for the passengers situated at
the most outward position. The load factor at this point is the following :
.

nzext

p
= nz + yext
g

(6.113)

The blended wing body studied in [38] presented “excessive vertical accelerations
which requires a reduction of the maximum roll rate authorized by 16%”.
.

nzmax
ext

0.84 p old
= nz +
yext
g

(6.114)

where nzmax
ext is the maximum authorized load factor than can be applied on the
old is the wideness of the cabin of the old blended wing
most outer passenger, and yext
body.
That blended wing body had however a cabin 38% wider than the cabin of the
blended
wing body examined in this report. If we call k the reduction coefficient
.
p
of on this blended wing body, k must be higher than one to avoid a reduction of
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maximum pitch rate, or a reduction of the cabin wideness.
.

k p FW
= nz +
y
g ext
.
kp
old
0.62yext
= nz +
g
0.84
⇒k =
>1
0.62

nz max
ext

(6.115)

As a consequence, the maximum load factor of this blended wing body is acceptable,
not limiting the roll rate during a manoeuvre, or not limiting the wideness of the
cabin. As an illustration, Figure 65 represents the load factor of the aircraft, and
the load factor of the most outward passenger, during a roll manoeuvre of targeted
p = 20o /s.

Figure 65: Ride comfort : comparison of nz values for passengers on center of gravity
and passenger at the most outward position, during a roll manoeuvre at p = 20o /s.
• For the problem of aeroelasticity, the resolution is outside the scope of this study.
However, aeroelastics effects are not expected to be sizing. Due to the large chords
of the inner wing, the aircraft is expected to be more rigid than a classical wing.
• For the kinetosis, in [38], the criterion to respect was a maximum authorized percentage of sick people, along the span. The criterion was not respected for the
previous blended wing body, and has not been examined for this blended wing
body in this PhD. This is potentially a limitation for the cabin span, and will have
to be examined in further studies. Active control is a possible solution, minimizing
the vertical acceleration around the quite low frequency of airsickness.
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Conclusion on roll control

In this section, it has been demonstrated that the roll authority of the ailerons was far
from sufficient to ensure the respect of all the roll handling qualities criteria. The critical
criterion for roll moment generation is the roll maneuvering at V M C l with all engines
operating : the current roll authority should be multiplied by approximately four to become acceptable.
Moreover, the airbrake function, usually dedicated to spoilers which are not installed
on the initial configuration, is not ensured at all at the moment, like the rapid descent
emergency criterion has demonstrated.
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7

Takeoff performances

In this section are finally examined the takeoff performances of the aircraft. Their solving
is coupled with the analysis of the handling qualities criteria, because of the dependency
of the performances with several drivers of the handling qualities resolution. The goal
of this section is to evaluate the takeoff performances, and highlight its main drivers of
resolution.

7.1

Take off theory and regulation.

In this section, the theory of takeoff and the process followed to make the takeoff performances of the flying wing acceptable are exposed. Those performances are described by
an evolution of the TakeOff Field Length (T OF L) as a function of the TakeOff Weight
(T OW ).

Figure 66: TakeOff Distance (T OD) : definition.
The takeoff phase is essentially composed of three phases.
• An acceleration phase, on the ground, from an initial speed equal to zero, until the
airplane reaches a speed V R where the elevators are deflected.
• A rotation phase, where the aircraft rotates and leaves the ground, until reaching
a straight ascending trajectory. During that phase, the speed V lof is considered :
it is the speed at which the main landing gear leaves the ground.
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• A climb phase, until the aircraft reaches a well defined altitude h2nd = 35f t, at
which the aircraft must have a sufficient slope γ2nd . This is an airborne phase,
during which the landing gear is still deployed. The speed of the aircraft at h2nd is
the speed V 2 of the beginning of the second segment phase.
Two cases are considered, with and without an engine failure (which has to be envisaged
at any time).
However, the pilot may also abort takeoff, and stop the aircraft on the ground. In
that case, the takeoff phase consists on an acceleration on the ground, until the pilot
decides to interrupt the takeoff, and start to brake for stopping the aircraft on the field.
The cases of a braking with and without an engine failure must be considered.

Figure 67: Accelerate-Stop Distance : definition.
V 1 is the decision speed : it is the last speed at which the pilot is authorized to
stop the aircraft on the field. That speed is related to V EF , the speed at which an
engine failure occurs. Following the time between V EF and V 1, the pilot decides to
takeoff, or not. By regulations, a delay of one second minimum is necessary for the
pilot to be aware of the engine failure. If, at this time, the speed is higher than V 1, he
has to takeoff. Figures 66 and 67 represents the different speeds and phases of the takeoff.
Theoretically, T OF L is the maximum of the four distances, the two distances needed
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to takeoff, and the two distances needed to brake. For the double engines, like this flying wing, the maximum T OF L is a balance between the length needed to takeoff with
one engine inoperative, and the length needed to stop, with all engines operating. The
balance depends on V 1.
With a reduced value of V 1, the takeoff distance with an engine failure increases, because of the increment of the distance travelled on the ground until the aircraft reaches
the rotation speed V R. With an increment of V 1, the accelerate-stop distance with all
engines operating becomes sizing, because of the increment of the braking phase distance. V 1 is chosen to balance the takeoff distance with one engine inoperative, and the
accelerate-stop distance, with all engines operating, in order to minimize T OF L. Figure
68 illustrates these notions.

Figure 68: Balanced V 1 to minimize takeoff field length T OF L.
Some speed limitations must be taken into account during the takeoff phase, to ensure
the safety of the manoeuvre.
• The stall speed V s1g limitation : At takeoff (as in every phase of the mission) the
plane must not stall. The flight speed cannot be smaller than the stall speed, with
a margin. That’s why the following condition is imposed :
V 2 ≥ kVT O
s1g V s1g

(7.1)

• The minimum speed unstick V M U limitation : it is the minimum speed under which
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it is impossible to takeoff : it is often assumed as the stall speed in ground effects.
2m g
ρSC zGRD
max
"

= C zα min(αGRD
stall , θ ls) − α0

V MU =
with C zGRD
max

s

+∆C zGRD (min(αGRD
stall , θ ls), h = 0)

where αGRD
stall is the stall incidence in ground effects and θ ls, the maximum authorized attitude of the aircraft. The thrust having a small influence on the lift
equation, two conditions depend on V M U :


V lof ≥ 1.05V M U
≥ 1.08V M U

(OEI)
(AEO)

(7.2)

with OEI meaning One Engine Inoperative, in case of an engine failure, and AEO
meaning All Engines Operating, without engine failure.
• The minimum control speed (see section 6.2.2 page 136) : the aircraft must be able
to takeoff with an engine failure, and to control the engine failure on the ground,
without leaving the path. As a consequence, the following conditions are imposed
:

 V 1 ≥ V M Cg
V R ≥ 1.05V M C a
(7.3)

V 2 ≥ kV M C a V M C a

• On the other hand, the speed are limited by the maximum brake energy speed
V M BE . This is due to the maximum kinetic energy that can be converted into heat
and dissipated into the brakes.
V 1 ≤ V M BE

(7.4)

• In the same way, the tyres are guaranteed until a maximum given value V tyres,
when the aircraft is on the ground. Consequently :
V lof ≤ V tyres

(7.5)

Finally, at the beginning of the second segment, at h = 35f t, the aircraft must have
a minimum climb angle : γ2nd ≥ 2.4%. This is called the second segment limitation.
An analytical explanation of the takeoff phase is available in annexe 15.7.1, page 282,
as well as the impact of the different limitations on the takeoff performances. Please refer
to it for further details.
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7.1.1

Constraints of the problem

Now that the different speed limitations at takeoff have been explained, this part tries
to define the problem. The aircraft requirements states that the T OF L must not exceed
3000m, at sea level, and atmospheric conditions ISA+15. This must be the case for any
mass, and consequently for the maximum takeoff weight M T OW .

T OF L(M T OW ) ≤ 3000m

(7.6)

A second constraint is the need for reasonable T OF L for different atmospheric conditions and altitudes. If the altitude increases, the T OF L increases, due to the loss of
efficiency of the engines with h (equation 3.14). That leads to the shift of the second
segment limitation to a lighter mass, which tends to increase dramatically T OF L (please
refer to annexe 15.7.1 page 282.
In order to check such a phenomenon, one possibility is to calculate the performances
under alternative takeoff conditions. But the number of calculations would deeply increase. To cover as much as possible the different takeoff conditions, it has been decided
to fix a mass margin towards the apparition of the second segment, at M T OW . This will
allow the flying wing to takeoff at M T OW without being limited by the second segment
for a large domain of altitudes /atmospheric conditions. A mass margin of 5% of M T OW
is taken towards the apparition of the second segment, at sea level17 .
m(γ2nd = 2.4%) ≥ 1.05 ∗ M T OW

(7.7)

Thirdly, and this is a classical limitation during the design of a plane, it is necessary
to avoid V M C limitation to be too inconvenient. This means that V M C may limit the
takeoff performances only for small masses. Classically, we take :
T O W (kV M C a V M C a

1
= kVT O
s1g V s1g ) = mlight = O W E + (M ZF W − OW E )
4

(7.8)

as a maximum mass allowed for the V M C a limitation.
Finally, in order to find the impact of the tailstrike angle on takeoff performances, θ ls
is calculated to get the V M U limitation sizing at T OF L(M T OW ), and compared to the
effective θ ls angle.
7.1.2

Drivers of the problem

The satisfaction of the different constraints detailed in the previous paragraph depends
on several aircraft parameters.
17

That margin is quite high, when compared to classical aircraft configurations, where the margin
taken is often equal to 2% or 3% M T OW .
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To respect the constraint of T OF L(M T OW ) = 3000m, and get the V s1g limitation
sizing, the driver is the value of C zmax , at takeoff. A smaller C zmax requires higher
speed, and increase the ground acceleration phase and consequently T OF L.
In the same way, the V M U limitation depends on the value of θ ls.
Then, the constraint of maximum mass mlight has already been considered in section
6.2.2 page 136. It imposes a minimum size of vertical surface S V .
And finally, the margin towards the second segment limitation can only be satisfied
with a sufficient thrust available. If the engines, already sized by high speed performances
on the baseline, are not able to respect that margin, the thrust at takeoff T T O has to be
increased.
The center of gravity is fixed at the most critical position, which is the most backward
position. This is due to the combination of
• reduction of vertical surfaces and rudders efficiency, which have to be more deflected
to create a yaw moment, and consequently creates more drag.
• increment of the lift created by the elevators, to counter the pitch up moment of
the lift force, when the center of gravity goes backwards. The drag generation
increases, due to the larger elevator deflection required (see Figure 69).

Figure 69: Increasing of the lift due to a backward X cg.

7.2

Results

Figure 70 represents the results, for the baseline of the handling qualities study. The
C zmax is the one which respects the targeted Vapp (equation (6.12) page 97), and the
vertical surfaces size is S V = 32m2 , as the V M C a handling qualities criterion imposes
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(see section 6.2.2 page 136).

Figure 70: Takeoff performances of the baseline configuration : margin of 11.8% M T OW
with respect to second segment limitation apparition, and 500 m of margin with respect to
maximum T OF L. Chosen C zmax value : C zmax = 0.896. Please refer to annexe 15.7.1
page 282 for complete analysis of the curve.
The constraints of the takeoff performances are respected : there is a large margin
with respect to the second segment limitation (11.8% M T OW versus the 5.0% M T OW
required), there is also a margin of 500 m with respect to maximum authorized T OF L.
The sizing limitation at M T OW is the C zmax limitation : the V M U limitation is not sizing.
Lets point out that the V M C a limitation is sizing for masses heavier than what the
norm normally advises : the mass where V M C a and V s1g are sizing is 13% larger than
mlight. This is a usual phenomenon. The V M C a is imposed to be smaller than V s1g for
all the flying masses :
kV M C a V M C a = kVT O
(7.9)
s1g V s1g (mlight)
But that only ensures that V 2 is limited by V s1g. It does not ensure anything for V 1 and
in this case, V R. As equation (7.3) shows, the calculation of V M C a based on V 2 does
not cover cases where V R ≥ V 2 − (kV M C a − 1.05)V M C a .
Typically, because of the duration of the rotation for a flying wing, V R is far from
V 2, and V M C a condition tends to be sizing for higher masses than mlight. This is not
critical, but must be kept in mind for the resolution process.
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Conclusion on takeoff performances

The takeoff performances of the baseline are not sizing. At maximum takeoff weight
M T OW , there are plenty of margins in T OF L as well as in T OW towards the second
segment apparition. Consequently, several of the aircraft parameters could be relaxed
for the handling qualities resolution, without degrading the takeoff performances.
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Part III

Drivers for handling qualities resolution
The results exposed in the previous sections have demonstrated that the flying wing baseline for handling qualities study is not acceptable. The control authority is not sufficient
in pitch and roll, and the vertical surfaces solution is not viable, due to the impossibility
to find a size which is sufficient to control the engine failure and does not generate excessive sideslip excursions in case of landings with crosswind. It is consequently necessary
to modify the baseline, to comply with handling qualities requirements.
Considering all aircraft parameters in an exhaustive way can only be achieved at
overall aircraft design (OAD) level and is out of the scope of this work. Some aircraft
parameters are considered as fixed. These aircraft parameters are imposed by the specifications (or the TLARS), the cabin shape chosen, as well as the high speed performances.
In this part is explained how the handling qualities resolution has been performed.
At first, section 8 page 171 reminds the variable aircraft parameters : the drivers of the
problem. For each driver, the sensitivity of the handling qualities criteria and the low
speed performances is exposed. Then, the control surface architecture is examined in
section 9 page 187, particularly to cover the lack of yaw and roll moment authority. In
section 12 page 232 is finally exposed the resolution process.

8

Changeable aircraft parameters

At first, lets remind what the fixed aircraft parameters are, and what the degrees of
freedom of the study are.
The handling qualities resolution takes places after the mass and high speed performance first assessment, where the plan form and the engines are sized to respect the
TLARS, in term of mission design range, passengers capacity, cruise mach and altitude,
and time to climb requirement.
As a consequence, all the parameters depending on the plan form and/or the engines
are fixed for this study. What remains free is linked to the control surfaces architecture,
the airfoils design, and the landing gears size and x position.
For the 3D shape, the drivers are linked to the airfoils design. For given internal
volumes (cabin, cargo holds, landing gear bay, fuel tanks, . . . ), and given position of the
center of pressure in cruise, it is possible to design the airfoils with different positions
of the aerodynamic center X F as well as different values of the natural pitching
moment of the blended wing body C m0 . The impact on the high speed lift-over-drag
ratio is variable, from negligible to significant[29] (see Figure 71).
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Figure 71: Preliminary assessment of relation between C m0 in low speed C mLS
0 , and
reachable lift over drag ratio LoD in high speed. Maximum LoD reachable for C mLS
0
smaller than 0.008.
This is due to the large lifting surface and the long chords of the blended wing body.
Coupled with its large span (the maximum authorized by TLARS, see section 2 page 26),
the blended wing body can modify much more the position of the aerodynamic center
through an appropriate design of the airfoils than a classical aircraft usually can.
Another parameter which is not necessarily fixed is the C zmax value. C zmax value
is linked to αstall value : this is the lift coefficient corresponding to the stall incidence of
the airplane, for the most forward position of the center of gravity (see section 6.1.1 page
91). However, the C zmax obtained from stall demonstration gives a large speed margin
with respect to Vapp constraint (see section 6.1.2 page 97). That margin could be used
to decrease the C z max used for the handling qualities. The interest is not in the value
of C zmax in itself, but in the consequences on the speeds for the handling qualities criteria.
Furthermore, if the engine size is fixed to its minimum by time to climb and cruise
performances requirements, it is potentially possible to decrease the thrust at takeoff
T T O . Like the takeoff performances analysis has shown in section 7 page 163, there is a
margin with respect to T OF L and second segment limitation. The impact on the handling qualities criteria has to be evaluated.
The main landing gear longitudinal position is also not fixed at this stage of
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the configuration definition. It is a classical degree of freedom for the handling qualities
ground criteria, as already presented in section 6.1.8 page 124. Moreover, if the height
of the main landing gear is usually limited by engine ground clearances for under
wing nacelles, or by tailstrike constraints, these limits are relaxed on the blended wing
body :
• the engines are put over the inner wing.
• the blended wing body is a wide but short aircraft, and the tailstrike constraint is
not sizing. Please refer to kiss and hard landings criteria (section 6.1.2 page 97)
and to takeoff performances analysis (section 7 page 163).
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The speed V of a handling quality criterion is generally function of a coefficient kV s1g
fixed by the regulation, which provides a margin with respect to the one-g stall speed
V s1g. That speed is linked to the value of C zmax :
V s1g2 =

2m g
ρSC zmax

(8.1)

On one hand, a greater value of C zmax leads to a higher incidence, bringing the aircraft
closer to the stall, and decreases the speed of the manoeuvre. On the other hand, a
smaller value of C zmax protects more the aircraft from stall and increases the speed of
the manoeuvre.
A smaller value of C zmax relaxes the handling qualities criteria : the aerodynamic
moments produced by the control surfaces depends on the square of the speed V 2 =
(kV s1g V s1g)2 , multiplied by the moment coefficient of the control surface C mδk δk, where
δk is for pitch δm, roll δl or yaw δn control :
1
ρSℓkV2 s1g V s1g2 C mδk δk
2
kV2 s1g
= mgℓ
C mδk δk
C zmax

Mk =

What are the limits for C zmax ? Generally, a distinction is done between the takeoff
and the landing phase, because of the different high-lift configuration.
• For the takeoff phase, the C zmax value is limited by the requirement in T OF L :
T OF L(M T OW ) ≤ 3000 m , ISA + 15, sea level

(8.2)

The smallest authorized value of C zmax is the one which allows the blended wing
body to takeoff at M T OW in 3000 m, at sea level and ISA + 15 atmospheric conditions.
The largest authorized value of C zmax is the one linked to the stall demonstration
criterion, for the critical position of the center of gravity (see section 6.1.1 page 91).
• For the landing phase, the C zmax value is limited by the Vapp requirement. The
V s1g limitation is sizing at maximum landing weight M LW :
kVapp
s1g V s1g (M LW ) ≤ Vapp = 150 kt

(8.3)

⇒ C z max ≥ kVapp
s1g

(8.4)

2 2M LW g
2
ρSVapp

And again, the stall demonstration criterion gives the maximum reachable value of
C zmax .
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O
Two values of C zmax can consequently be defined : one at takeoff, C zTmax
, and one
app
at landing, C zmax . In annexe 15.8.1 page 288 are illustrated sensitivities of the handling
qualities, with respect to C zmax variations.

To fix the C zmax values, the following method is proposed :
a - Calculate the landing performances as a function of C z max , and find the minimum
value C zapp
max which respects the TLARS :
min(C zapp
max ) ⇔ VLS = Vapp = 150kt

(8.5)

With that choice, V M C l value is automatically fixed by the masses :
V M C l = V M C lmax
app
= kVapp
s1g V s1g (mlight) = kV s1g

=

=

v
u

u
kVapp
s1g u
r

s

2mlight g
ρSC zapp
max

2mlight g

u ρS(
t

2M LW g
!2 )

ρS

Vapp
app
V s1g

k

mlight
Vapp
M LW

(8.6)

b - Calculate the takeoff performances as a function of C z max , and find the minimum
O
value C zTmax
which respects the TLARS :
O
min(C zTmax
) ⇔ T OF L(M T OW ) = 3000 m

(8.7)

O
c - Calculate the handling qualities criteria with the obtained value of C zmax : C zTmax
app
for handling qualities criteria evaluated during the takeoff phase, and C zmax for
handling qualities criteria evaluated during the landing phase. The V M C a value is
O
.
calculated thanks to C zTmax

8.2

C m0 and X F values.

The values of C m0 and X F of the blended wing body baseline, without vertical surfaces,
are linked to the design of the airfoils. As explained in the introduction of this section,
the blended wing body has much more flexibility in the choice of the values of C m0 and
X F than a classical aircraft, because of its larger lifting surface and its longer chords.
This is not the case on a classical aircraft, where the aerodynamic center X F is generally
modified only thanks to a change in the longitudinal position of the wing and/or the tail
plane, and C m0 is slightly modified by the design of the airfoils. These two values are
put in the same section, because of their interdependency.
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They are linked to each other through the position of the center of pressure X cp, in
cruise. The center of pressure is the point where all the contributions to the pitching
moment are cancelled. X cp vary during the flight. In order to minimize the cruise trim
drag, in high speed, X cp is ideally targeted to be in the middle of the weight&cg diagram.
In order also to play as few as possible on the fuel transfer, to let that function available
for load alleviation for example. In cruise, the pitching moment equation (3.37) tells that
:
T0
Cm
ℓ − δxkF N
∆le = 0
Cz
mg

(8.8)

The thrust level is constant and imposed at a given flight point δxi T 0(h i , Vi ). The pitch
moment coefficient C m is consequently constant. Through the expression (3.66) of C m
coefficient and the definition of the center of pressure X cp, expression (8.8) becomes :
C m0
ℓ + X cp − X F
Cz

= ki = constant(δmi , h i , Vi , X F H
i )

(8.9)

C m0
ℓ + ki
(8.10)
Cz
where the non-linearities are ignored to simplify the expression. For a targeted X cp, the
aerodynamic center in cruise X F HS and the C mHS
in cruise are linked to each other
0
through that very important relation.
⇒ X cp = X F −

Moreover, the value in low speed depends necessarily on the high speed values, and
vice versa. The evolution of the position of X F with the speed is due to :
• The compressibility effects, which tends to move the aerodynamic center backwards.
• The aero-elastic effects, which tends to move the aerodynamic center forward, and
are more present in high speed.
Because of the imposed value of X cp, the constraints on C m0 and X F in low speed
and in high speed must be examined simultaneously.
• During the whole flight, meaning in low as well as in high speed, the aerodynamic
center X F HS is targeted to respect the manoeuvre point criterion in cruise X F HS
q ,
with an hypothesis on the instability that can be covered by pitch control law (see
section 6.1.5 page 109).
As demonstrated in section (6.1.5) page 109, the control laws modified the values
of C mq and X F , into values in closed loop C m∗q and X F ∗ . The criterion of stability
was the following :
X F ∗q > X cg
XF ∗ −

ρSℓ
C m∗q > X cg
2m
(8.11)
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with X F ∗ and C m∗q functions of the gains chosen (see examples (6.43) page 118 and
(6.45) page 118).
The critical case is the respect of the manoeuvre point in low speed, at
with 6.7% ℓ of longitudinal instability.

M T OW ,

• The second critical handling quality criterion is the takeoff rotation. X F and C m0
are drivers of that criterion :


.
RzM LG dM LG
mgℓ
T 0 ∆le
q=
C m − δxkF N
Cz −
C z ≥ 2.5o /s2
BC z
mg ℓ
mg
ℓ
⇒ Cm ≥
⇒ C mLS
0 +

X cg − X F LS
C zα (α − α0 ) ≥
ℓ

BC z .
q +C mT + C mM LG
mgℓ
BC z .
3
q −C mδm δmmin + C mT + C mM LG
mgℓ
4

with C mT = δxkF N mT 0g ∆lℓ e C z and C mM LG = RzmMgLG dMℓLG C z the equivalent pitching moment coefficients of the engines thrust, and of the main landing gear ground
reaction.
All the other handling qualities criteria depends also on C m0 and X F . Examples of
sensitivities are represented in annexe 15.8.2 page 291 for C m0 , and in annexe 15.8.3 page
292 for X F .
To fix the design of the airfoils, the following method is proposed :
a - Assess the center of pressure position X cp, in high speed. It is imposed after the
calculation of the weight&cg diagram, to minimize the trim drag.
b - Calculate the required X F , through the manoeuvre point criterion and with an
hypothesis on pitch control law, in high speed and in low speed. The link between
X F LS and X F HS is supposed constant.
c - Assess the value of C m0 in high speed C mHS
to respect X cp constraint, given X F HS
0
:
X F HS − X cp
Cz
(8.12)
C mHS
=
0
ℓ
HS
LS
d - Deduce the value of C m0 in low speed C mLS
0 from C m0 . The link between C m0
HS
and C m0 is supposed constant.

e - Compare it to the required C mLS
0 value to ensure the takeoff rotation.
f - Evaluate the most sizing case, between the control of the instability and the takeoff
rotation.
g - Take the sizing constraint into account, for the design of the airfoils, and examine
the impact on the high speed performances.
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Engine thrust level at takeoff T T O .

From the study of the takeoff performances, it has been demonstrated that the engines
sized by high speed performances provided thrust at takeoff that allowed the blended
wing body to get large margins with respect to maximum takeoff field length required
by the specifications (at sea level, ISA+15), and from second segment apparition (more
than 11%M T OW of mass margin).
Knowing the problem of the aircraft to rotate, an idea is to decrease the thrust level
at takeoff T T O , to decrease the pitch down moment of the engines during takeoff rotation,
and improve consequently the handling qualities.
T T O = kF N δxT O T 0(h, V )

(8.13)

The maximum level of thrust is for δx = 1, the engines being normally used at full
thrust during takeoff. On the other hand, the minimum T value is constrained by takeoff
performances :

T OF L(M T OW ) ≤ 3000m
(8.14)
T OW (γ2nd = 2.4%) ≥ 1.05M T O W
The handling qualities criteria of interest are : longitudinal trim at takeoff, takeoff
rotation, minimum control speed, and roll manoeuvre with one engine inoperative, at
takeoff. Examples of sensitivities are represented in annexe 15.8.4 page 293.
To define the level of thrust at takeoff, the following method is proposed :
a - Evaluate the thrust level needed to respect the prescribed margin in
respect to the second segment limitation.

T OW

with

b - Use that obtained T T O for the analysis of all the concerned handling qualities
criteria.
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8.4

Longitudinal position of the main landing gear

As already presented in section 6.1.6 page 121, 6.1.7 page 123 and 6.1.8 page 124, the
position of the main landing gear is critical for the respect of the ground longitudinal
handling qualities. It is the main driver for tip over and nose wheel load criteria. As
explained in 6.1.8, the main landing gear position defines also the tailstrike angle θ ls,
which must not be exceeded during the rotation manoeuvre.

Figure 72: Tailstrike angle, as a function of the position and the height of the main
landing gear.
As visible on Figure 72, θ ls and dM LG are linked to each other, through the following
relation :
hM LG + hθls (+marg.)
dθls − dM LG
hM LG + hθls (+marg.)
= dθls −
tan θ ls

θ ls = arctan
or dM LG

(8.15)
(8.16)

where hθls and dθls define the most sizing point of the tail, in terms of maximum attitude.
The tailstrike angle has an influence on the takeoff performances, through the V M U
limitation : the maximum authorized attitude θ ls imposes a minimum speed to takeoff,
the minimum speed unstick :
s
2m g
V MU =
ρSC zGRD
max

GRD
with C z max = C zα min(αGRD
stall , θ ls) − α0
+∆C zGRD (min(αGRD
stall , θ ls), h = 0)

(8.17)

where αGRD
stall is the stall incidence in ground effects. Consequently, an increment of the
distance dM LG increases θ ls, and improves the takeoff performances, while θ ls < αGRD
stall .
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At landing, dM LG has also an impact. When the aircraft lands, during the flare (that
is to say the rotation), the attitude taken must not exceed the tailstrike angle. Two kinds
of landing are taken into account : the kiss landing, with landing gear leg extended, and
the hard landing, with the landing gear leg compressed. An increment of dM LG helps
also to increase θ ls and ease the landing performances.
The extreme forward position of the main landing gear is limited by several criteria.
First constraint is associated to the minimum nose wheel load criterion :
mg

dM LG
dM LG + dN LG

≥ 0.01M T O W g

⇒ dM LG ≥ dN LG

1
m
0.01M T OW

−1

(8.18)

Second constraint is associated to the tip over criterion :
RN LG = m g

dM LG
≥0
dM LG + dN LG
(8.19)

⇒ dM LG ≥ 0

Third constraint is associated to takeoff performances. If θ ls is smaller than αGRD
stall :
V 2min ≥ 1.05V M U
s
V 2min ≥ 1.05

2m g
ρS(C z α (θ ls − α0 ) + ∆C zGRD (θ ls, 0))

(8.20)

with θ ls already defined as a function of dM LG and hM LG . Fourth and fifth constraints
are associated to landing performances :

Vapp

s

VLS ,KL/VLS ,HL ≤ Vapp
nzC zmax
kV2 s1g C zα (θ ls − ∆α + γapp )

≤ Vapp

⇒ θ ls ≥

nzC zmax
+ ∆α − γapp
kV2 s1g C zα

(8.21)

where kV s1g , nz, ∆α and γapp depend on the way of landing (kiss or hard landing) (see
section 6.1.2 page 97).
On the other hand, the takeoff rotation criterion becomes more and more difficult
if the landing gear moves backwards. The takeoff rotation is defined by (see equation
(6.59) page 127) :
.

q =
⇒ dM LG ≤


mgℓ
C m + C mT + C mM LG ≥ 2.5o /s2
BC z 

.
1
Cm
mg
ℓ − B q −δxkF N T 0∆le − RxM LG hM LG (8.22)
RzM LG
Cz
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which depends on a lot of not fixed drivers (C m0 ,hM LG ,. . . ). Examples of sensitivities
are represented in annexe 15.8.5 page 294.
Consequently, to define dM LG , the following method is proposed :
a - Define minimum dM LG to get the minimum margin on backwards ground handling
qualities. This is the only degree of freedom available to solve these two criteria.
b - Examine the low speed performances and the takeoff rotation with that value of
dM LG .

8.5

Height of the landing gears

As already presented in the beginning of this part, the height of the landing gears must
respect several constraints. It has an impact on the tailstrike angle θ ls value (equation
(8.15)). Consequently, all the criteria exposed in section 8.4 page 179 and function of θ ls
must again be examined.
The landing gears height drives also the ground effects. The distance between the
bottom of the fuselage and the ground is directly linked to it. The ground effects have
an influence on all the ground handling qualities, as well as the landing performances.
First constraint is for takeoff rotation. The height of the landing gear must be sufficient to takeoff within the ground effects and without tailstrike. The main effect of
an increment hM LG is the increment of tailstrike angle, which is favourable. A second
effect must be taken into account : the ground effects are reduced, which is favourable
at incidence lower than 5o (see figure 13 page 50) and unfavourable at higher incidences.
And the last effect is linked to the ground reaction on the gear : hM LG is the lever arm
of RxM LG , and has a direct (but very small) effect on the criterion.
For the static takeoff rotation, the criterion is the same, with the modification of the
ground effects taken into account :


.
mgℓ 
M LG 
o 2
q=
C m +C mT + C
(8.23)
|{z}
| m{z } ≥ 2.5 /s
B |{z}
Cz
f (GRD)
f (hM LG )
f (GRD)

For the low speed performances, the modification of the ground effects must be taken
into account, as well as the impact on θ ls : see equations (8.20) page 180 and (8.21) page
180.
Finally, hM LG cannot be reduced without considering a minimum clearance with respect to the spinning tyre profile, which is especially sizing in case of a landing gear door
blocked opened.
However, as illustrated in annexe 15.8.6 page 297, the reduction of the size of the main
landing gear has a negligible impact on the handling qualities, and a small impact on the
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performances. Ground effects modification are negligible. Consequently, the following
method is proposed :
a - Reduction of the main landing gear to match minimum clearance between bottom
of the fuselage and spinning tyre profile.
b - Examination of the low speed performances with the modified values of tailstrike
angle and ground effects.
c - Examination of the handling qualities with the final value of hM LG .
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8.6

Integration of the resolution processes

The main drivers available on the baseline to solve the handling qualities and the low
speed performances have been identified. For each driver, a resolution process have been
proposed. Now, the goal is to mix all of them into one single linear process, with as few
loops as possible.
Figure 73 represents the different criteria and drivers examined until now, and the
dependencies. A green cell represents the positive effect of a driver trade on a criterion.
A red cell represents the negative effect of a driver trade on a criterion. And a grey cell
represents the independence (or the second order dependency) of a criterion with respect
to the corresponding driver. C m0 minimization improves the backward longitudinal criteria, and reduces the margin of forward longitudinal criteria whereas a more forward
X F improves the longitudinal handling qualities criteria and decreases the margin of
backwards criteria. That’s why the sign “±” is represented, in an orange cell.

Figure 73: Overview of the influence of drivers on the handling qualities criteria and the
low speed performances. (*) : The vertical surfaces minimization decreases the yaw moment generation potential, which is unfavourable for most of the yaw criteria. However,
this is positive for margin with respect to maximum authorized sideslip excursion in case
of crosswind.
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The influence of the vertical surfaces has also been added. For the yaw control, it has
been demonstrated that it was impossible to size vertical surfaces being able to control
the engine failure and not leading to excessive sideslip excursions in case of crosswind at
landing.
It has also been mentioned that the vertical surface size had an influence on takeoff
performances, the acceleration and takeoff with one engine inoperative being one of the
two sizing cases.
And finally, the installation of vertical surfaces as winglets on wing tips can move
the position of the aerodynamic center backwards, thanks to an equivalent increment of
aspect ratio.
Several observations can be made from that table :
• The sizing criteria for the height of the main landing gear hM LG is the minimum
distance between the bottom of the fuselage and the spinning tyre profile.
• The ground backwards handling qualities (tip over and nose wheel load) are
respected only by a correct position of the main landing gear dM LG . This
is the only way to satisfy these criteria. The main landing gear position having
an influence on other criteria and performances, it has to be fixed before their
examination.
• The landing performances, in terms of targeted Vapp , as well as the kiss and
hard landing criteria, depend mainly on C zapp
max value, if the height and position of
the main landing gear are fixed.
• The longitudinal stability is ensured by a correct positioning of the aerodynamic center X F , under hypothesis of pitch control law available. The installation
of vertical surfaces can also helps to improve it. Again, because of the dependency
of lots of criteria with X F , the position of the aerodynamic center has to be fixed
as fast as possible.
O
• The value of C z Tmax
is very important for the handling qualities criteria, by defining
the speed at which the criterion is examined. It should be minimized, to respect
the constraint of T OF L at M T OW , before solving all the handling qualities criteria.

• A more positive C m0 helps to solve takeoff rotation criterion, and its influence
on the other handling qualities criteria is small. Consequently, takeoff rotation
should be examined in last place.
From these observations, a first resolution process can be proposed. The idea is to
solve each criterion by the fixation of one parameter value. And to avoid the loops in the
process, due to the influence of one parameter on an already solved criterion. In order
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to make the resolution of the handling qualities simple and rapid.
Figure 74 represents that first resolution process proposal. The roll and longitudinal
criteria have been gathered in the all engines operating (AEO) criteria.

Figure 74: Overview of the resolution process, with the already examined drivers.
Each driver, header of the matrix columns, is fixed by the criterion header of the
corresponding line. The order of resolution is from cell (1,1) and follows the main diagonal of the matrix. With that method of resolution, all the cells situated under the main
diagonal represent the influences taken into account in the resolution process. On the
other hand, all the cells situated above the main diagonal are the influences not taken
into account in the resolution process. There will consequently need loops, which number
will depend on the accuracy researched.
On the example at figure 74, the main landing gear size and position are defined
first, to comply with minimum clearance between spinning tyre profile and bottom of the
fuselage on one hand, and to ensure the respect of the backwards geometric criteria on
the other hand. If the two first lines of the matrix are examined, no first order influence
is forgotten (orange zone). Only the second order influence of C m0 on ground backwards
criteria is ignored. On the other hand, if the two first columns are examined, the influence of the hM LG is taken into account for the low speed performances examination, and
the influence of dM LG is taken into account for the low speed performances, as well as
for the takeoff rotation (green zone).
In the same way, the resolution of the landing performances by C zapp
max fixation is
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logical, not forgetting first order influences.
From the fourth line of the matrix, things become more complex. The longitudinal stability resolution by the aerodynamic center position seems logical (always with
hypothesis on the pitch control law), but is also influenced by the size of the vertical
surfaces, if the winglets solution is chosen. A first loop would be necessary, after the
imposition of the vertical surfaces size, to solve the longitudinal stability again.
Moreover, if the takeoff performances can be solved by a combination of C z max level
and engine thrust δxT O , the choice of the vertical surfaces size modifies them,
through the takeoff with one engine inoperative case. A loop, combining the examination of the stability criterion, the takeoff performances, and the yaw handling qualities
criteria seems necessary.

O
C zTmax

In the end, the last degree of freedom to solve the all engines operating criteria is the
value of C m0 . As explained in section 8.2 page 175, its value is linked in high speed to
the value of X F , under constraint of center of pressure position, to minimize the trim
drag.
The current process is however not sufficient. For example, the only efficient driver
of roll criteria is the C zmax value. Due to the lack of roll control authority, which is
O
has to
nearly four times smaller than what is needed to cover all the criteria, the C zTmax
be divided by four :
1 2
ρV SℓC l
2
!
"2
kVT O
mg
s1g
=
ℓC l
O
kV M C a
C zTmax
"2
!
kVT O
mg
s1g
⇒ 4L = 4
ℓC l
O
kV M C a
C zTmax
!
"2
kVT O
mg
s1g
=
O ℓC l
Cz T
kV M C a
max
L =

(8.24)

4

which increases approximately the takeoff field length by four thanks to equation (15.27)
page 284. That is not acceptable.
To find additional control authority, it is now necessary to modify the initial architecture of control surfaces, to ensure a sufficient control authority in the three axis. Yaw
moment generation is examined in sections 9.1 page 187, 9.2, page 198 and 9.3 page 208.
Roll moment generation in section 10.1 page 215. Finally, in section 11 page 218, the
allocation of multiple pilot order on a single control surface is considered.
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Yaw control surfaces

9.1

Vertical surfaces solution improvement

Until now, the yaw moment criteria have been examined with two vertical surfaces put
on wing tips as winglets, and equipped with rudders. In section 6.2 page 129, it has been
showed that the most critical criterion was the control of maximum authorized sideslip
during a roll manoeuvre at takeoff. The required vertical surfaces are of S V = 54m2 each.
However, it has been also showed that the vertical surfaces required to limit sideslip
excursion during roll manoeuvres were too large for crosswind criteria at landing : the
rudders were not able to provide a sufficient yaw moment to counter the vertical surfaces
one due to crosswind.
To be able to land in crosswind, the vertical surfaces size must be reduced. And the
only way to do that is to provide additional yaw moment authority. The ratio of the
chord of the rudder to the chord of the vertical surface is indeed considered as constant.
The first examined solution is the modification of the vertical surfaces toe angle. That
solution takes profit of the large span of the aircraft.

9.1.1

Addition of a toe angle τV .

Figure 76 schematizes the concept : two winglets, distant from the center of gravity of
(xV − xcg) on x axis, and half of the span y V = 2b on y axis, are yawed by an angle
τV , outward on the scheme. The standard taken is τV positive inward for the
right winglet. The local sideslip β V of each winglet is different from global sideslip β :
β V = β ± τV 6= β.
β1V
β2V

= β − τV
= β + τV

for the left winglet

(9.1)

for the right winglet

(9.2)

Without τV , the yaw moment is only due to the projection of the aerodynamic forces
on the y axis. The x components contributions are cancelling each other. Figure 75
represents an example, for a positive sidelip. The side force created is perpendicular to
the direction of the speed, and is directed forward. In the same way, an induced drag,
parallel to the direction of the speed, appears and is directed backwards. The projections of the aerodynamic forces on y axis creates a positive yaw moment, while the x
contributions cancel each other.
With yawed vertical surfaces, the x contributions of the aerodynamic force do not
cancel each other any more. An additional yaw moment appears, which depends on the
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Figure 75: Winglets under positive sideslip : side force (dashed blue arrows) perpendicular
to the speed direction, drag (dashed blue arrows) parallel to the speed direction. On both
winglets, side force and drag projections on y axis create a positive yaw moment. On the
x axis, contributions of the two winglets cancel each other.
sign of τV : ∆C n(τV ).
The calculation of ∆C n(τV ) deserves some explanations, and is expressed in annexe
15.9 page 298. Divided by the yaw moment provided without τV , C n(τV = 0) :
∆C n(τV )
C n(τV = 0)

=

yV
τV
xV − xcg



β
4
−
β + pδn 2 + AV



(9.3)

where (xV − xcg) < 0, p is here the ratio of the rudder gradient of side force C yVδn on the
vertical surface gradient of side force C yVβ :
L
p = kyN
β

C yVδn
C yVβ

(9.4)

and AV is the aspect ratio of one vertical surface. The gain provided by τV increases if
τV increases, and if the ratio of the vertical surfaces y lever arm with respect to x lever
arm increases.
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yV
β
τ
comes
xV −xcg V β+pδn
V
4
term, − Vy
τ
,
x −xcg V 2+AV

First term of expression (9.3),

from the projection of the side

forces on the x axis. Second
aerodynamic drag on the x axis.

is due to the projection of the

9.1.1.1

Analysis of the additional yaw moment due to τV

Let’s analyse expression (9.3). The gain in yaw moment due to τV is function of
the way to allocate the yaw control between β and δn. If β = p1 δn, the yaw moment
gradient, obtained from the derivation of (9.3) by τV , becomes :




∂
∆C n(τV )
yV
p1
4
= V
−
(9.5)
∂τV C n(τV = 0)
x − xcg p1 + p 2 + AV
which depends on the parameter of yaw control distribution p1 . On this blended wing
body, p1 < 0 corresponds to the “natural” way to counter an engine failure (see section
6.2.2 page 136).

Figure 76: Illustration of τV effect on vertical surfaces without rudders with positive
sideslip, with the particular case of τV = −β : there is no side force and induced drag
generation on the right winglet. The total side force is equal to the one obtained with the
same sideslip and τV = 0 (if non-linearities influence is neglected). Yaw moment due
to y components is consequently constant. But an additional contribution appears, due
to the x projection of the aerodynamic force on the left winglet, thanks to negative τV :
toe-out is favourable.
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• For vertical surfaces not equipped with rudders, δn = 0 and β is independent of
δn. It is representative of winglets mounted on conventional aircraft. Expression
(9.5) becomes :
∂
∂τV



∆C n(τV )
C n(τV = 0)



yV
= V
x − xcg



4
1−
2 + AV



<0

(9.6)

That expression is independent of β. For classical fins aspect ratios (AV > 2), negative values of τV are favourable, leading to ∆C n > 0 : toe-out is favourable.
Given the geometry of the blended wing body, the gain in yaw moment is of −2.1%
per degree of τV .
Figure 76 schematizes the benefit. The projections on x of the side forces create a
V
positive yaw moment Vy
τV , while the projections of the drags create a negative
yaw moment
the scheme).

x −xcg
yV
4
τ
− V
x −xcg V 2+AV

. The total yaw moment is positive (in orange on

• For vertical surfaces countering the engine failure with rudders only, taking no
sideslip (β = 0o or p1 = 0), expression (9.5) becomes :
∂
∂τV



∆C n(τV )
C n(τV = 0)



=−

4
yV
>0
xV − xcg 2 + AV

(9.7)

That expression is independent of δn. Positive values of τV are favourable, leading to ∆C n > 0 : toe-in is favourable. The gain in yaw moment is this time of
+3.4% per degree of τV . This is the maximum value of (9.5) for p1 < 0.
Figure 77 schematizes the benefit. The projections of the side forces on the x axis
are equal to zero, while the projections of the drags create a positive yaw moment
V
4
− Vy
τ
, if τV is positive : the drag of the right winglet is higher than the
x −xcg V 2+AV
drag of the left winglet.
• Finally, there is even a value of p1 which cancels (9.5) : p1 = V4p . For that value,
A −2
τV do not give any additional yaw moment : τV is neutral for the yaw control
and the contribution of the side force and the drag cancel each other.
Figure 122 page 267 in annexe 15.2 illustrates the toe-in and toe-out effect on C nV ,
for winglets without rudders, and for winglets with rudders taking no sideslip.
9.1.1.2 Modification of the aerodynamic model The lateral equations (see sections 3.2 page 39 for the baseline model and sections 6.2.1 page 130 for the vertical
surfaces) become the following, as a function of τV :
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Figure 77: Illustration of τV effect on vertical surfaces with rudders with β = 0o : Yawing
the vertical surfaces inward of an angle τV creates an additional positive yaw moment.
The total side force is equal to the one obtained with the same rudder deflection and
τV = 0. Yaw moment due to y components is consequently constant. But an additional
contribution appears, due to the disequilibrium of the x components of the aerodynamic
forces between the vertical surfaces, thanks to positive τV : toe-in is favourable.

C nTr − C nTl

L
= C nFβ W β + 2(C Y Vβ β + C Y Vδn ky N
β δn)

+2C Y Vβ



xV − xcg
ℓ

2

xV − xcg
ℓ



rℓ
V

0 =

+

C lVβ

)β +

C lVδn δn
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∆C n(τV )
C n(τV = 0)


(9.8)

L
V
0 = C z sin φ + C Y Fβ W β + 2(C Y Vβ β + ky N
β C Y δn δn)

(C lFβ W

1+

+ C lδl δl

(9.9)
(9.10)
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Let’s point out that the side force (9.9) and roll equations (9.10) are not modified by τV ,
L
NL
NL
if we assume the linearity of C Y Vβ with (local) sideslip, and kyN
:
β−τV + k y β+τV ≈ 2k y β
CY V

L
L
= C Y Vβ β1V + C Y Vβ β2V + kyN
C Y Vδn δn + kyN
C Y Vδn δn
βV
βV
1

=
≈

2

C Y Vβ

(β − τV ) + C Y Vβ (β + τV )
L
V
2C Y Vβ β + 2ky N
β C Y δn δn

+

L
kyN
β−τV

L
V
C Y Vδn δn + ky N
β+τV C Y δn δn

(9.11)

If τV leads to a benefit in yaw moment, it creates also an additional drag penalty
∆C xVi (τV ).
∆C xVi (τV ) = ∆C xVi (β + τV , δn) + ∆C xVi (β − τV , δn) − 2∆C xVi (β, 0, δn)
2
2
L
C yVβ τV 2 (if kyN
(9.12)
≈
β±τV ≈ 1)
πAV
That additional drag term can be permanent or temporary.
• If τV is variable, τV is applied only during the yaw moment generation, and
∆C xVi (τV ) is temporary :

∆C xperm = C xV0 + ∆C xFi W + ∆C xVm
(9.13)
∆C xtemp = C xF W (β) + ∆C xVi (β, δn) + ∆C xVi (τV ) + C xV0 (δn)
• If τV is permanent, applied during the whole flight, ∆C xVi (τV ) is permanent :

∆C xperm = ∆C xVi (τV ) + C xV0 + ∆C xFi W + ∆C xVm
(9.14)
∆C xtemp = C xF W (β) + ∆C xVi (β, δn) + C xV0 (δn) + C x0 (δl)
Concerning the other longitudinal coefficients, it is considered that both pitching moment
and lift coefficient are not affected by τV .
9.1.1.3 Influence on yaw moment handling qualities criteria : In the previous paragraph, is has been showed that the τV angle was modifying essentially the yaw
moment coefficient, and the drag coefficient. The other aerodynamic coefficients were
cancelled.
Lets examine the impact on the yaw moment handling qualities criteria :
• For the Dutch Roll, the following table represents the gain in vertical surface to
ensure ξ = −5%, as a function of τV .

The benefit in S V is very small : around 0.02m2 of S V per degree of τV is gained.
This is due to the non-modification of C Y β , which is the main driver of ξ. The
small improvement is due to the increment of C nβ which tends to decrease ξ :
∆C nβ (τV ) = ∆

4
∂C n
= 2C yβ τV y V (1 −
)
∂β
2 + AV
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τV [o ]
0
5
10

S V [m2 ]
13.5
13.4
13.3

Table 13: Dutch Roll control : benefit in S V as a function of τV , to ensure a sufficient
ξ = −5%.
• For the minimum control speed, the τV angle is expected to be more interesting.
Indeed, the aircraft must be able to provide enough yaw control without generating
too much side force : the bank angle φ is limited to 5o . Table 14 represents the
gain in S V as a function of τV to respect that maximum authorized bank angle
excursion, at V M C a . The minimum size S V needed to control the engine failure
τV [o ]
0
5
10

S V [m2 ]
32
27
25

Table 14: Minimum control speed : benefit in S V as a function of τV , to limit bank angle
excursion φ = 5o .
at minimum control speed is improved. The benefit in yaw moment without side
force due to τV helps to reduce S V up to 24%. The solution is mainly efficient for
τV < 5o . For upper values, few additional benefit can be obtained : this is due to
L
the loss of efficiency of the rudders, through coefficients ky N
β±τV .
• For landings with crosswind, the expected benefit is an increment of the maximum authorized S V , thanks again to additional yaw moment ∆C n(τV ). Table 15
represents the results.
τV [o ]
0
1
2

S V [m2 ]
28
39
49

Table 15: Crosswind at landing : benefit in maximum authorized S V as a function of
τV , to limit rudder deflection δn = δnmax . Sizing criterion : kiss landing, light mass,
forward position of the center of gravity, Vwind = 40kt, βwind = 4o .
The benefit of τV is important : only τV = 1o is sufficient to increase maximum
authorized value of 30%.
• For the maximum authorized excursion during a roll manoeuvre with one engine
inoperative, τV angle gives the benefit exposed in table 16.
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τV [o ]
0
5
10
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S V [m2 ]
54
48
45

V due to additional yaw moment
Table 16: Roll manoeuvre at kVT O
s1g V s1g : benefit in S
provided by τV , to limit sideslip excursion : β ≤ 15o .

The τV angle helps to decrease the minimum vertical surface size, with a gain of
up to 16% for τV = 10o . However, if the sideslip limitation is applied on local
sideslip β1V = β − τV and β2V = β + τV , the results are completely different : the
maximum authorized sideslip is
|β ± τV | ≤ 15o

⇒ −15 + |τV | ≤ β
o

(9.16)

≤ 15 − |τV |
o

(9.17)

And no benefit is obtained from τV , the required vertical surfaces are even larger.
• Finally, for the takeoff performances, the gain provided by τV for the control of the
engine failure has to be evaluated in terms of drag generation. Vertical surfaces
have been reduced from 32m2 to 27m2 , while using a toe-in function of τV = 5o
on the winglets. The yaw control is consequently transferred from S V to τV . The
margin with respect to second segment is (nearly) constant. The increment of the
drag due to τV is (nearly) compensated by the decrement of the drag due to the
reduction of S V .

To avoid the large local sideslips, another solution has been developed in the following
section.
9.1.2

Differential deflection of the rudders : δn1 6= δn2 .

In the same way as the addition of a τV function, if the rudders of the winglets are not
deflected of the same angle, an increment of the yaw moment is possible. Figure 79
represents the concept : a yaw moment benefit is expected thanks to asymmetric rudder
deflections.
To compare the differential deflection solution with conventional solution with same
rudders deflection δn1 = δn2 , the gain in C n is calculated as a function of the following
parameters :
δn =
∆n =

δn1 + δn2
2
δn2 − δn1
6= 0
2

(9.18)
(9.19)
(9.20)
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Figure 78: Reduction of vertical surfaces size thanks to τV angle : no modification of the
takeoff performances, at the exception of a reduction of 1.2%M T O W of the margin with
respect to second segment.
For the classical solution, ∆n = 0. Annexe 15.10 page 302 calculates the additional yaw
moment provided by that solution :
∆C n(δn, ∆n)
yV
= V
p∆n
C n(δn, ∆n = 0)
x − xcg



β
4
−
β + pδn 2 + AV



(9.21)

The analogy between equation (9.21) and equation (9.3) is immediate : the τV angle
plays the same role as a differential deflection of p∆n between the two rudders of the
δn
winglets. The ratio p = CY
CY β being approximately equal to −0.5, table 17 illustrates the
correspondence between the two solutions :
τV [o ]
0
-5
-10

∆n [o ]
0
+10
+20

Table 17: Equivalence between τV angle and differential deflections of the two rudders.
For example, yawing the two vertical surfaces inward of 5o is equivalent to move
the left rudder of δn1 = −10o while the right rudder is deflected of δn2 = −30o . The
2
equivalent similar deflection is δn = δn1 +δn
= −20o .
2
If that solution seems promising in terms of simplicity (only a problem of control
law), it is not so interesting for most of the yaw control handling qualities criteria, where
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Figure 79: Illustration of ∆n effect on vertical surfaces with rudders solution : deflecting
the left rudder more than the right rudder while conserving the mean rudder deflection δn
creates an additional yaw moment, without modifying the side force. The yaw moment
due to y component is not modified. However, an additional contribution appears, due
to the disequilibrium of the x components of the aerodynamic forces between the vertical
surfaces, thanks to positive ∆n. Deflecting more the rudder on the side of the inoperative
engine is favourable.

both rudders are deflected at maximum steering angle.
Its purpose is more for the dynamic control of an unstable mode, like the Dutch Roll
control, where only small δn are required to control the instability.
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9.1.3

Conclusion on vertical surfaces improvement

The utilization of a toe-in angle has proved to provide a benefit mainly for one engine
inoperative situation, due to the additional yaw moment generation without side force
penalty. It is particularly efficient on the blended wing body, due to the reduced longitudinal lever arms, and to the important lateral lever arms. However, for dynamic control
of Dutch Roll, and for roll manoeuvres at V M C a , the τV solution is not promising : it
do not modify C Y β , and local sideslip βV = β ± τV exceeds rapidly authorized sideslip
excursion βmax .
The utilization of differential rudder deflection on the winglets follows the same principle, but is efficient only when the rudders are not deflected at maximum authorized
deflection. It will be consequently useful for Dutch roll dynamic control.
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Crocodile function

A crocodile is composed of two movable flaps, (the two “jaws” of the crocodile), which are
joined together when not in use, and can be deflected independently when some control is
needed. No additional drag is generated when the flaps are not used. The upper surface
deflection is defined by δcup and is negative upwards. The lower surface deflection is
defined by δcdown and is negative upwards.
With its jaws deflected symmetrically (−δcup = δcdown ), a single crocodile creates
drag, with no significant lift variation (Figure 80). They are installed near the wing tip,
instead of classical ailerons, to make use of the largest lever arm available. They are then
able to provide a large yaw moment. When the flaps are not deflected symmetrically,
(−δcup 6= δcdown ), the lift variation is significant, and the crocodile can then also provide
roll moment (Figure 81).

Figure 80: Symmetric opening 2δc = −δcup + δcdown of a schematic crocodile to provide
yaw control: −δcup = δcdown

Figure 81: Differential opening 2δc = −δcup + δcdown to add some roll control: −δcup >
δcdown
The aerodynamic data of the standard crocodile used are derived from wind tunnel
tests[5], where a crocodile device has been tested for symmetric and differential openings,
under different α, β and mach numbers condition.
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9.2.1

Physical analysis

A significant advantage of a crocodile is the small side force penalty, which minimizes
φ excursions when yaw moment is needed. Combined with the limited side force gradient C Y Fβ W of the blended wing body glider (due to the flat shape of the fuselage), the
crocodiles are particularly appropriate to not rise bank angle excursions for the side force
equilibrium.
Unfortunately, if the crocodiles are efficient in creating yaw, the price is drag generation. That drag is however a pure non-permanent drag ∆C xtemp , the crocodiles not
being opened when no yaw moment is required.
The crocodile efficiency is quadratic with the opening δc. For small openings, the drag
generated, and consequently the yaw moment, are small. It is only when the crocodile
is sufficiently opened that it is able to provide a sufficient yaw moment. Crocodiles are
consequently more adapted to provide large temporary yaw moments with a slow dynamic (in case of an engine failure for example) than to ensure a permanent control of
a lateral instability (like the unstable Dutch roll mode of this blended wing body) : the
gains required to reach rapidly a sufficient opening would be too high. Moreover, the
permanent drag generation would be penalizing for the performances.

Figure 82: Crocodile device : C n provided, as a function of the semi-opening δc.
In case of an engine failure, more favourable situations are obtained with negative
sideslips. In those cases, the yaw contribution of the aircraft and the crocodiles add each
other, whereas the side force contributions cancel each other (Figure 83).
The roll control is ensured by both ailerons in the differential opening function (Figure
81), and with no additional contribution to the yaw equilibrium or overall lift variation.
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Figure 83: Counter of a left engine failure with crocodiles ailerons.
To define the crocodile deflection, it is necessary to transform the pilot orders δl and
down (for the left crocodile), δcup and δcdown (for the
δn into flaps deflections δcup
r
r
l , δcl
right crocodile). First step is the transformation of δn into the crocodile command δc :
• A positive yaw moment is associated to δn < 0 and to the opening of the right
crocodile.
• A negative yaw moment is associated to δn > 0 and to the opening of the left
crocodile.
Chosen convention :
δn ≥ 0 ⇒ δc ≥ 0 (left crocodile opened)

δn ≤ 0 ⇒ δc ≤ 0 (right crocodile opened)

(9.22)
(9.23)

Because of the difference between the maximum authorized opening of a crocodile
δcmax and the classical limitation δnmax , the relation between δc and δn is the following
:
δcmax
δc =
δn
(9.24)
δnmax
down ,
The transformation of the pilot orders δl and δn into flaps deflections δcup
l , δcl
and δcdown
is finally given by the following relations.
r

δcup
r
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• If a negative yaw moment is expected (δn > 0) :





= −δl − δc = −δl −
δcup
l
up
δcr = δl
down = −δl + δc = −δl +

δc

 ldown
δcr
= δl

δcmax
δnmax δn
δcmax
δnmax δn

(9.25)

The crocodile of the left wing is opened and provides both roll and yaw moments,
while the crocodile of the right wing provides only roll function : the two flaps of
the crocodile are deflected of the same angle and are joined together.

Figure 84: Equivalence between δl and δc commands on one hand, and δcup and δcdown
commands on the other hand.
• If a positive yaw moment is expected (δn < 0):
δcup
= −δl
l
= δl + δc = δl +
δcup
r
down
δc
= −δl


 ldown
δcr
= δl − δc = δl −





δcmax
δnmax δn

(9.26)

δcmax
δnmax δn

The crocodile of the right wing is opened and provides both roll and yaw moments,
while the crocodile of the left wing provides only roll function : the two flaps of
the crocodile are deflected of the same angle and are joined together.
Potentially, a crocodile function can be added not only on ailerons, but also on each
trailing edge control surface, the most efficient being the outer one, taking profit of the
largest y lever arm available (please refer to figure 123 page 268).

9.2.2

Modification of the aerodynamic model

In this section, the impact of the replacement of a trailing edge control surface (aileron
or elevator) by crocodiles ailerons is expressed. The different aerodynamic coefficients
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presented in section 3.5 page 48 are modified.
9.2.2.1 Lift coefficient : Even if the crocodile ailerons purpose is the production of
yaw moment, in case of a non symmetric deflection of the jaws, the impact on C z must
be taken into account. For an opened left crocodile and a joined right crocodile :
C z(δc) = C zδc δcl + C zδc δcr
down
down
= C z(δcup
) + C z(δcup
)
r , δcr
l , δcl

+ δcdown
l
2
2
down
C zδm δcup
r + δcr
+
2
2

≈ 0.85

(9.27)

up
C z δm δcl

(9.28)

Due to the replacement of a single flap by a the two flaps of the crocodile, the lift gradient
coefficient of the equivalent elevator is approximately decreased by 15%, for incidence
α < 10o , if δcup 6= δcdown . The equivalent deflection is the mean of the upper jaw and the
lower jaw deflection. For closed crocodile, δcup = δcdown , it is assumed that the gradient
of the elevator is conserved. The gradient C zδc is non-linear, and is implicitly function
of δcup and δcdown , to take into account its non-linear evolution with δc.
9.2.2.2 Drag coefficient : The drag generation is the source of yaw moment generation, thanks to the position of the crocodile, installed as far as possible from the
symmetric axis.
down
down
C x(δc) = C x(δcup
) + C x(δcup
)
(9.29)
r , δcr
l , δcl
That drag generation is however present only when the crocodile are deflected : it is a
pure temporary drag penalty ∆C xtemp .
9.2.2.3 Pitching moment coefficient : For the pitching moment coefficient, it is
assumed that the elevator aerodynamic center x position X F H is not modified by the
addition of a crocodile aileron.
C m(δc) = C z(δc)(X cg − X F H )

(9.30)

9.2.2.4 Side force coefficient : Even if reduced, the crocodile aileron has a contribution to sideforce equilibrium. This is essentially due to the sweep angle of the trailing
edge of the wing. The right crocodile creates a negative side force when opened, while
the left crocodile creates a positive side force when opened.
C Y (δc) = C Y δc δcl + C Y δc δcr
"
!
up
down
down
−δcup
+
δc
−δc
+
δc
r
r
l
l
≈ C Y δc
+
≈0
2
2

(9.31)

with C Y δc > 0. Again, the gradient C Y δc evolves with δc, and is implicitly function of
it.
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9.2.2.5 Yaw moment coefficient :
of the crocodile aileron device :

The yaw moment coefficient is the main interest

C n(δc) = −C nδc δcl + C nδc δcr
"
!
up
down
down
+
δc
−δcup
−δc
+
δc
r
r
l
l
+
= C nδc −
2
2

(9.32)
(9.33)

= C x(δc)yδc

where yδc is the y coordinate of the aerodynamic center of the crocodile aileron, which
is situated several meters inward of the middle of the corresponding trailing edge control
surface [30].
9.2.2.6 Roll moment coefficient : The roll moment coefficient is modified in case
of a dissymetric deflection of the jaws of the crocodile. For an opened left crocodile and
a joined right crocodile :
C l(δc) = C lδc δcl + C lδc δcr
up
C lδl δcl + δcdown
l
≈ 0.85
2
2
down
C lδl δcup
r + δcr
+
2
2
up
C z δm δcl + δcdown
l
yδc
≈ 0.85
2
2
down
C zδm δcup
r + δcr
+
yδc
2
2
9.2.3

(9.34)

(9.35)

Influence on yaw moment handling qualities criteria

The aerodynamic model having been modified to take into account the installation of
crocodile ailerons, it is time now to evaluate the benefit on the vertical surface size, for
the respect of the handling qualities criteria.
Main expected effect is the reduction of minimum vertical surfaces size thanks to the
large yaw moment generation of the crocodile, which takes profit of the large span of
the blended wing body. Moreover, due to small side force generation, there is also an
expected benefit for crosswind at landings, being able to control a larger yaw moment,
and consequently to allow the installation of larger vertical surfaces.
For each criterion, two cases have been considered :
a - a crocodile function added to the initial aileron
b - a crocodile function added to the initial aileron and also on the outer elevator
(elevator 4).
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9.2.3.1 Dutch Roll control : For the Dutch Roll control, the installation of crocodile
ailerons is not expected to provide a benefit : no modification of the coefficients (C Y β ,
C nβ ) of the natural aircraft is expected. The natural damping of the Dutch Roll mode
is consequently not modified. Table 18 illustrates that phenomenon.
Crocodile installation
none
On ailerons
On ailerons
and elevator 4

S V [m2 ]
13.5
13.5
13.5

Table 18: Dutch Roll control : benefit in S V as a function of the installation of crocodile
ailerons, to ensure a sufficient ξ = −5%.
Moreover, as explained in section 9.2.1 page 199, the concept of crocodile is not
adapted to the dynamic control of instabilities, the yaw moment generation being negligible for small openings. Finally, the drag penalty generated, present during the whole
flight would be too penalizing. A crocodile installed on the aileron and opened at maximum authorized deflection generates a drag of same order than the form drag of the
whole blended wing body[5].

9.2.3.2 Minimum control speed : For the control of the engine failure at minimum
control speed, the installation of crocodile aileron is expected to be very interesting. The
goal is to provide enough yaw control without generating too much sideforce to limit bank
angle excursions. The small side force generated by the crocodile is a very promising
aspect of the crocodile.
Crocodile installation
none
On ailerons
On ailerons
and elevator 4

S V [m2 ]
32
16
0

Table 19: Minimum control speed : benefit in S V as a function of the installation of
crocodile ailerons, to limit bank angle excursion φ = 5o .
The crocodile ailerons installation benefit is huge : no vertical surface are needed to
provide a sufficient yaw moment with limited bank angle excursion, in case of an engine
failure, if crocodile function is added on ailerons and on elevator 4. Price is however
a reduction of pitch control authority, due to the lack of elevator 4. That problem is
examined in section 11 page 218. With crocodiles only installed on ailerons, 50% of
vertical surface is gained, which is also an important benefit.
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9.2.3.3 Crosswind at landing For landings with crosswind, the expected benefit is
an increment of the maximum authorized S V , thanks again to additional yaw moment
C n(dc). However, an additional problem appears : the aileron deflection needed to
control the aircraft is next to δlmax = 30o (see table 12). The utilization of part of
aileron deflection to provide yaw would prevent from using it to provide roll, and the
criterion would not be respected any more. It is consequently preferable to test crocodile
effect only on elevator 4, to conserve roll authority.
Crocodile installation
none
On ailerons

S V [m2 ]
26
159

Table 20: Crosswind at landing : benefit in maximum authorized S V if crocodile function
is installed on elevator 4, to limit rudder deflection δn = δnmax . Sizing criterion : kiss
landing, light mass, forward position of the center of gravity, Vwind = 40kt, βwind = 4o .
The installation of crocodile function on elevator 4 completely relaxes the maximum
vertical surface limitation for crosswind criterion.

9.2.3.4 Maximum authorized sideslip during roll manoeuvre with one engine
failure : That criterion is critical for yaw control on the blended wing body, and
crocodile aileron is expected to help the vertical surfaces in decreasing sideslip excursions,
during the manoeuvre.
Crocodile installation
none
On ailerons
On ailerons
and elevator 4

S V [m2 ]
54
47
33

V due to additional yaw moment
Table 21: Roll manoeuvre at kVT O
s1g V s1g : benefit in S
provided by δc, to limit sideslip excursion : β ≤ 15o .

The utilization of a crocodile function on elevator four and on ailerons allows to
reduce the vertical surface size needed of 40%.
9.2.3.5 Takeoff performances influence. If the crocodile function is added in order to reduce the size of the vertical surfaces for the control of the engine failure, the impact on takeoff performances is negative. Figure 85 represents the results, for a crocodile
function added on flap five, and S V = 16m2 , to keep the same level of yaw control authority. The yaw moment generation is this time due to drag generation, by the crocodile.
And that drag generation is particularly penalizing for takeoff performances, particularly
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for the respect of the second segment limitation :
γ2nd =

T
−
mg

1
|LoD
{z }

≥ 0.024

(9.36)

=f (Cx(δc))

The yaw moment authority has to be provided in priority by vertical surfaces, to decrease
as much as possible the drag penalty of the crocodile function.

Figure 85: Takeoff performances, with yaw control ensured by crocodile ailerons on elevator four, and two vertical surfaces of 16m2 each. If the T OF L target is still reachable,
the margin with respect to second segment limitation is deeply reduced : only 4.3%M T OW
are still available, due to the important drag generation of the crocodiles, when producing
yaw moment.
The crocodiles ailerons have consequently to be used cautiously : the margin with
respect to second segment limitation is reduced, and smaller than the minimum targeted
margin of 5%M T OW in this case.

9.2.3.6 Influence on airbrake function Due to the lack of airbrake function on
the initial configuration, and the high drag generated by crocodile function, the airbrake
function could be affected to crocodile aileron. As an example, the rapid descent emergency has been tested, with crocodile function installed on elevator 4 and on the aileron.
To respect the critical target Vz = 6000 f t/min at FL430, the crocodiles deflected at
on each side of the symmetric axis are sufficient.

42o ,
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9.2.4

Conclusion on crocodile ailerons

The installation of crocodile ailerons seems essential on the blended wing body concept.
They provide a large decrement of minimum vertical surface size, thanks to the additional
yaw moment production they provide. Moreover, as long as the roll control authority
is not impacted (by adding the crocodile function on elevator 4 instead of aileron), the
criterion of crosswind at landing is not sizing any more. The installation of vertical
surfaces becomes then viable. Only problem raised is due to the large drag generation
of the crocodile, which tends to make the second segment limitation at takeoff more sizing.
The only yaw criterion which is not improved is the Dutch Roll criterion. The natural
damping of the mode is not affected by crocodile, due to the lack of side force production (no effect on C Y β ). Moreover, the installation of a yaw damper on the crocodile is
not expected to be viable, due to the large gains needed to reach rapidly openings wide
enough to produce enough yaw moment. Moreover, the permanent drag penalty created
by the crocodiles to control Dutch Roll would be too penalizing for the performances.
Finally, the crocodile can also play the role of airbrake, rapid descent emergency requirement being covered by the crocodile opened on elevator four and ailerons.
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Thrust Vectoring system
Physical analysis

A last possibility to provide yaw moment is the utilization of a lateral thrust vectoring
system : the thrust of the engine is not purely longitudinal anymore. For classical engines
mounted under the wing, close to xcg, the toe-out of the engines allows to get rid of the
bank angle constraint [10]: φ effect. Toe-out angle τoe does not act on the yaw moment
equilibrium but on the side force equilibrium. On the other hand, for engines mounted
backwards, far from the centre of gravity, the main effect is a contribution to the yaw
moment: δn effect. The rear position of the engines rises a “toe-in” choice. This solution
has the advantage to create a side force T sin(τoe ), which decreases the total negative
yaw moment C nT , in case of an engine failure. The problem of yaw moment generation
is consequently solved at the source, by decreasing the engine yaw moment.
The side force F sin(τoe ) has also the advantage to minimize bank angle excursions,
the side force generated by negative (favourable18 ) sideslip being of the opposite sign
(Figure 86). The longitudinal part of the thrust is however reduced, multiplied by a
factor cos(τoe ), which can be critical in terms of takeoff performances.

Figure 86: Counter of a left engine failure with toe-in on the thrust vector.
18

Without vertical surfaces, like on the baseline configuration for the handling qualities resolution.
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Thrust vectoring is expected to be efficient for the blended wing body, for two reasons.
• The handling qualities criteria for which the maximum yaw moment is needed are
the maximum authorized sideslip excursion during the roll manoeuvres with one
engine inoperative, and the minimum control speed equilibrium. Two cases with
one engine inoperative. The reduction of the yaw moment of the operating engine,
due to engines thrust toe-in angle, is consequently very adapted to the aircraft.
• Thanks to the position of the engines, far from the center of gravity x position, the
toe-in angle is very efficient, without losing too much longitudinal thrust19
The toe-in angle on the thrust vector can be produced by several devices. It can be
temporary, for example with the utilization of steerable nozzles. The nozzles are deflected
when yaw moment production is needed. Several studies [9] have demonstrated that the
use of thrust vectoring system was applicable only for trim functions. Mainly due to the
size of the considered engines. Meaning that the size and the number of actuators needed
to control dynamic modes such as Dutch Roll would be too penalizing to be used. The
mass penalty and the energy needed would be too high. Consequently, the temporary
toe-in can only be used for the control of the engine failure for example.
The toe-in angle can also be permanent, by installing the engines directed inward.
Even if that solution is possible, and would not need any actuator, the impact on performances is expected to be important : the engine size would increase to respect the
TLARS in terms of time-to-climb, margin with respect to propulsion ceilings in cruise,
or takeoff performances.
Moreover, on the extrados of the standard blended wing body (without toe-in on
engines), there is a deviation of the local surface flow, which is directed inward. The
phenomenon is increased by the presence of pylons, which creates some side force towards the symmetry plane. The deviation would tend to direct the nacelles (or the
pylons) slightly outward, as advised in [30]. Figure 87 represents the phenomenon.
As a consequence, only steerable nozzles device is considered. The toe-in angle can
be applied for every yaw moment generation, at the exception of dynamic control of the
Dutch Roll mode. It is a temporary but relatively slow system.
9.3.2

Modification of the flight mechanics model

The use of a toe-in function on the thrust vector modifies the forces and moments of the
thrust : the components of the thrust inside the airplane symmetric plan are multiplied by
cos τoe , while a small component, perpendicular to the symmetric plan and proportional
to sin τoe appears. The six mechanical equations are consequently modified (the three
19

It is the well-known effect of sinus/cosinus : the reduction of yaw moment, proportional to sin τoe ,
increases rapidly with τoe , while the longitudinal thrust, proportional to cos τoe , decreases slowly with
τoe .
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Figure 87: Deviation of the flow on the extrados of the wing.
kinematic equations do not depend on external efforts). For an airborne aircraft :
1
= − ρSV 2 C x + δxkF N T 0 cos(α + τie ) cos τoe − m g sin γ
2
.
1
ρSV 2 C z + δxkF N T 0 sin(α + τie ) cos τoe − m g cos γ
mV γ =
| {z }
|
{z
}
2
.

mV

≈0

.

Bq =
.

Ap =
.

Cr =
.

mV (β +r) =

(9.37)
(9.38)

≈1

1
ρSℓV 2 C m − δxkF N T 0∆le cos τoe
(9.39)
2
1
ρSℓV 2 C l + δxkF N (z cg − ze )(T 0l − T 0r ) sin τoe
(9.40)
2
1
ρSℓV 2 C n + δxkF N (T 0l − T 0r )(ye cos τoe − (xcg − xe ) sin τoe()9.41)
2
1
m g sin φ + ρSV 2 C Y + δxkF N sin τoe (T 0l − T 0r )
(9.42)
2
(9.43)

Main consequences are reduction of longitudinal thrust, pitching down moment, and yaw
moment (in case of an engine failure), while increasing roll moment and side force, in
case of an engine failure.
Moreover, the aerodynamic coefficients are also modified. As studied in [30], main
effects are on C Y β F W , C nβ F W and C lβ F W . Those effect have been however considered
as of second order when compared to the effect on the engines thrust and moments. The
drag penalty of the steerable nozzles is considered as negligible in front of the form drag
of the engines, which is taken into account in C xF0 W .
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9.3.3

Influence on yaw moment handling qualities criteria

Now that the model takes into account the toe-in angle of the thrust vector, it is possible
to analyse the impact on the yaw moment criteria.
9.3.3.1

Dutch Roll Control

The engines thrust has not influence on the Dutch Roll mode, consequently, no benefit
can be obtained from the utilization of τoe angle. Moreover, as explained above, the
steerable nozzles dynamic is considered as not rapid enough to damp the Dutch Roll
mode.
9.3.3.2

Minimum Control Speed

This is the main case where the toe-in angle is expected to be efficient. Theoretically,
there is a τoe value which cancels the yaw moment of the operating engine : if the thrust
is oriented towards the center of gravity, when an engine failure occurs, no yaw moment
appears. The corresponding τoe angle is the following :
τoe = arctan

xcg − xe
ye

(9.44)

with a longitudinal thrust reduction of 1−cos τoe . For smaller τoe , the engine yaw moment
is reduced. Table 22 represents the gain in vertical surface size, as well as the longitudinal
thrust reduction.
τoe [o ]
none
8
11.5
14
16.3
18.2
20
21.6
23

S V [m2 ]
32
25
21
17.5
14.2
11.3
8.3
7.3
7.1

Thrust reduction [%]
0.00%
1.00%
2.00%
3.00%
4.00%
5.00%
6.00%
7.00%
8.00%

Sizing constraint
φ = 5o
φ = 5o
φ = 5o
φ = 5o
φ = 5o
φ = 5o
φ = 5o
φ = −5o
φ = −5o

Table 22: Control of the engine failure : benefit in S V as a function of the toe-in angle
applied on the thrust vector. Corresponding longitudinal thrust reduction.
Lets point out that, with small values of S V , the yaw moment coefficient of the wing
is larger (in absolute value) than the yaw moment coefficient of the vertical surfaces 2C nVβ . Consequently, negative sideslip is taken, to get used of the negative C nFβ W .
The sideslip taken is high, and leads to a maximum authorized negative value of bank
C nFβ W
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angle : the aircraft is banked in the other direction.
The potential of the solution is high. For example, with only 2% of longitudinal
thrust reduction, it is possible to decrease the size of the vertical surfaces by 35%.
9.3.3.3

Crosswind at landing

The utilization of thrust vectoring for crosswind at landing is not expected to be
efficient because the engines are at idle. It has not been considered in this study.
9.3.3.4

Maximum sideslip excursion during a roll manoeuvre

For the roll manoeuvre with one engine inoperative, the reduction of the yaw moment
created by the operating engine is expected to provide a great benefit. The inconvenient
of that solution is the addition of a negative unfavourable roll moment, due to the lateral
component of the thrust. Table 23 represents the results in terms of S V reduction.
τoe [o ]
none
8
11.5
14
16.3
18.2
20
21.6
23

S V [m2 ]
54
47
44.5
42
40
38.5
37
35.5
34

Thrust reduction [%]
0.00%
1.00%
2.00%
3.00%
4.00%
5.00%
6.00%
7.00%
8.00%

V
Table 23: Roll manoeuvre at kVT O
s1g V s1g : benefit in S as a function of the toe-in angle
applied on the thrust vector. Corresponding longitudinal thrust reduction.

The benefit obtained with τoe solution is interesting. As a comparison, a (temporary)
toe-in angle of 23o provides the same benefit as a crocodile function installed on the
ailerons and elevator 4.
9.3.3.5

Takeoff performances

When adding the toe-in function on the engines thrust, at constant size of vertical surfaces S V , the V M C a limitation is expected to be less sizing, the yaw moment to
counter being smaller. On the other hand, the reduction of the longitudinal thrust is
expected to make the second segment limitation appearing at lighter masses. Figure 88
represents the results.
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Figure 88: Takeoff performances : toe-in function τoe = 18.2o added on engines thrust,
with constant vertical surfaces size S V = 32m2 . Small gain in mlight (1%M T OW ), for
V M C a limitation, but reduction of 7.3%M T OW of second segment margin, due to 5%
longitudinal thrust reduction.
The reduction of the V M C a value allows to relax slightly the V M C a limitation. However, the main phenomenon is the second segment margin reduction, from 11.8%M T OW
to 7.3%M T OW , due to longitudinal thrust reduction.
9.3.4

Conclusion on toe-in function on engines.

A toe-in function installed on engines, as steerable nozzles is promising. At the exception
of the Dutch Roll modes which is not impacted, all the yaw moment generation criteria
are positively modified : the vertical surfaces size needed is decreased, as a function of
τoe angle, thanks to the δn effect of the backwards engines, far from the center of gravity
of the airplane.
Only uncertainty is the level of τoe acceptable. Indeed, if thrust vectoring system is
often used to increase the manoeuvrability of engines military aircraft, the installation
on larger engines such as the ones equipping this blended wing body should be examined
in an industrial process.
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Conclusion on yaw moment devices

With all the devices tested in the previous sections, the knowledge on yaw moment
generation on this blended wing body has been improved. Several important conclusions
can be done.
• The Dutch Roll control can only be ensured by vertical surfaces, equipped with
rudders. All the yaw moment devices tested do not provide additional side force,
which is necessary to improve Dutch Roll, but create yaw moment by drag generation20 . Moreover, they are not adapted to rapid variations of yaw moment. An
improvement of the solution has been raised, by using differential deflection of the
rudders.
• For crosswind at landings, the addition of any yaw moment device (at the exception
of thrust vectoring) allows to relax completely the criterion.
• For the control of the engine failure, most efficient solution is the crocodile function.
Installed on elevator four and on ailerons, it can provide a sufficient yaw moment,
without the help of vertical surfaces. On the other hand, the drag generated highly
degrades the takeoff performances, the second segment limitation becomes sizing
for lighter masses, only 4.2%M T OW above M T OW . The toe-in function on winglets
allows to reduce the size of the vertical surfaces, with a smaller penalty versus
the second segment margin. The thrust vectoring system provides an intermediate
solution, with acceptable gain in terms of vertical surface size, and less impact on
takeoff performances through second segment limitation.
• For the roll maneuvering at V 2min , the crocodile function and the thrust vectoring
system are the most promising solution. Crocodile function installed on elevator
four and ailerons allow to decrease the size of the vertical surface by 40%. The same
gain is obtained with a toe-in angle on the thrust vector of 23o , which decreases
the longitudinal thrust of 8%.

20

The toe-in functions on engines can indeed be considered as a drag generator, the longitudinal thrust
being reduced by (1 − cos τoe ).
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10.1

Spoilers

Due to the lack of roll moment authority, as the examination of the concerned handling
qualities criteria has demonstrated, the installation of spoilers to provide the remaining
roll moment has been studied. The large span and the large lifting surface of the blended
wing body offer plenty of places where spoilers could potentially be installed. The question raised is the potential impact of spoilers deflection on elevators efficiency. Indeed,
due to the lack of pitch control, it is necessary that the quest of roll control increment
do not lead to pitch control reduction.
This study is based on ESDU papers [19] and [20], which develop an analytical model
of a spoiler, and examine the impact of a backward flap deflection on a spoiler efficiency.
This is slightly different from what is researched here but, as explained below, the analysis of the spoiler behaviour is sufficient to conclude on its interest and feasibility on this
blended wing body.

Figure 89: Lift decrement, as a function of spoiler deflection.
Unfortunately, after the analysis of the behaviour of the spoiler, its installation is not
compliant with an elevator function. Indeed, when deflecting a spoiler, two situations
are possible :
• The deflection of the spoiler is small. It stays inside the boundary layer of the wing
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and do not modify the flow. Consequently, the spoiler has a negligible effect, and
a small positive lift variation occurs : the spoiler is useless. Such a phenomenon is
represented at figure 89, at small spoiler deflections.
• The deflection of the spoiler is sufficient to modify the flow, and decrease the local
lift. When deflected, the spoiler creates a flow separation downstream. It means
that the lift is degraded, and that any control surface situated backwards cannot
provide any control function. Expression of the lift loss created by the spoiler is
the following :
∆C z∞
ysp,ext − ysp,int
sp
C zα
(10.1)
∆C zsp =
2π
S pan
where ∆C z∞
sp is the efficiency of a spoiler extending himself on the whole span,
and ysp,ext and ysp,int are respectively the coordinate of the inner and the outer
y positions of the spoiler. The efficiency of the spoiler is proportional to the lift
gradient of the wing C zα . As demonstrated in [20], the flaps are often deflected in
low speed to increase the efficiency of the spoiler, because of the artificial increment
of C zα they provide (see Figure 90).

Figure 90: Lift decrement, as a function of spoiler deflection, with and without flap
deflection. The increment of the lift due to the deflected flap increases the efficiency of
the spoiler ∆C zsp : the decrement of the lift due to spoiler deflection increases.
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However, the flaps cannot be used as a control device : they are in the flow separation zone due to spoiler deflection. The combination of a spoiler and an elevator
deflected would indeed create an effect which is opposed to the effect of the elevator,
without the installation of a spoiler !
– An elevator deflected upwards creates a decrement of the lift. If a spoiler is
deflected, its effect applies on a smaller C z than the one of the lift without
elevator deflection. Consequently, the decrement of lift ∆C zsp is smaller.
– An elevator deflected downwards creates an increment of the lift. If a spoiler
is deflected, its effect applies on a greater C z than the one of the lift without
elevator deflection. Consequently, the decrement of lift ∆C zsp is greater.
It is not possible to use two control21 surfaces of different type at the same y
coordinate. For roll control, the spoilers solution is rejected.
In conclusion, it is mandatory to get enough roll control with the utilization of the
already existing trailing edge control surfaces. This is the object of next section.

21

Which is different from high-lift systems.
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Due to the rejection of spoilers solution, some roll control is still missing on this blended
wing body. The droop nose device being dedicated to lift production, and to avoid early
stall of the outer wing, the utilization of it as a roll control surface has also been rejected.
The only way to increase roll control authority is the utilization of the other control
surfaces installed at the trailing edge of the wing. Until now, the pilot orders δl, δm, and
δn have been sent to separate control surfaces :
• the four inner elevators for pitch control
• the outer aileron for roll control
• vertical surfaces with rudders, crocodiles or thrust vectoring for yaw control.
At the exception of crocodile function, which can provide both roll and yaw control (see
section 9.2 page 198).
The purpose of this section is to examine the impact on handling qualities criteria of
the allocation of pilot orders δl, δm, and potentially δn on all the trailing edge control
surfaces.
First step is to establish a strategy of control allocation, to take profit of all the
control potential of the trailing edge control surfaces.

11.1
11.1.1

Strategy followed
Roll and Pitch Control diagram

In order to allocate the pilot orders to the trailing edge control surfaces, the different
roll and pitch efficiencies of the five flaps have been compared. Yaw control (due to the
addition of a crocodile function) has initially not been taken into account.
From the pitching moment coefficient presented in equation (3.66), the pitch efficiency
of one control surface is the following :
NL
C mδmi = kδmi
(α, δm)C z δmi (X cg − X F H
i ) (i = 1,. . . ,5)

(11.1)

where C zδmi is the efficiency of a pair of two flaps situated at the same distance of the
symmetric axis, on either side of it. That expression is function of the position of the
center of gravity, as well as the incidence of the flow. The maximum control authority is
obtained when all the flaps are deflected at maximum authorized deflection δmmax :
C mδm δmmax =

5
X
i=1

NL
kδmi
(α, δm)C z δmi δmmax (X cg − X F H
i )
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If the same pair of flaps is deflected anti symmetrically, they produce a roll moment
C lδli δli . The corresponding roll efficiency is the following :
NL
(α, δm)C z δmi yδmi
C lδli = −kδmi

(i = 1,. . . ,5)

(11.3)

where yδmi defines the application point of the lift force created by the control surface
deflection. It is not situated at the middle of the flap y position, but several meters
inward [30]. The maximum roll control authority is obtained with all the pairs of flaps
deflected anti symmetrically, at maximum authorized deflection δmmax :
C lδl δlmax = −

5
X

NL
kδmi
(α, δm)C z δmi δlmax yδmi

(11.4)

i=1

with δlmax = δmmax on the right wing, and δlmax = δmmin on the left wing, with
δmmin = −δmmax . If expression (11.4) is developed :
C lδl δlmax = −
−
= −
= −

5
X
1
i=1
5
X
i=1

2

(right wing)

1 NL
k (α, δm)C z δmi δmmin (−yδmi ) (left wing)
2 δmi

5
X
1
i=1
5
X

NL
(α, δm)C z δmi δmmax yδmi
kδmi

2

NL
kδmi
(α, δm)C z δmi δmmax yδmi

NL
kδmi
(α, δm)C z δmi δmmax yδmi

−

5
X
1
i=1

2

NL
kδmi
(α, δm)C z δmi δmmax yδmi

(11.5)

i=1

If the full control authority is used, no control is available in pitch anymore, and vice
versa. Figure 91 represents these points in a diagram where C l is a function of C m, which
will be very useful for the rest of this section.
Lets point out that these points depends on the flow conditions considered, meaning
M, α, and ℜ. The position of the center of gravity is also a parameter. Due to the
camber of the wing, the control surfaces produce +15% of pitch up moment (negative
C m) than pitch down moment at α = 0o .
Next step is the evaluation of the maximum control potential in C l and C m. If an
flap is deflected of δm to produce pitch control, there is still some roll control δl available
:
δmmin + |δm| ≤ δl ≤ δmmax − |δm|
(11.6)
For all flaps, the roll moment potential of control available is consequently a function of
pitch moment potential used, and vice versa. Figure 92 represents the results, in the first
quadrant of the diagram (positive roll and pitching moment).
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Figure 91: Maximum control for pure roll and pitch authority, at M = 0.25, α = 0o and
X cg = 40% ℓ.

Figure 92: Flaps positive authorities in roll and pitching moment.
The largest roll authority is given by flap 3. That unexpected result (flaps 4 and 5
are more outward) is due to the surface of the flap, which produces a large lift variation
when deflected. Flap 2 produces the largest pitching moment, for the same reason. The
central flap is the less efficient in producing roll and pitching moment.
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To obtain the largest control potential, it is important when trying to use one flap
for roll control to degrade as less as possible the authority in pitch, and vice versa. To
yδm
∂Cl
= Xcg−XF
do that, the best solution is to classify the flaps in ∂Cm
H , which is the slope
of each line in Figure 92.
The selection criterion is consequently the ratio of lateral lever arm on
longitudinal lever arm.
The order obtained is the priority of utilization when producing roll moment. Figure
93 represents the envelope obtained, which is the maximum authority available in roll
moment, as a function of control authority used in producing pitching moment.
The order of priority is consequently the following :
• Roll control : 3 − 4 − 5 − 2 − 1
• Pitch control : 1 − 2 − 5 − 4 − 3

Figure 93: Maximum authority available for pitch and roll functions allocated to all
the trailing edge control surfaces. Priority defined by the ratio of lateral lever arm on
yδm
∂Cl
longitudinal lever arm ∂Cm
= Xcg−XF
.
H
i
i

From the maximum authority in roll {C l, C m} = {C lδl δlmax , 0}, flap 1 is used in
priority to provide pitch control, following the blue (nearly) horizontal line :
{C l, C m} = {C lδl δlmax − C lδl1 δlmax , C mδm1 δmmax }
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Then, the flap 2 is used to provide pitch control, increasing C m and decreasing C l,
following the pink line :
{C l, C m} = {C lδl δlmax − (C lδl1 + C lδl2 )δlmax , (C mδm1 + C mδm2 )δmmax }
The flaps 5, 4 and finally 3 are deflected to obtain the maximum authority in pitch and
no authority in roll :
{C l, C m} = {0, C mδm δmmax }
As an illustration, figure 94 compares the potential of control of the baseline configuration (red rectangle) with the potential of control given by multicontrol solution. On
the baseline, whatever the C m produced by the four inner flaps, the roll control authority
of the ailerons is available.

Figure 94: Bonus given by multicontrol allocation. With control surfaces dedicated to
one control function, the potential of control is delimited by the red rectangle. With
multicontrol surfaces, the potential of control is delimited by the external envelope. The
green zone between the two limits it the benefit given by multicontrol. The maximum roll
authority is multiplied by 4.5, the maximum pitching moment authority is increased by
22.5%.
The benefit (green zone) is obvious : the maximum roll control authority is
multiplied by 4.5, while the maximum pitch control authority is increased by
22.5% !
The pilot order δm needs to be transformed into the different flap deflections δmi .
Following the prioritization exposed here above, Figure 95 represents a first possible law
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Figure 95: Transformation of pilot order δm into individual deflection of a pair of flaps
δmi , i =(1,. . . ,5), in order to get constant gradiant variation C mδm for pilot comfort
purpose. Control surface initially limited to 34 δmmax , to avoid as much as possible nonlinearities.
for δm order. The goal is to get a constant C mδm with δm, for pilot comfort purpose.
The problem of such a law is linked to the dynamic. As already mentioned in longitudinal stability section 6.1.5, the deflection speed of a control surface is limited to avoid
oversized actuators and danger of fatigue failure :
.

δmi ≤ 30o /s

(11.7)

If the control surfaces are deflected sequentially, the time to reach the requested pitching
moment will deeply increase. To reach the maximum C m, the time evolves from one
second with the control surfaces deflected simultaneously to five second with the control
surfaces deflected sequentially, for δmmax = 30o . It is so necessary to simplify the law,
by deflecting simultaneously some control surfaces.
yδm
From the observation of figure 94, the ratio Xcg−XF
H of flaps 3, 4, and 5 (that is to
say the slope of the envelope) are very similar. It is consequently possible to use them
simultaneously without losing too much control potential. Following the same philosophy, the central flaps 1 and 2 are also deflected simultaneously. Figure 96 represents the
effect on the envelope of control : potential of control lost is very small.

Figure 97 represents the new pitching control law. From pilot and command law
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Figure 96: Aggregation of control surfaces : central flaps 1 and 2 are deflected simultaneously and are used primarily for pitch control. Outer wing flaps 3, 4 and 5 are deflected
simultaneously and are used primarily for roll control. The loss of control potential from
the pure sequential order (black dashed line) is very small, and maximum control authority
is still available in the two directions.

point of view, it is as if there were only two control surfaces on the trailing edge of the
wing : one central dedicated in priority to pitch control, then to roll control, and the
outer one dedicated in priority to roll control, then to pitch control.
Last problem to solve is the potential conflict between δm and δl orders allocated to
the same control surfaces. Indeed, a control surface can potentially receive a combination
of pilot orders exceeding the maximum authorized deflection δmmax . Lets introduce δqi ,
which is the effective deflection of a single flap. For a pair of flaps situated on either side
of the symmetric plan, the left flap deflection is called δqil , and the right flap deflection
is called δqir .


δmmin ≤ δqil
δmmin ≤ δqir

= δmi − δli ≤ δmmax
= δmi + δli ≤ δmmax

(11.8)

If a combination δmi ± δli exceeds the maximum authorized deflection, the aggregate of
control surfaces considered is maintained at the maximum deflection, and the excess of
control asked is sent to the other aggregate of control surfaces, which deflection is not
maximum.
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Figure 97: Transformation of pilot order δm into individual deflection of a pair of flaps
δmi , i =(1,. . . ,5), in order to get constant gradiant variation C mδm for pilot comfort
purpose. Aggregation of flaps 1 and 2 on one hand, and flaps 3, 4 and 5 on the other
hand.


δqil



δq


 ir
11.1.2

=
=
=
=

max(δmi − δli , δmmin )
min(δmi − δli , δmmax )
max(δmi + δli , δmmin )
min(δmi + δli , δmmax )

(if δqil < 0)
(if δqil > 0)
(if δqir < 0)
(if δqir > 0)

(11.9)

Addition of yaw information, due to crocodile function.

The diagram presented in figure 94 has demonstrated that the full potential of pitch
and roll control was not exploited with the control allocation used until now. But one
information is missing : the potential of yaw control of the trailing edge control surfaces.
Due to the promising improvement of yaw control given by the crocodile function, it is
time to add that information on the pitch and roll diagram.
The external envelope represented in figure 94 gives the maximum authority in pitch
and roll, without yaw function. What are the modifications due to the addition of a
crocodile function on several flaps ?
For a pair of crocodiles situated at equal distance and on either side of the symmetric
plan, only one of two crocodiles is opened when trying to produce yaw :
• For positive yaw moment production, δc < 0 and the right crocodile is opened.
The jaws of the left one are kept joined together.
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• For negative yaw moment production, δc > 0 and the left crocodile is opened. The
jaws of the right one are kept joined together.
Consequently, if the maximum authority in yaw of a pair of crocodiles is used, it
means that half of the authority in pitch and/or roll is kept available : one of the two
crocodiles is not used for yaw control, and can produce pitch and/or roll. Figure 98
represents the result, for crocodile function installed on flap 4 and 5.

Figure 98: Effect of yaw function on flaps 5 and 4, through the addition of a crocodile
function : efficiency in roll and pitch of flap 4 and 5 are decreased by 50% maximum, if
full yaw authority δnmax is needed.
The particular cases of full yaw control authority on flap 4 and 5 can be generalized
for any yaw moment requirement. Knowing the yaw moment produced by crocodiles to
respect a given criterion, and knowing the maximum authority in yaw of the crocodiles,
a good approximation of the loss of roll and pitch control is the following :
(

∆C mi ≈

∆C li ≈

1 Cni (δc)
2 Cni (δcmax ) C mδmi δmmax
1 Cni (δc)
2 Cni (δcmax ) C lδli δlmax

(11.10)

If full crocodile authority is needed, C ni (δc) = C ni (δcmax ), and the considered flap
loses half of its pitch and roll maximum authority.
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In section 9.2, a crocodile function has been added to flap 5 and/or 4, to make use
of the largest y lever arm available. Following the same philosophy, the order of priority
is the following :
• Yaw control : 5 − 4 − 2 − 3 − 1
where flap 2 is placed before flap 3, to keep more roll control available. Figure 123 page
268 in annexe 15.2 compares the yaw efficiency of a crocodile installed on the different
trailing edge flaps.
Instead of adding a third axis on the diagram to represent yaw, it has been chosen
to keep the two dimensions representation by decreasing the potential of pitch and roll
control as a function of the required yaw control authority. Figure 98 represents the
results, for crocodile function added first to outer flap, than to flap 4.
Following the model exposed in figure 84 page 201, the deflection δqi of a single flap
is modified by the addition of a crocodile function. It is replaced by the deflections δcup
and δcdown of the two jaws of the crocodile.
• If a negative yaw moment is expected (δn > 0), the left crocodile is opened and
the right crocodile is closed :




with

δcup
= δqil − δc = δmi − δli −
il
δcup
= δqir = δmi + δli
ir
down

δcil
= δqil + δc = δmi − δli +

 down
δcir
= δqir = δmi + δli

δcmax
δnmax δn
δcmax
δnmax δn


up
≤ δcdown
 −δcmax ≤ δcil
il
down ≤ δc
δcup
≤
δc
max
il
il

δmmin ≤ δqir
≤ δmmax

(11.11)

(11.12)

and no pitch or roll function can be provided by left crocodile if δn = δnmax :
down = δc
−δcup
max = δc.
il = δcil
• If a positive yaw moment is expected (δn < 0), the right crocodile is opened and
the left crocodile is closed :


δcup
= δqil = δmi − δli

il

 δcup
δcmax
= δqir + δc = δmi + δli + δn
δn
ir
max
(11.13)
down
δc
=
δq
=
δm
−
δl

il
i
i
i

l

 δcdown = δq − δc = δm + δl − δcmax δn
ir
i
i
ir
δnmax

and no pitch or roll function can be provided by right crocodile if δn = δnmax :
down = δc
−δcup
max = δc.
ir = δcir
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The required yaw moment to be provided by the crocodiles is function of the studied
handling qualities criterion. But it is also function of the chosen size of vertical surfaces.
Large vertical surfaces decrease the yaw moment to be provided by crocodile
function, and consequently increase the roll and pitch control available. This
is a very important information for the resolution process of the handling qualities.
11.1.3

Utilisation of the diagram for handling qualities analysis.

In the previous section, it has been demonstrated that the full potential of control of
the blended wing body was not used until now. With multicontrol, the roll control authority is multiplied by 4.5, and the pitch control authority is increased by 22.5%. That
roll and pitch control authority is however function of the size of the vertical surfaces.
Large vertical surfaces decrease the yaw moment to be provided by the flaps, thanks to
the installation of a crocodile function. This is an important dependency, because of the
reduction of pitch and roll control authority of the flaps, if a crocodile function is installed.
This section tries to answer to the following questions : What are the consequences
on the handling qualities of the new control authority ? How is it possible to use the
diagram to figure out if a criterion is respected ?
To take into account the diagram, the handling qualities are going to be solved in
direct mode : the flight point is chosen, as well as the mass, and the position of the
center of gravity, to calculate the criterion in the most critical situation. Then, the
C l, C m and C n to be provided by the control surfaces to respect the handling qualities
are evaluated. For dynamic manoeuvres such as the roll manoeuvres, it is necessary to
measure the variation of C l, C m and C n during the whole manoeuvre to find the most
sizing situation. Figure 99 represents an example for the roll manoeuvre with one engine
inoperative, where the critical case is obtained at maximum C l value.
Afterwards, for each criterion, the values of C l and C m must be drawn inside a diagram of roll and pitch authority. The envelop of control is calculated for the flight point
of the criterion, meaning α and M, for the position of the center of gravity considered,
and taking into account the reduction of roll and pitch control available due to the requirement in C n (see equation (11.10), page 226). The envelope is calculated for the
maximum control authority authorized by the rule 22 . Figure 100 represents an example,
where the maximum pitch and roll control authority is degraded, due to the crocodile
function used on outer flap (aggregation of flap 3, 4, and 5).
For each criterion, the percentage of control used to respect the handling qualities criClHQ
CmHQ
and Clmax
. All the percentages of control,
terion is evaluated, through the ratios Cmmax
HQ
HQ
for all the criteria, are then drawn in a standard diagram, for standard mach number
22

For example, the takeoff rotation criterion imposes to rotate with only
control in pitching moment is consequently decreased by 25%.
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Figure 99: Identification of the critical case for the roll manoeuvre with one engine inoperative at V M C a

Figure 100: Example of pitch and roll control authority reduction due to C n requirement for the respect of a given handling qualities criterion (dynamic V M C a ). The red
envelope with no crocodile function becomes the blue envelope. The considered criterion
max
{C mHQ , C lHQ } must be compared to the blue envelope {C mmax
HQ , C lHQ }.
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M = 0.25, incidence α = 0o , and center of gravity position X cg = 40% ℓ. In order to
assess what are the most sizing criteria.
Several situations are then possible :
a - All the criteria are inside the envelope of roll and pitch control, and can be delimited by a rectangle which is within the envelope. The multicontrol is not necessary,
and it is possible to split the trailing edge control surfaces into control surfaces
only dedicated to pitch, and control surfaces only dedicated to roll (and yaw).
Generally, several combinations are possible, from maximum pitching moment authority needed, to maximum roll moment authority needed. Figure 101 represents
an example of such a situation.

Figure 101: Comparison of requirement given by handling qualities criteria with respect
to maximum control authority available. All the points are inside a rectangle within the
envelope, mono control is consequently possible.
b - All the criteria are inside the envelope of roll and pitch control, but it is not
possible to delimit them by a rectangle inside the envelope. That means that the
control authority of the blended wing body is sufficient to ensure all the handling
qualities criteria, but multicontrol is mandatory. The configuration is flyable, and
the problem is solved. The minimum margin with respect to max C m authority
can be translated into a negative ∆C m0 . Figure 102 illustrates that example.
c - One of the handling qualities criteria is outside the envelope. It means that with
the chosen yaw control devices, the roll and pitch authority provided by the control
surfaces is not sufficient. However, it is still possible to solve the handling qualities.
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Figure 102: Comparison of requirement given by handling qualities criteria with respect
to maximum control authority available. Multicontrol is mandatory, but all the points are
inside the envelope and it is possible to decrease C m0 value.
• By increment of C m0 . The required C m0 is the one which allows to put all
the handling qualities inside the envelope.
• By decrement of the yaw control authority allocated to the trailing edge control
surfaces. With larger vertical surfaces, or thrust vectoring.
The calculated C m0 is in the end compared to the value obtained from longitudinal
stability calculation, as a function of the aerodynamic center position :
X cp = X F −

C m0
Cz

(11.14)

And the largest value obtained is taken into account in the high speed optimization,
with the size of the vertical surfaces.
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Now that all the drivers and increment of control examined during this PhD have been
detailed, it is necessary to mix all of them in a single resolution process, to be able to
solve (if possible) the handling qualities on this configuration.
As already done in section 8.6 page 183, Figure 103 represents all the drivers examined in this study, and their influence on the handling qualities criteria and takeoff
performances.

Figure 103: Overview of the proposed resolution process. The criteria are solved thanks
to the fixation of a parameter, through the cell linked squared in blue. In case of high interdependencies, like the takeoff performances with the choice of yaw control architecture,
a loop is necessary to ensure that all the criteria requirements are respected.
The control surfaces influences have been added to the ones of the drivers already
exposed. Following the same philosophy as in section 8.6 page 183, it is important to
solve the criteria thanks to the corresponding parameter whose influence is on the main
diagonal of the matrix. This is done to get as much grey cases in the top right of the
matrix as possible, to minimize the loops.
The multicontrol allocation helps to solve the handling qualities criteria, by the increment of roll and pitch control authority. It can be considered as always available, and
O
do not need to be a driver. The longitudinal and roll criteria depend only on the C z Tmax
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and C zapp
max values.
From the analysis of the yaw moment devices, it has been demonstrated that the
only way (available on this blended wing body) to solve the Dutch Roll mode was to size
vertical surfaces S V . If the vertical surfaces are put on wing tips, they have an influence
on the manoeuvre point position X F . Under hypothesis of control laws gains.
For the other yaw control devices, their installation tends of course to improve the
yaw criteria, but they also degrade the takeoff performances, for a given size of vertical
surfaces. Indeed, they all produce yaw moment by additional drag generation23 .
Only problem is due to the strong link between the yaw moment devices choice on
O
and T T O on the other hand :
one hand and C zTmax
O
• To solve the takeoff performances, and evaluate C zTmax
that respects T OF L(M T OW ) =
3000m, it is necessary to evaluate the takeoff with one engine inoperative case. Consequently, an hypothesis on the yaw moment devices chosen is necessary. From that
hypothesis depends also the value of T T O , to respect the second segment margin.

• To solve the yaw handling qualities, and evaluate the requirement in yaw moment
O
authority, it is necessary to know T T O , and C zTmax
.
Finally, with all the parameters fixed, the last criterion to solve is the takeoff rotation
criterion. The C m0 value is the output of the criterion.
Figure 103 represents the final process.
Lets detail it step by step :
• First fixed value is the height of the main landing gear hM LG , to keep a sufficient
clearance between the bottom of the fuselage and the spinning tyre
profile. That value can be fixed once, and will not be modified, due to the absence
of interaction between this criterion and the other drivers of the problem. This
parameter drives the ground effects, which are consequently taken into account in
the other criteria, if necessary.
• The tip over and nose wheel load criteria are solved thanks to a minimum distance
between the most backward position of the center of gravity and the main landing
gear position. For this blended wing body, as examined in section 6.1.7 page 123,
the sizing criterion is the tip over (see equation (6.52) page 123):
dM LG ≥ 0

(12.1)

No interaction is forgotten, at the exception of a small link between C m0 value and
the criterion.
23

The thrust vectoring solution reduces the longitudinal thrust, which is equivalent to drag generation.
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• The C zapp
max value is fixed, in order to respect the approach speed specification
Vapp (equation (8.4), page 174):
app
C zapp
max ≥ kV s1g

2 2M LW g
2
ρSVapp

(12.2)

In parallel, lets remind that V M C l value is independent of C z app
max value, and is only
imposed by the masses (equation 8.6), page 175) :
V M Cl =
V M Cl ≈

r
r

mlight
Vapp
M LW
3 OW E + M ZF W
Vapp
4.24 M ZF W

(12.3)

The C z app
max value must be imposed cautiously : it has to be smaller than minimum
C zmax value obtained from stall demonstration criterion, and the αmax value deduced from trim turn criterion must respect the protection law philosophy. If it
was not the case, some additional high lift systems could be needed. (Droop noses
have been installed preventively on the leading edge of the outer wing.)
• Then, the Dutch Roll criterion is examined, for the natural aircraft. The vertical
surfaces are sized to respect the minimum damping of (equation (6.87) page 140)
ξ DR ≥ −5%

(12.4)

supposing that the usual yaw dampers that allow to manage the Dutch Roll stability
on classical aircraft are applicable on the vertical surfaces of this blended wing body.
• The position of the aerodynamic center is then targeted, in order to respect
the manoeuvre point criteria, in low and in high speed. With an hypothesis on
instability manageable with pitch control law, that is to say C m∗q and X F ∗ values
(equations (6.43) page 118 and (6.45) page 118) :
X F ∗ > X cg +

ρSℓ
C m∗q
2m

(12.5)

• In order to be consistent with the Dutch Roll and kiss and hard landing criteria,
these two criteria should be relaunched with the new value of X F , even if the
dependency of these two criteria with X F is of second order.
• The takeoff performances are solved, by minimizing the derate of the engines
during the takeoff phase, in order to match the second segment limitation (equation
(7.7) page 167). The slope at 1.05M T O W is examined :
γ(1.05M T O W ) ≥ γ2nd = 2.4%
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12 Complete Resolution Process
O
In parallel, the C zTmax
value is fixed to comply with the constraint of targeted T OF L
at M T OW (equation (7.6) page 167)

T OF L(M T OW ) ≤ 3000m

(12.7)

O
,
An architecture of yaw control surfaces is chosen a priori. The impact of C zTmax
T
O
T , and of the yaw control architecture is taken into account in the remaining
handling qualities criteria.

• The pitch and roll control requirements of all the handling qualities criteria are
compared to the available control authority of the baseline. To do that, all the
handling qualities are solved in direct mode, and the required value of C m0 is evaluated to put them all inside the diagram of pitch and roll control.
• Finally, the choice of additional yaw moment devices is compared to the
O
requirement in yaw authority for the level of C zTmax
and T T O obtained from takeoff
performances evaluation. If needed, a new loop is done in order to reevaluate the
takeoff performances.
With the resolution of this process, mass and aerodynamic impact of the parameters
can be examined in a new mass and high speed performances loop, to make the aircraft
converges : the size of the vertical surfaces, the level of C m0 and the position of the
aerodynamic center are the main parameters of the optimization.
Let’s point out that there are potential issues in this process. For example, it is
possible that the study of the takeoff performances leads to an unacceptable value of
T T O , higher than 1. That would mean that the engines are undersized, and need to be
increased to respect the takeoff performances. For this study, the increment of the engines size has not been considered as a degree of freedom. In order to respect the takeoff
performances, what are the drivers on which it is possible to play to keep constant the
engines size ?
The answer to the question is in the bottom left part of the matrix : all the green
and red cases are the influence of already fixed parameters on a given criterion.
For example, for the targeted T OF L criterion, if the minimization of dM LG has a
positive effect thanks to the relaxation of V M U limitation, the minimization of S V has
a negative effect, because of the increment of the drag penalty due to the utilization of
other yaw moment devices (crocodile, thrust vectoring, toe-in on winglets) to counter
the engine failure.
Consequently, in order to respect the takeoff performances, a potential solution is the
increment of the vertical surfaces size.
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These solutions can be generalized to any of the cases situated in the bottom left part
of the matrix. If a problem occurs on a criterion, potential solutions can be found in the
line of the criterion. In next section, several control surfaces architecture are proposed,
to respect the handling qualities.
Finally, that table highlights an important phenomenon : the set of drivers values
is very dependent on the yaw control architecture. Indeed, it pilots the takeoff perforO
and T T O ) all the handling qualities criteria
mances, and consequently (through C zTmax
examined afterwards. To select the best (combination of) yaw moment device, an selection criterion is proposed in section 14.
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Part IV

Panorama of design options
Finally, in this part is presented a panorama of solutions that allows to solve the handling qualities on this blended wing body. They are the different possible combinations
of drivers that allow this blended wing body to respect the handling qualities.
Of course, the combinations of drivers do not have the same impact on the high
speed performances. The complete impact at aircraft design level is out of the scope of
this PhD. The installation of winglets for example leads to a redesign of the (outer) wing.
Section 14 proposes a possible selection criterion, figuring out the impact of the choice
of yaw control surface on the cost of the mission. It has also been the object of an article,
which is in annexe of this report.

13

Solutions

As table 103 demonstrates, the fixation of several of the drivers is the same for all the
possible solutions. Those drivers are the main landing gear size and position and the
level of C zapp
max .

13.1

Main landing gear height hM LG

To match the minimum clearance between the bottom of the fuselage and the spinning
tyre profile, the main landing gear height has been decreased. The minimum clearance
chosen is of 50cm, and the corresponding main landing gear height is of 4.36m.

Figure 104: Minimum clearance between tyre and bottom of the fuselage.
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13.2

Main landing gear x position XM LG

Main landing gear x position XM LG

The main landing gear x position is fixed thanks to the ground backwards handling
qualities, that is to say tip over and nose wheel load criteria. Initially fixed at XM LG =
47%ℓ (section 4.3 page 59), the final XM LG position is equal to :
XM LG = 48.6%ℓ

(13.1)

which is 0.5%ℓ more backward than the most backward X cg position. Sizing criterion is
tip over (see figure 105).

Figure 105: Main landing gear x position modified to respect ground backwards handling
qualities. Sizing criterion is tip over, at OW E .

13.3

Level of C zapp
max

The C zapp
max value is targeted to respect the constraint of maximum approach speed at
M LW :
app 2 2M LW g
C zapp
= 0.896
(13.2)
max = kV s1g
2
ρSVapp
That value must be reachable by the blended wing body, with or without high lift
systems. Stall demonstration criterion has given values, for the most forward position of
the center of gravity :
C zmax =



0.993
1.211

(droop noses not deflected)
(droop noses deflected max.)
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The value to respect the landing performances is consequently reachable without droop
noses, with 10% additional C zmax margin.
Then, with trim turn criterion, the obtained α must respect the margin with respect
to αstall , ∆αstall . When compared to the calculation performed in section 6.1.3 page
101, the C zapp
max value is smaller than C z max deduced from stall demonstration. As a
consequence, V s1g is higher, and α should be smaller than αmax .
Figure 106 represents the results. The incidence α = 12.8o obtained from trim turn
24 than α
equilibrium with φ = 40o and V = kVapp
max
s1g V s1g (C z max = 0.896) is smaller
deduced from αmax = αstall − ∆αstall , without the utilization of droop noses. The behaviour of the blended wing body is consequently safe.

Figure 106: Incidence protection law : in turn, the incidence α = 12.8o is more than
3o smaller than αstall , without droop noses, which respects the margin. Droop noses are
consequently not mandatory on this configuration, considering landing performances.

13.4

Vertical surfaces sizing

Next step is the evaluation of the size of the vertical surfaces, through Dutch Roll criterion. With the new value of C zapp
max , the vertical surface size required to ensure a natural
24

∆αf loor = 0.2o .
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13.5

Aerodynamic center position

damping of ξ DR = −5% is
S V = 9.6m2

(each, installed on wing tips as winglets)

(13.4)

The yaw moment authority provided by S V is not sufficient to cover the other yaw
moment handling qualities criteria. But the addition of other yaw moment devices is
treated later in the process.

13.5

Aerodynamic center position

Knowing the size of the winglets, its effect on the position of the aerodynamic center
can be calculated by using table 6 page 131. Then, the manoeuvre point position in low
speed is calculated under hypothesis of pitch control law.
First hypothesis taken is a standard pitch control law (pitch damper with a gain k1
+ pitch filter with a gain k2 and of time constant τ .), with gains applied on the whole
trailing edge control surfaces δmi , i = {1, . . . , 5}. Figure 107 represents the results :
there is 1.2% margin with respect to most backward X cg position.

Figure 107: Manoeuvre point, in closed loop : comparison of standard pitch control law
with pitch filter gain k2 (in blue) and same pitch control law with pitch filter gain k22 (in
green).
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Second control law taken is the same standard pitch control law, with the pitch filter
gain divided by two. Figure 107 represents the results : the manoeuvre point is now put
on the most backward X cg position.
As a conclusion, the control of the instability seems possible with standard control
laws. Of course, the feasibility of such gains on the flaps installed has still to be assessed.
Indeed, the size of the flaps is very larger than usually25 , and needs the installation of
actuators powerful enough to command them. The true penalty will consequently be the
mass and energy penalty of the installation of such actuators. An optimization of the
number and size of the trailing edge control surface is probably necessary, but has not
been investigated during this PhD. It was outside the scope of the study.
For the rest of this report, the aerodynamic center position of the blended wing body
(without considering vertical surfaces) has not been modified and is equal to the one of
the baseline configuration. The aerodynamic center of the aircraft with vertical surfaces
being slightly more backwards.

13.6

O
Level of C z Tmax
& level of T T O

O
As already mentioned, the calculation of C z Tmax
and T T O to comply with takeoff performances must be done with an hypothesis on the available yaw control devices, for
the one engine inoperative cases. At this stage of the process, two winglets of 9.6m2 ,
equipped with rudders are already installed on wing tips. It is however necessary to increase the yaw control capability to comply with takeoff performances. Several solutions
are possible :

• To increase the size of the vertical surfaces. Equation (6.102) page 148 gives the
requirement to cover all the handling qualities criteria. However, other sources of
yaw control are mandatory to respect crosswind criteria (section 6.2.4 page 142).
• To install a crocodile function on (several of) the trailing edge control surfaces. In
addition to the increment of the yaw control potential, the drag generated allows
to cover the requirements of the airbrake function, like rapid descent emergency
criterion (section 9.2 page 206).
• To use some thrust vectoring on the engine thrust, potentially very efficient for the
one engine inoperative cases.
• To yaw the winglets inward.
• To combine with each other several of the yaw moment devices.
As a comparison, largest flap on the blended wing body is of 37m2 , while standard flap used is of
15m2 .
25
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13.6

O
Level of C zTmax
& level of T T O

To size the different yaw control architecture, it is necessary to take into account
the most critical handling qualities criterion : the roll manoeuvre with one engine inTO
operative, at kVT O
s1g V s1g . A loop is necessary, between the C z max obtained from takeoff
performances for a given yaw control architecture, and the yaw control architecture obTO
tained from handling qualities criterion calculated at V = kVT O
s1g V s1g (C z max ).

Not considering the τV solution, which is not appropriated due to the important local
sideslip excursions it leads to, the yaw moment production can be traded between the
three other solutions : vertical surfaces S V , crocodile function δc, and τoe on engines. As
a function of the solution chosen, the level of acceptable T T O will vary to respect second
segment limitation. Figure 108 represents the results26 .

Figure 108: Yaw control traded between vertical surfaces, crocodile function and thrust
vectoring, able to ensure a sufficient yaw control authority while respecting takeoff perO
formances. Level of C zTmax
= 0.82. The level of T T O is function of the yaw control
architecture chosen. Iso-δc are blue lines. Iso-T T O are red lines. The more crocodile is
used, the more T T O is needed. For each iso-δc, T T O cos τoe is constant.
The level of thrust at takeoff is reduced, compared to the baseline. The reduction of
T T O can be provided by different ways :
a - By a reduction of the throttle command δx. This is the natural solution, the
pilot uses less thrust than available. The longitudinal thrust is reduced, as well as
the pitching down moment of the engines.
26

Some of the solutions do not respect the minimum vertical surfaces size required by Dutch Roll. For
a pedagogical purpose, we do not take into account that constraint for the moment, to browse the range
of solutions
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b - By a reduction of the engine size ∆kF N . The throttle command is maximum
δx = 1, but the kF N coefficient is reduced. The advantage of that solution is to
decrease the weight impact, as well as the form drag of the blended wing body by
the nacelles size reduction. The longitudinal thrust is also reduced, as well as the
pitching down moment.27
c - By a longitudinal thrust vectoring system ∆τie . Until now, only the lateral
thrust vectoring have been considered, through τoe angle. But T T O could also be
decreased with steerable nozzles doing some pitch up moment thanks to an angle
T O (see equation (8.13) page 178)
∆τie . If the initial definition of T T O is called Tinit

TO
Tinit
= kF N δxT O T 0(h, V )

(13.5)

In that case, the longitudinal component of T T O is modified :

TO
Tinit
|xb

⇒T
⇒

TO

|xb

TTO
TO
Tinit

xb

TO
= Tinit
cos τie cos(τoe )

= kF N δxT 0 cos(τie ) cos(τoe )
= T T O cos τoe
= kF N δxT 0 cos(τie + ∆τie ) cos τoe
cos(τie + ∆τie )
=
cos(τie )

(13.6)

The advantage of that solution is not only to decrease the longitudinal thrust
but also to create some pitch up moment, potentially of great help during takeoff
rotation.
1
ρSV 2 C z + δxkF N T 0 sin(α + τie − ∆τie ) cos τoe − m g (13.7)
2
.
1
(13.8)
Bq =
ρSℓV 2 C m − δxkF N T 0∆le cos τoe
2
With ∆le = (ze − z cg) cos(τie + ∆τie ) + (xcg − xe ) sin(τie + ∆τie ) (13.9)
.

mV γ =

∆τie reduces the lever arm of the thrust ∆le .
It is even possible to combine several of the solutions, for example a modification of
kF N and τie :
27

As mentioned in the baseline definition (section 4.3, page 59), the high speed performances have
imposed a minimum value of kF N under which the time to climb requirement is not respected any more.
For the same reason as vertical surfaces, we do not take into account that constraint for the moment.
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TTO
TO
Tinit

=
xb

⇒ ∆kF N

Handling qualities criteria

(kF N + ∆kF N ) cos(τie + ∆τie )
kF N cos(τie )

 TO


= kF N 

T
TO
Tinit
xb

cos(∆τie )


− 1

(13.10)

(13.11)

Now, it is time to examine all the remaining handling qualities criteria, for all the
solutions presented on figure 108, with the procedure presented in section 11.1.3, page
228.

13.7

Handling qualities criteria

Figure 109: Handling qualities requirement for the trailing edge control surfaces, for the
solution with S V = 17m2 and crocodiles installed on flaps four and five. The baseline
C m0 level can be decreased, all the criteria being inside the envelope.
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For each combination of solutions, the remaining criteria are solved in direct mode.
The trailing edge control surfaces requirement in C l and C m are measured, and compared
to the roll and pitch control maximum authority at the considered flight point (function
of α, β, X cg and M). The maximum pitch and roll control authority is decreased in case
of installation of a crocodile function through equation (11.10) page 226.
Each {C m, C l} combination is calculated in (positive) percentage of the maximum
authority and finally represented in a standard diagram (α = 0o , β = 0o , X cg = 40% ℓ,
M = 0.25, C nδc = 0). As an illustration, figure 109 represents the results, for the combination of crocodile function installed on flaps four and five, and two winglets of 17m2 .

Figure 110: Yaw control traded between vertical surfaces, crocodile function and lateral
O
thrust vectoring τoe : minimum ∆τie necessary for takeoff rotation. Level of C zTmax
=
T
O
0.82, C m0 = 0.008. Iso-δc are blue lines. Iso-T
are red lines.
As mentioned in section 11.1.3 page 231, the diagram output is the value of C m0
required to move the most critical point on the border (the takeoff rotation point at
M ZF W in most of the cases). That value has an impact on high speed LoD ratio, as
presented on figure 71 page 172. Because of the additional degree of freedom given by
∆τie , and in order to compare the solutions, C m0 is fixed to its maximum authorized
value which do not degrade the lift-over-drag ratio, C m0 = 0.008, and {∆kF N , ∆τie } is
traded to respect the handling qualities, following equation (13.11). The minimum ∆τie
TO
is researched, in order to minimize the engine size for a given level of TT T O . Figure
init
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13.7

Handling qualities criteria

110 and 111 represent the obtained values of ∆τie and ∆kF N , for the solutions exposed
at figure 108.

Figure 111: Yaw control traded between vertical surfaces, crocodile function and lateral
thrust vectoring τoe : maximum engine size reduction ∆kF N to respect takeoff rotation
O
and second segment limitation. Level of C zTmax
= 0.82, C m0 = 0.008. Iso-δc are blue
T
O
lines. Iso-T
are red lines. Following the chosen solution, the size of the engines can
be deeply reduced.
On figure 110, the ∆τie values obtained are between −15o and −17o . Whatever the
TO
yaw control architecture and level of TT T O , ensuring the takeoff rotation requires a
init

xb

reduction of the engine thrust lever arm which is here given by ∆τie . Lets point out that
another type of engine installation, such as the semi-buried configuration, could be of
great help for takeoff rotation. A sufficient reduction of the thrust pitch down moment
thanks to smaller ze would prevent from using longitudinal thrust vectoring.
The range of ∆kF N is quite large, and is essentially due to the dispersion of yaw
devices drag penalties when countering the engine failure at takeoff.
Now, it would be interesting to classify the solutions : is it better to increase the size
of vertical surfaces S V and reduce the engine size, or larger engines with reduced vertical
surfaces are preferable ? A possible selection criterion is proposed in next section.
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14

Optimization criterion: simplified DOC

The resolution process of the blended wing body handling qualities has proposed different possible combinations of thrust level, C zmax , C m0 and yaw control architecture. All
of them are able to respect the constraints of the problem. It is now necessary to find a
criterion which classify them.
Main impact of all the parameters modification is drag generation. When deflected,
the yaw moment devices create a drag penalty ∆C Do which expression has been mentioned for each yaw moment device in sections 6.2.1 page 130, 9.1 page 187, 9.2.2 page
201.

∆C Do = C x(β, δn, δc, δl, S V , τV ) = ∆C xperm + ∆C xtemp

(14.1)

That drag penalty was divided in a permanent drag ∆C xperm , active during all the flight
phases, and a temporary component ∆C xtemp which disappears when no yaw moment
generation is required. The total penalty ∆C Do has been taken into account for the
O
takeoff performances study, which have defined a level of C zTmax
and a level of longitudiT
O
nal thrust at takeoff T . What interests us here is the impact of the permanent drag
∆C xperm on the high speed performances.
In first approximation, the lift coefficient C z in cruise is supposed constant, whatever
the yaw control architecture chosen. The LoD variation is consequently only due to a
variation of the drag coefficient:
∆C z ∆C xperm
∆C xperm
∆LoD
=
−
=−
LoD
Cz
Cx
Cx

(14.2)

With the generated drag penalty, the resolution of the handling qualities leads to
penalties on fuel weight mf , total weight M T OW , as well as required engine thrust T T O ,
in order to respect the specifications of the mission.

• In order to ensure a constant range R, the fuel weight mf should increase. It is
obtained thanks to Bréguet range equation which tells that, to keep the same range
with an increment of drag ∆C x, the fuel weight must increase. The increment of
C x is the cruise one, that is to say the permanent drag ∆C xperm , calculated in high
speed: ∆C xperm|HS (where HS is for High Speed). We introduce the notion of fuel
mf
weight ratio mf = M T OW
. With a second order Taylor series expansion of Bréguet
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range equation:
R =
∆R
=0 =
R
∆LoD
LoD HS
∆C xperm
⇒
Cx
HS
perm
∆C x
Cx
HS
∆mf
mf

Eq. (14.2) ⇒ −

=
=
=
=

mf
LoD V
mf (1 +
)
C sR g
2
m

∆(1 + 2f )
∆mf
+
+
m
mf
1 + 2f
HS
∆mf
∆mf
∆C xperm
=
+
Cx
mf
2 + mf
HS
∆mf 1 + mf
2
mf 2 + mf


∆mf
∆M T OW 2 + 2mf
−
mf
M T OW
2 + mf
2 + mf ∆C xperm
∆M T O W
+
(14.3)
M T OW
2 + 2mf
Cx
HS
∆LoD
LoD

The increment of the fuel weight ∆mf needed to respect the mission range is due
to the increment of permanent drag ∆C xperm, and to the increment of the aircraft
total weight ∆M T OW .
• For the respect of the takeoff performances, the drag penalty ∆C Do to cover takeoff
with one engine inoperative defines a minimum engine size kF N + ∆kF N . That
size is already calculated (see figure 111 page 246), and is a parameter of the
optimization criterion (see section 14.1 page 250).
• The increment of total weight ∆M T OW is due to
– an increment of the fuel weight ∆mf ,
– (in some cases) an increment of the engine weight ∆me . Indeed, some of the
solution have required an increment of the engine size28 .
– an increment of landing gears weight mldg ,
– an increment of wing weight mwg .
The other weights variations are assumed negligible:
– the payload weight mpl is constant and fixed by specifications.
– the pressurized weight, sized by pressurization efforts. It is the large part of
the inner wing weight. This part of the body is supposed stiff enough not
to be modified by ∆me , ∆mf or additional loads on the outer wing due to
∆M T O W .
The solution no 1, with {S V , τV } = {37m2 , 10o }, and the solution no 8, with S V = 9.6m2 and
crocodile function installed on flaps 2 & 4 & 5, see table 24 page 252.
28
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– actuators and systems increment weight, needed to command the different
yaw control devices, as well as their impact on the weight of the structure, are
assumed negligible in front of M T OW .
The

M T OW

is composed of fuel mf , payload mpl and empty weight OW E
M T OW

(14.4)

= mf + mpl + OW E

And the operational empty weight OW E is composed of
OW E

Then the relative variation of
∆M T O W
∆M T O W
M T OW
∆M T O W
M T OW

= mldg + mwg + me + etc
M T OW

is

= ∆mf + ∆OW E
∆mf
∆mldg
∆mwg
∆me
=
+
+
+
M T OW
M T OW
M T OW
M T OW
∆mf
∆mldg
∆mwg
∆me
= mf
+ mldg
+ mwg
+ me
mf
mldg
mwg
me

(14.5)
(14.6)

e
We introduce also the notion of engine weight ratio me = M TmOW
, landing gear
mldg
m
weight ratio mldg = M T OW , and outer wing weight ratio mwg = M Twg
OW . The
relative variations of those weights can be expressed[6] as functions of M T OW or
engine thrust T :

– An increment of M T OW must be supported by the landing gear, whose weight
mldg is proportional to M T OW :
∆mldg
∆M T O W
=
mldg
M T OW

(14.7)

– The weight of the outer wing mwg is sized to support various kind of efforts:
flexion, torsion, shearing,. . . Statistical law[6] based on existing aircrafts can
evaluate the link between M T OW and mwg :
2 ∆M T O W
∆mwg
=
mwg
3 M T OW

2

(mwg ∝ M T OW 3 )

(14.8)

– The weight of the engines is proportional to the thrust:
∆T
∆kF N
∆me
=
=
me
T
kF N

(14.9)

If we introduce a new variable mT = (1 − 23 mwg − mldg ), to simplify the notation,
equation (14.6) becomes:
∆mf
2
∆M T O W
∆kF N
(1 − mwg − mldg )
− me
− mf
=0
3
M T OW
k
mf
FN
|
{z
}
=mT
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(14.10)

14.1

∆D OC calculation

With equations (14.3) and (14.10), it is possible to write ∆M T OW and ∆mf , as
functions of ∆C xperm and ∆kF N :
∆M T O W
M T OW
∆mf
mf

=
=


2 + mf ∆C xperm
1
∆kF N
me
+ mf
mT − mf
kF N
2 + 2mf
Cx

2 + mf ∆C xperm
∆kF N
1
me
+ mT
mT − mf
kF N
2 + 2mf
Cx

HS



HS



(14.11)
(14.12)

Next step is now the increment of the cost of the mission due to ∆M T OW , ∆mf , and
∆kF N .

14.1

∆D OC calculation

Starting from the reference aircraft, for each traded aircraft configuration, the counter
of the engine failure leads to
• an engine cost variation ∆C e, which is due to the engine size increment ∆kF N .
• a fuel cost variation ∆C f , which is due to the additional fuel needed ∆mf to respect
the mission specifications.
• an airframe cost variation ∆C str, which is due to the increment of the empty weight
∆OW E . It can be expressed as a function of ∆M T OW thanks to equation (14.5).
Those three costs lead to an increment of a simplified D OC :
D OC = C e + C f + C str

(14.13)

This D OC does not pretend to capture all effects but the primary order ones, necessary
for the comparison of the solutions. The different costs C e, C str, and C f are calculated
in annexes 15.11, 15.12, and 15.13:

C str
Cf

1

tf ly

nm1158.09T 0.8
tamort tf lyyear
1
tf ly
= (τ rea +
)
3707(O W E − me )0.9
tamort tf lyyear
= τ pf Pf mf

C e = (τ rea +

)

(14.14)
(14.15)
(14.16)

To calculate the D OC increment, the different costs must be written as functions of
∆M T OW
FN
the relative variations of engine size ∆k
kF N , airframe weight M T OW , and fuel weight
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∆mf
mf

.
∆kF N
kF N
1 − mT
∆M T O W
= 0.9 C str OW E
M T OW
M T OW − me
∆mf
= Cf
mf

∆C e = 0.8 C e
∆C str
∆C f

(14.17)
(14.18)
(14.19)

And ∆D OC is finally given by:

∆D OC = 0.8C e

∆mf
∆kF N
1 − mT
∆M T O W
+ 0.9C str OW E
+ Cf
kF N
M
T
O
W
mf
M T OW − me

(14.20)

Figure 112: Vertical surfaces drag, in cruise, as a function of the size of the vertical
surfaces installed on wing tips, as winglets. Minimization of the vertical surfaces is
favourable.
Using the aircraft values for all the parameters of that equation, it is possible to
calculate ∆D OC as a function of ∆C xperm and ∆kF N :
∆D OC
∆C xperm
= 0.88
D OC
Cx

+ 0.17
HS

∆kF N
kF N

(14.21)

If the thrust vectoring system is considered as temporary, expression of ∆C xperm is
the following :
∆C xperm = C xV0 + ∆C xFi W + ∆C xVm
(14.22)
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14.1

∆D OC calculation

which is only dependent on the vertical surfaces size. Best solution is consequently function of the evolution of ∆C xperm with S V . Figure 112 represents that evolution.
The minimization of S V is favourable, the mass and form drag penalty being higher
than the gain in induced drag due to the winglets installation.
Table 24 represents the results.
Sol.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

δc
no
no
no
no
no
flap 5
flap 5
flap 5
flap 5
flap 5
flaps 4&
flaps 4&
flaps 4&
flaps 4&

5
5
5
5

∆kF N [%kF N ]
-8.24%
-6.24%
-3.28%
-0.4%
+0.56%
-7.2%
-5.2%
-2.32%
-0.24%
+0.64%
-0.96%
0.0%
+0.96%
+2.88%

∆τie [o ]
-16.4
-16.2
-16.0
-15.6
-15.4
-16.5
-16.3
-15.9
-15.8
-15.6
-17.1
-16.9
-16.8
-16.5

τoe [o ]
0
11.5
18.2
23
24.5
0
11.5
18.2
20
23
0
8.4
11.5
16.2

S V [m2 ]
40
32
27.5
24
21
30
21
15
13
9.6
17
9
6
0.5

∆D OC [%D OC ]
3.56%
2.64%
2.46%
2.46%
2.22%
2.16%
1.24%
1.00%
1.13%
0.89%
1.47%
0.71%
0.61%
0.53%

Table 24: Best yaw control architecture selection : impact on the cost of the mission
∆DOC
DOC of each solution.
Among all the solutions gathered in table 24, solution no 14 seems the best one, minimizing the impact of the handling qualities on the cost of the mission ∆DOC
DOC .
However, that solution is obtained with a size of vertical surfaces which is not acceptable, not respecting the Dutch Roll constraint. In the same way, the engines being
sized by time to climb requirements, a reduction of kF N is not acceptable. Taking into
account these two constraints, the impact on ∆D OC are gathered in table 25.
Solution no 12 is the best one, due to the minimization of the vertical surfaces and
of the engine size. The vertical surfaces are the ones required to ensure the control of
Dutch Roll criterion, and the engine size is the minimum which ensures the respect of
the time to climb requirement.
It is interesting to notice that the increment of the engine size seems less impacting
than the increment of the vertical surfaces, which increases the permanent drag penalty.
perm
with S V , combined with its higher
This is due to the quadratic evolution of ∆Cx
Cx
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Sol.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

δc
no
no
no
no
no
flap 5
flap 5
flap 5
flap 5
flap 5
flaps 4&
flaps 4&
flaps 4&
flaps 4&

5
5
5
5

∆kF N [%kF N ]
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
+0.56%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
+0.64%
0.0%
0.0%
+0.96%
+2.88%

∆τie [o ]
-16.4
-16.2
-16.0
-15.6
-15.4
-16.5
-16.3
-15.9
-15.8
-15.6
-17.1
-16.9
-16.8
-16.5

τoe [o ]
0
11.5
18.2
23
24.5
0
11.5
18.2
20
23
0
8.4
11.5
16.2

S V [m2 ]
40
32
27.5
24
21
30
21
15
13
9.6
17
9.6
9.6
9.6

∆D OC [%D OC ]
4.96%
3.70%
3.18%
3.02%
2.22%
3.39%
2.13%
1.40%
1.17%
0.89%
1.63%
0.78%
0.94%
1.27%

Table 25: Best yaw control architecture selection : impact on the cost of the mission
∆DOC
o
DOC of each solution. Best solution is solution n 12 : the vertical surfaces size is
minimized, and there is no engine size increment. Interestingly, an increment of the
engine size, like solutions no 10, no 13 or no 14, is more interesting than an increment of
the vertical surfaces size.
coefficient in equation (14.21), compared to the smaller coefficient of

∆kF N
kF N .

The hierarchy of these solutions depends on the precision of the models. For example,
the model of the winglets drag in cruise should be reinvestigated : a gain in total drag is
expected for a range of vertical surfaces sizes, as observed on classical aircraft.
The impact of vertical surfaces size variation and engine size on the structure are also
not taken into account
In the same way, the D OC expression do not take into account several of the operating costs (maintenance, for example) which will impact the C e term, especially with the
thrust vectoring function.
Concerning the longitudinal thrust vectoring system, the values of ∆τie are important, and should be examined in an industrial process. The feasibility of the system
to command such a device should also be investigated. However, there are paths of
reduction of these values.
• A modification of the type of propulsion installation. Semi-buried engines installation, with ingestion of the boundary layer on the extrados, could be considered.
In addition to the expected gain in noise emissions, as well as LoD ratio, the lever
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Conclusion on optimization criterion.

arm of the engines thrust will be decreased :
∆le = (ze − ∆ze − z cg) cos(τie ) + (xcg − xe ) sin(τie )

(14.23)

.

• A relaxation of takeoff rotation criterion. Indeed, imposing q = 2.5o /s2 when the
aircraft is still on the ground (α = 0o ) is a hard constraint which is not representative of real operations. To relax the criterion, is generally simulated the whole
rotation manoeuvre, from V R to the beginning of second segment. This criterion
is described in annexe 15.4, and allows to reduce the longitudinal thrust vectoring
system requirement ∆τie . Table 26 page 274 represents the results.

14.2

Conclusion on optimization criterion.

Thanks to the ∆D OC calculation, a selection criterion has been established, able to prioritize the different combinations of solution.
Best solution is solution no 12, which requires the minimum vertical surfaces size
= 9.6m2 , the one needed for Dutch Roll control. The rest of the yaw moment generation is ensured by a crocodile function installed on flap four and five, and by a lateral
thrust vectoring of τoe = 8.4o . The engine size kF N = 1.25 is the one of the baseline,
with a longitudinal thrust vectoring ∆τie = −16.9o (τie + ∆τie = −10.4o )29 .

SV

29

For information ∆τie = −8.5o , τie + ∆τie = −2o with dynamic takeoff rotation.
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Part V

Conclusion
The aim of this study was to solve the handling qualities problem of a blended wing body,
at the future project stage. The problem of handling qualities have been identified, and
solved sequentially (as much as possible, but with some loops) in a resolution process.
During that process are fixed the different drivers of the problem. Several combinations
of drivers being acceptable, the best of them has been calculated, by the minimization
of the impact of handling qualities on the cost of the mission.
First step of the study has been the identification of the main handling qualities
problem, on the baseline configuration chosen for this study. They are five of them :
a - A longitudinal instability of 7.5% ℓ. The manoeuvre point is situated too forward. This is due to the lack of lifting surface far backwards from the center of
gravity, when compared to classical horizontal tail plane. The C mq coefficient,
which damps the short period mode, is reduced.
Furthermore, the instability is higher in low speed, which is not the classical behaviour. This is again due to the lack of tail plane : the manoeuvre point follows
the movement of the aerodynamic center with the speed, which is more backwards
in high speed.
b - A difficulty to perform the rotation at takeoff. The main landing gear has to
be installed behind the most backwards position of the center of gravity, at OW E ,
for tip over requirement. The penalty is double : the longitudinal control surfaces
lever arm is reduced (the manoeuvre is a rotation around XM LG ), and in case of a
forward position of the center of gravity, the pitch down moment of the flying wing
weight is very penalizing. This is precisely the case for the blended wing body, due
to the large excursion of X cg between OW E and M ZF W . Combined with the pitch
down moment of the engines all operating at maximum thrust, the required pitch
rate was not reachable for most of the weight&cg diagram points. Critical point
is obtained at M ZF W , where maximum authorized forward X cg position is 7.7% ℓ
too backwards.
c - A lack of roll control authority. On the baseline, roll control was only ensured
by ailerons, which size was equal to the ailerons of the conventional aircraft of
same specifications. However, due to the fully equipped trailing edge with control
surfaces, it is impossible to install spoilers on that configuration. Spoilers create
flow separation downstream, which makes the pitch control by the control surfaces
situated at same span impossible.
d - The impossibility to use only vertical surfaces for yaw control. Due to
the reduced longitudinal lever arms of the aircraft, the vertical surfaces are less
efficient in producing yaw moment. The consequence is the absence of acceptable
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vertical surfaces size which allows to control the engine failure in any situation and
do not lead to excessive sideslip excursion in case of crosswind.
e - A high natural lateral instability. Vertical surfaces must be installed, being
the only acceptable yaw device able to control the Dutch roll mode.
All these problems were critical on this configuration, because of the absence (or the
loss of efficiency) of the classical drivers used in future projects to cover the handling
qualities problems :
• the modification of the wing position to solve the longitudinal instability problems.
• the sizing of the horizontal tail plane and of the vertical fin to cover the problems
of pitch and yaw control.
• the installation of spoilers and ailerons on the whole wing to get a sufficient roll
and airbrake function.
Instead of trying to solve the problems by the classical drivers, innovative solutions,
using the advantages of the concept of the blended wing body, have been compiled.
• The blended wing body has a large lifting surface. That size provides
margins with respect to the specifications in low speed, meaning the constraint in
Vapp for the landing phase, and T OF L(M T OW ) for the takeoff phase : the product
SC zmax is higher than the conventional values. The incidence taken to ensure a
sufficient lift at Vapp and 1.13V s1g is far from the stall incidence. The consequence
is double :
– high lift systems are not needed, which allows to use all the control surfaces
installed for control purpose only.
– the margin for the respect of the low speed performances can be used to
modify the incidence protection law. C zmax is reduced, which increases V s1g
and the handling qualities criteria are examined at a higher speed. The control
surfaces are consequently more efficient to provide moment.
• The blended wing body has long airfoils chords. It is possible to play on the
airfoils shape and twist angle to modify the aerodynamic center and the natural
pitching moment of the aircraft C m0 , without modifying the center of pressure X cp.
Inner volumes (cabin, cargo, fuel tanks, . . . ), cruise C z level, and maximum cruise
LoD are not affected, for a defined range of C m0 /X F variation.
• The blended wing body is a short aircraft. Due to the distribution of the
passengers, more outward than classically, the aircraft is shorter. Consequently,
tailstrike constraint is relaxed during takeoff or landing. The V M U limitation is
not sizing. The size of the main landing gear can be reduced and constrained only
by minimum clearance between bottom of the fuselage and tyres (under hypothesis
of correct assessment of ground effects). The longitudinal position of the main
landing gear is driven only by handling qualities criteria.
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• The blended wing body is a wide aircraft. If the reduction of longitudinal
lever arms is a problem for all the control surfaces using x lever arm to provide
moment, the y lever arm can be used.
– Control surfaces have been installed on the whole trailing edge of the wing.
The multiplication of the control surfaces increases the control authority and
the potential of control. Moreover, multicontrol allocation provides 22.5%
additional control authority in pitching moment and the roll control authority
is multiplied by four.
– Crocodile function installed on outer control surfaces in priority allows to
increase the yaw control authority by creating drag and taking profit of the
span.
– A toe-in function on winglets, takes also profit of the span to increase the yaw
control potential or to reduce the size of the vertical surfaces.
• The engines installed far from the center of gravity can be equipped with
steerable nozzles.
– In case of engine failure, a toe-in τoe function could allow30 to decrease the
yaw moment of the operating engine.
– During takeoff rotation, a negative ∆τie could allow to reduce the pitching
down moment of the engines.
Thanks to sensitivity studies, it has been possible to develop a matrix of dependencies
of each criterion with the different drivers of the problem. That matrix has been of great
help to define a sequence of tasks which fixes the drivers values one by one and solves
the different handling qualities criteria.
Loops of convergence in the process are minimized, the only critical point being the
resolution of the takeoff performances, where an hypothesis on the yaw control devices
has to be done for the takeoff with engine failure case. That hypothesis has to be checked
O
later during the yaw handling qualities criteria analysis, which receives as inputs C zTmax
and T T O obtained from takeoff performances.
Several combinations of drivers are able to solve the handling qualities problem. The
differences between the different solutions are the yaw control architecture. Indeed, if
a minimum size of vertical surfaces is necessary to solve the Dutch roll criterion, it is
possible to cover the yaw moment requirements with the help of thrust vectoring τoe ,
crocodile function δc and/or toe-in function on vertical surfaces τV .
O
Because of the different levels of drag penalty of each of the yaw devices, the C zTmax
T
O
and T
obtained from takeoff performances calculation are different. Consequently,
30

The feasibility of such a device should be investigated
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O
the outputs of the handling qualities analysis (function of C z Tmax
and T T O ) are different.
It is the level of C m0 to respect takeoff rotation criterion, and the vertical surface size
(detailed after).

Longitudinal thrust vectoring ∆τie , is necessary to respect takeoff rotation with a
level of C m0 that do not degrade the cruise LoD ratio. Apart from that C m0 level, the
outputs of the process are main landing gear size and position, control surface architecture, vertical surfaces size S V , and engine size kF N + ∆kF N .
In order to select the best combination of drivers, a simple criterion ∆D OC has been
defined, figuring out the impact of the yaw control architecture and of the engine size on
the cost of the mission. Best solution is with the minimum vertical surfaces size to respect Dutch roll S V = 9.6m2 , minimum engine size to respect time to climb requirement
kF N + ∆kF N = 1.25. The yaw control is also ensured by a crocodile function installed
on the two most external flaps, and by some thrust vectoring on engines τoe = 8.4o .

Way forward
The main output of this PhD is a resolution process, ensuring the resolution of all the
handling qualities problems of the blended wing body object of the study, at the future
project step. Even if not presented formally in this report, the process has been implemented on the future projects integration plateform. That process can now be inserted
in the classical semi-automatized preliminary design processes already existing in future
projects.
The process could potentially be applied on other blended wing bodies, as well as in
the resolution of the handling qualities of other “exotic” aircraft. The philosophy followed
could be reproduced on other configurations.
If the handling qualities resolution has been done on the future project stage, several
tasks should by the way be considered.
First task is the implementation of robust control laws. During this PhD, only simple
control laws, based on classical damper (and filter) architecture, have been developed.
Especially during manoeuvres, multicontrol allocation could potentially lead to control
surface saturation, degrading the behaviour of the aircraft.
The problem of ride comfort is a subject to investigate in itself. If the span of the
cabin allows at first glance normal manoeuvring, such as roll manoeuvres, active control
laws should be implemented in order to minimize the Dutch Roll and kinetosis perturbations, potentially annoying for passengers comfort.
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Even if the handling qualities resolution has been possible, one of the paths to investigate is the reduction of the X cg excursions in the weight&cg diagram, particularly
at light masses. A backward cargo hold is a possibility, as well as fuel tanks more distributed along the x axis.
The knowledge of the quite exotic control surfaces used in this study (crocodile, thrust
vectoring, . . . ) should also be improved. Particularly the way to install and command
such systems, on the thin outer wing for the crocodile, and on the nozzle for the thrust
vectoring. The weight and energy penalties should also be investigated.
The longitudinal thrust vectoring necessary on this configuration to perform the takeoff rotation could be relaxed if the engines lever arm did decrease. Other types of engines
installation, such as semi-buried engines swallowing the boundary layer, or distributed
propulsion are good candidates for that purpose. Their feasibility should consequently
be investigated.
Finally, mass and energy penalties of actuators installed to command all the control
surfaces has not been evaluated at the moment. Particularly, due to the large size of the
control surfaces, some of them might need to be splitted in several ones. There is an
optimum to find in the number and size of control surfaces, as well as in the complexity
of the system architecture.
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Annexes
Three dimensions plan

Figure 113: Three dimensions plan
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15.2

Numerical Data

In this section are gathered the different numerical data of the baseline configuration
used for this study. Most of the numerical data are confidential, that’s why a “x ” value
replaces some of the figures.

15.2.1
Symbol
S
ℓ
X M AC
S pan
δmmin
δmmax
δlmin
δlmax
δnmax
SV
xV
xN LG
xM LG
dtrack
hf us
hM LG
XM LG
kN LG
kM LG
kF N
xe
ye
ze
τie
τoe
M T OW
M ZF W
M LW
OW E
Rxx
Ryy
Rzz

Geometry
Description
Wing reference surface
Mean aerodynamic chord
X coordinate of mean aerodynamic chord
Aircraft span
Elevator maximum negative deflection
Elevator maximum positive deflection
Aileron maximum negative deflection
Aileron maximum positive deflection
Rudder maximum deflection
Vertical surface/winglet size
Winglet x position
Nose landing gear x position
Main landing gear x position
Main landing gear track
Fuselage height
Main landing gear height
Main landing gear X position
Nose landing gear shock absorption factor
Main landing gear shock absorption factor
Engine size coefficient
Engine x position
Engine y position
Engine z position
Engine τie angle
Engine τoe angle
Maximum TakeOff Weight
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight
Maximum Landing Weight
Overall Weight Empty
Inertial radius along x, at M T OW
Inertial radius along y, at M T OW
Inertial radius along z, at M T OW
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Value
1x43.4 m2
2x.74 m
1x.68 m
80.0 m
−30o
+30o
−30o
+30o
±30o
0 m2
0 m2
−4.x m
−2x.18 m
10.48 m
4.66 m
4.66 m
47% ℓ
0.29
0.40
1.25
−3x.85 m
4.75 m
−4.46 m
6.5o
0o
3x0.2 t
2x8.4 t
2x3.9 t
19x.x t
1x.17 m
x.39 m
1x.28 m

15.2

Symbol
Lcargo
Xcargo
kVapp
s1g
kVT O
s1g
kVT O
s1g

Description
Length of the cargo hold
X coordinate of the cargo hold door
Speed margin factor, with respect to V s1g, at landing
Speed margin factor, with respect to V s1g, at landing
Speed margin factor, with respect to V M C a , at landing
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Numerical Data

Value
17.79 m
8.4 m
1.2x
1.1x
1.xx
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15.2.2

Aerodynamic

Figure 114: Lift coefficient of the baseline whole body C z = C zα (α − α0 ) + ∆C zN L (α).

Figure 115: Lift coefficient C z as a function of the pitching moment coefficient at 25% ℓ.
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15.2

Numerical Data

N L (α, δm)C z
Figure 116: Elevators lift coefficient, at low speed M= 0.25 : C zi = kδmi
δmi δmi ,
N
L
i = 1, . . . , 5. Non-linearities kδmi (α, δm), due to increment of α, decrease C zi (δm) of
around 10%, from α = 0o to α = 10o .
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Figure 117: Elevators lift coefficient C z(δm) as a function of the elevators pitching moment coefficient at 25%ℓ. Elevator five is the most efficient in producing pitching moment.

Figure 118: C mq coefficient, as a function of Mach number. Comparison of blended wing
body values with the ones of conventional configuration.
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15.2

Numerical Data

Figure 119: C l = (C lFβ W + C lVβ )β for the baseline (without vertical surfaces) and with
two vertical surfaces of 10m2 and 20m2 .

Figure 120: C n = (C nFβ W + C nVβ )β for the baseline (without vertical surfaces) and with
two vertical surfaces of 10m2 and 20m2 , at X cg = 40%ℓ.
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Figure 121: Vertical surfaces C n(δn) and C n(β), for S V = 10m2 , α = 0o , M= 0.25.
δn
Visualisation of p = Cy
Cy β ≈ −0.5, the slope of C n(β) and C n(δn) being the same (scales
different !), non-linearities not considered.

Figure 122: Vertical surfaces C n(δn) and C n(β), for S V = 10m2 , α = 0o , M= 0.25.
Visualisation of τV effect : negative τV are favourable for C n(β) without rudder, positive
τV are favourable for C n(δn), without sideslip.
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15.2

Numerical Data

Figure 123: Comparison of crocodile function efficiency : C nδc δc = f (C x(δc)), for all
trailing edge control surfaces. As expected, crocodile function is the most efficient on the
outer control surfaces : the lever arm is greater, and the slope of the curve is higher. Size
of control surface no 2 leads to highest C n authority at the price of largest drag generation.
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15.3

Roll control requirement in case of passengers non-symmetric
boarding

For the calculation of the passengers boarding, it has been assumed that airlines and Airbus have imposed a symmetric boarding, in order to avoid lateral disequilibrium. That
lateral disequilibrium would lead to permanent roll moment production, which reduces
the roll authority available, as well as produces drag.
In this section is evaluated the requirement in elevator five deflection to control the
roll moment resulting from a non symmetric boarding.
Indeed, a classical roll acceleration is
.

p= 5o /s2

(15.1)

The corresponding roll torque is equal to :
.

L = A p= 350000 ∗ (13.17m)2 ∗ 5o /s2 ≈ 5000 kN m

(15.2)

If there is a disequilibrium due to one passenger at the highest span of the cabin, the
roll moment to provide by the control surfaces is the following :
Lpax = mpax g spax = 105 ∗ 9.81 m/s2 ∗ 12.9 m ≈ 13 kN m

(15.3)

A disequilibrium of one passenger leads to a roll torque of 0.26% of classical roll
torque needed for manoeuvres.
Using the roll efficiency of the ailerons, only δl = 0.02o is needed per passenger, to
counter such a disequilibrium, which is not too high.
If an asymmetric boarding of half of the total passengers number is supposed, a
twenty-four passengers disequilibrium is obtained. Figure 124 represents the results.
The roll moment of that disequilibrium can be countered with only 0.25o of aileron deflection. When compared to maximum authorized aileron deflection, δlmax = 30o , even
that extreme disequilibrium do not penalize too much the roll authority.
For drag generation, δl = 0.25o creates only 0.14 drag count penalty, which is negligible. As a comparison, the form drag of the blended wing body in cruise is of 70 drag
count.
Consequently, if a symmetric boarding of passengers is researched to avoid additional
drag penalty, the reduction of roll control authority due to non symmetric boarding is
acceptable (less than 1%δlmax ).
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Dynamic takeoff rotation : relaxation of takeoff rotation criterion

Figure 124: Example of expected half asymmetric boarding of the passengers, following
the order of placement.

15.4

Dynamic takeoff rotation : relaxation of takeoff rotation criterion

That criterion examines the takeoff manoeuvre from the beginning of the control surfaces
deflection (the aircraft speed is equal to the rotation speed V R, see section 7) to the
moment when the aircraft reaches 35f t, at the end of the climb phase. Again, only
two-thirds of maximum control surface authority are used during the rotation. Several
additional constraints are imposed, on the value of attitude angle θ. When the pilot is
pulling the stick, he must feel that the aircraft is rotating. That’s why, from the moment
when the δm order is sent :
(15.4)
θ(∆t = 3s) ≥ 5o
And to ensure that the aircraft reaches 35f t as soon as possible, a second condition is
imposed :
θ(∆t = 5s) ≥ 15o
(15.5)
However, while the aircraft is still on the ground, the tailstrike attitude must not be
exceeded :
θ(h = 0) ≤ θ ls
(15.6)
and the minimum pitch up rate is the following :
.

q ≥ 1o /s2

(15.7)

The dynamic of. the control surfaces is also examined cautiously, to avoid too high requirements in δm :
.
δm≤ 30o /s
(15.8)
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In case of an out of trim condition, or a. failure of one .elevator, a flat takeoff is
authorized. In that case, the constraint on q is reduced to q ≥ 0o /s2 , and conditions
(15.4) and (15.5) are replaced by
θ(∆t = 3s) ≥ 3o

(15.9)

On the blended wing body, the conditions on θ must be changed. This is linked to
the reduced longitudinal lever arms of the elevators.
At the beginning of the rotation, when trying to create pitch up moment, the trailing edge control surfaces are deflected upwards. They create a negative contribution to
the lift. That negative contribution is larger than usually, due to the large size of the
elevators. With the small values of incidence at the beginning of the rotation, the lift is
very reduced. Moreover, the lack of flaps do not help to produce the required lift. The
airplane has some difficulties to arise.
Instead of taking profit of its lift coefficient, the flying wing must take profit of its
speed. Compared to a classical takeoff trajectory, the blended wing body is going to
spend more time on the ground before climbing.
When the speed is sufficient to produce enough lift, the flying wing takeoff following
a flat trajectory. Due to the large size of the lifting surface, the angle of attack and the
attitude angle do not need to be high to ensure the lift. The elevators deflected downward
also help to produce lift.
To keep an acceptable rotation for pilot comfort, it has been decided to study the dynamic takeoff rotation, with constraint (15.4), (15.6), (15.7) and (15.8) only. Constraint
(15.5) has been chosen as not relevant for the blended wing body configuration, due to
the large lifting surface : there is no need to reach such attitude angles to takeoff.
Due to the large size of the elevators, the variations of load factors nz resulting
from elevator deflections are more likely to be critical and must be checked during the
manoeuvre. The passengers comfort is ensured by limiting nz excursions to :
nz ≤ 1.2

(15.10)

Finally, the minimum value of the climb angle at the beginning of second segment,
at h = 35f t, (see section 7) must be ensured :

arctan(0.024) = 1.37o (AEO)
(15.11)
γ≥
arctan(0.024) = 1.37o (OEI)
The goal is to minimize the time of the manoeuvre. In other words, the plane must
reach 35f t as fast as possible.
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15.4.1

Dynamic takeoff rotation : relaxation of takeoff rotation criterion

System of equations

All the longitudinal state equations are taken into account. The aircraft is initially
accelerating on the ground, at a speed several knots smaller than V R31 . The angle of
attack is small, α = 1o , and the climb angle is null. The state variables are initialized :

θ = 1o




α = 1o




 h = 0 ft
V = VR
(15.12)

o

 q = 0 /s




δm = 0o


δx = 1
The simulation is launched with the throttle kept at maximum value, δx = 1 and δm put
and maintained at maximum authorized value (6.56) δm = 34 δmmin , while respecting
.

δm≤ 30o /s, and until V lof . The variation of the state variables are numerically obtained
using a 4th order Runge-Kutta integrator, with a time step of 0.1s.
Here below are reminded the constraints :

.

δm ≤ 30o /s




nz ≤ 1.2



θ(∆t = 3s) ≥ 3o

θ(h = 0) ≤ θ ls




δm ≥ 43 δmmin


 γ(h = 35f t) ≥ 1.37
o

(15.13)

Figure 125 represents the trajectories obtained, at M ZF W , in inverse mode. The
center of gravity position chosen is the maximum which respects the constraints, for
solution no 10 (see table 24 page 252).
• As expected, the time between V R (the elevator reaches the maximum deflection
3/4δmmin ) and V lof (the main landing gear leaves the ground) is important : 3.0s.
The large negative contribution of the pitch control surfaces to the lift maintains
the aircraft on the ground. It is only when the speed has sufficiently increased that
the blended wing body is able to pitch up and to rise. The difference between V R
and V lof is equal to 15kt.
• The sizing constraints are θ(∆t = 3s) ≥ 3o , nz ≤ 1.2 and δm ≥
minimum climb angle at 35f t is respected.

3
4 δmmin .

The

• The constraint of tailstrike angle is respected, θ is far from θ ls during the whole
manoeuvre.
31

That choice is done to obtained V = V R when the elevators reach their maximum deflection.
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Figure 125: Dynamic takeoff rotation criterion : inverse mode : takeoff rotation trajectory, from the beginning of the elevator deflection V R = 1.08V s1g until the aircraft reaches
h = 35f t. The sizing constraints are encircled in red : minimum attitude angle θ = 3o
at t = 3s, maximum authorized value of nz during the trajectory nz = 1.2, and maximum
authorized elevators negative deflection :δm = 34 δmmin . Maximum forward X cg position
: X cg = 35.8% ℓ, at M ZF W . The criterion of takeoff rotation is consequently relaxed of
2% ℓ.

• In red is represented 10nz , to make nz visible on the figure. Some small oscillations
appear at the beginning of the manoeuvre. This is due to the dynamic of the
landing gear model. Because of the negative component of the lift created by
the elevators deflected upwards, the gears are compressed. The vertical positive
reaction of the gears damper limits the compression. The oscillations illustrate the
progressive equilibrium between the two vertical forces.
• The δm value is decreased from the moment the aircraft leaves the ground, to avoid
excessive increment of α, θ and nz. It is piloted to maintain a straight climbing
trajectory, without reaching αmax or exceeding nz = 1.2.

The criterion of takeoff rotation is so relaxed. If the 2% ℓ bonus is reported to the
static takeoff rotation, the requirement in ∆τie is reduced, when compared to table table
24 page 252. Table 26 represents the results.
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15.5

Sol.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Classical pitch control criteria, less relevant for the blended wing body

δc
no
no
no
no
no
flap 5
flap 5
flap 5
flap 5
flap 5
flaps 4&
flaps 4&
flaps 4&
flaps 4&

5
5
5
5

∆kF N [%kF N ]
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
+0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
+1.37%

∆τie [o ]
-8.5
-8.1
-7.4
-6.8
-6.5
-8.5
-8.1
-7.4
-7.2
-6.7
-8.5
-8.2
-8.0
-7.8

τoe [o ]
0
11.5
18.2
23
24.5
0
11.5
18.2
20
23
0
8.4
11.5
16.2

S V [m2 ]
40
32
27.5
24
21
30
21
15
13
9.6
17
9.6
9.6
9.6

∆D OC [%D OC ]
4.96%
3.70%
3.18%
3.02%
2.22%
3.39%
2.13%
1.40%
1.17%
0.78%
1.63%
0.78%
0.78%
1.01%

Table 26: Best yaw control architecture selection : impact on the cost of the mission
∆DOC
DOC of each solution. Due to the relaxation of takeoff rotation, ∆τie is decreased when
compared to table 25. Due to ∆τie reduction, the ∆kF N of solutions no 10 and no 13
is now the same as solution no 12, through equation (13.11) and minimum engine size
∆kF N = 0%. The best solution is now a question of system complexity : is it better to
have a crocodile function only on flap 5 with a large thrust vectoring τoe = 23o , or an
additional crocodile function on flap 4 with smaller thrust vectoring τoe = 8.4o ? The
answer is outside the scope of this study.

15.5

Classical pitch control criteria, less relevant for the blended wing
body

The list of pitching moment criteria presented until now are the ones examined for the
blended wing body. For classical aircraft, other criteria are normally taken into account,
but are not applicable for the flying wing. Generally, the criteria are not relevant, due
to lack of horizontal tail plane.
• The push over criterion : this criterion ensures that the horizontal tail plane
does not stall, during a manoeuvre of ∆nz = −1g in high lift configuration. For
the blended wing body, the study of the stall of the horizontal tail plane is not
relevant, due to the lack of tail plane. Wing stall effects are already studied in the
stall demonstration and trim turn criteria.
• Equilibrium with trim failure : this criterion ensures that the elevators are
capable of equilibrating the aircraft, if the trim device is blocked in the most critical
configuration. The blended wing body does not have any trim device, an equivalent
case is consequently the equilibrium with an elevator failure. That equilibrium
is considered during the approach phase, the aircraft having to demonstrate its
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capacity to land with the elevator failure. Figure 126 shows the trim approach
equilibrium in reverse mode, with a failure of the most efficient flap : the equilibrium
is still possible for all the weight&cg diagram positions.

Figure 126: Elevator failure : reverse mode : equilibrium in approach phase possible for
all the positions of X cg inside the weight&cg diagram, whatever the position of the blocked
elevator : maximum positive or maximum negative.
Another failure of trim device is normally examined for the manoeuvre of go-around.
One elevator is blocked in the approach situation, and the aircraft must be able
to rise again, with the remaining elevators. Figure 127 represents the results : the
equilibrium is also still possible for all the required X cg positions.

Figure 127: Elevator failure : reverse mode : equilibrium in takeoff phase after go around,
with an elevator blocked in approach configuration.
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15.6

Additional rules

Additional rules

15.6.1

Maximum authorized sideslip during roll manoeuvre with one engine
failure rules

d - Lateral control; roll capability. With the critical engine inoperative, roll response
must allow normal manoeuvres. Lateral control must be suﬃcient, at the speeds
likely to be used with one engine inoperative, to provide a roll rate necessary for
safety without excessive control forces or travel. (See AMC 25.147(d).)

CS 25.147 - Directional and Lateral Control
h - In demonstrations of V MC l and V MC l −2
(a) The airplane may not exhibit hazardous ﬂight characteristics or require
exceptional piloting skill, alertness, or strength;
(b) Lateral control must be suﬃcient to roll the airplane, from an initial condition of steady ﬂight, through an angle of 20 degrees in the direction necessary to initiate a turn away from the inoperative engine(s), in not more
than 5 seconds (see AMC 25.149(h)(3))

CS 25.149(h) - Minimum Control Speed - V M C l and V M C l −2
An acceptable method of demonstrating compliance with CS 25.147(d) is as follows:
With the aeroplane in trim, all as nearly as possible,in trim, for straight ﬂight at V 2min ,
establish a steady 30o banked turn. It should be demonstrated that the aeroplane can
be rolled to a 30o bank angle in the other direction in not more than 11 seconds. In this
demonstration, the rudder may be used to the extent necessary to minimise sideslip.
The demonstration should be made in the most adverse direction. The manoeuvre
may be unchecked. Care should be taken to prevent excessive sideslip and bank angle
during the recovery. Conditions:
• Maximum take-oﬀ weight.
• Most aft c.g. position.

• Wing-ﬂaps in the most critical take-oﬀ position.
• Landing Gear retracted.

• Yaw stability augmentation system on, and oﬀ, if applicable.
• Operating engine(s) at maximum take-oﬀ power.

• The inoperative engine that would be most critical for controllability, with the
propeller (if applicable) feathered.
Note: Normal operation of a yaw stability augmentation system (SAS) should be considered in accordance with normal operating procedures

AMC 25.147(d) - Lateral Control : Roll Capability (One Engine Inoperative)
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15.6.2

Minimum control speed

a - In establishing the minimum control speeds required by this paragraph, the
method used to simulate critical engine failure must represent the most critical mode of powerplant failure with respect to controllability expected in service.
b - V MC is the calibrated airspeed, at which, when the critical engine is suddenly
made inoperative, it is possible to maintain control of the aeroplane with that
engine still inoperative, and maintain straight ﬂight with an angle of bank of not
more than 5o .
c - V MC may not exceed kVT O
s1g V s1g with
(a) Maximum available take-oﬀ power or thrust on the engines;
(b) The most unfavourable centre of gravity;
(c) The aeroplane trimmed for takeoﬀ;
(d) The maximum sea-level takeoﬀ weight (or any lesser weight necessary to
show V MC );
(e) The aeroplane in the most critical takeoﬀ conﬁguration existing along the
ﬂight path after the aeroplane becomes airborne, except with the landing
gear retracted;
(f) The aeroplane airborne and the ground eﬀect negligible; and
(g) If applicable, the propeller of the inoperative engine
i. Windmilling;
ii. In the most probable position for the speciﬁc design of the propeller
control; or
iii. Feathered, if the aeroplane has an automatic feathering device acceptable for showing compliance with the climb requirements of CS 25.121.
d - The rudder forces required to maintain control at V MC may not exceed 667 N
(150 lbf) nor may it be necessary to reduce power or thrust of the operative
engines. During recovery, the aeroplane may not assume any dangerous attitude
or require exceptional piloting skill, alertness, or strength to prevent a heading
change of more than 20o .

CS 25.149 - Minimum control speed : V M C
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e - V MC g , the minimum control speed on the ground, is the calibrated airspeed
during the take-oﬀ run at which, when the critical engine is suddenly made
inoperative, it is possible to maintain control of the aeroplane using the rudder
control alone (without the use of nose-wheel steering), as limited by 667 N of
force (150 lbf), and the lateral control to the extent of keeping the wings level
to enable the take-oﬀ to be safely continued using normal piloting skill. In the
determination of V MC g , assuming that the path of the aeroplane accelerating
with all engines operating is along the centreline of the runway, its path from
the point at which the critical engine is made inoperative to the point at which
recovery to a direction parallel to the centreline is completed, may not deviate
more than 9.1 m (30 ft) laterally from the centreline at any point. V MC g must
be established, with
(a) The aeroplane in each take-oﬀ conﬁguration or, at the option of the applicant, in the most critical take-oﬀ conﬁguration;
(b) Maximum available take-oﬀ power or thrust on the operating engines;
(c) The most unfavourable centre of gravity; The aeroplane trimmed for takeoﬀ; and
(d) The most unfavourable weight in the range of take-oﬀ weights. (See AMC
25.149(e).)

CS 25.149 - Minimum control speed : V M C g
(See AMC 25.149 (f))
f - V MC l , the minimum control speed during approach and landing with all engines
operating, is the calibrated airspeed at which, when the critical engine is suddenly
made inoperative, it is possible to maintain control of the aeroplane with that
engine still inoperative, and maintain straight ﬂight with an angle of bank of not
more than 5o . V MC l must be established with
(a) The aeroplane in the most critical conﬁguration (or, at the option of the
applicant, each conﬁguration) for approach and landing with all engines
operating;
(b) The most unfavourable centre of gravity;
(c) The aeroplane trimmed for approach with all engines operating;
(d) The most unfavourable weight, or, at the option of the applicant, as a
function of weight;
(e) For propeller aeroplanes, the propeller of the inoperative engine in the
position it achieves without pilot action, assuming the engine fails while at
the power or thrust necessary to maintain a 3 degree approach path angle;
and
(f) Go-around power or thrust setting on the operating engine(s).

CS 25.149 - Minimum control speed : V M C l
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15.6.3

Roll manoeuvring rules

a - Directional control; general. It must be possible, with the wings level, to yaw into
the operative engine and to safely make a reasonably sudden change in heading of
up to 15 degrees in the direction of the critical inoperative engine. This must be
shown at 1.3V SR1 for heading changes up to 15 degrees (except that the heading
change at which the rudder pedal force is 150 pounds need not be exceeded), and
with
(a) The critical engine inoperative and its propeller in the minimum drag position;
(b) The power required for level ﬂight at 1.3V SR1, but not more than maximum continuous power;
(c) The most unfavourable center of gravity;
(d) Landing gear retracted;
(e) Flaps in the approach position; and
(f) Maximum landing weight.
c - Lateral control; general. It must be possible to make 20o banked turns, with and
against the inoperative engine, from steady ﬂight at a speed equal to 1.3V SR1,
with
(a) The critical engine inoperative and its propeller (if applicable) in the minimum drag position;
(b) The remaining engines at maximum continuous power;
(c) The most unfavourable center of gravity;
(d) Landing gear (i) retracted and (ii) extended;
(e) Flaps in the most favourable climb position; and
(f) Maximum takeoﬀ weight.
f - Lateral control; all engines operating. With the engines operating, roll response
must allow normal manoeuvres (such as recovery from upsets produced by gusts
and the initiation of evasive manoeuvres). There must be enough excess lateral
control in sideslip (up to sideslip angles that might be required in normal operation), to allow a limited amount of manoeuvring and to correct for gusts. Lateral
control must be enough at any speed up to VFC/MFC to provide a peak roll
rate necessary for safety, without excessive control forces or travel.

CS 25.147 - Directional and Lateral Control
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An acceptable method of demonstrating that roll response and peak roll rates are
adequate for compliance with CS 25.147 (f) is as follows: It should be possible in the
conditions speciﬁed below to roll the aeroplane from a steady 30o banked turn through
an angle of 60o so as to reverse the direction of the turn in not more than 7 seconds.
In these demonstrations the rudder may be used to the extent necessary to minimise
sideslip. The demonstrations should be made rolling the aeroplane in either direction,
and the manoeuvres may be unchecked. Conditions :
a - En-route :
• Airspeed. All speeds between the minimum value of the scheduled allengines operating climb speed and V MO /M MO.
• Wing-ﬂaps. En-route position(s).

• Air Brakes. All permitted settings from Retracted to Extended.

• Landing Gear retracted.

• Power. All engines operating at all powers from ﬂight idle up to maximum
continuous power.
• Trim. The aeroplane should be in trim from straight ﬂight in these conditions, and the trimming controls should not be moved during the manoeuvre.
b - Approach :
• Airspeed. Either the speed maintained down to the 15 m (50 ft) height in
compliance with CS 25.125(a)(2), or the target threshold speed determined
in accordance with CS 25.125 (c)(2)(i) as appropriate to the method of
landing distance determination used.
• Wing-ﬂaps. In each landing position.

• Air Brakes. In the maximum permitted extended setting.
• Landing Gear. Extended.

• Power. All engines operating at the power required to give a gradient of
descent of 5Âů0
• Trim. The aeroplane should be in trim for straight ﬂight in these conditions,
and the trimming controls should not be moved during the manoeuvre.

AMC 25.147(f ) - Lateral Control : All Engines Operating.
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a - Speed increase and recovery characteristics. The following speed increase and
recovery characteristics must be met:
• With the aeroplane trimmed at any speed up to VMO/MMO, there must
be no reversal of the response to control input about any axis at any speed
up to VDF/MDF. Any tendency to pitch, roll, or yaw must be mild and
readily controllable, using normal piloting techniques. When the aeroplane
is trimmed at VMO/MMO, the slope of the elevator control force versus
speed curve need not be stable at speeds great than VFC/MFC, but there
must be a push force at all speeds up to VDF/MDF and there must be
no sudden or excessive reduction of elevator control force as VDF/MDF is
reached.
• Adequate roll capability to assure a prompt recovery from a lateral upset
condition must be available at any speed up to VDF/MDF. (See AMC
25.253(a)(4).)

CS-25 / FAR §25.253 High-speed characteristics
An acceptable method of demonstrating compliance with CS 25.253(a)(4) is as follows:
a - Establish a steady 20o banked turn at a speed close to VDF/MDF limited to the
extent necessary to accomplish the following manoeuvre and recovery without
exceeding VDF/MDF. Using lateral control alone, it should be demonstrated
that the aeroplane can be rolled to 20o bank angle in the other direction in not
more than 8 seconds. The demonstration should be made in the most adverse
direction. The manoeuvre may be unchecked.
b - For aeroplanes that exhibit an adverse eﬀect on roll rate when rudder is used,
it should also be demonstrated that use of rudder in a conventional manner will
not result in a roll capability signiﬁcantly below that speciﬁed above.
c - Conditions for (a) and (b):
• Wing-ﬂaps retracted.

• Speedbrakes retracted and extended.
• Landing gear retracted.

• Trim. The aeroplane trimmed for straight ﬂight at VMO/MMO. The trimming controls should not be moved during the manoeuvre.
• Power:

– All engines operating at the power required to maintain level ﬂight
at VMO/MMO, except that maximum continuous power need not be
exceeded; and
– if the eﬀect of power is signiﬁcant, with the throttles closed.

AMC 25.253(a)(4) Lateral Control: Roll Capability
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Theory of Take Off : analytical approximation

In this part are explained the impact of the different limitations on the takeoff field
length T OF L, as a function of the takeoff weight T OW . Among the four possible cases
(refer to section 7.1), the sizing ones are the accelerate takeoff distance with one engine
inoperative, and the accelerate stop distance with all engines operating.

15.7.1

Take off Distance, One Engine Inoperative

When examining the take off performances, the relation between
like the curve at graph 128.

Figure 128: T OF L evolution, in function of

T OW

and T OF L looks

T OW .

This curve can be divided into three different parts, which gradients are different.
They are linked to the speed limitations exposed above, which impose a minimum T OF L.
Those limitations depend on the mass.
The speed V 2 is a key parameter of the takeoff. As exposed above, through equations
(7.1) and (7.3), it must be greater than kV M C a V M C a and kVT O
s1g V s1g .
The altitude of the runway is also an important parameter because it influences the
air density and that is to say the engine efficiency.
Knowing that, it is possible to explain analytically the changes in the slope of the
curve T OF L = f (T OW ). If it is supposed that the plane has a constant acceleration a
during the whole takeoff manoeuvre.
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V (t) =

Z

t

(15.14)

adt = at

0

L(t) =

Z

t

V (t)dt =

0

⇒ L(t) =
⇒ T OF L =

at2
2

V (t)2
2a
V 22
2a

(15.15)

(15.16)

where L(t) is the distance covered by the plane at an instant t of the takeoff manoeuvre.
The propulsion equation (3.21) is the following :
1
= − ρSV 2 C x + T − m g sin γ − RxM LG − RxN LG
2
ma = T − Rx
.

mV

(15.17)

where Rx represents all the negative terms projected on the axis x : drag, friction of the
gears, weight,. . ..
Using (15.16) and (15.17), it is possible to analyse and explain in a simplified way
the different segments of Figure 128.
• The first segment occurs when the limiting speed is the minimum control speed
V M C . Meaning that, among the speeds below which the plane cannot go, the
highest one is the minimal control speed, for that domain of T OW . As shown in fig.
129, and already mentioned in section 6.2.2, the minimum control speed is sizing
for masses lighter than mlight. If normally, the minimum control speed decreases

Figure 129: Comparison of V M C a and kVT O
s1g V s1g .
with the mass, a constant value is assigned in order to get :
kV M C a V M C a (mlight) = kVT O
s1g V s1g (mlight)
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If that speed is constant, relation 15.16 becomes :
kV2 M C a V M C 2a
for m < mlight
2a
1.21V M C 2a
x
2 T −R
m
m
Rx neglected
T
km k small and constant

T OF L =
=
∝
⇒ T OF L =

(15.19)
(15.20)
(15.21)
(15.22)

Lets point out that the same conclusion can be done by supposing that the sizing
criteria is one of two other inequalities (7.3).
• The second part is linked to the stall speed limitation V s1g or to the minimum
speed unstick limitation V M U . They appear for masses higher than the masses
corresponding to V M C limitation through equation (15.18). The demonstration
herebelow is done for kVT O
s1g V s1g limitation, but the reasoning is the same for V M U
limitation.
By definition, V s1g is :
V s1g =
that speed is proportional to

√

r

2m g
ρSC zmax

m. Consequently :

T OF L =

kV2 s1g V s1g2
2a

= kV2 s1g

2m g
ρSCz max
x
2 T −R
m

m2 g
ρSC z max (T − Rx )
2
= k1 m
Rx neglected
= kV2 s1g

⇒ T OF L

(15.23)

(15.24)
(15.25)
(15.26)
(15.27)

And T OF L is proportional to the square of T OW . That illustrates the smaller
gradient of the curve at Figure 128, for m ≥ mlight.
• Finally, the last part of the curve is limited by the second segment limitation. That
limitation is linked to the minimum climb angle γ2nd (function of the number of
engines) that the plane must be able to follow during the whole second segment,
at V 2. The climb angle γ at V 2 is defined by the propulsion equation, where the
acceleration a is cancelled (the speed is constant on the second segment) :
γ=

T
1
−
mg
LoD
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This slope must be higher than 2.4%, in order to respect the second segment
limitation, for a twin engined aircraft.

Figure 130: Apparition of the second segment limitation at high masses : γ = 2.4%.
That limitation appears at high masses. As the T OW increases, the first term of
second member of the relation (15.28) decreases, and so do The slope γ. As long
as γ is greater than 2.4%, the second term of the equation is constant, and is
max
calculated for C z = Cz
by the trimmed polar. This is linked to V s1g or V M U
k2
V s1g

limitation, depending on the value of kV s1g .
When γ reaches the second segment limitation γ = 2.4%, the decrement of the first
term with the increment of the T OW must be balanced by the increment of LoD.
That can be done by a decrement of C z, as can be seen at Figure 131.
That decrement of C z, linked to the increment of the mass, imposes to increase the
speed, to respect the lift equilibrium. The limitation is consequently not linked to
V s1g or V M U any more, and becomes higher than kVT O
s1g V s1g . Finally :
L(t) > k1 m2

(15.29)

and the gradient of the curve is smaller, as can be seen at Figure 128.
Let’s point out that there is a mass T OWmax beyond which the plane cannot takeoff.
In order to ensure the respect of the second segment limitation, LoD must indeed
increase. But there is a maximum value of LoD, as can be seen at Figure 131. The
corresponding mass is given by equation (15.28) :
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Figure 131: Second segment : increment of LoD, decrement of C z.

T O Wmax

=

T
g (γ2nd +

(15.30)

1
LoDmax )

The LoD cannot be over that maximum value. The only way for the plane to
respect the second segment limitation at higher masses is to have bigger engines,
increasing the value of T .

15.7.2

Accelerate-Stop Distance, All Engines Operating

The T OF L is also limited by the maximum braking energy tolerable by the wheels. That
energy, for the twelve braking wheels, is equal to :

tot
Wmax
= 12Wmax = 12 ∗ 1.12 M J =

By injecting that expression in equation (15.16).
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V2
2a

L(t) =

mV 2
2(Fx − Rx )
mV 2
2Fx
12Wmax
Fx

=
≈
≤

(15.32)
(15.33)
(15.34)
(15.35)

So the three segments determined in equations 15.22, 15.27 and 15.29 must always
be compared with equation 15.35, and a forth segment may appear if T OF L increases :

L(t) =

12Wmax
Fx

(15.36)

In the same way, the constraint of maximum V tyres imposes also a limitation of T OF L.
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15.8.1

Sensitivities of handling qualities and low speed performances on drivers of the
problem.

Sensitivities of handling qualities and low speed performances on
drivers of the problem.
Sensitivity on ∆C zmax = −10% C z max .

For the pitch control, critical handling qualities criteria are ground criteria. C zmax has
an influence on takeoff rotation, because of the imposed speed :
(15.37)

V = 1.xxV s1g
If C zmax is decreased by 10%, V s1g is increased by
results, for the ground handling qualities. :

√

10%. Figure 132 represents the

Figure 132: Ground longitudinal criteria : reverse mode : visualisation of the benefit
of −10% C zmax , from C zmax obtained from stall demonstration, without droop noses.
Backwards geometric criteria are not modified, and takeoff rotation criterion is relaxed
of 1.3% ℓ.
Decreasing C zmax by 10% improves the situation : takeoff rotation most critical point
is relaxed by 1.3% ℓ, while the backwards criteria are not modified and keep on being
acceptable.
Figure 133 represents the results for the other longitudinal handling qualities.
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Figure 133: Longitudinal criteria : inverse mode : visualisation of the benefit of
−10% C zmax : all the criteria margins are improved.
All the handling qualities criteria margins are increased, thanks to the increment of
the speed : the pitching moments of the control surfaces are increased and the domain
of acceptable values of X cg is extended.
The only longitudinal criterion not influenced by C zmax is the manoeuvre point. It
only depends on X F position, and on the gains inside the command loop.
The roll control criteria are also influenced by C zmax values. Again, the imposed
speed is often a function of C zmax through V = kV s1g V s1g, and a decrement of C zmax
has a positive effect on the roll control surfaces efficiency.
The yaw control criteria are also influenced by C zmax values. For the criteria linked
to the value of V M C , because of the link between V M C and V s1g :
kV M C a V M C a ≤ kVT O
s1g V s1g (mlight)
V M Cl ≤

kVapp
s1g V s1g (mlight)

(15.38)
(15.39)

an increment of V s1g relaxes the constraint on V M C a and V M C l , and consequently the
need of control surface deflection to provide a given yaw moment. In case of an engine
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failure, there is also a substantial benefit. When demonstrating the equilibrium at V M C ,
because of the increment of V M C values, the maximum yaw moment of the remaining
engine decreases, thanks to the reduction of the thrust with the speed (see equation
(3.14)).
For the Dutch Roll criterion, minimum speed being kVT O
s1g V s1g , C z max level has an
influence on the efficiency of the yaw control surfaces, and on the damping of the Dutch
roll mode.
Decrement of C zmax is very interesting for the handling qualities criteria. . . but what
about the low speed performance ?

Figure 134: Takeoff performances : visualisation of the impact of −10% C zmax . At isoT OW , the takeoff field length needed increases. For example, at M T OW , T OF L increases
of 12%. The V M C a limitation is on the other hand less sizing.
For the takeoff performance, a reduction of 10% C zmax is more sizing at T OW where
C zmax limitation is active. The decrement of C zmax decreases the authorized value of
incidence at takeoff : to get the same pitch up moment, the aircraft must have a higher
speed : V R and V lof must be higher. Consequently, the aircraft must accelerate on the
ground a little longer, and the takeoff field length increases.
For C zmax at landing, the reduction of C zmax value degrades the value of VLS : it
must be kept under the values of Vapp , imposed by the TLARS.
s
2M LW g
app
app
VLS = kV s1g V s1g = kV s1g
≤ Vapp = 150kt
(15.40)
ρSC zmax
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If C zmax is decreased by 10%, VLS is increased by

15.8.2

√

10%.

Sensitivity on ∆C m0 = +20%C m0 , with C m0 > 0

At first is studied the impact of a 20% increment of positive C m0 . The aerodynamic
center is considered as constant to highlight the impact of C m0 . Figure 135 represents
the impact on the ground longitudinal handling qualities criteria.

Figure 135: Ground longitudinal criteria : inverse mode : visualisation of the benefit
of +20% C m0 . Backwards geometric criteria margins are slightly reduced, and takeoff
rotation criterion is relaxed of 0.4% ℓ.
The benefit obtained is interesting even if less effective than the decrement of 10%
C zmax . The takeoff rotation criterion is improved by 0.4% ℓ at M ZF W . That natural
pitch up moment has also a (very) small effect on the backwards criteria, whose margins
are reduced. It has to be kept in mind in case of a larger requirement in C m0 , to ensure
takeoff rotation.
For the other longitudinal criteria, the increment of C m0 creates an additional pitch
up moment, that tends to relaxes the forward criteria, and reduces the margin for the
backward criteria. All the criteria moves forward.
The manoeuvre point in low speed is not influenced by variation of C m0 .
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For the yaw and roll control, the increment of pitch up moment has a negligible impact
on the deflections δn and δl : it modifies slightly the longitudinal equilibrium and the
incidence. Consequently, the roll and yaw moment efficiencies of the control surfaces are
modified. But it is a second order effect, and is not used to improve the lateral behaviour
of the blended wing body.
For low speed performances, the natural pitch up moment has a negligible impact on the
respect of the TLARS.
15.8.3

Sensitivity on ∆X F = +5% ℓ, X F more backward.

Now is studied the impact of a X F 5% ℓ more backwards. The C m0 value is considered
as constant to highlight the impact of X F .

Figure 136: Ground longitudinal criteria : reverse mode : visualisation of the impact
of ∆X F = −5% ℓ. Backwards geometric criteria margins are not modified, and takeoff
rotation criterion margin is reduced of 0.16% ℓ.
A more backwards aerodynamic center tends to move backwards the handling qualities criteria, like the takeoff rotation on figure 136.
The movement of the aerodynamic center moves the lift force backwards, increasing
the pitch down moment. That’s why all the criteria move backwards.
Figure 137 represents the results for the position of the manoeuvre point, in low and
high speed, with no pitch control law.
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Figure 137: Manoeuvre point : inverse mode : visualisation of the impact of ∆X F =
−5% ℓ on the natural aircraft stability. All the criteria are moved backwards.
As expected, a backwards aerodynamic center helps to improve the stability.
For the yaw and roll control, the backwards position of the aerodynamic center has
a negligible impact on the deflections δn and δl : it modifies slightly the longitudinal
equilibrium and the incidence. Consequently, the roll and yaw moment efficiencies of the
control surfaces are modified. But it is a second order effect, and is not used to improve
the lateral behaviour of the blended wing body.
For low speed performances, the backwards position of the aerodynamic center has
a small but favourable impact on the takeoff performances : the margin with respect to
the second segment is slightly increased, due to the reduction of the trim drag penalty :
the pitch up moment of the lift force is reduced, which leads to a smaller requirement in
elevator deflection when the aircraft is airborne.

15.8.4

Sensitivities on ∆T T O = −5%.

The first examined criterion is the takeoff rotation. Figure 138 represents the results. If
the takeoff rotation is improved, the benefit is not high : only 0.3% of ℓ are gained when
compared to maximum T T O . Ground criteria are not affected.
For the takeoff performances, the reduction thrust level T T O leads to an increment of
T OF L needed, and to the apparition of the second segment limitation at smaller T OW .
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Figure 138: Ground longitudinal criteria : effect of T T O reduction, by 5%. The takeoff
rotation is improved by 0.3% ℓ, while the backwards criteria are not modified.
Figure 139 represents the results.
The longitudinal trim criterion is also examined. The margin of the forward criterion is slightly improved, the reduction of the pitch down moment of the engines thrust
helping to equilibrate the aircraft for a more forward position of the center of gravity.
On the other hand, the margin of the backward criterion is slightly reduced, due to the
reduction of the pitch down moment of the engines, which was helping the elevators to
counter the pitch up moment of the lift force.
The minimum control speed criteria are slightly improved, the reduction of the engine
yaw moment, proportional to T T O being immediately translated into a reduction of the
vertical surfaces size needed. However, the size obtained is still too large to be acceptable
for crosswind at landings criteria.
15.8.5

Sensitivities on ∆dM LG = +2%ℓ : main landing gear moves backwards.

Figure 140 represents the results for the ground handling qualities criteria :
The main landing gear drives directly the backwards margin criteria : a ∆dM LG =
+2% ℓ increase the backwards margin criteria of 2% ℓ. On the other hand, the takeoff
rotation is very penalized by a recoil of the main landing gear. This is due to the
combination of
• Increment of pitch down moment due to the weight.
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Figure 139: Takeoff performances : effect of T T O reduction, by 5%. The maximum T OF L
needed to takeoff at maximum takeoff weight is increased by 4.8%, but is still acceptable.
The second segment limitation becomes more sizing : from a margin of 11.8% M T OW
with the initial maximum T T O , the margin is reduced to a final margin of 6.4% M T OW ,
however still acceptable.

Figure 140: Ground longitudinal criteria : inverse mode : visualisation of the impact of
∆dM LG = +2% ℓ : the backwards criteria margins are improved of 2% ℓ, but the takeoff
rotation margin is decreased of 3.4% ℓ.
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• Reduction of the lever arm of the control surfaces when the landing gear moves
backwards.

The other longitudinal handling qualities are not changed by a movement of the main
landing gear, the aircraft being airborne in those cases.
Figure 141 represents the effect on takeoff performances. To highlight the effect on
V M U limitation, C zmax limitation has been ignored.

Figure 141: Takeoff performances : visualisation of the impact of ∆dM LG − 2% ℓ, with
a C zmax arbitrarily chosen to make the V s1g limitation less sizing than V M U limitation.
At iso-T OW , the takeoff field length needed decreases. For example, at M T OW , T OF L
decreases of 4.4%. On the other hand, the second segment limitation appears for lighter
masses.
A backwards main landing gear improves the performances, even if the effect is small,
when compared with C zmax effect.
For the landing performances, a main landing gear situated +2% ℓ backwards improves VLS ,KL of 1.8%, while VLS ,HL is improved of 1.2%.
From the analysis of the performances, dM LG effect seems very small, when compared
to the handling qualities criteria.
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15.8.6

Sensitivities on ∆hM LG = −0.3m.

The reduction of main landing gear size has been chosen to match the constraint of
clearance with respect to the spinning tyre profile. In other words, this is the minimum
authorized value of hM LG .
Figure 142 represents the results on the ground criteria :

Figure 142: Ground handling qualities : reverse mode : the decrement of the main landing
gear has a negligible (negative) effect on takeoff rotation, as well as a negligible (positive)
effect on backwards handling qualities.
The decrement of the main landing gear size has nearly no impact on the ground
handling qualities criteria.
The tailstrike angle is decreased, through equation (8.15):

 −1.2o ⇒ θ ls = 13.6o (takeoff phase)
∆θ ls ≈
−1.0o ⇒ θ ls = 13.8o (kiss landing)
(15.41)

−1.0o ⇒ θ ls = 13.8o (hard landing)

At takeoff, the V M U limitation is not critical and the takeoff performances are not degraded. The maximum authorized value of 13.6o for takeoff phase is far from critical :
θmax = 8.8o would balance V M U and Vz limitations.
The kiss and hard landing criteria are impacted, but are still far from the limitation.
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Calculation of additional yaw moment due to τV .

At first, lets remind the expression of the aerodynamic forces on the vertical surfaces,
without τV . In the aerodynamic axis, drag and side forces are equal to :
 −−→
−→
V


= −2(C xV0 + ∆C xVi (β, δn))1xa
 Cx
→
2 −
= −2(C xV0 + 1V C yV )1xa
πA


−→
 −−→
C yV = 2(C yVβ β + C yVδn δn)1ya

(15.42)

where we assume that β has no impact of the efficiency of the rudder, to simplify the
L
expression : kyN
≈ 1.
β
The lever arms of the vertical surfaces are, with respect to the center of gravity and
in the body axis :
(

−−−→
Left Winglet : GW L =
−−−→
Right Winglet : GW R =

−
xV −xcg →
1x
ℓ
−
xV −xcg →
1x
ℓ

−
+

yV
ℓ
yV
ℓ

→
−
1y
→
−
1y

(15.43)

The yaw moment obtained is the yaw moment of the vertical surfaces without τV :
C n(τV = 0).
xV − xcg
xV − xcg
cos β + 2C xV
sin β
ℓ
ℓ
xV − xcg
L
V
C n(τV = 0) = 2(C yVβ β + ky N
C
y
δn)
cos β
β
δn
ℓ

1  V2 2
L
V
− 2 C xV0 +
C yβ β + 2C yVβ kyN
β C yδn βδn
πAV
 xV − xcg
L
V 2
2
+ (kyN
C
y
)
δn
sin β
β
δn
ℓ

C n(τV = 0) = 2C yV

(15.44)

With τV 6= 0, the aerodynamic forces are the following :



Left Winglet :













Right Winglet :











−−−→
 −→
C x1V = − C xV0 + ∆C xVi (β − τV , δn) 1xa
→
2 −
= − C xV0 + 1V C y1V 1xa
πA
−−−→
 −→
L
V
C y1V = C yVβ (β − τV ) + kyN
β−τV C y δn δn 1ya
−−−→
 −→
C x2V = − C xV0 + ∆C xVi (β + τV , δn) 1xa
→
2 −
= − C xV0 + 1V C y2V 1xa
πA
−−−→
 −→
L
V
C y2V = C yVβ (β + τV ) + kyN
β+τV C y δn δn 1ya

(15.45)

The lever arms being identical to equation (15.43), the yaw moment expression becomes
:
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xV − xcg
yV
cos β(C y1V + C y2V ) +
sin β(C y2V − C y1V )
ℓ
ℓ
xV − xcg
yV
sin β(C x1V + C x2V ) +
cos β(C x1V − C x2V ) (15.46)
ℓ
ℓ

C n(τV 6= 0) =
+

Let’s develop the different terms of equation (15.46) :
C y1V + C y2V
V

C y1V

C x1V

C x2V

C y2 −
+

L
NL
= 2C yVβ β + (ky N
β+τV + k y β−τV )C y δn δn

=
=

L
2C yVβ τV + (ky N
β+τV
−C xV0 − (∆C xVi (β

+
C x1V − C x2V

=
+
+

(15.47)
(15.48)

)C yδn δn

− τV , δn) +

∆C xVi

(β + τV , δn))

1
2
2C yVβ (β 2 + τV 2 )
πAV

L
NL
2C y Vβ C yVδn kyN
β+τV (β + τV ) + k y β−τV (β − τV ) δn


i
L 2
NL 2
V 2
2
kyN
+
k
y
y
δn
C
β−τV
β+τV
δn
h
1
2
C yVβ (4βτV )
πAV

L
NL
2C y Vβ C yVδn δn ky N
β+τV (β + τV ) − k y β−τV (β − τV )

i

L 2
NL 2
V 2
2
+
k
y
C
y
δn
kyN
β−τV
β+τV
δn

= −2C xV0 −
+

h

−

L
kyN
β−τV

(15.49)

(15.50)

We can express equation (15.46):

xV − xcg
L
NL
cos β(2C y Vβ β + (ky N
β+τV + k y β−τV )C y δn δn)
ℓ
yV
L
NL
sin β(C y Vβ τV + (ky N
+
β+τV − k y β−τV )C y δn δn)
ℓ

xV − xcg
1 h
2
−
sin β 2C xV0 +
2C y Vβ (β 2 + τV 2 )
V
ℓ
πA

V
V
NL
L
+ 2C yβ C yδn ky β+τV (β + τV ) + ky N
β−τV (β − τV )


i
L 2
NL 2
V 2
2
+ kyN
+
k
y
C
y
δn
β+τV
β−τV
δn

h
V
1
y
2
cos β
C yVβ (4βτV )
+
V
ℓ
πA

V
L
NL
+ 2C yβ C yVδn δn ky N
β+τV (β + τV ) − k y β−τV (β − τV )


ii
L 2
NL 2
V 2
2
−
k
y
y
δn
+ kyN
C
β+τV
β−τV
δn

C n(τV 6= 0) =

(15.51)

The gain in yaw moment ∆C n(τV ) = C n(τV 6= 0) − C n(τV = 0) can be calculated by
subtracting equation (15.44) from equation (15.51).
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xV − xcg
L
NL
NL
cos β (ky N
β+τV + k y β−τV − 2k y β )C y δn δn
ℓ
yV
L
NL
sin β(2C y Vβ τV + (kyN
+
β+τV − k y β−τV )C y δn δn)
ℓ
h
xV − xcg
2
sin
β
2C yVβ τV 2
−
πAV ℓ

L
NL
NL
+ 2C y Vβ C yVδn kyN
β+τV (β + τV ) + k y β−τV (β − τV ) − 2k y β β


i
L 2
NL 2
N L2
V 2
2
+
k
y
−
2k
y
y
δn
+ kyN
C
β+τV
β−τV
β
δn

h
V
1
y
2
cos β
+
C yVβ (4βτV )
V
ℓ
πA

V
L
NL
+ 2C y β C yVδn δn ky N
β+τV (β + τV ) − k y β−τV (β − τV )


ii
L 2
NL 2
V 2
2
+ kyN
−
k
y
C
y
δn
(15.52)
β+τV
β−τV
δn

∆C n(τV ) =

Expression (15.52) can be simplified. At first, if τV is small, a first approximation
can be made :
L
NL
NL
(15.53)
kyN
β+τV ≈ k y β−τV ≈ k y β
and the term in

xV −xcg
ℓ

cos β is cancelled.

V

V

sin β is proportional
Then, terms in yℓ are proportional to βτV , while term in x −xcg
ℓ
to βτV 2 . The latter is consequently negligible when compared to the others.
Expression (15.52) becomes :

∆C n(τV ) =

h
i
yV
yV
V2
V
V
NL
sin β2C yVβ τV +
cos
β
4C
y β βτV + 4C y β C yδn k y β τV δn (15.54)
ℓ
πAV ℓ

(15.54) is divided by (15.44), to obtain the relative increment of yaw moment due to τV
∆Cn(τV )
Cn(τV =0) :
∆C n(τV )
yV
= V
C n(τV = 0)
x − xcg

τV
β+

V
ky NL
β Cy δn

Cy V
β

δn

!

"
NL
V
k
y β C y δn
2
tan β +
C yVβ (β +
δn)
πAV
C yVβ
(15.55)

If we take the following assumptions :
• the sideslip is limited to small values : tan β ≈ β.
• the rudder efficiency is linked to the efficiency of the vertical surface and is given
L
V
by [12] : pC yVβ = ky N
β C y δn . With the vertical surface chosen, p = −0.51.
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• the classical approximation of the lifting line is selected to estimate the efficiency
of the fin C yVβ :
C yVβ
2
=−
(15.56)
πAV
2 + AV
A simpler expression of

∆Cn(τV )
Cn(τV =0)

∆C n(τV )
C n(τV = 0)

=

is obtained :
yV
τV
xV − xcg
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β
4
−
β + pδn 2 + AV



(15.57)
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Calculation of additional yaw moment due to ∆n.

With ∆n 6= 0, the aerodynamic forces are the following :



Left Winglet :











−−−→
 −→
C x1V = − C xV0 + ∆C xVi (β, δn1 ) 1xa
→
2 −
= − C xV0 + 1V C y1V 1xa
πA
−−−→
 −→
L
V
C y1V = C yVβ β + kyN
β C y δn δn1 1ya
−−−→
 −→
C x2V = − C xV0 + ∆C xVi (β, δn2 ) 1xa
→
2 −
= − C xV0 + 1V C y2V 1xa
πA
−−−→
 −→
L
V
C y2V = C yVβ β + kyN
β C y δn δn2 1ya



Right Winglet :











(15.58)

The lever arms being identical to equation (15.43), the yaw moment expression becomes
:

C n(∆n 6= 0) =
+

xV − xcg
yV
cos β(C y1V + C y2V ) +
sin β(C y2V − C y1V )
ℓ
ℓ
xV − xcg
yV
sin β(C x1V + C x2V ) +
cos β(C x1V − C x2V )(15.59)
ℓ
ℓ

Let’s develop the different terms of equation (15.59) :

C y1V + C y2V
C y2V
V

−

C x1 +

C y1V
C x2V

L
= 2C yVβ β + ky N
β C y δn (δn1 + δn2 )

(15.60)

L
kyN
β C y δn (δn2 − δn1 )
−2C xV0 − (∆C xVi (β, δn1 ) +
1 h
2
−2C xV0 −
2C y Vβ β 2
πAV

(15.61)

=
=
=

C x1V − C x2V

=
+

∆C xVi

L
+ 2C yVβ C yVδn ky N
β β(δn1 + δn2 )
i
L2
V 2
2
2
+ kyN
C
y
(δn
+
δn
)
1
2
β
δn

(β, δn2 ))

1 
L
2C yVβ C yVδn kyN
β β(δn2 − δn1 )
πAV
i
2

2

L
kyN
C yVδn (δn22 − δn21 )
β

We can express equation (15.59):
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xV − xcg
L
cos β(2C y Vβ β + 2ky N
β C yδn δn)
ℓ
yV
L
sin βk y N
+ 2
β C y δn ∆n
ℓ

1 h
xV − xcg
2
sin β 2C xV0 +
2C yVβ β 2
−
ℓ
πAV

C n(∆n 6= 0) =

L
+4C yVβ C yVδn ky N
β βδn

ii
2
L2
+ kyN
C yVδn (δn21 + δn22 )
β
+

yV
1 
L
4C yVβ C yVδn kyN
cos β
β β∆n
ℓ
πAV
i
2

2

L
+ 4ky N
C yVδn ∆nδn
β

(15.64)

(15.65)

The gain in yaw moment ∆C n(δn, ∆n) = C n(δn, ∆n 6= 0) − C n(δn, ∆n = 0) can be
calculated by subtracting equation (15.44) from equation (15.65).
yV
L
sin βky N
β C y δn ∆n
ℓ

i
xV − xcg
1 h N L2 V 2
2
2
2
sin β
ky β C yδn (δn1 + δn2 − 2δn )
ℓ
πAV
1 
yV
L
cos β
4C y Vβ C yVδn kyN
β β∆n
ℓ
πAV
i

∆C n(δn, ∆n) = 2
−
+

2

2

L
+ 4ky N
C yVδn ∆nδn
β

Expression (15.66) can be simplified : terms in
xV −xcg
ℓ

(15.66)

yV
ℓ

are proportional to β∆n, while

term in
is proportional to βδn2 . The latter is consequently negligible when compared to the others.
Expression (15.66) becomes :
yV
L
sin βk y N
β C y δn ∆n
ℓ
 V

yV
4
NL
V
NL
V
cos β
k
y β C yδn ∆n C y β β + k y β C y δn δn
(15.67)
ℓ
πAV

∆C n(δn, ∆n) = 2
+

Expression (15.67) is divided by (15.44), to obtain the relative increment of yaw moment
∆Cn(δn,∆n)
due to ∆n Cn(δn,∆n=0)
:
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yV
∆C n(δn, ∆n)
= V
p∆n
C n(δn, ∆n = 0)
x − xcg



β
4
−
β + pδn 2 + AV

where the following assumptions have been taken :



(15.68)

• the sideslip is limited to small values : tan β ≈ β.
• the rudder efficiency is linked to the efficiency of the vertical surface and is given
L
V
by [12] : pC yVβ = ky N
β C y δn . With the vertical surface chosen, p ≈ −0.5.
• the classical approximation of the lifting line is selected to estimate the efficiency
of the fin C yVβ :
C yVβ
2
=−
(15.69)
V
πA
2 + AV

15.11

Calculation of engine cost per flight C e

The price of the engines (spares taken into account) Pe [6] can be approximated by the
following relation:
Pe ($) = nm1158.09T 0.8

(15.70)

where the engine’s thrust is given in newtons. That price must be divided in all the
hours of flight covered during the lifecycle of the aircraft. Before doing that, we must
estimate the investment cost for each year. It depends on the amortization period tamort
and on the interest rate τ emp. The annual amount to pay back is equal to Pe /tamort for
the amortization and is equal to τ reaPe for the annual repayment of the interests of the
loan. The value of the ratio of the annual repayment of the interests τ rea is given by
following formula:
τ rea =

τ emp
1−

1
(1+τ emp)t amort

−

1

(15.71)

tamort

And the annual cost Cyear is equal to:
Cyear = (τ rea +

1
)Pe =
tamort
1−

τ emp
1
(1+τ emp)t amort

Pe

Then, we must divide that cost between all the flights to obtain the engine cost per flight
C e. If the aircraft fly tf lyyear hours per year and if one flight lasts tf ly hours, the cost of
one flight is equal to:
tf ly
1
tf ly
= (τ rea +
)
Pe
tf lyyear
tamort tf ly year
1
tf ly
= (τ rea +
)
nm1158.09F 0.8
tamort tf ly year

C e = Cyear
Ce
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15.12

Calculation of airframe cost per flight C str

The price of airframe (spares taken into account) Pstr [11] can be approximated by the
following relation:
Pstr ($) = 3707(O W E − me )0.9

(15.73)

Like the engines, the price of airframe must be calculated for one flight.
C str = (τ rea +

15.13

1
tf ly
)
3707(O W E − me )0.9
tamort tf ly year

(15.74)

Calculation of fuel cost per flight C f

The fuel cost per flight C f is equal to
C f = τ pf Pf mf

(15.75)

It is function of the fuel mass consumed during the flight mf in kilogrammes kg,
and of the fuel price Pf in dollars per US gallon, $/gal. Pf can be obtained on U.S.
Energy Information Administration website. τ pf converts the gallons into kilogrammes.
It is interesting to point out that, the more the entry into service of the aircraft will be
delayed in the future, the more the reduction of the penalty in mf will be needed. That
will much impact the choice of the solution among all the ones exposed in this report.
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Résolution des qualités de vol de l’aile volante Airbus :
résumé
ABSTRACT
Le but de cette étude est de résoudre les qualités de vol d’une aile volante long courrier, à la
phase d’avant-projet. Ce type d’avion a la particularité d’intégrer les quatre fonctions de
l’avion (portance, contrôle, propulsion, transport de passagers) en un seul corps. L’avantage
recherché est un gain en finesse, ainsi qu’au niveau des émissions de bruit, dû au
masquage du bruit moteur procuré par le corps central.
Faire voler ce type d’avion nécessite cependant de relever certains défis, dont l’un est la
résolution des qualités de vol. La configuration étudiée dans ce travail présente initialement
de fortes instabilités longitudinales et latérales, ainsi qu’une faible autorité en roulis et un
faible couple cabreur lors de la rotation au décollage.
Ce travail propose des solutions, qui combinent des surfaces de contrôles innovantes et des
leviers originaux, tirant profit des avantages de la configuration.
Les qualités de vol sont résolues au cours d’un processus de conception de type avantprojet, adapté à ces leviers et surfaces de contrôles, qui calcule la meilleure architecture de
surface de contrôle et de profils d’aile qui minimise l’impact sur les performances en croisière
et sur le coût d’une mission.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Si ce rapport propose de résoudre les qualités de vol d’une « aile volante », la configuration
étudiée se rapproche plus d’un blended wing body que d’une flying wing, concepts
apparentés (pas d’empennage horizontal) qui se différencient par la discontinuité de leur
bord d’attaque et de l’épaisseur à la jonction corps externe/corps central pour le blended
wing body 1.
Le concept présente certains avantages :
Efficacité aérodynamique : toutes les parties de l’avion n’ayant pas pour but la création
de portance sont retirées : empennage horizontal, dérive, fuselage.
Efficacité propulsive : l’installation des deux moteurs sur le corps central permet de
réduire les émissions de bruit, ainsi que les déséquilibres en lacet lors d’une panne
moteur. Ensuite, en cas d’éclatement moteur, la cabine située en amont ne peut être
touchée. De plus, la position semi-enterrée des moteurs permet de réduire la traînée de
l’avion par l’ingestion de la couche limite sur l’extrados. Enfin, les efforts tranchants sont
très nettement diminués, principalement à la transition voilure interne/voilure externe, ce
qui permet un gain en masse structurale à cet endroit.
Il faut cependant relever certains défis :
Les efforts de pressurisation sont nettement plus importants sur ce type de fuselage
plat que sur un fuselage cylindrique. Il y a une pénalité de masse structurale.
La gestion des volumes internes doit être repensée, afin de pouvoir loger les
passagers, soutes, et tous les systèmes à l’intérieur de l’aile.
Les méthodes d’assemblage/intégration, qui sont pour l’instant optimales pour les
configurations dites classiques, doivent être repensées.
Le concept de famille ne semble pas adapté, une extension du corps central impliquant
un nouveau dessin de l’aile.
L’absence de hublots, à part potentiellement dans le bord d’attaque, rend le concept peu
agréable pour les passagers. Les importantes excursions en roulis aux extrémités de la
cabine risquent aussi de détériorer le confort passager.
L’intégration des quatre fonctions dans l’aile les rend interdépendantes, ce qui n’est pas
le cas sur un avion classique. Une approche multidisciplinaire est donc
particulièrement requise pour cette configuration.
L’absence d’empennage arrière, de dérive, et de bras de levier rend le contrôle des
qualités de vol particulièrement difficile.
Le dernier point est l’objet de ce travail, effectué en plusieurs étapes :
La définition de la configuration de base.
L’élaboration du modèle mathématique.
Le calcul du centrage.
L’identification des manœuvres critiques.
La présentation des degrés de liberté et leviers disponibles pour la résolution.
L’élaboration du processus de résolution.
La présentation des résultats, et leur optimisation.

1

Pour la suite de ce rapport, nous utiliserons de manière abusive l’appellation aile volante pour
désigner la configuration étudiée, le lecteur attentif devant se souvenir qu’il s’agit d’un blended wing
body.

2. CONFIGURATION INITIALE
L’aile volante étudiée est présentée à la Figure 1. Il s’agit d’un avion long courrier de 464
passagers dans sa configuration deux classes, et de 632 passagers dans sa configuration
une seule classe. Sa distance
nominale est de 7200 nm. Il vole à
Mach 0.85, entre 35000 et 43000
pieds. Sa distance au décollage
TOFL doit être inférieure à 3000m
dans les conditions ISA+15 et au
niveau de la mer. Sa vitesse
d’approche Vapp doit être inférieure
à 150 kt, pour toute masse
inférieure à sa masse maximale à
l’atterrissage (MLW). Cet avion est
ICAO Annex 14 Code F, ce qui
signifie qu’il est limité à 80m
d’envergure (Span) et 14m de
largeur de train.
Figure 1: Présentation de la configuration

Le bord d’attaque présente une
double flèche, dont la discontinuité se situe à la jonction voilure interne/voilure externe. La
voilure interne contient la cabine sur le pont supérieur, les trains, soutes à bagages et le
caisson de repos équipage se situant au pont inférieur. Six évacuations se situent de chaque
côté de la cabine, afin de garantir la sécurité (1) 2. La position du train d’atterrissage principal
(arrière) a été choisie afin de respecter le critère de charge sur roulette avant (voir section
6.1.5) après une évaluation préliminaire du centrage (2).
La forme en plan a été définie pour englober les volumes internes, et permettre l’installation
des gouvernes, moteurs, et réservoirs de carburant.
Les deux moteurs ont été installés sur la voilure
interne, afin de limiter les excursions en lacet en
cas de panne moteur et/ou d’éventuelles dérives
surdimensionnées. La distance minimale les
séparant est choisie pour éviter la perte des deux
moteurs en cas d’éclatement de l’un des deux,
ainsi que l’apparition de chocs en croisière entre
les nacelles. Dans le même ordre d’idée, leur
position est limitée à l’avant par un Mach local
maximum, et ils sont situés suffisamment haut pour
éviter l’ingestion de la couche limite de l’extrados 3.
Ils sont orientés d’un angle ;<= = 6.5° vers le haut,
assurant l’alignement avec la direction de
l’écoulement dans l’entrée d’air. La poussée
nominale (liée à la taille du moteur) a été définie
afin de permettre de voler à l’altitude de Specific Figure 2: Réservoirs dans la voilure interne
(B1-3) et dans la voilure externe (W1-3)
Air Range (SAR) optimale.
Les réservoirs sont situées à la fois dans la voilure interne, vers l’avant de l’avion, et dans la
voilure externe, vers l’arrière de l’avion. Couplé à une surestimation volontaire du volume

2
3

Evacuation en moins de 90 secondes.
Les moteurs utilisés sur la configuration initiale ne permettent pas l’ingestion de la couche limite

carburant nécessaire à la mission, cet aménagement permet potentiellement la gestion de la
position du centre de gravité par transfert de carburant.
Des surfaces de contrôle ont été installées le long du bord de fuite de l’avion. De part et
d’autre de l’axe de symétrie avion, quatre
paires de gouvernes (flaps) assurent le
contrôle en tangage, tandis que la paire
externe assure le contrôle en roulis et en
lacet, grâce à l’installation d’une fonction
crocodile. Un crocodile est une surface de
contrôle double dont chaque partie (les
« mâchoires »)
peut
être
braquée
indépendamment, créant ainsi de la traînée et
éventuellement de la portance. Combiné à
l’important bras de levier en bout d’aile, ceci
permet de créer du lacet et du roulis.

Figure 3: Architecture des surfaces de contrôle de
la configuration initiale

Il n’y a pas d’aérofreins, la fonction freinage
étant assurée par l’ensemble des gouvernes
du bord de fuite, en particulier par les
crocodiles (voir section 8.2).

Enfin, des becs (slat) ont été installés au bord
d’attaque de la voilure externe, pour éviter les décrochages locaux et les inévitables pertes
de contrôle qui en découlent.

3. MODELE MATHEMATIQUE
Le modèle mathématique utilisé est celui de la mécanique du vol classique, comportant
le repère terrestre Ro(O,xo,yo,zo) situé sur la surface de la Terre,
le repère avion Rb(G,xb,yb,zb) placé au centre de gravité de l’avion, dont l’axe xb est
orienté vers le nez du fuselage et l’axe yb est orienté vers l’aile droite
le repère aérodynamique Ra(G,xa,ya,za) situé au centre de gravité de l’avion et aligné sur
le vecteur vitesse aérodynamique Va. La matrice de rotation Tba entre les repères Ra et
Rb utilise les angles d’incidence et de dérapage ! tels que

Avec

Figure 4: Repères avion et aérodynamique

3.1

EQUATIONS DE LA MECANIQUE DU VOL

Les équations décrivant le mouvement de l’avion sont les équations fondamentales de la
mécanique, calculées dans le repère terrestre

Où la matrice d’inertie de l’avion IG est celle de l’avion, qui comporte un plan de symétrie.

Ces six équations sont ensuite scindées en six équations cinématiques de type « vitesse =
dérivée de la position » et « masse x (dérivée de la vitesse) = somme des efforts
extérieurs ». En prenant l’hypothèse classique d’atmosphère isotrope, on peut découpler les
équations déterminant la position géographique (xG,yG) et le cap " des autres pour obtenir
les neuf équations déterminant le mouvement de l’avion.
Les efforts aérodynamiques >?=@A et B?=@A,C sont modélisés sous la forme suivante :

Où les coefficients CF et CM sont des coefficients sans dimension, dont l’expression dépend
du repère choisi.
Dans le repère aérodynamique

Dans le repère avion

Les efforts de propulsion sont eux fonction de la manette de poussée DE et de la taille
moteur FGH . En prenant en compte l’inclinaison du moteur par rapport à l’axe avion,
l’expression de la poussée est la suivante :

3.2

VOL LONGITUDINAL

Pour modéliser le vol longitudinal, on fait l’hypothèse que les paramètres dit latéraux sont
nuls et ne varient pas. Ce qui revient à dire que
Le gîte est nul, les ailes sont à l’horizontale.
Le dérapage ! est nul, les forces aérodynamiques sont dans le plan de symétrie de
l’avion.
Les efforts de propulsion sont parallèles au plan de symétrie avion. Les moments de
propulsion sont perpendiculaires au plan de symétrie avion.
Les moments aérodynamiques sont perpendiculaires au plan de symétrie de
l’avion. En particulier, les vitesses de roulis p et de lacet r sont nulles.
Ceci permet de modéliser le vol au moyen de cinq équations d’état, dont les variables sont
la vitesse V de l’avion, sa pente # (l’angle entre les axes xo et xa), la vitesse de tangage q,
l’incidence et l’altitude de vol h.
Les cinq équations sont les suivantes, pour un avion en vol :

Equation de propulsion (selon xa) :

Equation de sustentation (selon za) :

Où on introduit le facteur de charge nz.
Equation de moment de tangage en G (selon ya) :

Equation de vitesse de tangage (selon ya) :
Equation cinématique de l’altitude (selon zo) :
Ces équations définissent le mouvement longitudinal de l’avion. Dans le cas d’un
équilibre longitudinal, toutes les variations de variable d’état sont annulées et l’avion est dit
à l’équilibre 4.
3.3

VOL LATERAL

S’il est possible de s’affranchir des paramètres latéraux pour l’étude du vol longitudinal, la
réciproque n’est pas vraie : le vol latéral est fonction des paramètres longitudinaux, qui
interviennent dans les équations d’état. Les paramètres longitudinaux sont supposés
constants, mais pas forcément nuls.
Les quatre équations d’état du vol latéral dépendent des variables d’état suivantes : la
vitesse de roulis p, la vitesse de lacet r, l’angle de gîte $, et le dérapage !.
Equation du moment de roulis (selon xb) :

Equation du moment de lacet (selon zb) :

Où sont introduits les coefficients de moment de lacet des moteurs droit et gauche

Equation de force latérale (selon yb) :
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Ceci conduit à l’annulation de la pente # dans l’équation de variation de l’altitude. Ceci exprime qu’un
avion n’est parfaitement à l’équilibre si sa pente est nulle. Hors, il est parfois nécessaire de modéliser
des équilibres en montée ou en descente, comme lors des phases de décollage et d’atterrissage. Ceci
conduit à négliger l’équation de variation de l’altitude, dont la dynamique est très lente en
comparaison des autres. L’altitude h n’est plus considérée comme une variable d’état mais est fixée et
constante pour le calcul.

Equation de vitesse de roulis (selon yb) :
3.4

COEFFICIENTS AERODYNAMIQUES

Les coefficients aérodynamiques sont ensuite exprimés en fonction des paramètres
aérodynamiques. Ils dépendent du nombre de Mach M, du nombre de Reynolds Re, ainsi
que de l’incidence, du dérapage, des vitesses de roulis, tangage et lacet, et des braquages
des surfaces de contrôle de roulis DI, tangage DJ et lacet DK. Pour l’étude des qualités de
vol, le cas de vol et l’altitude sont fixés, ce qui fixe la valeur du nombre de Mach et du
nombre de Reynolds. Leur influence est prise en compte dans les autres gradients
aérodynamiques.
Les équations complètes des coefficients aérodynamiques sont les suivantes, en prenant en
compte les non-linéarités :
3.4.1 Coefficient de portance Cz

3.4.2 Coefficient de traînée Cx

Où le premier terme est la traînée de forme de l’aile, qui varie avec le braquage des
gouvernes et le dérapage ; tandis que le second terme est la traînée induite de l’aile, fonction
de l’allongement et du coefficient de portance Cz.
3.4.3 Coefficient de moment de tangage Cm

Où EG est le foyer aérodynamique de l’avion, autrement dit la position du centre de gravité
pour laquelle le moment de tangage est indépendant de l’incidence. C’est donc en ce point
que sont localisés les efforts aérodynamiques.
Cette équation est également couramment représentée dans un système d’axes centré au
nez de l’avion, et où l’axe x est positif vers l’arrière. Cet axe est gradué en pourcentages de
la corde moyenne aérodynamique l.

Le foyer XF est lié à la stabilité longitudinale de l’avion.
Si le centre de gravité se trouve devant le foyer, une augmentation de l’incidence
augmente le coefficient de portance LM ce qui crée un moment piqueur qui fait baisser
diminuer l’incidence : l’avion est stable longitudinalement.
D’autre part, pour un centre de gravité situé derrière le foyer, une augmentation de
l’incidence crée un moment aérodynamique cabreur, qui va accroitre l’incidence de plus
en plus : l’avion est instable longitudinalement.

Une autre position particulière du centre de gravité est le centre de poussée NOP : c’est la
position particulière du centre de gravité pour laquelle le moment de tangage est équilibré,
sans action sur les gouvernes.

Cette position du centre de poussée est importante pour les performances en croisière. A
haute vitesse, le centre de gravité doit être le plus proche possible du centre de poussée
pour éviter les braquages de gouverne excessifs qui pénalisent la traînée de forme.
3.4.4 Coefficient de moment de roulis Cl

3.4.5 Coefficient de moment de lacet Cn

3.4.6 Coefficient de force latérale CY

4. CONTEXTE DE L’ETUDE
Dans cette section sont examinées les qualités de vol de la configuration initiale. Les
paramètres influençant sont mis en évidence.
4.1

DEFINITION DES QUALITES DE VOL

Dans la littérature, la résolution des qualités de vol revient à positionner les modes de l’avion
de manière à le rendre stable. L’avion est alors pilotable par le pilote ou par les surfaces de
contrôle pendant l’ensemble de la mission. Les modes sont fixés sur une configuration avion
bien définie, avec des surfaces de contrôle déjà dimensionnées, grâce aux lois de
commande.
Au stade avant-projet, la configuration avion n’est pas encore figée. La phase de conception
préliminaire permet de dimensionner les surfaces de contrôle en faisant une hypothèse sur
la capacité de contrôle fournie par les lois de commande. Le dimensionnement des surfaces
de contrôle tient également compte de critères autres que les qualités de vol.
Cette thèse propose une méthode pour résoudre les qualités de vol au stade avantprojet, à savoir fixer la configuration de l’aile volante qui permettra grâce à des lois de
commande standard de rendre l’avion pilotable.
4.2

LES QUALITES DE VOL AU STADE AVANT-PROJET

A la phase de conception préliminaire, le dimensionnement des surfaces de contrôle
s’effectue d’habitude après la boucle « masse-performances ». Celle-ci fait converger la
masse maximale au décollage, MTOW, par le calcul de la masse à vide (OWE) de deux
manières différentes.
Par le calcul de la mission, où OWE est obtenue pour une MTOW donnée grâce à la
RAS
connaissance du fuel JQRAS nécessaire à la mission nominale et de la charge JTU
(passagers + fret) nominale

Parallèlement, pour une
masse MTOW donnée, OWE est
obtenue par le dimensionnement
structural de l’avion, pour pouvoir
transporter fret et fuel.
Dans cette boucle sont également
dimensionnés les moteurs (FGH ), de
manière à respecter les contraintes
de la mission.
L’altitude de SAR doit être
atteignable.
Le temps de montée
Figure 5 : Boucle masse-perfos
minimum doit être respecté.
La distance maximale au décollage (TOFL) doit être respectée.
Enfin, les surfaces de contrôle en tangage et lacet sont finalement dimensionnées de
manière très préliminaire, par l’utilisation de coefficients de volume bien connus pour des
configurations classiques.

Pour l’empennage horizontal, sa surface VWXT et sa distance au centre de gravité IWXT 5
sont liées à la surface de référence/de l’aile V@=Q et à la longueur de la corde moyenne
aérodynamique I
Pour la dérive sa surface V Y et son bras de levier IZXT sont liés soit à l’envergure VT?R ou
au couple moteur [= \

Quant aux surfaces de contrôle en roulis, l’aile dispose de suffisamment de surface pour les
installer le long du bord de fuite. L’impact de ses surfaces sur la boucle masse-perfo est
ensuite évalué, et une nouvelle configuration convergée est obtenue. Dans un second
temps, une évaluation plus détaillée des critères de qualité de vol permet de raffiner le
dimensionnement des surfaces de contrôle.
Sur l’aile volante, si la boucle de dimensionnement masses-performances peut s’effectuer,
les règles de dimensionnement pour les surfaces de contrôle ne sont pas adaptées.
La forme en plan ne permet pas l’installation d’un empennage horizontal.
La position en x de la voilure ne peut pas être modifiée. Une modification des flèches,
aurait un effet similaire, mais impliquerait une redéfinition complète des volumes internes
de l’aile interne et de l’aile externe, ce qui impacte également les masses et
performances.
Seuls les surfaces verticales et leur bras de levier peuvent être dimensionnés de manière
préliminaire, mais comme on le verra à la section 6.2, cette solution n’est pas très
efficace ni bien adaptée à la configuration.
4.2.1 Configuration baseline
Pour étudier les qualités de vol, un choix de configuration, dite baseline, légèrement différent
de la configuration initiale a été fait. Les différences sont présentées au tableau ci-dessous.
Paramètre

Symbole

Taille moteur
Contrôle en roulis

FGH
DU

Contrôle en tangage
Contrôle en lacet
Position du train
principal
Taille du train
principal
Incidence de
décrochage

DS

DR , V Y
N]^C
_]^C

`aX?UU

Valeur

Critère dimensionnant

1.25
Flap 5
Flaps
1 4
0

Altitude SAR (marge 5%)
Taille classique sur aile d’envergure similaire

47.5% l

Maximum d’autorité restante
Dérive à dimensionner
Derrière le centre de gravité de la
configuration initiale à OWE

4.76m

Configuration initiale

16° ou
20°

Avec ou sans becs déployés

Table 1: Paramètres de la configuration baseline, différents de la configuration initiale
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Le bras de levier des empennages arrière peut être modifié de deux manières. La première est bien
sûr de modifier la position des surfaces de contrôle. La seconde est de modifier la position du centre
de gravité, en changeant par exemple le positionnement longitudinal de l’aile.

5. DETERMINATION DU DIAGRAMME DE CENTRAGE
Le mouvement de l’avion (et donc l’analyse de qualités de vol) se déroulant autour de son
centre de gravité, il est nécessaire d’établir son évolution en fonction de la masse avant
l’examen des qualités de vol. L’évolution du centre de gravité dépend de
L’aménagement cabine
La longueur de la mission
La stratégie d’utilisation des réservoirs
Le nombre et le positionnement des passagers
Le diagramme de centrage est une enveloppe qui contient l’ensemble des positions
possibles du centre de gravité de l’avion, au cours des différentes missions, en fonction de la
]fg
masse. Partant de la masse structurale et du centrage correspondant (Bbc,Nde
),
indépendants de l’aménagement cabine, on examine les différents cas de chargement
possibles.
Bbc = 161.7 i
h N ]fg
= 51.9% I
de
5.1

CENTRAGE A VIDE :

#$%
!"

La masse à vide dépend de l’aménagement cabine choisi. Elle tient compte du
positionnement des sièges passagers et équipage, des galleys, des volumes d’eau et de fuel
inutilisable, et des équipements d’évacuation. Les valeurs obtenues pour les deux
aménagements cabine existants sont les suivantes :
#$%
#$%
!"
Deux classes (MC)
192.6 t 46.6% I
Classe économique (HD) 191.7 t 47.2% I

Table 2: Masse et centrage à vide

Ces résultats sont cependant incomplets. Lors du calcul du centrage au stade de la
conception préliminaire, on tente de prendre en compte les aménagements cabines futurs.
jfg
Pour ce faire, une dispersion sur la valeur du centre de gravité Nde
est introduite. Cette
dispersion est d’autant plus grande que la cabine kd?l est longue et que le diamètre du
fuselage mQna est petit. Une formule statistique de cette dispersion basée sur les avions
Airbus est d’habitude utilisée :

Figure 6: Transformation de la cabine de l'aile volante en
juxtaposition de cabines de forme classique
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Cependant, utilisée sur l’aile volante,
l’écart type % obtenu est négatif 6. Ceci
n’est pas acceptable et la loi
empirique doit être adaptée à la forme
particulière de l’aile volante. La loi est
alors appliquée à des fuselages
élémentaires dont la juxtaposition
forme la cabine de l’aile volante (voir
Figure
6).
Chaque
fuselage
élémentaire possède alors une cabine
rectangulaire dont on peut calculer la
longueur et le diamètre, et en déduire
ainsi la dispersion sur le centre de

Le diamètre fuselage utilisé ici est égal au rapport de la surface de l’aile sur la longueur de la cabine.

jfg
gravité Nde
. En utilisant la propriété de la somme des lois normales 7, on peut obtenir la
distribution de probabilité totale et l’écart type correspondant.

Cette formule permet de déterminer un intervalle de confiance à 95% sur la position selon x
jfg
quel que soit l’aménagement. Ceci est considéré comme
du centre de gravité Nde
acceptable pour l’étude des qualités de vol.

De la même manière, on prend également en compte une dispersion latérale du centre de
gravité, en coupant cette fois-ci la cabine dans le sens de la largeur. On obtient finalement
un
domaine
de
positions
possibles du centre de gravité à
OWE (voir rectangle vert à la
Figure 7).

Figure 7: Dispersion longitudinale et latérale du centre de
gravité.

5.2

CENTRAGE A ZERO FUEL

Où le rectangle vert de même
surface que le losange rouge est
sélectionné, de manière à
exclure les excursions purement
longitudinales ou latérales de
l’aménagement
cabine,
considérées
comme
peu
probables.

&'$
!"

Pour calculer la masse et le centrage à
zéro fuel, il faut considérer l’ensemble
des cas de chargement passager et
cargo envisageables pour l’avion. Si les
cas à chargement maximal sont faciles à
traiter, les cas où la cabine n’est pas
entièrement occupée conduisent à
examiner la manière avec laquelle les
passagers choisissent leur siège.
Figure 8: Chargement à moitié des deux types de cabine
7

Ce choix suit statistiquement trois axes 8 :

La somme de variables indépendantes dont chacune des distributions suit une loi normale suit aussi
une loi normale.

Un passager prend un siège le plus proche possible des évacuations
Un passager préfère être seul sur sa rangée
Un passager préfère la proximité d’un hublot à la proximité d’un couloir aux sièges
en milieu de rangée.
Un exemple de chargement à 50% est
représenté à la Figure 8. Les passagers
occupent en priorité les sièges près des
portes, les sièges près des hublots et des
couloirs, et les rangées peu remplies.
Concernant le chargement des soutes, elles
sont remplies à 100% si la cabine est 100%
occupée. Elles sont remplies à 55% lorsque
la cabine est à moitié occupée, avec deux
types de chargement :
Figure 9: Vecteurs passagers & cargo des
Un où 2/3 de la charge se trouve dans la soute
chargements complets
avant
Un où 2/3 de la charge se trouve dans la soute arrière.
Six scénarios de chargement sont considérés. Ces six scénarios sont choisis car ils
représentent les cas de chargement les plus excentrés.
jfg
1. V1 : Classe économique, Nde
= 47.2% I, cabine moitié remplie, 55% cargo (arrière)
jfg
2. V2 : Double classe, Nde = 46.6% I, cabine moitié remplie, 55% cargo (avant)
jfg
3. V3 : Classe économique, Nde
= 47.4% I, cabine remplie, 100% cargo
jfg
4. V5 : Double classe, Nde = 46.4% I, cabine remplie, 100% cargo
jfg
5. V6 : Double classe, Nde
= 46.6% I, cabine remplie, 100% cargo
jfg
6. V7 : Classe économique, Nde
= 47.2% I, cabine remplie, 100% cargo
Ceci permet de calculer les différentes
oGf
. Un exemple pour les
valeurs de Nde
chargements complets est représenté à la
Figure 9.
5.3

CENTRAGE A MASSE MAXIMALE

()#$
!"

Figure 10: Scénarios de chargement
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Partant des différentes masses et
centrages obtenus à zéro fuel, les deux
stratégies de remplissage des réservoirs
de carburant les plus extrêmes permettent
de déterminer l’enveloppe des positions
possibles du centre gravité entre ZFW et
MTOW. On remarquera que la plupart des
scénarios vont au-delà de MTOW. Ceci est
dû à la stratégie de dimensionnement des
réservoirs, qui permet une liberté dans le
choix du centre de gravité, même à
MTOW.

La forme particulière de l’aile volante pourrait changer ces habitudes, comme éviter de s’asseoir trop
loin du centre de l’avion, pour éviter au maximum les perturbations de roulis. Mais ceci n’est pas pris
en compte dans cette étude.

5.4

DIAGRAMME DE CENTRAGE

Le diagramme de centrage doit tenir compte de tous les scénarios de chargement établis.
Autrement dit, il doit contenir pour chaque masse, au moins un point de chaque scénario de
chargement.
Cela signifie que, entre OWE et ZFW, il doit contenir l’ensemble des vecteurs chargements.
Une hypothèse simplificatrice est néanmoins prise, celle de ne tenir compte que des
extrémités des vecteurs passagers et cargo, plutôt que de l’ensemble des centrages atteints
par chaque scénario de chargement entre OWE et ZFW.
Entre ZFW et MTOW, comme les lobes de remplissage carburant englobent l’ensemble des
positions atteignables, le diagramme
de centrage doit englober la zone
entre le lobe arrière le plus avant
(V7), et le lobe avant le plus arrière
(V2). Comme ces deux lobes
délimitent encore une zone de
positions non vide, on peut choisir
comme diagramme de centrage la
courbe passant au milieu de ces
deux lobes. Le diagramme de
centrage obtenu est représenté en
noir à la Figure 11.
Une marge d’erreur est ensuite
ajoutée à ce diagramme, pour
prendre en compte les incertitudes
?=@A
pNde
sur
les
coefficients
aérodynamiques calculées par essais
en soufflerie ou numériquement, ainsi
que les erreurs de dispersion du
S
centre de gravité pNde
dues à la
phase de production.
L’incertitude
aérodynamique
est
Figure 11: Diagramme de centrage (en noir), sans marge d’erreur
obtenue en effectuant un calcul
d’erreur sur un équilibre en moment
de tangage en croisière. En négligeant la contribution des moteurs, on obtient :

L’incertitude aérodynamique est directement liée à l’incertitude sur le moment de tangage
pqrstuv
qrstuv

et à la largeur du diagramme de centrage Nde w Ndev . Pour évaluer cette incertitude,

des données d’avions existants ont été utilisées. Par exemple, l’incertitude en moment de
tangage vaut environ 10%. Combinée à la largeur du diagramme de centrage (environ 10%
l), l’incertitude aérodynamique vaut :

S
est d’environ 1.0% de la corde moyenne
L’incertitude sur la phase de production pNde
aérodynamique. Compte tenu des dimensions de la corde aérodynamique moyenne de l’aile

volante, cette incertitude a été réduite de moitié pour obtenir la même distance absolue que
S
les configurations classiques : pNde
= 0.5%I. L’incertitude totale est donc de ±1.5% l.
Le diagramme de centrage final est représenté à la Figure 13. Il est étroit, environ 4% l, mais
particulièrement incurvé. Trois zones du diagramme sont critiques pour le respect des
qualités de vol :
La limite arrière à OWE. Sans même prendre en compte l’incertitude aérodynamique
?=@A
pNde
qui n’a pas lieu d’être à ces masses là (l’avion ne vole pas à OWE), pour
respecter le critère de tip over (voir section 6.1.5), il faut reculer le train d’atterrissage
principal derrière cette limite arrière.
La limite avant à MZFW. Elle se trouve 11% l devant la limite arrière à OWE. Ce qui
signifie que les qualités de vol vont devoir être respectées pour l’ensemble des positions
du centre de gravité situées entre les deux.
La limite arrière à MTOW. Elle est critique pour le respect de la stabilité longitudinale.

Figure 12: Diagramme de centrage final, avec marges + mise en évidence des points critiques

Plusieurs modifications testées pendant la thèse mais non utilisées pour le processus de
résolution permettent de diminuer ces excursions :
La modification de l’emplacement des réservoirs, en les plaçant le plus loin possible du
centre de gravité.
La modification de l’emplacement de la soute à bagages, la mettant le plus à l’arrière
possible sur le pont inférieur, avec une porte dans le bord de fuite de l’aile.
La modification des flèches et des cordes de la voilure interne.

6. LES CRITERES DE QUALITES DE VOL
6.1

CONTROLE EN TANGAGE

Ces critères permettent d’habitude de dimensionner les empennages horizontaux, et de
positionner la voilure le long du fuselage. Ces degrés de liberté étant absents ici, nous
examinons le respect des qualités de vol de la configuration baseline.
6.1.1 Démonstration du décrochage
Cette manœuvre est régie par les normes CS 25.201 – Stall Demonstration et CS 25.203 –
Stall speed. Un avion doit pouvoir être pilotable près de l’incidence de décrochage. L’autorité
en tangage fournie par les
gouvernes doit être suffisante pour
garantir l’équilibre aux positions
extrêmes du centre de gravité, à
l’incidence de décrochage.
Lorsque
les
gouvernes
sont
braquées au maximum d’autorité à
cabrer, elles contrebalancent le
couple piqueur dû à la portance de
l’aile (localisée au foyer) jusqu’à un
centre de gravité très avant.
Lorsque
les
gouvernes
sont
braquées au maximum d’autorité à
piquer, elles contrebalancent le
couple cabreur dû à la portance de
Figure 13: Positions extrêmes du centre de gravité où
l’aile jusqu’à un centre de gravité
l'incidence de décrochage est atteignable
max arrière. Ces positions du
centre de gravité sont représentées
à la Figure 13. On constate que certaines positions arrière du diagramme de centrage se
trouvent derrière la limite arrière de la démonstration du décrochage. Cela signifie que l’avion
ne peut pas atteindre l’incidence `aX?UU pour ces centrages-là. L’incidence maximum
atteignable est inférieur à `aX?UU et le Cz diminue.
Cependant, un examen du Cz total pour l’ensemble des positions possibles du centre de
gravité montre que le Cz le plus faible est obtenu pour le centrage le plus avant, où la
contribution négative des gouvernes de tangage à la portance est la plus forte. Le Cz obtenu
est égal à :
0.993 z{ |aX?UU = 16°
LMS?x = y
1.211 z{ |aX?UU = 20°

Avec becs déployés pour |aX?UU = 20°. Il s’agit du Cz minimum équilibré et atteignable quelle
que soit la position du centre de gravité.
6.1.2 Atterrissage
A l’atterrissage, la vitesse doit être inférieure à la vitesse d’approche Vapp en dessous de 50ft.
Ceci donne une contrainte sur LMS?x , qui est respectée avec ou sans becs (voir section
6.1.1).

Les critères d’atterrissage (« kiss & hard landing ») sont respectés grâce à une taille
suffisante de train d’atterrissage. Ils ne sont pas dimensionnant sur l’aile volante, car l’avion
est beaucoup plus court qu’une configuration classique.
6.1.3 Equilibre en virage
Ce critère vérifie que l’autorité des gouvernes est suffisante pour contrôler l’avion en virage à
un gîte donné, et à une vitesse légèrement supérieure à la vitesse de décrochage. Il vérifie
également que les incidences prises ne sont pas trop proches du décrochage. L’incidence
|S?x prise par l’avion aux positions extrêmes du centre de gravité doit être inférieure à
l’incidence de décrochage |aX?UU avec une marge donnée de p|aX?UU = 3°. Ce critère est
examiné au décollage et à l’atterrissage. Le LMS?x choisi est celui de la démonstration du
décrochage. La position du centre de gravité est la plus avant, car elle diminue le Cz total et
donc l’incidence à l’équilibre.
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La différence entre l’incidence d’équilibre |S?x et l’incidence de décrochage est la suivante.
Sans le braquage des becs :
p =  7 !"#$ > %° Décollage Atterrissage
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On constate que l’avion ne respecte pas la loi de protection d’incidence pour le décollage au
centre de gravité le plus avant (MZFW). Cela signifie que les becs sont nécessaires pour ce
cas de vol, pour fournir une marge supplémentaire par rapport au décrochage (+4°). Une
autre possibilité est de diminuer la valeur du ./012 pour augmenter la vitesse du vol
9:
3678 ) et diminuer l’incidence à l’équilibre.
(3 = 45678
6.1.4 Stabilité longitudinale
La notion de stabilité est
liée à la position du
centre de gravité qui doit
être devant le point de
manœuvre ;<= . Ce point
est situé derrière le foyer
et prend en compte
l’amortissement procuré
par l’aile et l’empennage
horizontal en cas de
vitesse de tangage q :
Figure 14: Comparaison de l'évolution de la stabilité avec la vitesse
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La stabilité est régie par la norme CS25.181 – Dynamic stability. Traditionnellement,
l’instabilité est surtout dimensionnante en croisière, car le point de manœuvre avance grâce
à la diminution de G avec l’altitude.
Sur une aile volante, l’instabilité est plus forte en basse vitesse, à cause de l’absence
d’empennage arrière, qui annule .BC . Le point de manœuvre suit le mouvement du foyer,
qui recule en grande vitesse à cause des effets de compressibilité. Lorsqu’on examine la
position du point de manœuvre sur le diagramme de centrage, on observe bien une plus
forte instabilité en basse vitesse (voir Figure 16).
Pour améliorer la stabilité, il existe plusieurs solutions
Reculer la position du foyer, par
l’augmentation de la flèche
de la voilure interne et/ou de la
voilure externe. Ceci conduirait
cependant
à
une
redéfinition
complète de la forme en plan et des
volumes internes.
l’installation de winglets en
bout d’aile
la modification des profils, en
particulier du vrillage de l’aile. Des
études (3) ont montré la possibilité
de reculer le foyer de 2-3% l
« librement ». Ceci est dû à la
longueur importante des profils, qui
permettent de répartir la charge
différemment sans impacter les
Figure 15: Point de manœuvre en basse vitesse (bleu) et grande
performances
globales de l’avion. A
vitesse (rouge)
position constante du centre de
poussée, le recul du foyer ;< est
associé à un couple naturel de l’avion .BH plus cabreur.
Augmenter I"J , qui est d’autant plus important qu’il existe des surfaces portantes loin
derrière le centre de gravité. L’augmentation des cordes permettrait de reculer les
surfaces portantes. Mais ceci conduirait de nouveau à une redéfinition complète de la
forme en plan et des volumes internes, sans compter la pénalité en surface mouillée.
Installer des lois de commande robustes. Le dispositif le plus simple est un amortisseur
de tangage, qui commande les
gouvernes de tangage grâce à la
mesure de la vitesse de tangage.
On peut alors montrer que le .BC
en boucle fermée vaut :

Ce dispositif n’est cependant pas
le plus adapté à l’aile volante, dû
à la faible valeur des .BK0L .
Un autre dispositif, basé cette
fois-ci sur la mesure du facteur de
charge MF est nettement plus

Figure 16: Point de manœuvre en boucle fermée, avec knz = 0.5

adapté à l’aile volante.

Ceci modifie la position du foyer en boucle fermée :

Ceci est particulièrement adapté à l’aile volante, qui a de faibles Cz comparé aux avions
classiques (trois fois plus faible pour une même incidence).
6.1.5 Charge sur roulette avant et tip over
Le critère de charge minimum sur roulette avant assure que l’avion ne se cabre pas lorsqu’il
roule sur la piste. Il est critique à faible masse, pour un centre de gravité arrière. Le critère de
tip over est similaire mais est purement
géométrique : il assure que l’avion ne
se cabre pas lorsqu’il est arrêté. La
certification impose qu’il soit capable
de supporter un vent de 50kt sans se
cabrer.
Ces deux critères donnent une position
minimale arrière de train d’atterrissage.
Par rapport à la configuration baseline,
le train d’atterrissage principal est
reculé de 1.0% l.
Figure 17: Tip over et charge sur roulette avant respectés
grâce au recul du train d'atterrissage principal

6.1.6 Rotation au décollage
La rotation au décollage est la phase du décollage située entre l’accélération au sol et la
montée. Elle démarre lorsque la roulette avant quitte le sol et se termine lorsque le train
d’atterrissage principal quitte le sol. Les gouvernes doivent être capables d’assurer un
minimum de rotation.

Pour
l’aile
volante,
le
cas
dimensionnant est tous moteurs en
fonctionnement (AEO), dû à leur
important couple piqueur. Le critère
impose également de conserver une
réserve d’autorité de gouverne dans le
cas d’une panne d’une des gouvernes.

Figure 18: Rotation au décollage (vert) impossible avec la
configuration baseline
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Ce critère est dimensionnant pour les
centres de gravité les plus avant, là où
le poids et les moteurs créent le plus
grand couple piqueur 9. La position du

La rotation s’effectue autour du train d’atterrissage principal

train d’atterrissage principal étant fixée par les autres critères au sol (voir ci-dessus). On
observe à la Figure 18 que ce critère n’est pas respecté pour l’ensemble des masses de
l’avion.
6.1.7 Conclusion
Si la majorité des critères longitudinaux sont respectés, la configuration d’aile volante
actuelle présente
Une forte instabilité longitudinale, qui peut cependant être contrôlée au moyen d’un
amortisseur de tangage basé sur une mesure du facteur de charge.
Une impossibilité d’effectuer correctement la rotation au décollage, dû à la faible
efficacité des gouvernes de tangage, couplée au fort couple piqueur créé par les
moteurs.
6.2

CONTROLE EN LACET

Le contrôle en lacet est normalement assuré par une
dérive équipée d’une gouverne de direction. Sur la
configuration baseline, il n’y a cependant pas de dérive, et
les critères de lacet vont nous aider à la dimensionner.
Cependant, la dérive ne semble pas particulièrement
adaptée à la configuration. Ceci est dû à la forte réduction
des bras de levier longitudinaux, dont la dérive profite
habituellement. Nous prendrons l’hypothèse que les
dérives sont installées en bout
d’aile sous forme de winglets
équipés de gouvernes, pour
tirer profit à la fois du plus
grand bras de levier en x
disponible, et faire également
profiter la configuration du recul du foyer inhérent à cette
installation.
Outre le recul du foyer, l’installation de dérives modifie
Le coefficient de moment de tangage
le coefficient de force latérale

5
Où l’influence de la taille de la dérive est interne aux coefficients .NO5 et .NKP
. En prenant
5
5
5
sont
un winglet de taille standard QH dont les paramètres aérodynamiques .NOR et .NKP
R
connus, on peut faire apparaître l’influence de la taille de la dérive. Combiné à un modèle
5
d’estimation de .NKP
en fonction de .NO5 (4), on obtient finalement :

le coefficient de moment de lacet

le coefficient de moment de roulis

le coefficient de traînée

Avec

Cette traînée peut être permanente (S.T UVW0 ), et donc pénalisante pour l’ensemble de la
mission, ou temporaire (S.T XV0U ), n’apparaissant que lorsque la génération de moment de
lacet est nécessaire.
La traînée permanente est due à l’installation des surfaces verticales. Elle affecte à la fois les
performances en croisière et en basse vitesse, et contient trois termes

La traînée temporaire n’apparaît qu’en cas de génération de moment de lacet et pénalise
donc uniquement les performances au décollage, où il faut considérer les cas de panne
moteur.
6.2.1 Vitesse minimale de contrôle
La vitesse minimale de contrôle est la vitesse minimum à laquelle il est possible de contrôler
une panne moteur tout en
maintenant
une
trajectoire
rectiligne et un angle de gîte
inférieur à 5°. A la Figure 20 est
représenté un exemple de
panne du moteur gauche. Les
gouvernes sont braquées au
maximum autorisé, pour créer
un moment de lacet positif.
Grâce à une prise de dérapage
positif, les surfaces verticales
créent également un couple
positif. Ces deux moments
doivent être suffisants pour
contrer le moment négatif dû au
moteur droit, et à la contribution
de l’aile volante et des moteurs
soumis à un dérapage. L’avion
Figure 19: VMC: panne du moteur gauche contrée par les gouvernes doit maintenir une trajectoire
et de la prise de dérapage positif.
rectiligne : r=0.

Les forces latérales générées sont équilibrées par de la prise de gîte, tel que ./ sin Y + .N =
0. Il existe une vitesse minimale de contrôle
Au décollage (Z)I#). Cette vitesse est liée à la vitesse de décrochage 3678 par les
limitations 320LP (voir section 6.4)
On choisit alors la valeur de 3[.\ de manière à ce qu’elle soit inférieure à la vitesse de
décrochage pour la plupart des masses avion.

Au sol (Z)I]). C’est la vitesse minimum à laquelle le pilote peut maintenir une
trajectoire rectiligne en cas de panne moteur et décoller, avec une déviation latérale
acceptable (30ft). Plutôt que de modéliser cette manœuvre dynamique complexe, dû à
sa dépendance avec la piste et les coefficients de frottements latéraux des pneus, la
3[.^ est estimée aux avant-projets selon la formule
A l’atterrissage (Z)I_). La seule différence avec le calcul de 3[.\ est dans la valeur
du coefficient de proportionnalité :

Le critère de vitesse minimale de contrôle est dimensionnant pour la position du centre de
gravité la plus arrière à masse faible B@L8`X . La taille des surfaces est calculée pour obtenir le
gîte maximum autorisé pour le braquage maximal des gouvernes. Le critère dimensionnant
est le critère de 3[.\ :
6.2.2 Le Roulis Hollandais (ou Oscillation de Dérapage)
Le mode de roulis hollandais est un mode à période de l’ordre de la dizaine de secondes qui
se manifeste sous la forme d’oscillations en roulis et en lacet, dues à des perturbations en
lacet ou en dérapage. Ce mode est parfois divergent et doit être amorti. La norme à
respecter est CS 25.181 – Dynamic stability. Airbus traduit cette norme en un amortissement
naturel légèrement négatif (divergent) abc = 5%, avec

L’amortissement de l’aile volante sans dérive est très négatif, due à son allure « plate », qui
a pour effet de réduire considérablement la valeur de .NO et d’avoir un .MO faiblement
négatif. Avec l’introduction de deux winglets de taille Q 5 , la formule de l’amortissement
devient :

Et la valeur cible de -5% est obtenue pour Q 5 = 13.5BA.

6.2.3 Atterrissage par vent de travers
La gouverne de la dérive est dimensionnée pour pouvoir atterrir par vent de travers 3dLPe ,
avec un désalignement fdLPe (3dLPe ) autorisé. A l’équilibre, le dérapage pris

crée un moment de lacet qui doit être équilibré par la gouverne.

La taille de la gouverne étant liée à la taille de la dérive, ce critère définit la taille maximum
autorisée pour la dérive. De plus, dû à la
génération de force latérale, l’avion
s’incline d’un angle de gîte Y qui ne doit
pas entraîner de
contact de toute
partie de l’avion
autre que les
trains avec le sol.
Pour ce faire, on
utilise un diagramme d’assiette-gîte
représentant les limites géométriques de
l’avion, dans lequel on vient reporter les
cas de vol.
La norme qui régit ce cas de vol est CS 25.237 – Wind Velocities. Elle régit la liste des
combinaisons vitesse de vent – désalignement qu’il faut examiner.
Après examen des différentes cas possibles (positions du centre de gravité, masse, vitesse
du vent et désalignement), le cas critique est à masse faible, avec maximum de vent et
désalignement. La taille maximale des surfaces verticales est de

Elle est limitée par le braquage maximal autorisé des gouvernes (gM012 ). Remarquons que
cette taille n’est pas suffisante pour contrôler la panne moteur à VMCa. Ceci est dû à la
réduction des bras de levier longitudinaux, qui nécessite de plus grandes surfaces verticales
pour contrer la panne moteur, qui sont pénalisantes en cas de vent de travers.
6.2.4 Dérapage maximum pendant une manœuvre en roulis, avec panne moteur
Durant une manœuvre en roulis, le dérapage ne peut pas excéder une valeur maximale,
pour éviter la perte d’autorité des dérives (décrochage latéral). Ce critère est complexe, car il
nécessite d’examiner en parallèle la capacité de l’avion à fournir suffisamment de roulis et de
lacet : l’augmentation de la capacité en lacet grâce à des dérives plus grandes crée un
moment de roulis défavorable qui nécessite un surcroît d’autorité en roulis. Pour s’affranchir
de cette contrainte, l’autorité en roulis disponible est considérée comme infinie.
Il existe plusieurs cas de vols à examiner.

Table 3: Manœuvres de roulis, un moteur en panne

L’acceptation du critère est basée sur la variation de gîte qui doit être atteinte en un intervalle
de temps donné. Après calcul de l’équilibre initial (vitesse donnée, gîte donné, dérapage ou
braquage des gouvernes donné), la variation de gîte est commandée. La poussée n’est pas
modifiée, les gouvernes de tangages sont asservies pour respecter l’équilibre en tangage à
la VMC. Les gouvernes de lacet tentent de limiter les excursions en dérapage pendant que
les gouvernes de roulis essayent d’atteindre le gîte final le plus rapidement possible.
Parmi toutes les combinaisons de masse, centrage, vitesse et variation de gîte, celle qui
demande la plus grande taille de surface verticale est la variation -30°/30° au décollage, un
moteur en panne, masse légère et centre de gravité arrière.

Outre les problèmes d’encombrement en bout d’aile pour installer deux dérives de cette
taille, la surface obtenue dépasse celle autorisée pour les atterrissages par vent de travers.
6.2.5 Conclusion
L’examen des critères de lacet a permis d’évaluer les différentes tailles de dérive nécessaire
au respect des qualités de vol. La taille maximum autorisée pour limiter les excursions en
dérapage lors d’un atterrissage par vent de travers ne permettant pas de contrôler la panne
moteur en statique et surtout pendant une manœuvre en roulis, d’autres sources de moment
de lacet vont devoir être trouvées.
6.3

CONTROLE EN ROULIS

Le contrôle en roulis est classiquement assuré par une combinaison d’ailerons situés en bout
d’aile et de spoilers situés plus près de l’axe de symétrie avion 10. Sur la configuration
baseline, les seuls dispositifs utilisés sont cependant les ailerons situés en bout d’aile.
6.3.1 Manœuvrabilité en roulis
Dans cette section sont regroupés les différents critères qui fixent les besoins en roulis pour
effectuer des manœuvres. Outre les deux manœuvres avec un moteur en panne abordées à
la section 6.2.4, il existe également des manœuvres tous moteurs en fonctionnement.
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Outre leur fonction roulis, ils exercent également une fonction d’aérofreins, de destructeur
de portance à l’atterrissage pour plaquer l’avion au sol, de dispositif hypersustentateur,
d’aide au contrôle en lacet, et de contrôle de la répartition des charges alaires, notamment
lors de rafales de vent.

Table 4: Manœuvres de roulis, tous moteurs en fonctionnement

Pour mesurer l’autorité en roulis nécessaire, les surfaces verticales choisies sont celles
nécessaires pour contrer la panne moteur dans tous les cas : Q 5 = 54BA.
A partir de l’équilibre initial définit par le cas de vol, avec dérapage nul et vitesse de roulis p
nulle, la manœuvre de roulis est exécutée, avec les commandes dévolues à la même
fonction qu’en section 6.2.4.
Le cas dimensionnant est à centre de gravité avant, car il entraîne une incidence plus forte
qui diminue l’efficacité des ailerons. Les résultats sont les suivants :

Table 5 : Braquages maximum requis pour effectuer les manœuvres de roulis tous moteurs

Les valeurs de gh au-delà de -30° signifient que l’autorité en roulis des ailerons n’est pas
suffisante. Pour les manœuvres à un moteur en panne abordées en section 6.2.4, les
résultats sont les suivants :

Table 6: Braquages maximum requis pour effectuer les manœuvres de roulis avec un moteur en panne

Il est donc nécessaire d’augmenter l’autorité en roulis.
6.3.2 Equilibre en roulis
Les surfaces de contrôle en roulis doivent être capables d’équilibrer l’avion dans toutes les
situations non symétriques déjà rencontrées comme
Le décollage ou atterrissage par vent de travers
La panne moteur
L’équilibre en virage
Les besoins en braquage d’ailerons sont représentés au tableau ci-dessous.

Table 7: Braquages d'ailerons nécessaires pour équilibrer l'avion en roulis

6.3.3 Descente rapide en cas de dépressurisation de la cabine
Ce critère assure que la capacité de génération de traînée est suffisante pour atteindre une
vitesse verticale cible 3/ en cas de dépressurisation. Ce critère est en général associé au
dimensionnement des spoilers, c’est pourquoi il est abordé ici, même s’il ne s’agit pas
d’autorité en roulis. La norme utilisée est CS 25.841 – Maximum cabin exposure time (final
interim policy, Amendment 87). La vitesse verticale recherchée doit respecter les contraintes
suivantes.
Altitude Temps max passé au-dessus de cette altitude
10.000 ft
6 min
25.000 ft
3 min
40.000 ft
1 min
La vitesse Vz à atteindre varie donc avec l’altitude de dépressurisation. L’aile volante ne
dépassant
jamais
les
43.000ft,
les
altitudes
supérieures ne sont pas
examinées. La contrainte
dimensionnante pour l’aile
volante est celle des 3min audessus de 25.000ft, si la
dépressurisation apparaît à
43.000ft.
Par l’équation de traînée,
cette contrainte sur la vitesse
verticale revient à une
contrainte sur la quantité de
traînée qui doit être générée
par les ailerons.
La valeur du braquage correspondant est gh = 115°. Ceci est inacceptable et démontre qu’il
faut utilisée des gouvernes supplémentaires pour atteindre la vitesse vertical requise.
6.3.4 Confort passager
Le confort passager vérifie que certains phénomènes sont réduits par l’architecture des
gouvernes :
Les accélérations verticales lors de manœuvres en roulis
L’excitation des modes aéro-élastiques, à une fréquence de 1Hz

La cinétose, ou mal des transports, qui est liée à des oscillations verticales ou latérales
(atmosphères turbulentes, roulis hollandais) avec une fréquence d’environ 0.16 Hz, qui
est particulièrement mal tolérée par l’être humain.
Ces critères sont particulièrement gênants pour l’aile volante, dû à la cabine très large, ce
qui augmente les accélérations verticales pour les passagers situés loin de l’axe avion.
Pour les manœuvres en roulis, le facteur de charge subit par le passager est de

Une étude précédente (5) a démontré que les taux de roulis maximum devaient être
diminués de 16%.

La vieille aile volante avait toutefois une cabine 38% plus large que la configuration baseline
étudiée ici. Si on appelle k le coefficient de réduction de la vitesse de roulis sur la
configuration baseline

La configuration baseline ne doit donc pas réduire ses taux de roulis.
Les problèmes d’aéroélasticité n’ont pas été traités dans ce rapport, mais ils ne devraient
pas poser de problèmes, les larges cordes de la voilure interne rendant cette partie de
l’avion particulièrement rigide.
Enfin, le critère de cinétose était traduit en un pourcentage de passagers malades à ne pas
dépasser. La précédente aile volante ne le respectait pas, et la configuration actuelle devra
être examinée. Une solution potentielle est le contrôle actif, qui minimisera les accélérations
verticales autour de la fréquence de 0.16Hz.
6.3.5 Conclusion
Le contrôle en roulis fourni par les ailerons seuls est loin d‘être suffisant. Un surcroît
d’autorité devra être fourni, particulièrement pour la manœuvre en roulis à VMCl. D’autre
part, la fonction aérofrein ne peut être assurée par les ailerons seuls, comme l’a démontré le
critère de descente rapide.

7. PERFORMANCES AU DÉCOLLAGE
L’analyse des performances
au décollage est couplée à
celle des qualités de vol, car
les paramètres avion qui
permettent de les résoudre
sont communs. Le calcul
des
performances
au
décollage évalue l’évolution
de la longueur de piste
TOFL en fonction de la
masse avion au décollage
TOW. La distance TOFL
est le maximum des
distances pour décoller
ou freiner avec ou sans
panne moteur.
Lors d’un décollage, la
manœuvre est décomposée
Figure 20: Distance au décollage TOD
en trois phases :
L’accélération,
d’une vitesse initiale nulle jusqu’à la vitesse de rotation 3c où les gouvernes de
profondeur sont braquées.
La rotation, jusqu’à atteindre une trajectoire droite et ascendante. Cette phase est
caractérisée par la vitesse 3@ij , au moment où le train principal quitte le sol.
La montée, jusqu’à atteindre l’altitude de 35ft, où l’avion doit avoir atteint une pente
suffisante kAlm et la vitesse dite de second segment 3A .
En cas d’arrêt sur la piste, la manœuvre se compose d’une phase d’accélération, jusqu’à ce
que le pilote décide d’arrêter le décollage à la vitesse de décision 37, puis d’une phase de
freinage,
jusqu’à
l’arrêt
complet sur la piste. En cas
de panne moteur à la
vitesse 3n< , la norme
impose un délai d’une
seconde avant que le pilote
décide de freiner à 37. Il
s’écoule alors encore deux
secondes avant que le
pilote ne commence à
freiner.
La distance TOFL est le
maximum des distances
pour décoller ou freiner avec
Figure 21: Distance de freinage ASD
ou sans panne moteur. Pour
un avion bimoteur, TOFL est
obtenue en faisant varier la vitesse de décision 37 et en observant son impact sur la distance
au décollage avec un moteur en panne et sur la distance de freinage tous moteurs. La
minimisation de TOFL permet de fixer 37. Il existe des limitations sur la valeur de 37, 3@ij et
3A , pour assurer la sécurité du décollage.

Limitation

Contraintes

Commentaire

3678

9:
3A o 45678
3678

Sécurité au décrochage

3pq
3pE
3prn

3@ij o 1.053pq (OEI)
3@ij o 1.083pq (AEO)
37 o 3pE8
3c o 1.053pE1
3A o 45pE1 3pE1
37 s 3prn

3XtWV6

3@ij s 3XtWV6

Vitesse minimum de décollage (équivalent à
vitesse de décrochage en effet de sol)
Vitesse minimum de contrôle
Vitesse maximum de freinage (contrainte par
l’énergie maximum absorbable par les freins)
Vitesse d’utilisation maximum des pneus

Table 8: Limitations de vitesse au décollage

Limitations auxquelles il faut ajouter la pente minimale de second segment kAlm .
Les contraintes pour la résolution des
performances sont :
uvwx([uvy) = 3000B, par le cahier des
charges. Au niveau de la mer, ISA +15.
uvy(kAlm = 2.4%) o 1.05 [uvy , pour
couvrir les cas de décollage dans des
conditions atmosphériques différentes.

{|}~

uvy z3[.\ = {

|

3678 o B@L8`X , pour

éviter
que
la
limitation
3pE
n’apparaissent à des masses trop
élevées.
Enfin, l’attitude de toucher de queue @6
qui rend la limitation 3pq dimensionnante
Figure 22: Optimisation de V1 pour minimiser TOFL
à [uvy est calculée et comparée à
l’attitude de toucher de queue géométrique de la configuration baseline.
Les degrés de liberté permettant de respecter ces contraintes sont
La valeur de ./012 au décollage, permettant de respecter la contrainte de longueur de
piste.
La hauteur du train principal, qui modifie la valeur de @6 et permet de faire varier la 3pq
La taille des surfaces verticales, qui permet d’obtenir la 3pE souhaitée 11
La marge par rapport à la limitation second segment est obtenue en jouant sur la
poussée au décollage u 9:
Avec la configuration baseline, et en prenant le ./012 obtenu de l’étude de l’atterrissage, les
winglets calculés pour respecter la limitation 3pE , les performances au décollage obtenues
sont représentées à la Figure 23.

9:
Comme calculé à la section 6.2.1, deux winglets de 32m² sont nécessaires pour la valeur de ./012
de la configuration baseline.
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Figure 23: Performances au décollage de la configuration baseline

On constate qu’il y a présence de marges importantes pour chaque contrainte :
500m de longueur de piste à MTOW.
Près de 12% en masse sur la limitation second segment.
Seule la 3pE est limitante à une masse trop élevée.
Les performances au décollage ne sont donc pas dimensionnantes, et vont permettre de
relâcher certaines contraintes pour l’étude des qualités de vol.

8. CHANGEMENT DE CONFIGURATION : PARAMETRES AVIONS
MODIFIABLES
Suite à l’étude des qualités des vols, il est apparu qu’il fallait modifier des paramètres avions
pour pouvoir rendre leur résolution possible. Cela a été renforcé par l’analyse des
performances au décollage qui sont très bonnes par rapport au cahier des charges.
Liste des paramètres modifiables :
Le design des profils, afin de
reculer le foyer + et rendre le
couple naturel de l’aile I" plus
cabreur. La variation du .BH est
cependant contrainte par son impact
sur les performances en croisière.
La valeur du
I"#$, liée à
l’incidence de décrochage, donne
une
marge
importante
sur
l’atterrissage (31UU ) est sur les
performances
au
décollage
(uvwx([uvy). Réduire sa valeur
permettrait
d’effectuer
les
manœuvres de qualité de vol à des Figure 24: Impact de la variation du I" en basse vitesse
sur les performances en croisière
vitesses plus élevées, augmentant
ainsi l’efficacité des gouvernes.
Si la taille moteur est fixée par les contraintes de temps de montée et d’altitude de
croisière, rien n’empêche de diminuer la poussée au décollage --& . L’analyse des
performances a montré qu’il y avait de la marge aussi bien en longueur de piste qu’en
limitation second segment.
La position ), et la taille du train d’atterrissage ), peuvent aussi être modifiées,
les contraintes d’attitude de toucher de queue et le critère de tip over devant cependant
être respectées.
La Figure 25 regroupe les différents critères de qualité de vol examinés, et leur dépendance
vis-à-vis des paramètres avion. Une case verte représente un effet positif, une case rouge
un effet négatif. Les cases jaunes, comme celle pour la diminution du .BH représentent un
effet positif ou négatif : les critères longitudinaux arrière sont améliorés, les critères
longitudinaux avant sont dégradés.
Par exemple, la réduction des surfaces verticales placées en bout d’aile fait avancer le foyer
de l’avion et dégrade la stabilité longitudinale ; elle dégrade également les critères en lacet
car l’autorité en lacet est diminuée (sauf pour l’atterrissage par vent de travers). Elle favorise
les critères de roulis car la contribution négative des surfaces verticales est diminuée. Et elle
dégrade la longueur de piste au décollage par augmentation de la 3pE .
De plus, on observe que :
La hauteur des trains est le seul paramètre permettant d’assurer une distance minimum
entre le bas du fuselage et les pneus. Elle sera donc dimensionnée par ce critère.
Les critères arrière au sol (charge sur roulette avant et tip over) sont respectés
uniquement par une position suffisamment arrière du train d’atterrissage. Cette position
ayant une influence sur les autres critères de qualité de vol, elle doit être fixée en
premier.
Les performances à l’atterrissage, en terme de vitesse d’approche 31UU , dépendent
surtout du ./012 à l’atterrissage.

Figure 25: Influence des modifications de paramètre avion sur les qualités de vol et les performances
basse vitesse

La stabilité longitudinale est assurée par un positionnement correct du foyer, sous
hypothèse de gain procuré par une loi de commande en tangage. Cette position du foyer
influençant un grand nombre de critères, il faut la figer aussitôt que possible.
Un .BH plus positif (cabreur) aide à résoudre la rotation au décollage, tandis que son
influence sur les autres critères est relativement faible. La rotation au décollage devrait
par conséquent être résolue en dernier.
Dans le but de minimiser les boucles d’examen des qualités de vol et performances, un
premier processus de résolution est proposé à la Figure 26.
Chaque paramètre est fixé pour résoudre un critère de qualité de vol, en commençant par la
gauche. En suivant la diagonale principale de la matrice, on observe les combinaisons
« paramètres avion – critère de qualité de vol » qui sont examinés au fur et à mesure. Toutes
les cases sous la diagonale principale sont les influences de paramètres capturées par le
processus. Toutes les cases (non grises) au-dessus de la diagonale principale sont celles
qui nécessitent une boucle de résolution.
Par exemple, si les critères à un moteur en panne et avec vent de travers sont résolus par
dimensionnement des surfaces verticales (si possible), il faudra réexaminer le point de
manœuvre et les performances au décollage avec la taille de surface verticale obtenue.
Le processus tel quel n’est pour l’instant pas suffisant. Par exemple, le seul paramètre
permettant actuellement de solutionner les critères de roulis est la valeur du ./012 . Les
besoins en roulis étant quatre fois supérieurs à ceux disponibles actuellement, cela signifie
qu’il faudrait diviser la valeur du ./012 par quatre, ce qui revient à voler quatre fois plus vite.
Cette solution n’est évidemment pas réaliste. Il est donc nécessaire de trouver d’autres
sources de contrôle, ce qui est l’objet de la section suivante.

Figure 26: Proposition de processus de résolution

9. AUGMENTATION DU CONTROLE
9.1

AMELIORATION DE L’AUTORITE DES SURFACES VERTICALES

L’utilisation de surfaces verticales ne permet pour l’instant pas de respecter les qualités de
vol. Il est donc nécessaire d’améliorer leur efficacité.
9.1.1 Inclinaison latérale d’un angle Z

On peut montrer qu’en inclinant les surfaces d’un angle 5 (convention : 5 > 0 pour le
winglet droit incliné vers l’intérieur), on augmente la quantité de lacet créée de S.M(5 ) tel
que
f
5
S.M(5 )
= 5
5 

T
T8
.M(5 = 0)
f + 4tO  gM
4

2 + 5
Le gain augmente plus les winglets sont situés
loin en envergure  5 par rapport à leur distance
longitudinale au centre de gravité T 5 T8 ,
ainsi que si 5 augmente. Le gain est
également fonction du dérapage
pris et du
braquage des gouvernes gM.
Si le lacet est produit initialement par du
dérapage pur (winglets sans gouverne),

SEP(| )
le gradient

 est inférieur à 0
H)
| EP(|

pour des dérives classiques (allongement
5 > 2).

Des winglets inclinés vers l’extérieur sont
favorables.
Figure 27: Illustration de l'effet de l'inclinaison pour des

Au contraire, pour des surfaces verticales winglets ne créant du lacet qu'avec les gouvernes (pas de
dérapage)
n’utilisant que leurs gouvernes pour
générer du lacet ( !"#$%

Des winglets inclinés vers l’intérieur sont favorables.
L’introduction d’une inclinaison modifie uniquement les équations de lacet et de traînée, si on
s’affranchit des non-linéarités.

Si l’angle ! est variable, la pénalité de traînée procurée par l’inclinaison ! n’influence que
la traînée temporaire. Si l’angle ! est constant, il augmente la trainée de manière
permanente, pour l’ensemble de la mission.
Gain procuré sur les qualités de vol :
Roulis hollandais : Comme ! ne modifie pas la force latérale, et en particulier le "#$ ,
son influence sur le roulis hollandais est négligeable.
Vitesse minimale de contrôle : Le gain est significatif, car il y a
un surcroit de lacet sans force latérale additionnelle, donc pas de
pénalité en gîte. La taille des surfaces verticales nécessaires
devient :
Atterrissage par vent de travers : Le bénéfice est important,
le surcroît de lacet permet de générer suffisamment de moment
pour autoriser l’atterrissage par vent de travers avec des

Table 9: Réduction de IJ
procuré par 8J pour le
contrôle de la panne moteur

surfaces de taille supérieure.
Dérapage maximum pendant une manœuvre en roulis : en
raison de l’augmentation du dérapage local, l’utilisation de ! est
proscrite pour cette manœuvre. Cela conduit à limiter les
excursions en dérapage à % & ! et entraîne un besoin plus élevé Table J10: Augmentation de
I autorisée pour
en taille de surface verticale.
l'atterrissage par vent de
Pour éviter ces dérapages locaux trop importants, une autre solution
est possible.

travers, grâce à 8J .

9.1.2 Braquage différentié des gouvernes '() * '(+

En braquant les gouvernes de winglets de manière différente, tout
en conservant le même braquage total, il est possible d’augmenter
le couple en lacet. Le gain ,"-(.-, ,-) est :

%
/!
4
,"-(.-, ,-)
= !
367
&
A
45 89,( :
=>
0 & 012
"-(.-, ,- = 0)
% + ;<$ ? .- 2 + @!
Par analogie avec les dérives inclinées, on constate que le rôle occupé
=>
=>
par ! est maintenant occupé par ;<$
?,-. Le coefficient ;<$
? étant
approximativement égal à 0.5, le lien entre ! et ,- est immédiat.
Cependant, cette solution n’est pas idéale car les braquages sont limités
à 30°, ce qui empêche d’obtenir des ,- suffisamment élevés.
9.2

FONCTION CROCODILE

Un crocodile est composé de deux gouvernes qui peuvent être braquées indépendamment
l’une de l’autre. En position fermée, ce dispositif ne génère pas de traînée additionnelle.
Lorsque les gouvernes sont braquées de manière symétrique (&.B CD = .B EFGH ), le crocodile
génère de la traînée, sans modification de la portance. Cette génération de traînée permet
de créer du lacet lorsque la fonction crocodile est installée sur une gouverne située loin en

envergure du centre de gravité. De la
portance est générée uniquement lorsque les
gouvernes
ne
sont
pas
braquées
symétriquement.
L’avantage du crocodile est qu’il génère peu
de force latérale lorsqu’il crée du lacet, ce qui
Figure 28: Braquage symétrique des gouvernes du
minimise les excursions en gîte. Sur une
XY
crocodile droit: &'VW = 'VZ[\(
= 'V
paire de crocodiles, un seul est ouvert pour
W
contrer la panne moteur. L’inconvénient est
cette génération de traînée, qui augmente
quadratiquement avec la demi-ouverture .1 .
Cette relation quadratique signifie qu’à faible
ouverture, le crocodile est inefficace, ce qui le
rend peu approprié pour du contrôle de mode
instable comme le roulis hollandais : les gains
pour atteindre sa zone d’efficacité sont
importants 12.
Figure 29: Braquage non symétrique des
Le contrôle en roulis est assuré par deux
XY
gouvernes
du crocodile droit: &'VW * 'VZ[\(
avec
W
crocodiles, en braquant de manière non
XY
Z[\(
+'V = &'VW + 'VW
symétrique leurs gouvernes respectives.
Pour commander les crocodiles, il est
nécessaire de transformer les ordres pilotes en
roulis et lacet en braquage des gouvernes
haute et basse des crocodiles droit et gauche.
Pour générer du roulis (.K) et contrer une
panne du moteur droit, le crocodile gauche est
ouvert pour créer un moment de lacet négatif
("H < 0 et .- > 0), et le crocodile droit est
simplement utilisé en fonction aileron
classique.
Q1RST
CD
O .BP = &.K & .B = &.K & QHRST .M
CD
.BU = .K
N.BPEFGH = &.K + .B = &.K + Q1RST .QHRST
M
EFGH
.BU
L
= .K
En se basant sur des essais en soufflerie (6),
l’impact de l’installation d’une paire de
crocodiles sur une gouverne simple est le
suivant :
Coefficient de portance : l’efficacité de la
gouverne à créer de la portance est
diminuée d’environ 15% si le crocodile est
ouvert. Un crocodile dont les gouvernes
sont braquées de manière jointe (fonction
roulis ou tangage) n’altère pas l’efficacité
de la gouverne. Pour un crocodile gauche
ouvert et un crocodile droit joint :
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Figure 30: Relation quadratique entre la semiouverture d'un crocodile et le moment de lacet
généré

Figure 31: Lien entre ordres pilotes et braquage
des gouvernes du crocodile gauche

De plus, pour un roulis hollandais naturellement instable comme sur cette aile volante, les
crocodiles devraient être utilisés en permanence, pénalisant ainsi hautement la finesse de l’avion.

"]Q_ .BP + .BPEFGH "]Q_ .BU + .BUEFGH
+
2
2
2
2
Coefficient de traînée : traînée purement temporaire
CD
CD
,"0 `a_D = "0(.B) = "0b.BP , .BPEFGH c + "0(.BU , .BUEFGH )
Le coefficient de moment de tangage suit les modifications du coefficient de portance. Il
n’y a pas d’impact sur la position du foyer de la gouverne.
"d(.B) = "](.B)(e12 & efg )
Coefficient de force latérale : quasiment égal à 0
Coefficient de moment de lacet : proportionnel à la traînée générée, multipliée par le bras
de levier en envergure.
"-(.B) = "0(.B)/Q1
Coefficient de moment de roulis : proportionnel à la variation de portance, multipliée par
le bras de lever en envergure.
"K(.B) = "](.B)/Q1
"](.B) ^ 0.85

CD

CD

9.2.1 Impact sur les critères de qualité de vol
Deux cas ont été considérés :
l’installation de la fonction crocodile sur l’aileron initial.
l’installation de la fonction crocodile sur l’aileron initial et sur la gouverne de tangage la
plus éloignée en envergure.
Les critères en lacet ont été réexaminés afin de chiffrer le bénéfice en taille de surface
verticale.
Roulis hollandais : aucun impact. Les crocodiles ne modifiant pas les coefficients "#$
et "-$ , l’amortissement naturel de l’avion n’est pas
modifié. Il n’y a donc pas de gain en surface
verticale. De plus, comme expliqué ci-dessus, la
relation quadratique liant la demi-ouverture .B au
moment de lacet et la quantité de traînée générée
rend l’utilisation des crocodiles très déconseillée
pour le contrôle de l’instabilité.
Panne moteur : réduction de 50% à 100% de la Figure 32: gain en surface verticale pour
surface verticale. La forte génération de moment le contrôle de la panne moteur grâce à
l'installation de crocodiles
de lacet combinée à l’absence de génération de
force latérale permet de réduire drastiquement la
taille des surfaces verticales.
Atterrissage par vent de travers : le critère n’est plus gênant. Dû au moment de lacet
additionnel créé combiné à l’absence de pénalité en force latérale, l’atterrissage par vent
de travers n’est plus un problème. On peut en effet utiliser des surfaces verticales d’au
moins 150m²(!) chacune avec une paire de crocodile installée. L’installation des
crocodiles est cependant préférable sur la gouverne 4, pour éviter de diminuer l’autorité
en roulis qui est utilisée au maximum sur la configuration baseline pour cette manœuvre
(voir Table 7).
Dérapage maximum autorisé pendant une
manœuvre en roulis : Réduction de la taille des
surfaces verticales jusqu’à 40%.
Performances au décollage : Réduction de la
marge vis-à-vis de la limitation second segment.
En effet, le crocodile générant de la traînée pour
Figure 33: gain en surface verticale
contrer la panne moteur lors du décollage, il
pour la manoeuvre de roulis avec
dérapage maximum autorisé
augmente la traînée au décollage dont dépend la

pente au second segment.

Pour une fonction crocodile installée sur l’aileron, deux winglets de 16m² sont installés en
bout d’aile, afin de conserver la même autorité en lacet. Dans ce cas-ci, la marge vis-àvis du second segment passe en dessous des 5% MTOW préconisés.

Figure 34: Réduction de la marge vis-à-vis du second segment dû à la réduction des surfaces verticales
remplacées par des crocodiles installés sur la gouverne n°4.

Descente rapide en cas de dépressurisation de la cabine : vitesse cible atteignable
grâce à deux paires de crocodiles. Dû à l’importante traînée générée, l’utilisation de
crocodiles est particulièrement intéressante pour régler les problèmes de vitesse
verticale cible en cas de dépressurisation de la cabine.
Les crocodiles sont donc essentiels sur cette configuration, car ils diminuent la surface
verticale nécessaire pour créer du lacet, permettent de s’affranchir des problèmes de vent de
travers et de descente rapide. Ils ne sont cependant pas appropriés pour du contrôle
dynamique (roulis hollandais) et détériorent la marge au décollage vis-à-vis du second
segment, dû à l’importante traînée qu’ils génèrent.
9.3

VECTORISATION DE LA POUSSÉE

Dernière possibilité d’augmenter l’autorité en lacet: la vectorisation de la poussée. En cas de
panne moteur, au lieu de contrer le déséquilibre généré, le problème est traité à la source :
le vecteur poussée du moteur restant est orienté vers l’intérieur, de manière à réduire le
couple en lacet à contrer. Cet effet est particulièrement intéressant pour des moteurs situés
loin du centre de gravité : la réduction de poussée longitudinale est faible comparée au gain
en moment de lacet.
,h
= (cos Fa & 1)
h
/a cos Fa & (012 & 0a ) sin Fa
,"-Pi
i =
/a
"-P
L’inclinaison du vecteur poussée vers l’intérieur peut être permanente, si les moteurs sont
installés avec de l’inclinaison fixe, ou temporaire si des tuyères orientables (par exemple)
sont installées. Le second dispositif semble bien plus intéressant dans point de vue

performance, car l’impact sur la traînée permanente y est négligeable, contrairement à la
première option.
L’impact sur le modèle aérodynamique est le suivant

Les relations principalement affectés sont l’équation de propulsion, de moment de tangage et
de moment de lacet où la contribution des moteurs est diminuée. Les contributions à la force
latérale et au moment de roulis sont augmentées. Les modifications sur les coefficients
aérodynamiques de l’avion sont considérées comme étant de second ordre (option tuyères
orientables uniquement).
9.3.1 Impact
sur
les
critères de qualité de
vol
Roulis
hollandais :
pas
d’impact. L’inclinaison Fa n’a
pas
d’influence
sur
les
coefficients
aérodynamiques
intervenant dans le calcul de
l’amortissement.
Contrôle de la panne moteur :
Table 11: gain en surface verticale et perte en composante
réduction importante de la
longitudinale de la poussée due à l'inclinaison du vecteur
taille des surfaces verticales.
poussée vers l'intérieur pour le contrôle de la panne moteur.
De par la réduction du moment
de lacet, les besoins en surface
verticale sont grandement diminués. Attention à
la pénalité en force latérale, qui a tendance à
grande inclinaison à faire incliner l’avion vers
des gîtes négatifs, qui ne doivent pas non plus
dépasser 5°. La pénalité en poussée est faible.
Atterrissage par vent de travers : peu d’effet.
Les moteurs étant au ralenti à l’atterrissage, les
incliner à une faible contribution sur l’équilibre
en force latérale ou en lacet.
Dérapage maximum pendant une manœuvre
en roulis : réduction importante de la taille Table 12: gain en surface verticale et perte en
des surfaces verticales. Cette manœuvre se composante de la poussée due à l'inclinaison
du vecteur poussée pour la manœuvre en
faisant avec un moteur en panne, la réduction
roulis avec dérapage maximum
du moment de lacet à contrer dû à l’inclinaison

du moteur permet de réduire la taille des surfaces verticales. L’inconvénient de cette
solution est la génération d’un moment de roulis pénalisant la manœuvre, à cause de la
composante latérale de la poussée ainsi créée. Par comparaison, l’inclinaison du vecteur
poussée de 23° vers l’intérieur procure le même effet que l’installation de crocodiles sur
les ailerons et la gouverne n°4.
Performances au décollage : réduction de la marge par rapport au second segment
et augmentation de la longueur de piste. De la même manière que les crocodiles, la
vectorisation de la poussée permet de réduire la taille des surfaces verticales, tout en
pénalisant la marge par rapport à la limitation second segment : moins de poussée
longitudinale est disponible pour décoller. De plus, la longueur de piste nécessaire
augmente.

Figure 35 : Longueur de piste et marge par rapport au second segment pénalisée par la vectorisation de
la poussée.

La vectorisation de la poussée, sous forme de tuyères orientables est intéressante, à
l’exception du roulis hollandais. Elle permet de réduire drastiquement les besoins en surface
verticale pour tous les cas avec panne moteur. Seules les performances au décollage sont
détériorées.
9.4

MULTICONTROLE : ALLOCATION DE FONCTIONS MULTIPLES A UNE MEME
GOUVERNE.

Jusqu’à présent, les surfaces de contrôle testées ont montré le potentiel d’augmentation de
l’autorité en lacet de l’avion. Cependant, l’étude des qualités de vol a démontré le besoin
d’augmenter l’autorité en tangage et en roulis. La solution envisagée dans cette thèse est
d’affecter plusieurs ordres pilotes (.K, .d, .-) à la fois à une même gouverne.
9.4.1 Combinaison des ordres en roulis et tangage
Pour allouer de la manière la plus efficace possible les ordres en roulis et tangage aux cinq
gouvernes du bord de fuite de l’aile, la Figure 37 représente pour chaque gouverne son
enveloppe de contrôle roulis-tangage.
L’autorité en tangage maximum correspond au braquage maximum symétrique de chaque
paire de gouvernes (à cabrer sur la figure). A cette autorité maximum correspond une
autorité en roulis nulle.
De la même manière, l’autorité en roulis maximum correspond au braquage anti
symétrique maximum de chaque paire de gouvernes (gouverne gauche à piquer, gouverne
droite à cabrer sur la figure). A cette autorité en roulis maximum correspond une autorité en
tangage nulle.

Figure 36: Maximum d'autorité en tangage et roulis positifs, pour chaque gouverne

Figure 37: Comparaison de l'autorité en roulis et tangage de la configuration baseline (rectangle rouge) et
de l'utilisation du multicontrôle (enveloppe extérieure)

Entre ces points, il existe des braquages de gouvernes qui permettent de produire à la fois
du tangage et du roulis.
On constate que certaines gouvernes sont plus efficaces à fournir du tangage, comme la
gouverne n°1, située entre les moteurs, au centre de l’aile. L’autorité en roulis maximum est
donnée par la gouverne n°3, de par son importante surface, qui compense son moindre
éloignement de l’axe avion, comparé aux gouvernes n°4 et n°5.

Pour obtenir le potentiel d’autorité maximum, il faut hiérarchiser l’utilisation des gouvernes
selon le type d’ordre à donner : lorsqu’il faut produire du roulis, il est important de dégrader
au minimum l’autorité en tangage, et vice-versa. En s’inspirant de la Figure 36, la meilleure
solution est de classer les gouvernes par le rapport de leur bras de levier :
j"K
/Q_
=
j"d e12 & efg
L’ordre de priorité obtenu est celui du roulis : 3-4-5-2-1. L’ordre de priorité en tangage est
l’opposé : 1-2-5-4-3.
L’enveloppe d’autorité en tangage et roulis est représentée à la Figure 38 et est comparée à
l’autorité de la configuration baseline (rectangle rouge). La zone verte est le gain obtenu
par l’utilisation du multicontrôle : l’autorité en roulis est multipliée par 4.5, l’autorité en
tangage est augmentée de 22.5% !
Dans le but de simplifier l’ordre d’utilisation des gouvernes, et compte tenu des ratios

<kR
lmn olpq

similaires des gouvernes 3, 4 et 5 d’une part, et des gouvernes 1 et 2 d’autre part, ces deux
groupes de gouverne sont agrégés et braqués simultanément lors d’un ordre pilote. La perte
d’autorité est représentée à la Figure 38.

Figure 38: Agrégation des surfaces de contrôle. Les gouvernes centrales n°1 et n°2 sont braquées
simultanément et utilisées en priorité pour du tangage. Les gouvernes n°3 à n°5 sont braquées
simultanément et utilisées en priorité pour générer du roulis. La perte d’autorité (écart entre les deux
enveloppes) est faible.

9.4.2 Combinaison des ordres en roulis, tangage et lacet
L’ajout d’une fonction lacet aux gouvernes de tangage et roulis est ici considéré sous forme
de remplacement de la gouverne classique par une gouverne crocodile. Pour une paire de
crocodiles installés à égale distance de l’axe avion, un seul des deux est ouvert pour générer
du lacet, l’autre fonctionnant comme une gouverne classique. En conséquence, le maximum
d’autorité perdu en utilisant un crocodile est 50% de l’autorité en lacet et en roulis. Cet effet
est représenté à la pour une fonction crocodile installée sur les gouvernes n°4 et n°5.

Figure 39: Réduction de l'autorité en tangage et roulis de l'aile, due à l'utilisation des crocodiles sur les
gouvernes n°4 et n°5

9.4.3 Utilisation du diagramme pour l’étude des qualités de vol
L’autorité disponible ayant été augmentée grâce à l’utilisation du multicontrôle, il faut
maintenant examiner son impact sur la résolution des qualités de vol. Pour chaque critère, la
marche à suivre est la suivante :
Mesurer le point de vol où le besoin en autorité est le plus élevé. A savoir les
paramètres suivants : r, s, %, e12 . L’autorité des gouvernes dépend en effet de ces
paramètres.
Evaluer l’enveloppe en tangage roulis, en fonction du lacet généré par les
crocodiles. Cette enveloppe est non seulement fonction du point de vol, mais également
de la quantité de fonctions crocodile installées, mais aussi de l’architecture de surfaces
de contrôle en lacet (dérives, tuyères orientables,…) sélectionnée.
Chiffrer le besoin de roulis et tangage du critère. Et le comparer à l’enveloppe du
point de vol, prenant compte la réduction due aux crocodiles.
Ceci est fait pour l’ensemble des critères, et ceux-ci sont représentés dans un seul
diagramme. Plusieurs situations sont alors possibles :
Tous les points se trouvent à l’intérieur de l’enveloppe, et à l’intérieur d’un rectangle
inscrit à l’enveloppe. Ce rectangle montre que le mono-contrôle est possible sur l’aile
volante, moyennant une répartition différente du contrôle entre les gouvernes.
Tous les points sont à l’intérieur de l’enveloppe, mais il n’est pas possible d’y inscrire un
rectangle. Le multicontrôle est alors obligatoire, et la marge par rapport au maximum
d’autorité en tangage peut être utilisée pour diminuer le "dt par exemple.
Un point se trouve en dehors de l’enveloppe. L’autorité en tangage et roulis n’est pas
suffisante avec les fonctions crocodiles utilisées. Il faut alors diminuer l’utilisation des
crocodiles et les remplacer par une autre gouverne de lacet, pour pouvoir agrandir
l’enveloppe de roulis tangage. Une autre solution est d’augmenter le couple cabreur de
l’aile "dt , de manière à faire rentrer tous les critères dans l’enveloppe. Mais avec
probablement un impact sur les performances.

10. PANORAMA DES SOLUTIONS
Grâce à l’augmentation de l’autorité des gouvernes, le processus de résolution exposé à la
section 8 est modifié et finalisé. Le multicontrôle est considéré comme disponible pour
résoudre les qualités de vol, et n’est donc pas un degré de liberté pour la résolution.

Figure 40: Processus de résolution final

Les étapes de résolution sont détaillées dans les sections suivantes.
10.1 HAUTEUR DU TRAIN PRINCIPAL uv7w

Le critère dimensionnant xy>z est une distance minimale de 50cm entre le profil du pneu en
rotation et le bas du fuselage. La hauteur obtenue est de xy>z = 4.36d

Figure 41: Hauteur du train principal fixée par distance minimal pneu/fuselage

10.2 POSITION DU TRAIN D’ATTERRISSAGE PRINCIPAL {v7w
La position du train d’atterrissage principal est fixée de manière à respecter les critères de
charge minimum sur roulette avant et de tip over. Fixée initialement à ey>z = 47.0% K, elle
_
est reculée jusqu’à ey>z = 48.6% K, 0.5% (incertitude ,e12
) derrière la position la plus arrière
du diagramme de centrage. Le critère dimensionnant est le tip over, à OWE.

Figure 42: Position du train d'atterrissage fixée par tip over

10.3 NIVEAU DE |}~
YY

Le niveau de "]_ à l’atterrissage est calculé pour respecter la contrainte de vitesse
maximale à l’approche à MWE :
DD
DD  2 r 
"]_  ;! 2
= 0.896
DD 
Cette valeur est atteinte avec ou sans utilisation de becs (voir section 6.1.1). Ensuite, lors de
DD
l’examen du l’équilibre en virage, la valeur de s correspondante à "]_ = 0.896 doit être
suffisamment distance de s`PP (marge de ,s`PP ). Les résultats sont représentés à la Figure
43.
DD

L’incidence obtenue,s = 12.8°, est inférieure à s_ = s`PP & ,s`PP , sans utilisation de
YY
becs. La valeur de |}~ = .  est donc validée.

Figure 43: Incidence en virage respecte la loi de protection d'incidence, avec ou sans becs. Valeur de
|}YY
~ validée.

10.4 DIMENSIONNEMENT DES SURFACES VERTICALES IJ

Grâce à la nouvelle valeur du "]_ , les surfaces verticales nécessaires à l’obtention de
l’amortissement du roulis hollandais requis ( = &5%) sont plus petites. La vitesse à
laquelle la manœuvre est examinée est plus élevée que sur la configuration baseline.
Installées en bout d’aile sous forme de winglets, elles valent IJ = . ~² chacune.
DD

Cette taille n’est pas suffisante pour assurer l’autorité en lacet pour les autres critères de
qualité de vol, mais ceci est traité plus tard dans le processus.
10.5 POSITION DU FOYER
Connaissant la taille des winglets et leur effet sur la position du foyer, on peut calculer une
position cible du foyer de l’avion sans winglets qui permet de résoudre les problèmes de
stabilité longitudinale. Avec des gains standards sur l’amortisseur de tangage, on obtient une
marge de 1.2% l sur la stabilité.

Figure 44: Division du gain de l'amortisseur de tangage par deux, pour obtenir un avion à la limite de la
stabilité.

Le contrôle de l’instabilité est donc possible sur la configuration baseline, sans changement
sur la position du foyer. Celle-ci est donc gardée constante et égale à celle de la
configuration baseline pour la suite du processus.

10.6 NIVEAU DE |}
~ ET DE 

i
Comme la Figure 40 le montre, le calcul des valeurs de "]_
et h i pour résoudre les
performances au décollage nécessite de faire une hypothèse sur l’autorité en lacet
disponible pour contrer la panne moteur. Plusieurs (combinaisons de) solutions sont
possibles :
L’augmentation de la taille des surfaces verticales.
L’utilisation de fonctions crocodiles installées sur les gouvernes, en commençant par les
gouvernes externes.
La vectorisation de la poussée.
L’inclinaison des winglets.
Pour les dimensionner, il est nécessaire de prendre en compte le critère de lacet le plus
critique, à savoir la manœuvre de roulis avec examen du dérapage maximum, un moteur en
i
i
panne, à ;!
2  2 . Une boucle est nécessaire sur la valeur de "]_ obtenue de l’examen

des performances au décollage et sur l’architecture de surfaces de contrôle en lacet obtenue
de l’examen du critère de lacet.
L’inclinaison des winglets ! n’est pas considérée, car elle mène à des dérapages locaux
inacceptables pour le critère de qualité de vol considéré. L’autorité en lacet est transférée
entre les trois autres solutions, en fonction de laquelle est calculée la poussée maximum
pour respecter la marge au second segment.

i
La Figure 46 représente les différentes solutions possibles, pour un niveau de "]_
= 0.82.
On constate que l’installation de crocodiles mène à une plus faible réduction de la poussée,
pour respecter la limitation second segment et la longueur de piste prescrite.

La poussée au décollage h i peut donc être diminuée, et ce de différentes manières : par
une moins grande utilisation de la poussée .0, par une réduction de la taille moteur ,;f= , ou
encore par de la vectorisation de la poussée longitudinale , a (< & a ) (rotation du vecteur

Figure 45: panorama d'architectures de contrôle en lacet permettant de respecter les performances au
décollage, tout en garantissant le respect du dérapage maximum autorisé lors d'une manœuvre de roulis,
un moteur en panne.

poussée autour de l’axe / ). L’avantage de cette dernière solution est non seulement de
réduire la poussée longitudinale au décollage, mais également de créer un moment cabreur,
deux avantages pour la rotation au décollage.
Enfin, il est possible de combiner plusieurs de ces solutions, comme une réduction de la
taille moteur ,;f= et une vectorisation de la poussée , a . Le ratio de diminution est donné
par :
(;f= + ,;f= ) cos( a + , a )
h i
=
i 
;f= cos( a )
hH` 


10.7 CRITERES DE QUALITE DE VOL
Enfin, l’ensemble des architectures possibles de surfaces de contrôle en lacet est évaluée
par résolution des critères de qualité de vol. Un exemple pour deux winglets de 17m²
installés en bout d’aile et des crocodiles installés sur les gouvernes n°4 et n°5 est représenté
à la Figure 46.

Comme expliqué à la section 8.4.3, le degré de liberté restant est en principe le niveau de
"dt . Mais comme la section précédente a introduit un degré de liberté supplémentaire (h i
est remplacé par ,;f= et , a ) , et qu’une valeur de "dt trop élevée détériore grandement
les performances en croisière (voir Figure 24), la valeur du "dt a été fixée à son maximum
positif qui ne détériore pas le niveau de performance de la baseline, |~ = . . Le
minimum 13 de , a est alors recherché afin de maximiser la réduction de taille moteur ,;f=
pour un ratio de poussée donné, tout en respectant les qualités de vol. Les résultats sont
représentés à la Figure 47 et à la Figure 48.
On constate que la vectorisation de la poussée nécessaire se situe entre -15° et -17°, ce qui
correspond à un angle a + , a de -8.5° à -10.5° nécessaire pour effectuer la rotation au
décollage. D’autre part, le champ de taille moteurs disponibles est large, allant d’une
augmentation de 3% jusqu’à une réduction de 8%.
Pour permettre de choisir parmi tous ces choix de configuration, un critère d’optimisation a
été établi.

Figure 46: Respect des critères de qualité de vol pour deux winglets de 17m² installés en bout d’aile et
des crocodiles installés sur les gouvernes n°4 et n°5. Représentation dans diagramme Cl-Cm positifs.

13

En valeur absolue, ,

a

étant négatif pour créer un couple cabreur.

Figure 47: Vectorisation longitudinale de la poussée nécessaire pour respecter la rotation au décollage,
pour un niveau de |}~ et de |~ fixés et pour les architectures de surfaces de contrôle en lacet
examinées.

Figure 48: Réduction de la taille moteur possible pour un niveau de |}~ et de |~ fixés et pour les
architectures de surfaces de contrôle en lacet examinées.

11. CRITERE D’OPTIMISATION : DOC SIMPLIFIE
Comme plusieurs choix de configuration permettent de respecter les qualités de vol, il a fallu
développer un critère d’optimisation permettant de sélectionner le meilleur. Ce critère se
base sur le constat suivant : l’impact principal de la sélection de l’architecture de contrôle en
lacet est la génération de traînée. Cette traînée peut être divisée en une partie permanente
,"0 DaU_ , présente dans toutes les phases de la mission, et une partie temporaire ,"0 `a_D ,
présente uniquement pendant les phases où du moment de lacet doit être généré. Si l’impact
de la traînée totale a été pris en compte dans l’examen des performances au décollage,
l’impact de la traînée permanente sur les performances en croisière n’a pas été établi. Si on
suppose que le coefficient de portance "] n’est pas modifié par le choix d’architecture de
surfaces de contrôle en lacet, la variation de finesse en croisière , est la suivante :
,"] ,"0 DaU_
,"0 DaU_
,
=
&
= &
"0
"0
"]


Cette génération de traînée à plusieurs conséquences : entraîne une augmentation de la
quantité de carburant d nécessaire, de la masse totale rh et de la poussée au
décollage h i pour respecter le cahier des charges :
Pour assurer que la distance franchissable  reste constante, la masse de carburant
doit augmenter. En se basant sur la formule de Breguet et en introduisant le ratio
_

¡
d =
, et la traînée en croisière
yi¢

,£ ¤¥¦R
§ ,
£
g¨

on peut montrer que  reste constante

,d ,rh 2 + d ,"0 DaU_
=
+
©
"0
d
2 + 2d
rh
g¨
Pour respecter les performances au décollage, la traînée totale définit une taille de
moteur minimale 3ª6 + ,3ª6 .
L’augmentation de la masse totale ,v« qui est due à une augmentation de la
masse de carburant ,d , à une modification de la masse moteur ,da , à une
augmentation de la masse des trains ,dPE2 et à une augmentation de la masse de la
voilure dG2 . On peut montrer qu’elle vaut :
,d
2
,rh
,;f=
¬1 & dG2 & dPE2 
& da
& d
=0
®¯¯¯3¯¯¯°¯¯¯¯¯¯± rh
;f=
d
si :

²_³

Il est alors possible de lier l’augmentation des masses à la pénalité de traînée en croisière et
à la modification de poussée au décollage.

Pour lier toutes ces quantités en un seul critère, leur impact sur le coût de la mission a été
chiffré, sous forme d’une augmentation du ". La variation de taille moteur fait varier le
coût du moteur ,"´, la variation de quantité de fuel fait varier le coût du fuel ,"µ, et la
variation de masse fait varier le coût de la structure ,"¶·¸.

Ces coûts font varier un DOC (simplifié), dont la variation peut être calculée :

En utilisant les valeurs avion pour tous les paramètres de cette relation, on obtient finalement
la relation suivante :

,"
,"0 DaU_
,;f=
= 0.88
© + 0.17
"
"0
;f=
g¨

Si on considère une vectorisation de
la poussée temporaire, la traînée
permanente est uniquement fonction
de la taille des surfaces verticales.
Comme observé à la figure cicontre, la minimisation des surfaces
verticales entraîne la minimisation de
la traînée permanente. Le tableau cidessous dresse le panorama des solutions.

Table 13: Impact du choix de l'architecture en lacet sur le DOC de la mission.

La meilleure combinaison est la solution n°12, qui minimise le DOC avec une taille de
surfaces verticales minimale pour le contrôle du roulis hollandais, et une taille moteur
minimale pour respecter les contraintes de temps de montée et d’altitude optimale
atteignable. Le reste du contrôle en lacet est assuré par une fonction crocodile installée sur
les gouvernes n°4 et n°5, et par de la vectorisation latérale de 8.4°. Une vectorisation
longitudinale de 16.9° est nécessaire pour la rotation au décollage.

12. CONCLUSION
Au cours de ce travail, les qualités de vol d’une configuration aile volante ont été résolues au
stade avant-projet. Elles sont résolues au cours d’un processus de définition de la
configuration, qui permet la minimisation de l’impact des qualités de vol sur le coût de la
mission.
Les principaux problèmes étaient :
Une forte instabilité longitudinale, de 7.5% de la corde moyenne aérodynamique.
Cette instabilité est plus forte en basse vitesse. Tout ceci est dû à l’absence
d’empennage horizontal.
Un fort couple piqueur des moteurs empêchant la rotation au décollage de se
dérouler normalement, couplée à un faible bras de levier des gouvernes de profondeur.
Un manque d’autorité en roulis, cette fonction étant allouée uniquement aux ailerons
en bout d’aile, en l’absence de spoilers, qui ont été rejetés de par la présence de
gouvernes de tangage tout le long du bord de fuite.
L’impossibilité d’utiliser des surfaces verticales pour le contrôle en lacet, à cause
de la réduction des bras de levier (longitudinaux). Les surfaces verticales sont moins
efficaces pour produire du lacet, et doivent générer plus de force latérale que sur une
configuration classique. Il n’existe pas de taille de surface acceptable qui permette à la
fois le contrôle de la panne moteur dans n’importe quelle situation et qui ne mène pas à
des excursions excessives en dérapage lors d’un atterrissage par vent de travers.
Une forte instabilité latérale, qui ne peut être contrée que par des surfaces
verticales.
Plutôt que de tenter de résoudre ces problèmes par des solutions classiques (changement
de position de la voilure, installation d’empennages arrière, utilisation de spoilers et ailerons),
cette thèse a pris le parti d’utiliser les avantages de la configuration pour résoudre les
qualités de vol, à savoir :
Une surface portante de grande taille, qui procure des marges importantes sur les
performances basse vitesse (DD et h¹(rh)) : le produit "]_ est plus élevé
que celui des configurations classiques. L’incidence à prendre pour assurer une portance
i
suffisante à DD et ;!
2  2 est très éloignée de l’incidence de décrochage. Cela permet
de s’affranchir de dispositifs hypersustentateurs et d’utiliser ses surfaces pour du
contrôle, mais également de réduire la valeur de "]_ pour effectuer les manœuvres à
plus grande vitesse, augmentant ainsi le moment fourni par les surfaces de contrôle.
Des profils d’aile longs, dont on peut faire varier la forme afin de jouer sur la distribution
des charges à niveau de finesse donné. Il y a donc une certaine liberté sur le
positionnement du foyer et sur la valeur du "dt , à forme en plan donnée.
Un avion court, ce qui permet d’éviter tout danger de toucher de queue lors des
décollages et atterrissages, et donc de réduire la taille du train d’atterrissage ce qui
procure un gain en masse.
Un avion large, qui permet l’installation de
o Surfaces de contrôle multi-usage le long du bord de fuite de l’aile, pour
augmenter le potentiel de contrôle. Grâce au multicontrôle, les gains obtenus au
cours de cette thèse ont été de 22.5% en tangage, et 450% en roulis.
o Fonctions crocodiles sur les gouvernes les plus externes, pour bénéficier du bras
de levier en envergure et augmenter le contrôle en lacet par génération de
traînée.
o Winglets inclinés et équipés de gouvernes, pour augmenter le potentiel de
contrôle en lacet.
Des moteurs installés loin du centre de gravité, qui peuvent être équipés de tuyères
orientables. Celles-ci procurent un surcroit d’autorité en lacet lors d’une panne moteur en
les orientant vers l’intérieur, diminuant le couple du moteur fonctionnement. Elles

procurent également un moment cabreur supplémentaire au décollage, qui permet
d’aider à la rotation.
Un processus de conception a été développé, permettant de figer successivement les
paramètres avion en résolvant les qualités de vol, tout en minimisant les boucles de
convergence. Plusieurs architectures de gouvernes ont été proposées, et départagées au
moyen d’une optimisation du DOC simplifié de la mission.
La solution retenue alloue le contrôle du lacet à deux winglets de 9.6m² chacun, équipés
d’une gouverne pour contrôler le roulis hollandais. L’autorité en lacet est augmentée grâce à
une fonction crocodile ajoutée aux deux gouvernes externes de la configuration initiale, ainsi
que par l’utilisation des tuyères orientables qui dirigent le vecteur poussée de 8.4° vers
l’intérieur en cas de panne moteur. Lors de la rotation au décollage, ces mêmes tuyères
orientables dirigent le vecteur poussée de 10° vers le bas.

13. WAY FORWARD
Ce processus de résolution a été implémenté sur la plateforme d’intégration avant-projet et
est opérationnel. Il peut donc être utilisé pour concevoir d’autres ailes volantes, ainsi que
pour éventuellement résoudre des configurations plus exotiques.
Concernant la configuration étudiée dans cette thèse, la prochaine étape est
l’implémentation de lois de contrôle plus complexes, intégrant le multicontrôle. Lors de
manœuvre, il existe des dangers de saturation de certaines gouvernes soumises à des
ordres multiples.
Le confort passager doit lui aussi être examiné plus en détail. Si à première vue l’envergure
de la cabine autorise une manœuvrabilité classique pour l’aile volante, du contrôle actif
pourrait ajouter un surcroit de confort aux passagers situés le plus loin du centre de gravité.
Les excursions du diagramme de centrage devront aussi être minimisées, autant que faire
se peut. Comme démontré dans la version complète de ce rapport, le positionnement vers
l’arrière de la soute à bagage est une possibilité, ainsi qu’une distribution plus étendue des
réservoirs de carburant le long de l’axe avion.
La connaissance des surfaces de contrôle originales utilisées dans ce travail devra aussi
être augmentée, particulièrement la manière de les intégrer et de les commander.
Enfin, des installations motrices différentes, potentiellement très bénéfiques aux qualités de
vol comme les moteurs semi-enterrés et la propulsion distribuée sont de bons candidats pour
être installées sur l’aile volante. Leur faisabilité devra donc être examinée.
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